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PREFACE

IN CE this book was first published in 1898, under
the title Thirty Years of AmericanFinance, I have

been repeatedly urged to bring the history up to date,
in order to cover the remarkable financial episodes of
1901 and afterward. The undertaking did not then
seem feasible, because the movement of events in one '
direction was so swift that, so to speak, no stopping‑
place was obtainable for a broad and comprehensive
survey of the period. Such a stopping-place seems
to have been provided by the panic of 1907. I have
therefore undertaken to treat the ten years in American
finance, which followed 1897, as I had already treated
the thirty years preceding.
I take this opportunity to thank the numerous

educators, public men, and others who have written
to me since the publication of the first edition, for
their interest in, and appreciation of, what this book
has endeavored to accomplish. Their cordial recep‑
tion of a work which was not an economic treatise,
but, as far as its author possessed the power of making
it so, a fair and unbiassed history of our own times,
has greatly encouraged me in taking up a period so
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iv ' Preface
surrounded by economic controversy, political preju‑
dice, and confusion of financial ideas, as the decade
from 1897 to 1907. A .
It ISgratifying to be able to say that the facts and

conclusions regarding the thirty years prior to 1897,
set forth eleven years ago in the first edition of this
work; have stood the test of criticism. I am making,
in this edition, no important revision or alteration of
either. One historical assertion, however, I have
found it necessary to modify. In the original edition,
on page 27, I spoke of John Sherman as “the author
of the Resumption Act.” First-hand evidence, com‑
municated tomeafter publicationof the book, and not,
I believe, made public up to the present time, has
convinced me that Mr. Sherman, although it was he
who reported the Resumption bill from the com‑
mittee, was not the author of the Act; that it wasdrawn
by other hands than his; that its faults were due to an
effort to avoid political obstacles, and that the law
was passed exactly as it was originally constructed.
I have therefore altered the reference to Mr. Sherman.
Another point, to which some of the Treasury officers

of the second Cleveland Administration have lately
called my attention, is the assertion, on page 249, that ,

, the undertaking of the bankers’ syndicate of 1895,
to protect the Treasury gold reserve, had “broken
down,” and that “apparently, the syndicate experiment
had failed.” Against this view of the matter, it has
been urged that, since the syndicate’s contract was tech‑
nically closed in June, by delivery of the stipulatedsums
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of gold to the Treasury, the undertaking could not be
said to have broken down. In so far as regards per‑
formance of the stipulated deliveries, this inference is
correct; the bankers had even managed to “protect
the Treasury against the withdrawal of gold pending
the complete performance of this contract.” The
belief of the day was, however, that, as a result of the
protective measures, the Treasury would be put
permanently on its feet and the exhausting drain of
gold ended. In this respect, the experiment was a
failure; the subsequent loss of gold was probably
greater because of the artificial damming up of gold
exports in the spring. I therefore believe it to be
strictly correct, asa matter of economic history, to say
that the “undertaking to protect the Treasury had
broken down,” and I have not altered the passage.

My treatment of the financial history of 1901 and
1907 is largely based on my own discussion of the two

episodes, in articles published in recent years by the
Quarterly Journal of Economics of Harvard University.
I Wish here to acknowledge the courtesy of the editors
in permitting free use of the matter contained in those
articles, but at the same time to point out that in sur‑
veying the period as a whole, as this book endeavors
to do, the narrative has of necessity been almost com‑
pletely re-written.

A. D. N.
New YORK, March, 1909.
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FORTY YEARS OF AMERICAN
,.FINANCE

CHAPTER I

T H E INFLAT ION PERIOD

GLANCE over the financial history of the
UnitedStates,from the close of the Civil War to

the panic of 1907, will detect three separate periods.
The first, which began in the currency depreciation
era of the sixties, ended with specie resumption in
1879. The second continued up to, and a little
beyond, the panic of 1893. The third had its begin‑
ning in the striking economic phenomena of the last
few years of the nineteenth century.

It is my purpose to review the history and e x ‑
amine the underlying influences of all three periods.
For dramatic interest, neither of the two earlier
periods ranks with the third and last ; yet the events
between 1897 and 1907 cannot be fully understood
except by studying with them the thirty years pre‑
ceding. It was with the close of the Civil War that.

t
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financial America first became an influence of great
importance in world-finance; it was as a sequel to
the Civil War that many of the problemswith which
the country is still wrestling‐economic, fiscal, and
social‐had their origin.
In these and other respects, the forty-year period

properly calls for treatment as a whole. War
which has ravaged~a continent during a series of
years cannot be suddenly abandoned without im‑
mense effect on industrial conditions, and the new
conditions will never duplicate those which existed
before the war began. This was the lesson which
Europe learned in 1815. Such was the singular
combination of events after the peace of 1865, how‑
ever, that almost at the moment when a million citi‑
zens were turned from organized destruction to
pursuit of peaceful industry, the avenues of Ameri‑
can employment and production were widened in a
degree unprecedented in the history of trade.
Within eight years after Lee's surrender, the railway
mileage of the United States was literally doubled.
Only a fraction of this increasebelonged to the trans‑
continental lines which linked the two oceans in
1869. Quite aside from the 1800milesof the Pacific
Railways, upwards of 30,000 miles of track were laid
in the United States between 1865 and 1873. Four
noteworthy economic developments accompanied
this extension of the transportation system. A fer‑
tile interior domain, hitherto untouched, was opened
up to industry. With the rush of population to
these Western districts, n o t only did the disbanded
army resume production without industrial overe
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crowding such as followed the Napoleonic wars, but
provision was made for three or,four hundred thou‑
sand immigrants annually. European capital in
enormous volume was drawn upon to provide the
means for this development. Finally, the United
States rose from the position of a second- or third‑
class commercial state to the first rank among agri‑
cultural producers and exporters. Each of these
several phenomena had its special influence on the
period. The new West, the contented or discon‑
tented farmer, the foreign investor, and the export
trade in grain, will come into very frequent view
during the progress of this history.
Not less immediately connected with this opening

up and settlement of o u r agricultural West was sti l l
another phenomenon, of peculiar interest to the
study of the ensuing period. The average price of
grain had advanced with great‘rapidity during the
Civil War. In 1867, the price of wheat, even on the
Chicago market, reached the remarkable level of
$2.85 per bushel; no r was this price very greatly
above the annual maximum of the period. In a
large degree, this advance resulted from inflation of
the American currency. But the upward movement
was world-wide; in 1867 and 1868 the average price,
even in England, was close to the equivalent of two
dollars a bushel.‘ Thatany such abnormal market
could bemaintained in the {ace of the n ew American
supplies was at least improbable. The area of
wheat, corn, oats, r y e , and barley in the United
States rose from 64,'418;518 acres in 1867 to 86,287,‑

' ‘ Sauerbeck's tables of English prices.
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648 in 1875,and to 100,283,16oin 1878.' l The yield
of these five crops increased from I,320,236,000
bushels in 1866 to 2,290,008,ooo in 1878, the annual
wheat crop more than doubling in magnitude.’
The increase in cereal production was twice asrapid
asthe country's increase in population; the United
States became therefore the leading figure in the
world's export markets; and this was certain to have
important influence on prices.

But prices did not yield at once. A series of de‑
ficient harvests, after 1870, accompanied by the
suspended production of the Franco-Prussian war,
abruptly checked the downward movement. After
1872,however, the new supplies made their influence
positively felt. For in this increase of agricultural
production. the United States was n o w not alone.
Precisely as1865 marked the end of war on the North
American continent, so the Treaty of Paris in 1871
brought to a close the seventeen years of almost un ‑
interrupted warfare among European states. As in
America, so in Europe, production received imme‑
diate stimulus. While American capital was opening
up the Mississippi Valley, European capital was
similarly busy along the fertile river-basins of the
Dnieper and the Danube. The Russian railway
system grew during this period from something like
2 0 0 0 miles to upwards of 13,000) In Austro-Hun‑
gary, the percentage of increase was almost equally
large. A l l of these n e w transportation lines, like our

' AnnualRzports, U. S. Bureau of Agriculture.
’ Hid.
' Ofia'alRum'an Report onRai lway, 1818.
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own new Granger railways, were at once engaged in
carryingto the seaboard supplies of grainwhich never
before had reached an export market. Commercial
estimates placed the total wheat crop of 1875, in the
world’s ten chief producing states, at 1,501,000,ooo
bushels. In 1878, the same ten states produced
1,763,000,ooo, and another increase, equally large,
was made within the next four years.‘ The problem
of an earlier generation had been how to feed the
constantly increasing population ; a wholly new
problemwas presently to arise, based on thequestion
how to find a ready and profitable market for the
year's output of breadstuffs. Prices, in short,which
rose almost continuously throughout the world
during the period of slack production from 1858 to
1873, receded almost ascontinuously in the ensuing
generation. Nowherewas this phenomenondestined
to have more immediate importance, economically,
socially, and politically, than in the United States.
In my examination of the thirty years after 1865,

I shall endeavor to give due attention to the in‑
fluence of these grain markets on national politics
and finance. The opinion is more or less widely
held that the decline in prices, notably of grain, has
resulted from legislation on the currency. Without
for the present arguing that proposition, it may be
affirmed with entire safety that a good share of the
period’s currency legislation has resulted from the
decline in the price of grain. The fall in wheat has
been the typical argument for arbitrary increase of
the silver or paper currency in almost every Con‑

‘ Liverpool Com Trad:New: estimates.
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gressional debate since 1872. What is perhaps even
more significant, the division in almost every Con‑
gressional vote upon these subjects has been, not
political but geographical‐the commercial East
against the agricultural West.
The questions of silver coinage andof Government

issues of paper currency have had as profound an
influence on public finances, during the last thirty
years, as the question of agricultural prices and pro‑
duction has had on private trade. Both of these
currency problems, in their later form, have arisen
since the Civil War. There had indeed been silver
coinage and suspension of silver coinage long before
1865; but there had been neither a ” silver ques‑
tion " n o r a ” silver party." The legal-tender notes
had been introduced and brought to their maximum
issue before the return of peace, but there had never
been a “ greenback party,” or a demand in any re ‑
sponsible quarter for a permanent currency of Gov‑
ernment paper.
During the eighty-four years after Washington's

inauguration, only a trifle over eight million silver
dollars in all had been"coined at the mints of the
United States; ' when, therefore, in the statute re‑
vision of 1873 the silver dollar was dropped from the
nation's coinage list, the action was received with
indifference by the entire community. The ques‑
tion of ” free coinage ” "was no t so much as named
in any Presidential platform, even as late as 1876.
The sudden appearance of the “ silver problem,”
only one year after the 1876 election, resulted very

' U. S.M i n tRtpofl, 1893,p. 282.
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largely from thedecline in agricultural prices. It
resulted also, beyond any reasonable question, from
the fact that silverproduction1nthe United States,
reckoned prior to 1861 at less than a million dollars
annually, andin 1869 at only twelve million dollars,
had risen by.1878 to no less an annual sum than
$45,200,000; " I t will be found that even in 1880a
conservative President was reciting, no t without ap‑
proval, the maxim that the United States, producing
” more silver than any other country,” was” directly
interested in maintaining it as one of the two pre‑
cious metals.” ’
If silver coinage was not apoliticali s s u e at the

close of the Civil War, the policy of a permanent
currency of Government legal-tender paper was
equally unknown. Upwards of four hundred mil‑
lion notes of the United States were, it is true, in
circulation at the return of peace. There were
doubtless many individuals who approved the con‑
tinuance of exactly this form of currency. But no
such proposition had been advanced by any public
man of influence or by any political organization.
The “ greenback party,” like the “ silver party,”
was distinctly a product of hard times. The Specie‑
ResumptionAct was a compromise with the extrem‑
ists of the fiat-money school, as the compulsory
Silver-Coinage Act of 1878 was a compromisewith
the extreme bimetallists. Each created a currency
system never imagined by the statesmen of the war.

\ The theory of the authors of the Legal-Tender-Act
Was clearly understood. They held the issue of

' President Hayes, Annual Message, Dec. 6, 1880.
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these notes to be simply creation of a Government
floating debt, the notes being endowed with special
privileges only in order’that they might be floated.‘
That the resort to legal-tender powers was an evil
justified only by extreme emergency, and that the
circulation of Government notes in any form was a
purely temporary measure, were the unanimous con‑
victions of the statesmen who contrived the system.’
The logical inference that these Government notes
would be paid off and cancelled, assoon as the wa r
deficiency had ended, was publicly accepted. This
fact is clearly provedby the record. The statesmen
of the day built up the national banking system on
the express theory that the bank notes would pro‑
vide the requisite currency of the future, whereas
the Government notes would not.‘ No better wit‑
ness could be had than the Legal-Tender Act itself,
which provided, in its terms as first submitted to
the Ways and Means Committee, that the notes
should be issued ” for temporary purposes," and
shouldmoreoverbeconvertible at theholder’s option
into interest-bearing bonds.
Such was the theory and purpose of the public

1Secretary Chase, letter to Ways and Means Committee, January
29, 1862 ; Justice Bradley, opinion in Legal-Tender cases, 1871.
’ Spaulding, History of the Legal Tender Money Issuedduring tlze

Great Rebellion, p. 5; W. P. Fessenden, Senate speech, February
12, 1862 ; Charles Sumner, Senate speech, February 12 , 1862; Sam‑
uel Hooper, House of Representatives speech, February 21, 1866;
John Sherman, Senate speech, March 6, 1876.
‘ President Lincoln, Annual Message, December 1, 1862; Secre‑

tary Chase, Trees. Rep, 1863, p. 2 0 ; Secretary Fossenden, Treds .
Rep" 1864, p. 2 4 ; Spaulding, Appendix, p. 16.
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men through whom the Legal-Tender Act was con‑
structed and applied. Nor is the general position
of ou r statesmen, at the close of the Civi l War, any
more obscure than their original position. The first
financial resolution adopted by Congress, in Decem‑
ber, 1865, was an explicit promise to retire the legal
tenders. The first legislation of that Congress gave
discretionary powers to the Secretary of the Treasury
for continuous contraction. Very few legislative
victories are wonwithout at least a temporary popu‑
lar endorsement, and the votes of December, 1865,
and of March, 1866, were no exceptions. But the
popular approval of contraction in that year, excep‑
tion as it was to all our subsequent legislation, is
readily enough explained. Public opinion, when
the war had ended, was governed by impatience
with inflated prices; inflation far beyond the Euro‑
pean level, and properly ascribed to the condition of
the currency.‘ The cost of living reached during
1865 the highest point recorded in this country‘s
history. From 1860 to 1865, inclusive, the average
of European prices rose only 4 to 6 per cent. ; aver‑
age prices in the UnitedStatesadvanced, in the same
period, no less than 116 per cent.’ Even in 1866, a
full year after Appomatox, the general average of
ou r staple prices was more than 30 per cent. above
the average of 1863. The erratic gold market of
1865, moreover, forced as a necessary measure of

J Speeches of Merrill and Hurlburd, House of Representatives,
February 21and March 15, 1866.
’ U. S. Smart Report of 1892, Part I. , p .91 , Sauerbeck's London

tables; Soetbeer'5Hamburg tables.
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precaution a large margin of safety in the retail price
of goods, and this bore heavily on ordinary purchas‑
ers. W i t h flour at $16 a barrel, butter at 55cents a
pound, coal at $10 a ton, and wages and salaries ad‑
vanced since 1860 hardly. one third as far asprices,
the demand for currency reform obtained ready
endorsement from the people.

This popular sentiment was further strengthened
by the Administration's attitude at the opening of
Lincoln’s second term. Hugh McCulloch, then
Comptroller of the Currency, and a well-known ad‑
vocate of retirement of legal-tender notes, was ap‑
pointed Secretary of the Treasury. He held this
office up to the end of President Johnson's term.
Mr. McCulloch’s first official Treasury report, dated
December 4, 1865, took positive ground for the
reduction of the legal-tender debt. Although con‑
ceding that contraction ought to be and must be
slow, he declared that “ there is more danger to be
apprehended from the inability of the Government
to reduce its circulation rapidly enough, than from
a too rapid reduction of i t . ” He asked, therefore,
authority to issue bonds in his discretion, at six per
cent. or less, “ for the purpose of retiring no t only
the compound interest notes, but the United States
notes.” ‘

The report containing this outline of policy was,
l ike all Mr. McCulloch's public documents, a state
paper of exceptional ability; it may be profitably
read to-day for its broad and lucid treatment of the
problem. Together with the Secretary’s public

‘ Tram. Rep” 1865, pp. 12, x3, 14.
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speeches, it had decided influence. Two weeks after
the publicationof this report, on December 18, 1865,
the House of Representatives resolved, by a vote of
144 to 6,
“ that this house cordially concurs in the view of the Secretary of
the Treasury in relation to the necessity of a contraction of the
currency, with a view to as early 3.resumption of specie payments
asthe business interests of this country will permit; and we hereby
pledge co-operative action to this end asspeedily aspracticable."

This resolution of 1865, however, marked the
climax of the movement. Never thereafter did the
policy of retiring the legal-tender notes even ap‑
proach success. The truth is, that the inflated
prices had begun already, during the three months
after' the resolution of December, to recede. This
was inevitable, from the very nature of the previous"
expansion; and it was a welcome movement to con‑
sumers. But it nece55arily caused some derange‑
ment in the plans of trade, and politicians began to
ask, when they had to face the fulfilment of their
pledge through a formal act of Congress, how the
contraction policy would be greeted by producers.
The bill, as originally introduced, granted ful l
pdwers to the Secretary of the Treasury to issue new
bonds for the retirement both of interest-bearing
and of non-interest-bearing debt. In the spring of
1866 this measure was defeated in the House of
Representativesbya vote of 70to 64. Reconsidered
and amended soasto restrict contraction of the legal
tenders to $10,000,000 in the first six months and to
$4,000,000 per month thereafterhthe compromise
measure did indeed pass the House by 83 to 53, and
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the Senate by 32 to 7. But a victory thus won was
ominous. Mr. McCulloch himself declared the
amended act to be awkward and ineffective.’ Sti l l
more significant was the character of opposition de‑
veloped in the course of the debate. It had a dozen
varying grounds of argument, most of them pretty
certain to appeal to popular prejudice later on.
Some Congressmen objected to the discretionary
powers as revolutionary, and, while conceding Mr.
McCulloch’s ability and conservatism, pointed ou t
that a very different Treasury Secretary might suc~
ceed him.’ Some denounced the contraction policy
in itself asa “ double-quick march to bankruptcy " ';
others, lessextreme in view, neverthelesspronounced
the notion of immediate resumption of specie pay‑
ments to be ” Utopian in the extreme."‘ Much
was heard of the comfortable theory that if Congress
would “ allow things to goonwithout active inter‑
ference,” the “ natural development of events "
would automatically bring about resumption.‘ It
was promised, indeed, by one eminent Congressman,
destined later to take up McCulloch’s uncompleted
work, that if the Secretary would do nothing else
but meet Current obligations, “ no power could pre‑
vent" resumptionwithin twelve or eighteen months.’
More than one legislator could not understand,
" when we have $450,ooo,ooo [debt] bearing no in‑
‘ Treas. Rep” 1866, pp. 8, 9; Men andMeasures, p. 211.
’ Thaddeus Stevens, House of Representatives, March 16, 1866.
3W. D. Kelley, House of Representatives, February 21.
‘ Hiram Price, House of Representatives, March 16.
‘ G. S. Boutwell, House of Representatives, March 16.
' John Sherman, Senate, April 9.
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terest, and which need bear no interest, why it is to
be taken up and put into bonds.” ' The excellence
of a circulatingmedium “ that rests on the property
of the whole country, and has for its security the
faith andpatriotismof thegreatest and freest country
on the face of the globe," ' played its usual part in
the discu‘ssion’; so did the argument that “ the
amount of legal tenders now outstanding is no t too
much for the present condition of the country." '
In short, all the arguments which have been made
familiar by the twenty subsequent years of contro‑
versy, cut a figure in this openingdiscussion. Even
the peculiar virtues of a high protective tariff,
through which the country might by a short cut
reach a situation where resumption would be easy,
were recited in this debate of 1866.‘
, As a matter of fact, even the restricted powers of
note retirement granted under the law of March,
1866, were revoked within two years. L i t t le or no
progress had meantime been made towards resump‑
tion of specie payments. The Secretary himself had
officially pointed ou t that two commercial influences
must be removed before resumption would be pos‑
sible; the excessively high prices in the United
States and the heavy balance of foreign trade
against us.‘ But prices continued above the Euro‑
pean level, and, as a consequence, export of mer‑
' Thaddeus Stevens, House of Representatives, March 16.
’ W. A. Darling, House of Representatives, March 16.
' john Sherman, Senate, April 9.
‘ W. D. Kelley, House of Representatives, February 21 ; W. A.

Darling, House of Representatives, March 16.
l Trqgr. Rep" r865, p. 13 ; 1866, p. xx.
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chandisewas checkedand importsgreatly stimulated,
The entire gold product of each year in the United
States was sent abroad. Some effort had indeed
been made to accumulate a specie reserve in the
Treasury, obtained through the required payment of
customs dues in gold. But part of this fund was
disbursed again for interest on the public debt; the
mercantile community protested urgently against
the hoardingof any excess, with gold sellingat I 50";
and in the end, the Treasury was forced repeatedly
to throw its own coin surplus on the market, simply
in order to check the disastrous operations of the
speculators.“ Resumption, in short, which ;YMr.
Sherman had predicted as a certainty within eigh‑
teenmonthsof March, 1866,was, if anything, further
off than ever.
Contraction of the inflated currency, even if pur‑

sued under the limitations of the Act of 1866,would
in time have brought about conditions under which
resumption might have been planned. But events
outside of the United States n o w moved in such a
way asto tu rn the entire financial community against
the Secretary's policy. Hardly two months after
the vote of March came a wholly unexpected crisis
in the foreign money markets. The London col‑
lapse, precipitated by the Overend-Gumey,fa.i1ure
of May, 1866, was in some respects as complete as
any in the history of England. It affected every
nation with which Great Britain had commercial
' Memorial of New York banke.s and shippingmerchants to Sec‑

retary McCulloch, July, 1866.
’ Tran. Rep, 1866, p. 9.
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dealings; no t least of all the UnitedStates, of whose
securities it was estimated that European investors
even then held$6oo,ooo,ooo.l Duringthree months
the Bank of England kept its minimum discount
rate at the panic figure of ten per cent. ; the conse‑
quent sudden recall of foreign capital pu t a heavy
strain on the American markets.
Wi th the familiar disposition of the trade com‑

munity to lay the blame for disordered markets on
some move of public policy, the Treasury’s opera‑
tions to reduce Outstanding notes were made the’
scapegoat.’ Politicians with an eye to popularity
were quick to catch this dri f t of public sentiment.
Some of them honestly believed that McCulloch's
action in the Currency was the cause of the trade
distress; others, better informed but equally politic,
avoided personal declaration of opinion, but charac‑
teristically announced that whether the theory was
correct or not , the public believed i t , and that in
deference to the public, Cu r rency contraction ought
to cease.’ "The usual result ensued. Under the
previous question, and without debate, a measure
revokingabsolutely the Secretary’s power of contrac‑
tion passedfithe House of Representativesin Decem‑
ber, 1867, by a vote of 127 to 32. In the Senate
there was an able show of oppOSition, but it was
plainly put on the defensive. Even its very mild
amendment hinting at future return to the contrac‑

'McCulloch, Tran. Rep" 1866, p. 12.
’ 0 . P. Morton, Senate speech, January 9, 1868; A. G.Clttell.

Senate speech, January 10,1868.
‘ John Sherman, Senate speech, January 9, 1868.
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tion policy was promptly rejected by the House,
and on january 22, 1868, the resolution passed both
chambers in its original and final shape.
This was the end of the McCulloch plan. It was

the end of all serious debate upon resumption, for at
least six years. It was also, and very logically, the
beginning of the fiat-money party and of the plan to
pay the Government's bonded debt, wherever prac‑
ticable, in notes. This second proposition was
thrown into the arena of a Presidential canvass
‘within six months of the vote of January, 1868,
being formally proposed in the platform of the
Democratic party. Governor Seymour, it is true,
rejected this financial plank of the convention which
nominated him, and rejected it as plainly asGeneral
McClellan had rejected the " peace plank ” of the
same party four years before. But the repudiation
issue was fought out, in the canvass, nevertheless.
The Republicans were forced into open defence of
sound financial principles by the very recklessness of
their opponents. As happened under very similar
conditions twenty-eight years later, the compromis.
ers and waverers, who had cut so prominent a figure
in the debates of 1866 and 1868, were compelled to
show their colors, and the result, for the time at any
rate, was salutary. Helped by the great personal
prestige of its candidate, General Grant, the Repub‑
lican party won a sweeping victory. Havingwon,
the party's representatives hastened, while stil l
under the excitement of the canvass, to make their
public pledge for the future. President Johnson,
who was then at open odds with his party, had pro‑
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duced in his Annual Message of December 7, 1868,
the extraordinary suggestion that “ the six per cent.
interest now paid by the Government ” on i ts debt
” should be applied to the reduction of the principal
in semi-annual instalments "; in other words, that
the plan of repudiating interest obligations‐since
adopted, with no agreeable results, by Turkey and
Greeceéshould be formally approved by the United
States. This remarkable utterance was first con‑
demned by an overwhelming vote'in both House
and Senate; next, by an almost equally decisive
vote, on March 3, 1869,Congress adopted the Public
Credit Act, promising coin redemptionof both notes
and bonds, and concluding with the declaration that
the United States “ solemnly pledges its faith to
make provision, at the earliest practicable period, for
the redemption of the United States notes in coin."
The promise was as easily made as the similar

pledge of December, 1865; it was still more easily
broken. No such arrangement was made; nor any
serious attempt in that direction, until the mat ter
was'forced on the party by the exigency of politics.
Not only was no effort made to reduce outstanding
legal tenders, but the supply in circulation was
heavily increased; rising from $314,7o4,ooo in the
middle of 1869 to $346,168,ooo in 1872, and tw o
years later, as a result of the Treasury's weak ex ‑
periments in the panic, to $371,421,ooo.
The period was congenial to such juggling with

public credit and legislative pledges." Socially,
financially, and politically, it. stands ou t quite apart
fromany other detadeof the century. ’ It‘comprised,

, ,_
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in the United States, such a succession of episodes
asthe plundering reign of the Tweed cabal in New
York City; the impeachment of President Johnson
for purposes of political revenge; the infamous gold‑
market conspiracy of 1869, into which the ringlead‑
ers very nearly dragged the FederalAdministration;
the rise of vulgar and dishonest railway speculators
to public eminence ;' the notorious corruption of the
Courts by such adventurers; scandal fixed upon Con‑
gress by the Crédit Mobz'lz'er disclosures and on the
Administration by the Belknap impeachment trial.
Moral sense seemed for a time .to: have deteriorated
in the whole community; it was'a' sorry audience, at
Washington or elsewhere, to Which to address ap‑
peals for economy, retrenchment, and rigid preser‑
vation of the public faith. The Government's a
financial recklessness was readily imitated by the
community at large; debt was the order of the day
in the affairs of both. As the period approached its
culmination, foreign trade reflected the nature of the
situation. Merchandise imports in the fiscal year
1871 rose $84,000,000 over 1870; in 1872 they in‑
creased $106,000,000 over 1871. This movement
was the familiar warning of an approaching crash;
but the warning fell on deaf cars, as it usually does.
In 1873 the house of cards collapsed.
The panic of 1873 left the country’s financial and

commercial structure almost a ruin. It had, how‑
ever, several ulterior results sovaluable that it is not
wholly unreasonable to describe the wreck of credit
as a blessing in disguise. American prices, long out
of joint with the marketsof the world,andthoroughly
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artificial in themselves, were certain to be eventually
brought down. They would have been lowered,
necessarily, under the McCulloch contraction plan,
but the fall would have been gradual. This means
of readjustment Congress and the people rejected;
there was left, therefore, only the severe alternative
of sudden and violent liquidation. But this very
liquidating. process served a useful double purpose;
it disclosed the nation's true resources, and it placed
the United States on equal footing with the com‑
mercial world at large. With the bursting of the
bubble of inflated debt and inflated prices, the ex ‑
cessive importations ceased. Simultaneously the
export trade, which had halted during 1872, in spite

, of the continued agricultural expansion, rose to pro‑
portions never before approached in ou r commercial
history. In 1874, the balance of foreign trade,
which during the twenty-five preceding years, with
only four exceptions, had been running heavily
against the United States, turned permanently in
ou r favor. In the fiscal year 1872, imported mer ‑
chandise exceeded exports by $182,417,ooo; in 1878,
the export excess reached the unprecedentedsum of
$57,814,000. By 1876, even the continuous out‑
flow of gold was checked. In short, the two condi‑
tions fixed by Hugh McCulloch, ten yearsbefore, as
indispensable to resumption of specie payments,had
now been realized.
Congress was not by any meansdisposed, however,

to seize the opportunity. The first. result of the
money market crisis in 1873, as in all similar years,
was urgent public clamor for more currency. The
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Supreme Court had decided finally, in 1871, for the
constitutionality of the legal tenders; the Secretary
of the Treasury, in 1873, had so far yielded to the
prevalent excitement as to reissue legal-tender notes
already formally retired.’ The first response of Con ;
gress, therefore, was an inflation measure. By a
vote of 140 to 102 in the House of Representatives,
and of 29 to 24 in the Senate, a law was passed for
the permanent increase of the legal-tender currency
by $18,000,000. The Republican party controlled
Congress by unusually large majorities; but sixty
per cent. of the party’s vote in each chamber was
cast in favor of the bill. Only the interpositiondf
Grant's Presidential veto prevented this first positive
backward“step in the direction of fiat money.

It is reasonable to suppose that this curious vote
of the Administration party, which occurred in
April, 1874, measured the party’s political despera‑
tion. They were about to receive, in the Congres‑
sional elections, the usual chastisement experienced
by a dominant party when the people vote in a
period of hard times; the inflation act was an anchor
thrown desperately to windward. The experiment
was in all respects a failure. Even the party's own
State conventions failed to say a good word for the
inflation bill, and it gained nomitigation of sentence
in the November vote. In the Forty-thirdCongress,
the House of Representatives had been Republican
by the unusualpluralityof 11 0 ; in the Forty-fourth,
chosenin 1874,the Democrats controlled the House
by 74 plurality.

UV. Y. FinancialChronicle, Dec. 6, 1873.
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The Forty-third Congress had three months of
existence left to it after the vote of November, 1874.
Already defeated overwhelmingly at the polls, it
had nothingto risk by a move in sound-money legis‑
lation, and possibly much to gain. It used this
three-months’ period to enact a law of the first im‑
portance, no t only to the nation, but to the Repub‑
lican party’s future history‐a lawwhich must fairly
be described, however, under the circumstances of
the time, as an expression of death-bed repentance.
This was the Specie-Resumption Act, drawn up by
a party committee, and submitted to Congress, in
December, 1874, by Senator John Sherman.‘ I t '
fixed the date for resumption of specie payments at
January 1, 1879, provided for the reductionof legal‑
tender notes from $382,ooo,ooo to $300,000,ooo, but
made no provision for any further retirement of the
notes. It conferred, for redemption purposes, the
discretionary bond-issuepower, afterwardsemployed
by Secretary Sherman in 1878 and 1879,and by Sec‑
retary Carlisle in 1894 and 1895. It went through ‑
Congress on January, 7, 1875,and with its enactment
this chapter may properly be closed. Unlike most
subsequent financial measures, the Resumption Act
won its majorities in both Houses by the strictest
kind of party vote. Not one Democratic Congress‑
man supported it in either chamber; but the large
Republican majorities of the 1872 election were still
available. The bi l l passed the Senate by a vote of
32 to 14, and the House by 136 to 98. When it
passed, it was generally declared by financial critics

‘Recolkdion: ofjohn Sherman, i . , p. 510.
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that specie resumption under the measure was im‑
possible, and it was openly promised by the opposi‑
tion party, about to come into control of Congress
by a large majority, that they would make short
work,of the Act of 1875 on their return to power.



CHAPTER I I

THE STRUGGLE F O R RESUMPTION

HE Resumption Act is one of the most curious
laws in financial history. It was'plain in its

requirement that on and after January 1, 1879, the
Treasury should “ redeem in coin the United States
legal-tender notes then outstanding, on their pre‑
sentation for redemption ”; but it left the Treasury
to make whatever arrangements it might choose.
The law, it is true, conferred ample powers. In
order “ to prepare and provide for the redemption
in this Act authorized or required,” it empowered
the Secretary of the Treasury “ to use any surplus
revenues, from time to time, in the Treasury not
otherwise appropriated, and to issue, sell, and dis‑
pose of, at n o t less than par in coin, either of the
descriptions of bonds of the United States described
in the Act of Congress approved July 14, 1870." ‘
This power was n o t only enormous in its immediate
possibilities, but it was perpetual. The notes re‑
deemed were not, as in 1866, to be cancelled or
retired, but to be reissued. When reissued, they

’ U. S. Statutes, 43d Congress, 2d session, chap. xv.
33
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must necessarily become again. redeemable in coin,
with all theprovisions of the ResumptionAct again'
applying. This fact was] recognized even in the de.’
bate upon the bill. Since the discretionary power of
bond-issue was granted “ n o t only to prepare for but
to maintain resumption,” ’ it followed that the
power might legally be exercised by any future
Administration.’
Now laws which make such extraordinary grants

to the Executive commonly specify with the minu‑
test care how the powers granted shall be employed._
The Resumption.Act does nothing of the kind. It
places in the Secretary’s hands, as the author of the
law correctly pointed out, “ the whole“ credit and
money of the United States," ' but it does no t give
the slightest hint as to what use he shall make of i t .
Resumption of specie payments is associated, in the
average mind, with the accumulation of a coin re‑
serve, out of which, when necessary, notes maybe
redeemed. ' But the ResumptionAct makes no men‑
tion of a coin reserve. This omission left it wholly
to the discretion of the administrator of the law how
much gold he should accumulate for the purpose.
He might, in strict accordance with the law, use his
powers so as to throw the money market into con‑
vulsion. He might, on the other hand, either
through choice or necessity, make such inadequate
provision, that after January I, 1879, his entire
1John Sherman, Senate speech, December 22, 1874.
’ Tran. Rep” x879, p. xi.; x880, p. xi. : KW?!H. R. yudiciary

Commitlte, July 6, x892.
’ John Sherman, Senate speech, December 22, 1874.
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stock- of gold would be withdrawn for hoarding
or export purposes. There was involved, there‑
fore, a double problem of great delicacy: could
a large gold reserve be acquired and kept in the‑
Treasury before 1879, and could it be protected
afterwards ?

At first glance, it would appear that the Treasury’s
discretionary-power in the loan market, under the
Act of 1875,made i t an easy mat ter to obtain a suffi‑
cient coin reserve‘ But there was no such certainty
when the law was passed. On the basis solely of
domestic loans, the operation was impossible. As
late as- 1877, it was ofiicially estimated that the total
stock of gold in the United States, outside the Treas‑
ury, was less than $Ioo,ooo,ooo,' and of that sum
the two thousand national banks, on which the
Treasury must mainly depend for adomestic gold
loan, held only $22,658,82o.’ This was awholly in‑
adequate supply, and, what made the mat ter worse,
the country had been losing annually, through ex ‑
port, more gold than it produced from its mines.
In 1875 and the four preceding years, the United
States produced $182,000,000 gold, and exported,
net, $204,ooo,ooo.' So far as could be judged in
1875, an attempt to hoard in the Treasury even a
moderate sum of domestic gold would revive the
commercial dissatisfaction of 1866. In fact, the
Treasury was more than once compelled, even after

‘ Director of the Mint, Annual Report, 1877.
’ Comptroller Knox, Treas. Rep" 1877, p. 163.
' Annual (1. 5. Mint 1 ? e r,' U. S.Bureau of Statistics,Ammat

Reports. ‘
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the passage of the Resumption Law, to throw part
of its gold fund on the market.‘
There remained the foreign markets from which

to obtain a gold supply. It was possible to buy
gold abroad, even with foreign exchange against the
United States. But Secretary Bristow expressed,
in 1875, the very general doubt as to whether such
an operation would not be deliberately obstructed
by foreign institutions.’ Nor was this apprehension
groundless. France and Germany were already ac‑
cumulating specie for exactly the purpose contem‑
plated by the United States,’ and it was common
belief, even three years later, that the Bank of Eng‑
land would resort to extreme measures for the
protection of its own reserve.‘
I have said that the Law of 1875 involved the

double problem of providing for resumption at the
stipulated date, and of maintaining it afterward. It
is the first of these undertakings which we shall
survey in the present chapter. There were, aswe
have seen already, two influences at work in 1875,
which made possible the achievement as it would
no t have been in 1866. These influences‐the shift‑
ing of the foreign trade balance in favor of the
United States and the subsequent check to gold ex‑
ports‐were factors on which no finance minister
could have reckoned. Both in fact developed after
the passage of the Resumption Law. But even
after allowing for these accidental commercial ad‑
' Trees. R1)" 1875. p. xxii. ’Ih'd.. p. xxi.
' Lettersof Treasury‘s London agent, August It and 15, 1877.
‘Ih‘d., August 10, 1878.
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vantages, the credit for the return to specie payments
on January I, 1879, belongs individually and with‑
out dispute to John Sherman.
As one of the authors of the Resumption Act,

Mr. “Sherman was responsible both for its virtues and
its vices. His appointment to the Treasury, there‑
fore, in the Administration under which resumption
must by law be carried out, was entirely logical. ‘ I t
is true, the Presidential canvass of 1876 was no t
conducted on the issue of resumption. The Act‘of
1875, a Republican party measure, and passed with‑
ou t one Democratic vote in either House of Con‑
gress, was no t somuch asnamed in the Republican
national platform of 1876. But in politics, the can‑
didate often counts for quite asmuchasthe platform,
and Mr. Hayes had won the Ohio Governorship,
only a year before, after ,a contest pivoting wholly
on the specie-payment issue. The choice of Mr.
Sherman for finance minister in his national Admin‑
istration was a normal seq‘uel. Ye t the practical
efficiency of Mr. Sherman, in an administrative
ofi‘ice, could no t then have been foretold. The Sec‑
retary’s previous career, though useful and indus‑
trious, had been marred by weaknesses which did
n o t promise well. As a legislator, he belonged to
the school of compromisers who have indireCtly
been responsible, in a score of critical emergencies,
for the gravest mischief in our history. If his con‑
cessions had been proposed only after aggressive
contest, when deadlock or defeat was the only alter‑
native in sight, the criticism might be qualified.
But it was Mr. Sherman’s unfortunate policy as a
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legislator that he either opened the contest with a
plan of compromise‐thereby surrendering most of
his legitimate vantage-ground‐or else abandoned
his position long before the battle was fought out .
So eager was he, in the initial currency debate of
1866, to fix upon this middle ground, that he played
directly and effectually into the hands of the op‑
ponents of resumption. He openly confessed his
deference to public clamor in the vote of 1868.‘
He defended, on the explicit ground of evasion
of a disputed point, the obscurity of the Resump‑
t ion Ac t regarding reissue of the legal tenders.’
It is impossible to harmonize with one another his
public utterancesand his public votes. He acknowl‑
edged freely, on various occasions, that extinction
of the legal-tender notes was the simplest road to
specie payments ’; he declared with equal frankness
that inflated prices must come down in the move‑
ment toWards resumption, and that the shrinkage
would bepositiveadvantage to ou r industries.‘ Ye t
he made these very incidents of the McCulloch con‑
traction movement the basis of adetermined opposi‑
t ion. From the floor of Congress he attacked this
plan, the only alternative to the fiat-money carnival
of the nex t five years, with arguments which were
effectively used in behalf of every future movement
of inflation.‘
’ Senate speech, January 9, 1868.
’ Senate speeches, December 22, 1874; March16, 1876; Retail“.

lions, i . , 510.
' Senate speech, December 22, x874.
‘ Senate speech. January 15, 1868.
‘ Senate speech, April 9, 1866.
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For a Secretary of the Treasury, at a peculiar crisis
in the Government's finance, these were unpromising‘
antecedents. But Mr. Sherman was n o t the first of
public men to show that the faults or weakness of a
legislator, whose purpose is to obtain enactment of
a policy, will sometimes disappear in the administra‑
to r, who presses settled policies into execution. As
Secretary, he was unwavering in pursuit of the
resumption goal; practical, resolute, and adroit in
the means employed. His official correspondence
gives consistently the picture of a public officer of
foresight and decision. It was in the face of the
repudiation clamor that he declared officially for
payment of the Government bonds in gold.“ This
action fixed a precedent of the highest value.
Equally distinct was the Secretary's public declara‑
tion that the Act of 1875 conferred the power to
issue bonds after, as well as before, resumption’;
another precedent which did invaluable service six‑
teen years afterward. Only on one conspicuous oc‑
casion, hereafter to be noticed, did he revert to his
old-time juggling with a public question, and_then
the strong good sense of the President overruled
h i m ;

What was perhaps still more essential, at this
juncture in the Government finances, was the faculty
displayed by Mr. Sherman, of keeping the mastery
of outside negotiation. This was no small achieve‑

' Letter to Colgate 8: Co., December I. 1877 ; Spm'e Remmph'an,
pp. 22, 23, 24, 80, 81, 201, 709; Trees. Rep” 1877, p. ix.; 1878.
p. xiv.

' Tran. Rep" 1878, p. x. ; x879,‘ p. x . ; 1880.p. xiv.
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ment; for, in addition to the doubts surrounding the
resumption operation at the start, angry and bitter
opposition from Congress confronted the Secretary
at every step. The banking community was no t
enthusiastic in its offers; even the domestic institu‑
tions believed that the risk was great enough to call
for large concessions from the Treasury. Mr. Sher‑
man made no such concessions, and the banking
interests were presently aware that'a cool head and
an experienced hand were in control of the Govern‑
ment’s side of the bargain. He sounded all parties
before committing himself to any, forced reluctant
interests to bid through fear of losing entirely the
prestige of the operation, and held his own position
by compelling them to bid against each other. The
manner in which the Secretary, in his loans of 1878
and 1879 particularly, played off the London syndi‑
cate against the hesitating New York banks, and the
city banks against the syndicate, gave him, from first
to last, the advantage of the situation.l This ad‑
vantage he retained in the face of adversemovements
of international exchange,’ stringency in the London
discounts,’ and distinctly hostile operations on the
gold market.‘ Results, in cases of this kind, speak
for themselves. To say, therefore, that Secretary
Sherman's management of the Treasury achieved

‘Rmvlkm'om, ii.. 638; Spade Resumption, 291, 665; letter of
August Belmont, February 13, 1879.
’ Specie Rnumptian, pp. 280, 358.
' London Economist, October 19, 1878; Treasury’s London cor‑

respondence, August 3. to , and 17, (878.
‘ Letter of August Belmont to Sherman, April 26, 1878.
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during his time precisely the results proposed, and
achieved them promptly, is to concede his adminis‑
tration's practical success. Nor were these reSults
attained through extravagance or waste. In his re‑
funding and resumption operations, Mr. Sherman
placed the bonds of the United States on better
terms than any of his predecessors.‘ On one note‑
worthy occasion, he sold to a foreign syndicate a
considerable block of bonds at a figure virtually
above the price of the same bonds on the open
market, and he did this after banking acquaintances
had warned him that the achievement was impos‑
sible.‘ It was through Secretary Sherman that the
plan of sales direct to the investor, without the
intervention of a syndicate, was afterwards intro‑
duced.’
Some mistakes in detail policy usually occur in

any complex banking operation, and criticism has
by no means spared Mr. Sherman“ But even in
these disputed questions, the Treasury had a good
defence. The blunder of fixing a thirty-year term
to the $74I,ooo,ooo 4 per cents., frequently laid
at his administration's door, was in fact decreed
arbitrarily by the Funding Act of 1870, and was in‑
serted in that statute against Mr. Sherman's own
advice.‘ Conceivably, the extension of maturing 6

' Treas. Rep" 1877, p. vi i i ; Recollections, i . , 570, 571.
’ Letter of H. C. Fnhnestock, March 23, 1878; Specie Resump‑

tion, pp. 279, 281, 283, 284, 285, 294.
‘Rtmlleth'am', i . , 574 ; letter to the Senate, Much 26, 1879;

H. C. Adams, PublicDebt:, 236. ~
‘Raolkm'om, i. , 454. '
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per cents. at 3} subject to call, arranged a few
months after Secretary Sherman’s term expired,
might have been feasible in 1877 and 1878. Yet it
must be remembered that the credit of the United
States, after two years of specie payments, was a
very different thing from its credit in the earlier
period. Congress, moreover, true to its record of
the whole Administration, used the 3} per cent. pro‑
viso as a means of deliberate embarrassment to the
Secretaryfs operations. It loaded down its new re‑
fundingbill, in which that rate was authorized, with
stipulations of a character sowild asto necessitate a
Presidential veto.l
Of all the criticism on the Secretary’s policy, that

which clung longest was the charge that in the use
of Government deposit funds, he granted undue
favors to the banks. That Mr. Sherman was at
times politically indiscreet, in permitting concentra‑
t ion of the bulk of his deposits with a single bank,
cannot be doubted. But it by no means follows
that the action was unwise financially. The syndi‑
cate of foreign bankers, through whom the large
resumption loan was placed, were. allowed to name
theirown depository, and the institution named by
them had been the most efficient agent of the Gov‑
crnment.’ Politically, the Secretary would have
played a wiser part had he distributed this deposit;
from any other point of view, it was a matter of
complete indifference. If the example of foreign
‘Rerollzcliom, i i . , 758, 796.
’ Rewilm‘iom, ii., 798 ; letter to a NewYork bunker.Jammy 13,

1879; Sjm': Ruumph’on, p. 459.
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governments had any bearing on the matter, the
selectfim of a single bank was preferable. As for
the general policy of bank deposits, that was no t
only sustained by precedent in this and other coun‑
tries,‘ but it was indispensable. When any block of
new refunding bonds had been sold and paid for,
ninety days had to elapse, under the formal notice,
before the old bonds could be taken up. In the
British Government, all such surplus of the ex‑
chequer goes, as a matter of course, on deposit with
the Bank of England. Common prudence required
that the purchase money in ou r Government’s pos‑
session, during these three-months intervals, should
be similarly kept on the open market.’ In extend‑
ing these deposits, always abundantly secured, Mr.
Sherman no t only followed “common-sense and
precedent, but had the best advice, legal and finan‑
cial, to sustain h im ; '
I have spoken of the obstacles thrown in the Ad‑

ministration’sway by Congress. I hecircumstances
under which the HayesAdministration entered office
were in all respects discouraging. Administrative
plans-and policies have frequently enough been o b ;
structed by opposition majorities in one or the other
branch of Congress, by dissension in the Administra‑
tion party, or by the popular discontent arising from
hard times. The HayesAdministration had to meet
all these obstacles at once, and at a time when its
‘ Report of Treasurer Spinner, Annual Treat. Rep" x866, p. 171.
' Letter to the Senate, March 26,1879.
‘ Opinions of Attorney-General Deveus, of Comptroller Knox, of

Geo. S.3'Coe, Specie Resumption. pp. H 7 , 135, x36.
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own official prestige was marred by its disputed
title. Whether Mr. Hayes was entitled to the two
doubtful Stateswhose votes were eventually awarded
to him, and without which he could n o t have been
elected, is a question regarding which opinion will
probably always differ. The elaborately constructed
Electoral Commission, to whom the question was
referred, divided almost exactly on the lines of party
affiliation. But that the actual majority of the
voters was against Mr. Hayes in 1876, and in favor
of Mr. Tilden, there is no doubt whatever. The
Republican count itself awarded to Mr. Tilden a
popular plurality, in the whole United States, of
252,224. The tangible result of this popular minor‑
i t y was a House of Representatives containing an
opposition plurality of twenty votes.
Nor was this opposition content with a mere

blockade of Administration measures. It under‑
took to wreck the entire policy of the President.
The Senate was Republican by a plurality of three,
but on questions of finance, this slender plurality
could‘not be trusted. The first year of the new
Administration was a period of stagnant trade and,
popular unrest; its second year was a period of fall‑
ing prices. The Pittsburg railway riots, which rose
for a time to the proportions of industrial insurrec‑
tion, broke out hardly four months after the inaugu;
ration of President Hayes. Business failures were»
more numerous and serious in 1877 than in 1874, the
increase being particularly rapid in the younger
Western States; and in 1878 the record of insol‑
vencies far exceeded even that of the panic year
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1873.' Four years of prostrated enterprise had ut ‑
terly discouraged the people; when, therefore, politi‑
cians laid the blame on the Treasury's operations,
they had no trouble in getting ahearing. The oppo:
sition to Mr. Sherman's plans, which in fact included
manywell-knownRepublicanCongressmen, believed
itself to bebacked by an overwhelming popular sen‑
timent. It therefore laid its plans deliberately to
upset the pending negotiations.
The attack began with a bil l revoking all power

of bond-issues for resumption purposes, and in effect
repealing the Resumption Act. This measure went
through the House in November, 1877, by a major‑
i ty of thirteen votes. Before its fate in the Senate
was at all certain, the House had challenged public
attention with another bill to open the mints of the
United States to the free coinage of silver. This
measure was not entirely new. In the summer
session of 1876, several bills had been introduced,
providing for increased silver coinage and for re ‑
monetization of the silver dollar. None of these
propositions came to anything; they were chiefly
remarkable from the fact that they first gave vogue
to the theory of the “ crime of x873 " ‐ a theory
which assumed that the'dropping of the silver dollar
from the list of coins in the statutes of that year was
the outcome of a conspiracy which carried its legis‑
lation through in secret. The entire baselessness of
this assertion has been demonstrated often enough
'and in convincing detail; this very provision regard‑
ing the silver dollar was asubject of public discussion

’ lDun's Rtyiew, annual table's".
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in the House, and met with no serious opposition.‘
The assertion in itself is so patently absurd that I
shall no t pause to discuss i t . The truth is that silver
in 1873, and during a generation before that date,
was worth more to its owner in the form of bullion
than in the form of coin. In 1873 the silver requi‑
site to coin a dollar at the established ratiowasworth
$1.02.2 For years, therefore, nobody thought of
bringing his silver to the mint for coinage; he sold
it in the commercial markets. As we have seen, the
total silver-dollar coinage of the United States, be‑
tween 1789and 1873,was barely eight milliondollars,
and when, in 1873, the law provided that except for
the so-called trade dollar coined for export, ‘-‘ no
deposit of silver for other coinage shall be received,”
no one had interest enough in the matter to offer
criticism.’
But in 1874 and 1875 came one of those,curious

coincidences which render possible for al l time con‑
flicting theories of an economic event. Germany,
having adopted the gold standardof currency in ju ly,
1873,began to sell its old silver coin asbullion. At
exactly the same time, Mackay and Fair, in the
heart of the Nevada Mountains, were opening up '
the Great Bonanza. The Pacific Coast was in fact
going wild over the rise in mining shares while the
East was financially and industrially paralyzed. For
one instance, the famousConsolidatedVirginiamine,

1White, Money and Banking, p. 213 ; Llughlin, Bimelalh'sm.
p. 98 ; Congrurional Glabt, April 9, 1872.
‘ ’ U. 5. M i n t Reportr, annual tables.
‘ Tran. Rep" 1878, p, xxiii.
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which produced in 1873 only $645,000 of silver ore,
turned out $16,000,000 in 1875.l In the three years
following 1874, the two mines of the " Comstock
lode ” yielded $42,000,000 silver.’ The statute
dropping the silver dollar from this country’s coin‑
age list was enacted February 12, 1873; the German
law for retirement of silver coinage was adopted
July 9, 1873; and a year later the news of the rich
Nevada “ ore-finds ” became public property. ‘ Be‑
tween the German sales and the sales at NevadaCity,
the priceof silver yielded. In 1874, for the first time
in a generation, 412} grains of standard silver would
havebeenworth morewhen coined intoa legal-tender
dollar than when sold in the bullion market.’ The
motive of the mining interest in the free-silver coin‑
age agitation of 1876 and 1877 was no t mysterious.
The motive of the anti~Administration party in

Congress was somewhat different. There is no t the
slightest question that the silver-coinage movement,
in the agricultural West particularly, had the same
origin and the same following as the paper inflation
movement of a few years before. Mr. Bland him‑
self, the author of the silver bill, declared that the
question was presented as between what he called
“ honest resumption ” with silver coinage, ” or on
the other hand a forced unlimited inflation of paper
money.” ‘ In the heat of debate on the silver bill,
the same statesman declared in Congress that if his

‘ Shinn. T11: Story of tire Aline, p. 191.
’ Lindermann, U. S. M in t Report, 1877.
‘AmrualReportr, U. S. M m .
‘ CongressionalRecord, Aug. 5, 18763
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coinage plan could no t be passed, he was “ in favor
of issuing paper money enough to stuff down the
bond-holders until they are sick." ‘ The point of
these remarks lies in their frank assumption that "he
free-silver sentiment and the fiat--money sentiment
were interchangeable.

Somuch, then, for the origin and nature of the
silver movement. The BlandBil l passed the House

~L on November 5, 1877, under the previous question
and without debate, by a vote of 164 to 34, and the
resumption operations of the Government cameto
an instant halt. The market price of silver then was
such that the legal-tender dollar of the Act would
have been worth intrinsically less than ninety cents.
Foreign subscribers to ou r resumption bonds sus‑
pected instantly that payment of the Government
debt in a depreciated coin was planned by Congress;
their suspicions were confirmed by a resolution in‑
troduced December 6th by Stanley Matthews, Mr.
Sherman’s own successor in the Senate, and passed
by both Houses. The resolution explicitly declared
that in the opinion of Congress, all the bonds of‘the

q, United States, “ issued or authorized to be issued,"
were payable in the silver dollars of the BlandLaw.
The extraordinary character of this resolution may
be judged from the fact that it was proposed and
passed in both Houses while the Coinage Act was
still pending, and while, therefore, there was no t in
existence the coin which was duly declared a legal
tender for settlement with public creditors.’ To the
' Congrm-ionalRavrd, February 21, 1878.
’ Benjamin H. Hi l l , Senate speech, January 25, 1878.
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conservative portion of the public, the resolution
seemed a piece of financial lunacy; to the Treasury,
it was n o t , only embarrassing but humiliating.
Hardly a month before, in his annual report to
Congress, the Secretary had repeated his official
statement, previously made to bond subscribers,
that payment of the bonds in gold might safely be
anticipated.‘ The publication of this statement in
New York and London had been followed by greatly
increased subscriptions to the bonds, in payment of
which gold was required by the Govemment.’ The
Matthews resolution amounted, so far as Congress
was concerned, to repudiation of a formal bargain of
which the Government had already obtained the
fruits. The debate was such as might have been
expected on a measure of the sort. It centred re‑
peatedly on denunciation of Government bond in‑
vestors.‘ Foreign subscribers were treated with
especial scorn; indeed, o u r foreign customers in
general were no t spared. It was this debate which
drew forth Senator Matthews's somewhat celebrated
query: “ What have we got to do with abroad ? " ‑
a remarkwhich was perhapsastypical of the session's
deliberations as any utterance made from the floor
of Congress.‘
In each of these three controversies the Adminis‑
‘ Tran. REA. 1877, p. iv.
’ Sherman to F. 0. French, June 19, 1877; Spa-i: Rexumfitian,

pp. 80, 81, 84, 91.
’ Speech of D. W. Voorhees, Senate, January 15, 1878; of F. M.

Cockrell. Senate. January 23, 1878 ; of W. H. Felton, Sennte,
November 14, 1877.
‘ Senate speech, December to , 1877.
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tration was deserted by a good part of its natural
supporters. Twenty-seven Republicans voted in
the House for the virtual repeal of the Resumption
Act. Sixty-seven out of the 164 votes for the free‑
silver coinage bi l l were Republican. The Matthews
resolution was not only proposed by a Republican,
but Senators and Representatives of the Adminis‑
tration party took the floor to advocate i t . Indeed,
the party chaos during the session of i877 and 1878,
on all financial questions, can find no parallel short
of the stormy legislative days of [894 and 1895.
The personality of debate and vote, during this
earlier upheaval, is extremely curious. The vote in
the House of Representatives, for instance, on the
original free-coinage bil l of 1877, was non-partisan
and almost wholly sectional. From districts west or
south of Pennsylvania, only six votes w e r e ‘ cast
against the bill, two of these votes being cast by
Democrats; from Pennsylvaniaand the districts east
or north of i t , the bil l received only nine supporting
votes, and three of the nine votes were Republican.
The representatives from Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,
Wisconsin, Iowa, Kansas, California, and Minne‑
sota, so far as they answered to the roll-call, voted
solidly for the free-coinage bil l ; the New England
States voted solidly against it.. Not least remark‑
able, in the alignment of our public men during the
session, was a coincidence which made the proposed
repeal of the Resumption Act an example in the
irony of history. The Treasury Secretary whose
authority the bil l assailed had in 1868 led a similar
movement to break down the Administration's re‑
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sumption plans. The future Secretary of 1894,
destined to issue under the Resumption Act more
bonds than even Secretary Sherman, sat in the
House in 1877 and voted to revoke the power of
issue., .
The situation; during the early months of 1878,

was in fact extremely critical. For the time the
three direct assaults on the public credit were warded
off . The Matthews resolution was " concurrent,”
and hence a mere expression of opinion without
binding force. The bi l l repealing the Resumption
Act of 1875 was killed by disagreement in the
Senate. Meantime the Silver-CoinageAct was modi‑
fied by the Senate into a compromise requiring pur‑
chase and coinage by the Government of two to
( o u r millions’ worth of silver monthly. Even thus
modified, it encountered the veto of the President,
but was passed over his veto, without a day’s delay,
by the requisite two-thirds majority. ExeCutive
conservatism seemed to be fruitless; nevertheless,
there is no doubt whatever that the steadfast policy
of Mr. Hayes did much to stem the current of reac‑
tion: Although his veto did not prevent enactment
of the silver-coinage policy, his Annual Message of
December 3, 1877, submitted when Congressional
majorities were not yet defined, soplainly intimated
veto that it obstructed efforts to force the absolute
free-coinage measure through the Senate. The
President’s services certainly do no t merit less of
recognition, from the fact that his Secretary of the
Treasury gave him at this point only nominal sup‑
port. For once at least in his executive career, Mr.
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Sherman’s comment on the reactionary policy, even
before the Allison substitute bi l l had been framed,
was as faltering in its tone, and as thoroughly im‑
bued withrtimid compromise, as if its author Was
again the Sherman of the Senate.‘ A personal
letter of the Secretary, in September, 1877, to the
author of the Matthews resolution, contains the
most extraordinary quibbling with the question.’
Mr. Sherman himself confessed, seventeen years
after the struggle of 1878, that the veto message did
not meet with his approval.’
Congress adjourned on June 19th. Even before

Congressional adjournment, the canvass for the
November State elections had begun. The State
Convention platforms, in the summer of 1878, were
no t in all respects such as the session's work in
Congress would have suggested. It is true, the
Democrats throughout the West and South went to
extremes in denouncing the Administration’s policy.
The Ohio Democrats, for instance, demanded “ ab‑
solute repeal of the ResumptionAct , ” “ removal of
all restrictions to the coinage of silver," and “ sub‑
stitution of United States legal-tender money for
national bank notes,” ‘ and Democratic Conventions
in Indiana, in Iowa, and in most other Westernand
Southern States, made exactly similar declaratiOns.
The policy set forth by the Ohio Democrats was

’ Trear. Re)" 1877, p. xxi.
’ Letter to Stanley Matthews, September 11, x877; Recollections,

i-. 593‑
‘ Recollections, i i .. 623.
‘ Ohio Democratic Convention of June 26.
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certainly no more reactionary than what had been
proclaimed that very season on the floor of Congress,
and by eminent Republicans.’ It was the policy
which the majority of public men, in both parties,
had indicated, two or three months before,ascertain
of popular endorsement. But the Republican Con‑
vention leaders, in Ohio and in other WesternStates,
were shrewder. Signs of protest against the anti‑
Administration Republicans in Congress, mo re omin‑
ous because they came from staunch and life-long
supporters of the party, were visible even before
Congress adjourned. The great business communi‑
ties were speaking ou t with considerable _emphasis,
and this indication was not lost on the Republican
managers. With much political adroitness, the
Western Conventions of the party based their chief
appeal on “ opposition to further financial agita‑
tion,” as“ injurious to business and devoid of other
than evil results.”’ Republican platforms in the
Eastern States were even more distinct in declaring
for the Administration's policy; endorsement of the
specie-resumption plan, for instance, as carried out
by Secretary Sherman, was voted without a qualify‑
ing word.
The trend of public sentiment, in fact, very soon

showed itself to be unmistakablyin that direction,
and this was shown by the altered tone of the oppo‑

' W. D. Kelley, House of Representatives, November 3, (877;
J. J. Ingalls, Senate, December 6, 1877; W. A. Wallace, Senate,
January 29, 1878; T. O. Howe, Senate, February 5, 1878.
' Platforms of the Indianaand Ohio RepublicanConventions,June

5and rz, r878.
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sition Convention platforms, in the fall. Some of
these platforms made obvious attempts to square
their party with the voters. The financial plank of
the New York Democratic Convention, for instance,
on September 25th, reads like actual endorsement
of the Republican Administration. It was t o o late,
however, for such manoeuvres to" be of any value.
The opposition had gone too far in Congress, and
popular opinion to that effect was expressed with
sufficient emphasis in November, 1878. The Ad‑
ministration party gained what amounted to a de‑
cided victory. New York, Connecticut, and Ohio,
which had been carried by the Democrats in 1877,
now swung back to the Republicans, New York
leading with a majority of 34,661. In 1877, the
Democratic party had captured Pennsylvania by
nearly 10,000; i t “lost the State now by upwards of
22,000. The opposition still retained control of the
House of Representatives, but by a reduced plural‑
ity... There were but four States, East or West,
where opposition majorities were increased in.l878
or Administration majorities diminished, and these
were agricultural States, where the season’s sharp
decline in wheat had stirred up discontent.
There was no t much danger from the closing

session of a Congress whose earlier ventures had re ‑
ceived this response from the people. Without in‑
terruption or annoyance from the legislative body,
the Secretary of the Treasury now put the final
touches on his arrangements for resumption. Partly
by accident and partly through stress of circum- ‘
stances, the Treasury‘ gold reserve was defined, in
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‘later years, at a fixed andarbitrary minimum. The
theory adopted by Mr. Sherman, however, in his
early ”operations, was different and undoubtedly
better. Following probably the practice of the
Bank of England, he fixed his reserve at forty per
cent. of outstanding no tes ‐ “ the smallest reserve,”
he wrote to Congress, “ upon which resumption
could be prudently commenced and successfully
maintained." ' On this basis he held in the Treas‑
ury, on December 31, 1878, $114,193,000 gold in
excess of outstanding gold certificates, which was a
trifle over forty per cent. of the Government notes
then circulatingoutside the Treasury.’ Of this gold
reserve, $95,500,000 had been obtained through sale
of bonds,’ part of the coin being procured in Europe.
There remained now to be settled only the formal

machinery of. exchange between the Treasury and
outside institutions. The city bankswere naturally
willing to lend all possible aid to the achievement.
But the mere good-will of the banks has proved
largely useless to the Treasury on two n o t at a l l dis‑
similar occasions‐in 1861 and in 1894‐andat both
those junctures the fault distinctly lay in lack of
timely business management by the Treasury. -It
is conceivable that with the vacillating policy of
those two years applied in 1878, the Government's
financial schemesmight even now havebrokendown.

' Letter to President of the Senate. May 17, 1879; inten ew with
H. R. Banking and Currency Committee, April 18,1878) Reta/lec‑
tz'om' i i . , p. 631.
’ Treasurer’: Annual Report, comparative tables. ‑
' Tm " . Rep" 1878, p. ix.
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I f , for example, the Treasury had left the banks to
pursue unchanged their policy of keeping special
gold deposits, the Government reserve would have
been at once imperilled. If the banks had con‑
tinued to present their individual drafts for redemp‑
tion across the counter of the Sub-Treasury, any
timid or blundering banker might have started a
general drain of gold. Against these possibilities
Mr. Sherman now took measures. He applied for
the admission of the New York Sub-Treasury as a
member of the clearing-house. Nowadays,when the
Government's participation in this privilege has be‑
come a matter of every-day routine, it is easy to
underrate the work of the Administration which
effected i t . In 1878, however, the project was both
new and startling. This occasion, it is true, was not
the first on which the clearing-house proposition had
been mooted. But the previous'Administration
which considered the suggestion had abandoned it. ‘
Even in 1878, the judgment of the Secretary's own
associates was against the plan "; nevertheless, he
brought the matter to a head with.business-like
directness, and within two weeks after the project
was officially submitted, arrangements had, been
made. At New York and Boston, the clearing‑
houses modified their rules, agreed to abolish ” gold
deposits " after January I s t , to accept the legal
tenders freely in discharge of balances against one

' Letter of Assistant-Treasurer Hillhouse;S15erie Remmflim, p.
398
’Lct ter of AssistantSecretary French November 5, 1878; sped:

Resumption, p. 396.
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another and against the Government, and to admit
the New York Sub-Treasury into regular member-'
ship.’ At the ”same time, the requirement of coin
payment of customs duties was revoked, and public
officers were directed to receive coin or legal tenders
at the payer’s option-a move of obvious propriety,
since refusal to take notes in payment would merely
send the importer to the Treasury's redemption
ofiice to convert them into coin.’ A l l these prelim‑
inaries had been formally and positively settled
before the close of 1878. On December 17th, the
premium on gold disappeared, f o r the first time
since 1861; on January Is t , specie payments were
quietly resumed. Whether resumption could be
maintained without fresh purchases of gold, without
new bond issues, and without recurrent strain on
financial confidence, ,depended on influences no
longer subject to the Government’s control.
1Resolution of the clearing-house at New York, November 12,

1878. Specie Resumption, p. 4 0 1 ; at Boston,.NOVember 15, Specie
Resumption, p. 408.
' Trear. Rep., 1878, pp. xii., xiii.; Treasury circular to disbursing

and receiving officers, December 14, 1878. _



CHAPTER III»
RESUMPTION OF SPECIE PAYMENTS

HE danger to the Treasury’s redemption fund
lay, as every one understood, in possible gold

exports. As it happened, there was no gold move‑
ment in progress at the time of specie resumption;
but foreign exchange Was only a trifle below the
normal gold-exporting point, and no spring season
for eighteen years had passed without gold ship‑
ments. In the first half of 1877, nearly twenty
millions gold had been exported from New York,
chiefly obtained from the city banks. On January
1, 1879, these New York banks held in specie only
$19,781,400, but they held twice as much in legal‑
tender notes redeemable at the Treasury in gold.
Supposing, then, a further rise in exchange and a
heavy export of gold, there was not the least doubt
over what would happen to the Treasury reserve.
Now it is true that every bank of issue is con‑

fronted continually with this possibility. In 1878
and 1879, while gold exports from London were in
progress, the exporters carried their Bankof England
notes to the “Bank asa matter of course for redemp‑
tion in gold, and shipped the gold. What was true
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of the London "gold operations then is true to-day.
But the Bank of England, like al l properly managed
banks of issue, exercises the power of holding back
from cirCulation the notes redeemed, whenever its
reserve has been drawn down too far. This prac‑
tice, in the case of the Bank of England, automati‑
cally checks a large gold export movement, through
the resultant contraction of the money market. So
far was the United States Treasury, in 1879, from
enjoying any such precautionary power, that it was
expressly forbidden to hold back notes after redemp‑
tion. As originally passed, the Resumption Act
was ambiguous on this question. It did provide for
redemption of notes, prior to 1879, “ until there
shall be outstanding the sum of three hundred
million dollars of such legal-tender United States
notes, and no more.” This provision obviously
meant cancellation of $82,000,000 out of the $382,~
000,000 existing legal tenders, and it was soapplied.
But the question of retirement was purposely left _in
doubt asregarded notes redeemed in gold after re ‑
sumption.‘ Before even thenotes in excessof $300,‑
ooo,ooo had been retired, moreover, Congress took
the matter in hand, and as it made its move in the
midst of the legislative hurly-burly of 1878, its pur‑
posewas likely to beplain enough. “The law of~.May
31,1878,dec1aredthat cancellationof the notesshould
cease at once. The amount outstanding wasthen
>$346,68I,00_0,_instead of the$3oo,ooo,ooo maximum
fixed ,by_ the “Resumption-Act; and to _thisextent
‘Retalltth'tm: of yolm Sherman, i.., 5m ; John Sherman,Senate

speech, December 22,1874._~;, A: s . . ' ~ . : ‘ - “x" _ ' . o . . ' - . .
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the Resumption Law was positively revoked. It
was further provided, in this Ac t - o f 1878, that
“ when any of said notes may be redeemed or re‑
ceived into the Treasury under any law, from any
source whatever, and shall belong to the United
States, they shall'not be retired, cancelled, or de‑
stroyed, but they shall be re-issued and paid out
again and kept in circulation.”
ItAis impossible to mistake the meaning of this

provision. It no t only fixed the minimum of legal‑
tender notes, but expressly forbade the Treasury to
exercise any power of even temporary contraction.
Mr. Sherman’s attitude as regards this measure is
difficult to understand. He openly approved the
compulsory re-issue clause of the Act of I878,‘ and
in fact admitted that he had himself entertained
some purpose of the kind. He was, however, too
intelligent a financier no t to foresee i ts dangers, and
as we shall presently see, these dangers were seri‑
ously impressed upon himby certain incidents of the
resumption year. In his annual report of Decem‑
ber,- I879, he therefore set up a theory of his o w n
that notes redeemed out of the gold reserve could
not be used for ordinary purposes, and therefore,
with the reserve impaired, were not subject to re ‑
issue.’ There is, unfortunately, no t the slightest
ground for such a contention. The reader must
have perceived that the compulsory re-issue clause,
cited abdve from the Act of 1878, is framed with
particular care to exclude any such interpretation.
1Recollections, ii.. p. 659. ,
’ Tmu. min 1379- P- L ; 1880. 15. t i l l .
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Mr. Sherman's assumption in his report of 1879 was
as unwarranted as his criticism of a‘later Secretary
of the Treasury for not claiming precisely the same
discretionary privilege.‘ '
The ordinary banking safeguard, then, was wholly

withdrawn from the Treasury. Undersuch circum‑
stances, the resumption experiment was necessarily
hazardous, and its success, even in its first year of
operation, was bound to depend very largely on the
commercial situation. In this regard, the resump‑
tion year did n o t begin auspiciously. In 1878; the
merchandise trade balance in favor of the United
States had been very large; in the first five months
of 1879, it decreased steadily. ‘, ' These figures,”
wrote a commercial firm of which an ex‐Secretary
of the Treasury was the head, “ indicate the begin‑
ning of achange in the relative volume of imports
and exports.” ’ Domestic markets were unfavor‑
able. In the cotton-goods industry, demand'had
slackened so far that wage reductions were impend‑
ing.‘ The iron trade, a traditional barometer of
industrial situations, opened the year with so little
activity that prices fell below the actual average cost
of production.‘ With hardly an exception, the
country's staple/industries sank, during the early
months of 1879, into complete stagnation. Three
monthsafter resumption,the leadingfinancial weekly
of NewYork remarked: ” ‘ Where is the prosperity

‘Forum for April, 1896.
’ Circular of.McCulloch 8: Co.. New York, May, 1879.
' Ellison & Co.'s cotton circular, January, 1879.
‘ AnnualReport. New York Chamber of Commerce, 1879, p. 104.
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promised with that event?’ is the question fre‑
quently coming to u s . ‘.Wheat is no higher. Corn
is no higher. There is no money in any of the
earth’s products. Where is the promised pros‑
perity ?' ” ’
" I t15true, formal resumption of specie payments

was reflected, in the home security markets, by a re‑
covery in prices. This recovery, though extremely
irregular, was permanent. But foreign capital gave
no assistance to the movement; on the contrary, the
higher range of domestic prices served to stimulate
sales for European account, and there was abundant
opportunity for such sales because of the very large
amounts of United States Government bondsfloated
abroad during 1877 and 1878. In February, 1879,
the London agent of the Treasury reported that,
since the opening of the year, $43,000,000 of these
bonds, and $7,000,000 of a single American railway
stock, had been re-sold by London to the United
States.‘ These sales were reflected in a rise of
foreign exchange almost to the normal gold-export
level.’ In London, the most experienced inter‑
national bankers, including the Rothschilds, who
had placed the bulk of the recent American loans,
predicted that gold was about to move in quantity
from the United States to Europe.‘ By the middle
of March, the Secretary was disturbed enough to set

‘ New York Financial Chronicle, March 8.1879.
’ London correspondence of Treasury, February 22, 1879; Specie

Resumption, p. 525.
‘ Fry to Sherman, January 13,"1879, 610m: Raumflion,p. 461.
‘Treasury‘s London correspondence, February 2 2 ; g m } ; R:‑

rmnption, pp. 525, 536, 723. .
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on foot inquiry into the possibility of controlling
specie exports through sales of Government ex‑
change. Such recourse, Mr. Sherman plainly in ‑
timated, might become necessary “ i n preventing
popular alarm.”' Not even this expedient was
feasible; sterling continued to advance, and finally,"
in the second week of June, a million and a quarter
gold was shipped. This gold was obtained from the
Treasury in exchange for notes; it reduced to pre‑
cisely that extent the Government reserve.‘ London
financial judgment of the time was thus expressed:
“ The effect of resumption has passed off, and we
may expect to find gold steadily drifting from that‑
side to this.” ' ,
The wheat harvest of 1878, in Englandand on the

European continent, had been, aswe have seen, one
of the largest on record. When 1879was well ad‑
vanced, wheat from the English farms was still
moving in quantity to storage-points. At the close
of March, the stock of wheat at Liverpool was
larger than at ahy time within fiveyears; the same
was true of every cereal product.‘ Frosty weather
and heavy rains in England had indeed advanced
the price of wheat Sixpence afbushel, and it was
then admitted that the Englishcrop of 1878 would
no t be duplicated. Blit meantime the reserved
supply was ample, demand from consumers wasonly

' Sherman to Conant, March 1 5 ; Conant to Sherman, April 3;
sped: Remmph'm, pp. 569, 602.
' Treas.Re1>., 1879, p. 338.
‘ London Statirt, june 7, 1879.
‘ AnnualReport, New York Produce Exchange, 1879,p. 447.

I
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moderate, and early in March observers of the
market predicted that prices had reached their high
level for the year.‘ This forecast seemed for some
time to be correct. Wheat had advanced nine cents
per bushel on the New York market since the open‑
ing of January; the price now fell from $1.17} in
March to $1.10 in the second week of April.
Litt le by litt le the foreign situation changed. As

is usual with highly speculative markets, the news
was contradictory, and the truth developed slowly.
But it was evident in May, while the outlook for
this country’s harvest was steadily improving, that
the European grain markets were beginning to stir
with apprehension. In France, snow fell heavily
late in the spring; in England, after a late and de‑
structive frost, rain set in and continued almost in‑
cessantly through the summer. It was literally a
sunless season. At the opening of July, people
were wearing heavy overcoats in London;and in the
country all the crops were moulding.’ By this time
the impending harvest failure had'begun to assume
the dimensions of a national calamity. On Sunday,
July 6th, by the Archbishop of Canterbury's direc‑
tion, prayers for fair weather were offered in the
English churches.‘ In another month the time was
past when even favorable weather would help, and
by August it was made clear to all the markets that,
while the United States would yield the largest

‘ Londoncorrespondence, New York FinancialChronicle.March 7.
1879. ’1h'd., July 11 , 1879.
' Treasury's London correspondence, July 1 2 ; Spa-i: Resumption,

P- 739- "
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harvest in its history, every growing crop in the
British Islandswas practically ruined. No such dis‑
aster had befallen English agriculture within the
memory of living men.‘ The actual decrease in the
wheat crop especially, as compared with 1878, was
fifty-four per cent.; the total yield was smaller by
thirty million bushels than in the leanest recorded
year since the middle of the century.’ Nor was this
Europe's only agricultural catastrophe. Unt i l mid‑
summer, there had been favorable news from the
continental crops. But the blight which fell on
England’s harvest‐-the sunless July with its succes‑
sion of soaking rain-storms‐did equal damage be‑
yond the Channel. France, Austria, Germany, and
Russia yielded, in 1879, the smallest and poorest
wheat crops in ten years; the whole continental
harvest fell off fifteen per cent. from the average of
the three preceding years.’ European states, which
usually exported wheat, had not raised enough to
feed their own people. “ It is the American supply
alone,” one contemporary critic wrote, "' which has
saved Europe from a great famine.” ‘
To the United States, the huge American grain

crop of 1879wasadouble stroke of fortune. In Eng‑
land, it stopped the mouths of Mr. Chaplin and the
protectionist reactionaries, who had begun to clamor
against the free right of entry to American export
grain. In the United States, it settled the question
of resumption. A11 circumstances seemed to con‑

‘ Mark Lane Express, London, January 5, 1880.
’ Gazette tables. ' Bulletin dc: Hades, Pan's, January. 1880.
‘ LondonEamomixt, November 22, 1879.
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spire in favor of this country. Sunny and favorable
“ farmer’s weather," with the due proportion of
rains, prevailed throughout the season. The wheat
fields under cultivation had increased over 1878 by
half a million acres, the average yield per acre has
never but twice been surpassed in this country, and
the total crop exceeded by 28,000,000 bushels the
crop of any previous year.l Unt i l midsummer, as
we have seen, prices for wheat had moved irregu‑
larly; even in July and August, the market broke
no less than twenty cents a blishel, wholly because
of the certainty of an exceptionally large American
harvest. But the positive news of Great Britain's
crop failure carried the price up no less than forty
cents a bushel within six weeks.’ Along with this
advance in prices, exports of wheat rose to wholly
unprecedented volume. The foreign buying was so
urgent that the country's wheat shipments, which
even in 1878 did not r u n beyond two million bushels
weekly, averaged, in September, 1879, a million
bushels daily,’ 3.volume of grain exports equalled
only twice in the country’s subsequent history. The
crop of Indian corn was the largest on record; this,
too, fOund a ready and profitable export market
Cattle raised on the interior farms weresent abroad
in such numbers that the foreign trade complained
that British graziers were being forced ou t of the
British market.‘ By a rather remarkable coinci‑

‘AnnualReports, U. S. Department of Agriculture.
’ New York Produce Exchange, AnnualRtport, 1879,p. 395.
‘Financial Chronicle, October 4, 1879.
‘ Glasgow Herald, November, 1879.
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dence, the famous tide-water pipe-line from ‘the
Pennsylvania oil-wells was completed in 1879, and
the year’s export of this product rose nearly two
million barrels over the highest previous record.‘
By another coincidence, equally independent of any.
events already noticed, the cotton crop of India-in‑
1879was‘apartial failure '; Europe’ssupply on hand
fell off thirty per cent. from the autumn stock of
1878 and fifty per cent. from_ 1877, and with the
consequent heavy purchases by foreign spinners, the
season’s export of American cotton was the largest
ever yet recorded.
' The first result of this sudden change in the situ.
ation was a fall in the foreign exchanges, and conse‑
quent dissipation of all fears that the resumption
fundwould beimpaired. With this menace removed
from the financial outlook, the country's torpid en ‑
terprise awoke. The trade revivalwhich'ensued was
without question the most remarkable in this
country's commercial history. In the entire range
of American industries, there was practically no ex ‑
ception to the movement. In the iron trade, con‑
sumption, which had been cramped and paralyzed
for half a dozen years, and which at the opening of
1879 was not large enough to move the surplus
stocks, had by December r u n so far beyond capacity
for immediate production as to yield a profit of one
hundred per cent. on current rates of cost.’
In spite of the rise in raw cotton, the spinning in-'
‘Amma lReport, New York'Chamber of Commerce, 1879,p. 50.
’ New York Financial Chronirlt, September 27, 1879.
' AnnualReport,New York Chamber of Commerce, 1879,p. 104.
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dustry, whose depressed condition at the opening of
the year has been noticed already, enjoyed its full
share of the trade revival. Print cloths, the staple
of the dry-goods trade, no t only advanced fifty pe r '
cent. over their price of January 1st, but closed the
year with stocks depleted, mills running at ful l
pressure, and large orders booked ahead.‘ This was
the story in almost every trade. By August, the
money market rose sharply under the heavy demand
for this expanding trade, and import of gold began _,
in quantities vastly beyond what had ever been wit-__
nessed in the previous trade history of the United“7
States. Within three months, $20,000,000 had >
come from Great Britain, $30,000,000 from France,
and $10,000,000 from Germany; and as the special
need of the American bankers was currency suitable
for use in interior trade, a large part of this specie
went directly into the Treasury in exchange for
legal-tender notes‐another wholly new phenome‑
non, impossible except under resumption.
On January Is t , as we have seen, only one third

of the cash reserves of New York banks was specie,
and the aggregate thus held was only $19,494,700.
On December 12th, they held $53,157,700 specie,
and this was nearly eighty per cent. of the total cash
reserve.’ In the early months of 1879, almost the
whole of the customs payments at New York were
made in legal tenders; in November and December,
upwards of sixty-six per cent. were made in gold.‘
'Annua lReport, New York Chamber of Commerce, 1879, p. 100.
’ New York Clearing-House statements.
' Recordsof the Treasury.
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The Government’s gold reserve accordingly rose
from $119,956,655 at the close of June to $157,140,‑
114 at the opening of November. As early as Sep‑
tember, Secretary Sherman notified agents of the
Treasury that " gold coin, beyond the needs of the
Government, havingaccumulated in the Treasury,"
they were thenceforward to pay out gold freely on
ordinary disbursements.‘
The industrial, social, and political results of this

extraordinary year were permanentand far-reaching.
The series of commercial windfalls which gave the
United States the upper hand in half the foreign
markets came, aswehave seen, on top of a five-year
periodof economy and liquidation; there was, there‑
fore, a firm substratum on which to build. Enough
of an impulse was given to industry to have carried
forward the movement of prosperity beyond 1879,
even if succeeding years had n o t been equally favor‑
able to our producing markets. But the good for‑
tune of the American farmers did n o t end with 1879.
Conforming to a principle old asthe daysof Pharaoh,
Europe passed through a series of lean years, of
which 1879 was only the first. The disastrous
foreign shortage of that year was no t indeed re ‑
peated, but the European harvests did n o t soon
duplicate the yield of 1878 again. In 1880 the out ‑
pu t of the world’s chief wheat-producers rose some
30,000,000 bushels over that of 1878 ’; but this was
solely because of a seventy-million bushel increase
in the American harvest; so that this country still
‘Circular to disbursing officers; SpecieResumption, p. 780.
' Liverpool Cam fi n d : New:estimates.
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had the advantage in the foreign trade. Even in
1881, when a good part of the American crop was
destroyed by drought, the foreign harvest too ran
short, and what our farmers could spare for export
was sold at the highest prices in nine years.
The prosperity enjoyed by the United States was

real, and its foundation solid; a fact which nothing
proved more clearly than the manner in which the
markets sustained reactions from excessive specula‑
tion. With all the increase in real capital and in
commercial demand, the speculators forced prices
repeatedly beyond the ability of capital to sustain
or of demand to meet. Had it no t been for the
solid foundation underlying the trade revival of
1879, they would have wrecked the movement.
They began with an attempt, in the winter months,
to make their own price for wheat, and did succeed
in forcing the market up to such a figure that for a
time exports were actually blocked, and a fleet of
grain vessels, sent to New York for charters, lay
idle for weeks at the city wharves.‘ The result of
this experiment was a demoralized wheat market,
and eventually, in the early part of 1880, a break
of thirty-four cents a bushel. In the iron market a
similar attempt was made. The price at the close
of 1879, after a rise of nearly one hundred per cent.
in eight months, was $35 per t on ; the speculators
pu t it up to $42 by February, 1880, and by sodoing
attracted from every iron-producing foreign state no t
only huge supplies of.newmaterial, but of old scrap‑
1New York Chamber of Commerce, Annual R W ’ , 1880-81.

p. 85. , .
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iron.‘ Of course this bubble too collapsed; by June,
the price had fallen to $23.
But after each of these speculative collapses, with

the individual disasters which attended them, the
underlyingstrengthand healthfulness of the markets
was asserted. The spectacular market for corpora‑
tion shares was in a high degree typical of the
general situation. This market broke sharply in
November, 1879; in May and June of 1880, what
seemed to be a sudden and wholesale wreck of
values swept over the Stock Exchange. But from
each of these reactions,which measured the previous
excesses of the speculators, values recovered and
moved up again under the stimulus of real invest‑
ment, reachingeventually amuch higher level. The
movement of the railway shares responded normally
to the immense increase in opportunities andprofits
for these enterprises, as the interior lands were
opened up. Not even during the development of
the Western States after the war d id population of
these districts in particular, and of the country asa
whole, increase asrapidly as it did after resumption.
Annual immigration doubled in 1880 as compared
with 1879, and quadrupled in the next two years.
The highest annual record in the country's previous
history was 459,803, in the twelve months before the
panic of 1873. In 1882, the immigration was 788,‑
992, a total which has never since been equalled,
and nearly one third of that year’s immigrants were
Germans, the most useful of all our foreign popula‑
tion.
‘ NewYorkChamberof Commerce,AnnualReport,1880-81.p. 99.
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This rapid interior development gave legitimate
opportunity for extension of the transportation in‑
dustry, and prompt use was made of i t . Unfortu‑
nately, the spirit of speculation which pervaded all
other markets governed the railway market also, and
though it served at the time only to emphasize the
seemingly irresistible movement of prosperity, its
permanent results were mischievous in the extreme,
and will be found playing an important part in
episodes which we shall review later. The seeds of
so many future disasters to this important industry
were sown in the resumption period that it will be
advisable to notzce here exactly what happened at
this epoch of its history. The performances of 1868
in the railway market were not. to be sure, repeated.
The open robbery, the fraudulent stock issues, and
the judicial corruption which marked the earlier
history of the Erie, for instance, had disappeared
with the other appurtenances of the vulgar inflation
period. They were replaced, however, by another
form of plunder on a larger scale. ,The combination
of scattered railways, covering half a dozen interior
States, into systems under single managements, was
a normal and necessary outgrowth of the new expan‑
sion of the West. In many instances it was wisely
and prudently managed. But with the prevalent
spirit of speculation, it gave almost boundless oppor‑
tunities to shrewd and unscrupulous capitalists with
one hand on the Western railway coalitions and the
other in the stock market.
Most unfortunately for the transportation indus‑

t r y, the leader in the movement was Jay Gould,whosc
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disreputable record in the railway and gold markets
of the inflation period made his appearance in the
field after resumption sufficiently ominous. Few
properties on which this man laid his hand escaped
ruin in the end. He mastered more completely
than any other promoter in o u r history the a r t of
buying worthless railways for a song, selling them
at fancy figures to a solvent corporation under his
own control, and then so straining the credit and
manipulating the books of the amalgamated com‑
pany as to secure his own safe retreat through the
stock market. He wasnot a builder, he was a de‑
stroyer, and the truth of this statement may be easily
demonstrated by tracing out the subsequent history
of the corporations which he got into his clutches.
That Gould had a genius for making combinations
is unquestionable; but in almost every instance‐the
Wabash Railway, the Union Pacific, the Missouri
Pacific, and the elevated railways of New York City
are notable examples‐he obtained this power by
tempting other men to join h im in a speculation for
personal profit acquired through methods which
sapped the financial resources of the properties con‑
cerned. In some properties, as with the Western
Union Telegraph, he forced a reputable concern to
admit him to partnership through the shrewd and
daring use of a species of corporation blackmail, in
which hewas always anadept. His favoritemethod
of operation was exemplified in the purchase of the
Kansas Pacific in 1880 by the Union Pacific on the
basis of new Union Pacific stock exchanged on equal
terms for shares of the smaller company, notwith‑
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standing the fact that Kansas Pacific stock was earn‑
ingnothingwhile UnionPacific was earningandpay‑
ingsix per cent. per annum. Gould and his confed‑
erates of course played this particular game through
the stock market, where it was easily possible for any
one aware of the purposes of the two companies to
buy KansasPacificstock at nominal figuresand sell it
out in the advance accompanying the announcement
of the combination. At the close of x880, it was
possible to say that Jay Gould controlled every im‑
portant through railway route west and southwest
of St. Louis, except the Atchison, Topeka, and
Santa Fe and the Atlantic and Pacific.‘ The oppor‑
tunities for mischief of this kind, with such power in
the hands of such a man, were almost unlimited.
The reckoning "for all this chapter of railway

plunder came in I893, whenfthe extraordinary list
of railway bankrhptcies cannot easily be explained
without tracing the history of the companies back
to 1880; For other companies were bound to imi‑
tate the .methods of this arch-plotter; going so
far, in one notorious instance, as to sell to share‑
holders a new issue of six-per-cent.’ thirty-year
bonds at twenty cents onthe dollar, when the shares
themselves were selling between 80 and par. Yet
the extent to which all these companies continued
to prosper and profit under this load of improperly
incurred liabilities was perhaps the strongest of a l l
testimony to the soundness of the trade revival.
The Chicago, Rock Island, and Pacific company, for
instance, doubled its-stock in 1880 through a “ scrip

' .. . .l Newman}:Financial-Chronicle, January“8, 18812 '
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dividend " of one hundred per cent., and continued
to pay _seven per cent. per annum on its doubled
stock; the Louisville and Nashville paid six, after
a similar increase ; -the Chicago, Burlington, and
Quincy, after a twenty-per-cent. “ stock dividend,"
paid eight per cent. Actual increase in the total
stock and bonds of railways in the United States,
during 1880, was $524,411,843; but net earnings
increased no less than $39,000,000.’
What was true of railway profits was true also in

other lines of trade, and 1880 was undoubtedly the
most prosperous year of the generation. This may
be fairly judged by that faithful index, the record
of business failures. In 1878, there were 10,478
such commercial deaths; in 1880, there were only
4735. The liabilities involved fell from $234,383,‑
0 0 0 in 1878 to $65,752,000 in 1880.' The people
were contented, employment was abundant, and the
industrial agitation of the preceding years had ap‑
parently disappeared.
No one who has followed thoughtfully the influ‑

enceof trade conditions on the sentiment of voters,
asalready reviewed in ou r study of 1866, of 1874,
and of 1878, will doubt what was the reasonable
political expectation after the trade revival of 1879
and 1880. If the elections of 1879 had been held in
June, it is doubtful what the verdict would have
been. Resumption was then denounced in many
quarters as a failure. The best financial plea that
the Ohio Republicans could put forward, in their
' Poet's Manualof Rai{raad.r, 1880.
’ Dan'sReview, annual tables.
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convention platform of May 28th, was the saving
of interest charges through the Administration’s re‑
funding operations. On June 4th, the Democrats of .
that State retorted by demanding " the full restora‑
tion of silver . . . as a money meta ," and
“ the gradual substitution of Treasury notes for
national bank currency," and by nominating for
Governor Thomas Ewing, the author of the bi l l of
1877 to repeal the Resumption Act.< This attitude
was imitated, to a greater or less extent, by the op‑
position party in other Western States. It affected
even the East. On July l s t , the Democratsof Maine
declared for " the free and unlimited coinage of sil‑
ver ”; as late asjuly 16th, the Pennsylvania Demo‑
crats adopted a platform framed to suit anybody and
mean anything on the currency. '
But the situation, long before election day, was

wholly reversed. By the early autumn months, the
Administration could point ou t results following
specie resumption even larger than what had been
promised in advance,‐a very unusual advantage. In
l878, the party had lost heavily in many Western
constituencies; mainly, aswe have seen, because of
the low price of grain. In 1879, election day came
at the very climax of a violent rise in agricultural
prices, paid for the largest crops ever produced in
the United States. Naturally, the autumn party
declarations changed their tone along with the
rapidly changing business outlook. The proclama‑
tions of Republican conventions began to strike a
note of triumph. “ We congratulate o u r fellow‑
citizens upon the restoration of confidence and the

J
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revival of business,’ were the words in which the
Massachusetts convention of September 16th intro‑
duced its eulogy of the Administration. “ The suc‑
cessful resumption of specie payments . .
followed by returningnational prosperity," was the
theme of the New York Republican declaration on
September 2d. As in the preceding year, so in
1879, the autumn Democratic conventions in the
East were forced to a sullen echo of this rejoicing.‘
There was an occasional effort, such as that of the
New York State Democratic convention of Septem‑
ber 11th, to divert the issue into condemnation of
the Secretary’s “ speculative methods," “ question‑
able favoritism " to particular institutions, and
" extravagance " in refunding. In the West, the
opposition, engaged in the same losing fight against
the odds of a great harvest and a profitable grain
market, declared that the Treasury's achievement
was a stroke of luck. “ Now that resumption is a
success,” Secretary Sherman himself remarked in a
campaign speech, “ Democrats say the Republican
party did no t b r ing i t about, but that Providence
has done i t ; that bountiful crops here and bad crops
in Europe have been the cause of all the prosperity
that has come since resumption.” ’
As we haveseen, there was more or less truth in this

allegation. But the public mind does no t trouble it
self with such subtleties; it rewards or punishes, usu
ally, on a strict basis of past-[we reasoning, and in
the vote of 1879 it recognized properly enough the
' Massachusetts Democratic convention, October 7, 1879.
’ Speech at Cooper Union, New York, October 27, 1879.
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really great achievement of the Administration.
The three political battle-grounds of the year were
Maine, Ohio, and New York, in each of which
States a Governor was to be elected. Maine led off
in September with a Republican plurality 6000
greater than in 1878. Ewing was beaten in Ohio
by a plurality of 17,129, the Republican plurality of
the year before having been only 3154. In New
York State the opposition party had already split
up into factions, and Cornell was elected by the
sweeping plurality of 42,777, the largest Republican
majority in the State since 1872. Meantime the
Western States, which had gone quite uniformly
against the Administration in 1878, made a similar
response. In Michigan, one of the largest winter‑
wheat-producing States, a fusion of Democrats and
Greenbackers, whose votes combined would in the
previous year have carried the State by 25,000, was
squarely beaten in November, 1879, by a Republi‑
can majority of 6043. In Iowa, the corn-growing
State, the Administration majority increased over
1878 by 14,221 votes.
TheAdministration’svictory was complete. After

five years of almost uninterrupted contest over the
standard of value, the battle was ended. This fact
was tacitly conceded in the Presidential platforms of
both parties during the summer of 1880. On the
6th of June the Republican National Convention at
Chicago endorsed in the most unqualified language
the financial achievement of the Hayes Administra‑
tion. Both the Stanley Matthews wing of Repub‑
licanism and the timid jugglers with the issue in the
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Western Republican conventions pf 1878 and 1879
were repudiated; there was, n o t inserted in the
party’s Chicago platform of 1880 a single word to
favor even silver coinage. Instead, appealwas made
in behalf of a party which had “ raised the value of
our paper currency," ” restored upon a solid basis
payment in coin for all national obligations," and
“ lifted the credit of the nation." No protest was
made against these declarations, even by those un ‑
lucky Republicans who had sustained the Congres‑
sional resolution, two years before, to pay the
Government bonds in silver, and who had urged
repeal of the Resumption Act. Still more signifi‑
cant was the platform of the Democratic party at
Cincinnati, three weeks later: whose only declara‑
tion on the currency was aplank for ” honest money,
consisting of gold and silver, and paper convertible
into coin on demand; the strict maintenance of the
public faith." In short, what the Hayes Adminis‑
tration had achieved, the Administration party,
reasonably enough, appropriated to its o w n advan‑
tage, and the opposition, could no t contest its right
to do 50.

Except for the disputed claim involved in the
1876 election, the party had small reason to appre‑
hend the national vote of November, 1880. The
event proved even this misgiving to have been ex ‑
aggerated. But for this same clouded title, President
Hayes would logically have sought renomination,
and would have deserved i t . When M r. Hayes re‑
fused to submit his name, there seemed to be some
probability that Secretary Sherman's services w0uld
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be recognizedby the nomination. But there was an
instinctive distrust of Mr. Sherman in his own party,
which can only beexplained by his recordasa politi‑
cal opportunist in the years before hisCabinet career.
Those who did not question his sincerity doubted
his stabil i ty‐a doubt no t wholly unwarranted by his
repeated change of front before what seemed to be
the rulingpopularsentiment. Therewas, moreover,
an equally instinctive feeling that the nomineeof the
Chicago convention would certainly be the winner
at the polls in November. This conviction always
leads to a sharp convention struggle. In to the de‑
tails of the very singular preliminary contest at
Chicago it is needless to enter here. Only on the
thirty-sixth convention ballot was the deadlock be‑
tween the adherents of Secretary Sherman, of ex‑
President Grant, and of Mr.James G. Blaine broken
by concentration upon General Garfield of nearly
all delegates, except the Grant contingent.
At Cincinnati, three weeks later, the National

Democratic convention was a gathering as tame as
the Chicago convention had been exciting. The
rank and file were full enough of confidence, but the
party’s experienced leaders were well aware that
with industrial contentment on all sides their case
was hopeless. The manner in which a candidate
manoeuvres for the nomination, or his friends in his
behalf, is governedwholly by the prospect of success.
For nomination and defeat, especially if the defeat
be overwhelming, commonly lead in the United
States to political oblivion. In the party’s National
Convention of 1868, with a somewhat parallel situa‑

. -,-.., ,.
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tion, nearly all of the shrewdest Democratic leaders
avoided nomination, and Horatio Seymour was
eventually forced to take it against his will. The
case of 1880 was similar. The party's strongest
candidates were named to the Convention in a per‑
functory way, there was litt le or no contest, and on
the second ballot General Hancock, who with his
purely military record had nothing to lose through
a political defeat, was readily placed in nomination.~
The result of the November ballots amply justified
such misgivings. Against the 185 electoral votes
awarded to Hayes in 1876, Garfield in 1880 captured
214. Tilden, in 1876, obtained on popular vote a
plurality over Hayes, even by the Republicancount,
of 252,224; Garfield’s plurality over Hancock, in
1880, was 9464.
The partywhose most sagacious leaders hadfought

and won the resumption battle seemed, in brief, to
be surely seated in the control of public matters,
from which the panic of 1873 and the resultant trade
stagnation had sonearly banished i t . But the prob‑
lem of the currency remained. The silver question
was not the only cloud on the party’s horizon. The
problem of resumption had been solved for 1880,
and for many subsequent years, by a happy accident
of nature. Far-sighted public men recognized, how‑
ever, even at the climax of the party triumph of
1880, that the system onwhich resumptionhad been
founded still left the national finances at the mercy
of future commercial accidents. In almost the last
official papers of the Hayes Administration occur
two declarations very remarkable for- their positive
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contradiction of one another. In his annual Treas‑
ury report of December 6, 1880, Secretary Sherman
remarked: “ United States notes are now, in form,
security, and convenience, the best circulating
medium known." ’ In his message to Congress on
the same day, President Hayes declared: " The
retirement from circulation of United States notes
is a step to be taken in our progress towards a safe
and stable currency, which should be accepted as
the policy and duty of the Government and the in‑
terest and security of the people." The President,
in short, condemned as unsafe and mischievous a
currencywhich his financial minister, enjoying the
full personal confidence of the President,’ declared
to be safe, satisfactory, and worthy of perpetuation.
The incident was sufficiently singular; one of the
two responsible leaders in the financial reform of
1879 must have been mistaken. We shall discover,
before our study of the ensuing period is completed,
which of the two was right.
‘Annual Treat. Rep., (880, p. xiv.
’Recollectionr. ii., p. 808.



CHAPTER IV

T H E SILVER PROBLEM

LT H O U G H President Hayesand his Secretary
of the Treasury differed radically in their

opinion of the legal tenders, they were agreed, at
the close of the Administration, in their judgment
regardingcompulsory coinage of silver dollars. This
was the more noteworthy, in view of Mr. Sherman's
expressed disapproval of the President’s veto mes‑
sage of 1878. But the Secretary had begunto change
his o w n mind, even before the year was over. When
the Act of 1878 was passed, Mr. Sherman held that
the Senate amendments “ seemed to remove all
serious objections to the measure." ‘ A few months
later, he took a very different view. He began by
suggesting compromises, recommending, first, “ the
addition of one tenth or one eighth to the thickness
of the silver dollar,” ' ‐ a singular proposition to
make on a steadily declining silver market, and one
for which, curiously enough, he obtained the Presi‑
dent’s approval.’ Congress havingpaid noattention
to this proposition, the Secretary made a stil l more

‘ Retailectiom, ii., p. 623. ’ Trear. Rep" 1878. p. xvi.
' President Hayes, Annual Message, December 6, 1880.
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definite appeal for the “ importance of further limit‑
ing the coinage of the silver dollar." ' But the Law
of 1878 was left in force, and sorapidly now did the
Secretary’s misgivings deepen, that in the summer
of 1880 he privately declared that “ the silver law
threatens to produce within a year or so a single
silver standard. . . . Icould at any moment,
by issuing silver freely, bring a crisis." ’
Let us see what was the reason for this remarkably

pessimistic judgment, at the very time when outside
trade was moving towards the high tide of prosper‑
i t y. When President Hayes vetoed the Silver Act
of 1878, he expressed his judgment that circulation
of a dollar worth intrinsically less than the gold
dollar would sooner or later “ put an end to the re‑
ceipt of the revenue in gold,” and thus deprive the
Government of the means of paying its gold obliga‑
tions.’ It was this objection to the law which
presently turned out to be the matter of serious con‑
cern. The Silver Coinage Act had been only a very
short time in operation before the President’spredic‑
tion was confirmed by the movement of events.
The legal-tender notes were redeemable in coin,

and since the ResumptionAct was passed when the
only authorized United States coin, except the trade
dollar, was gold, it was quite universally conceded
that gold redemption was peremptory. Even the
Congressional resolution of January, 1878, which
declared for silver payment on the bonds, had made

J Trear. R f } . 1879, p. xiv.; 1878, p. xv.
’ Letter to James A. Garfield, July 19, 1880.
' Veto Message, February 28, 1878.
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no such suggestion regarding the legal-tender notes.
Being redeemable in gold, the notes could no t de‑
preciate so long as the Treasury had the power and
meansof providinggold for such redemption. They
therefore circulated freely, and were no t only used
for bankingpurposes in the cities, but were absorbed
in the every-day interior exchanges, being easily
portable and issued in convenient denominations.
But the silver dollars established by the Law of

1878 stood on a different basis.“ To begin with, it
developed almost immediately that the people did
no t want this heavy coin for their every-day change.
If any kind of currency is needed constantly by the
customers of a bank, it is the business of the bank
to keep that currency on hand. But if i ts customers
do n o t want a given kind of currency, and ask for
something different, the bank will necessarily t r y to
pass over to other institutions the currency no t in
request among its depositors. This is exactly what
occurred with the silver dollars throughout the
United States. City and country trade alike ob‑
jected to settlements in the silver dollars. At the
time, the legal tenders forwarded from the East
were sufficient as a basis for trade exchanges; the
silver dollars were no t necessary, as they might have
been with materially larger trade. Every bank of
deposit, therefore, passed them along at the earliest
opportunity to its neighbor. Eventually, asPresi‑
dent Hayes had predicted in his veto message, silver
began to fil l the channels of public revenue, which
are the final outlet for a superfluous or unpopular
currency. As early as I880, it hadproved to be im‑
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possible to keep in circulation more than thirty-five
per cent. of the dollars coined.‘
Now it is true that what the Treasury receives in_

revenue‐whether paper, gold, or si lver‐ i t can pay
ou t again for public expenses. If the silver dollars
would no t circulate in the interior, they could be
forced into circulation at the large Eastern disbursing
centres, especially at New York, where the National
Government's monthly expenditure at the time ran
ashigh as twenty to thirty millions. But for a very
interesting reason, this outlet was virtually blocked.
The NewYork Sub-Treasury, it will be recalled, was
a member of the Clearing-House of the New York
Associated Banks. On November 12, 1878, when
the Clearing-House admitted the Sub-Treasury to
membership, and arranged for the free exchange of
United States notes and gold, it formally resolved
to " prohibit payment of balances at the Clearing‑
House in silver certificates, or in silver dollars, ex‑
cept as subsidiary coin, in small sums."’ To this
condition the Treasury authorities had raised no
objection.’
So long as the silver circulation was small, and

the return of the silver. coin from interior circu‑
lation had no t yet become active, the New York
Clearing-House rule was regarded as a mere rou ‑
tine banking arrangement. When, however, sil‑
ver dollars began to crowd the channels of public

' Secretary Sherman, Treas. R I ) ” 1880, p. xviii.
’ Specie Resumption, p. 401.
' Sherman to George S. Coe, November 13, x878 ; 5pm?Res-um;‑

h’on, p. 402.
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revenue, the. Treasury’s inability to get rid‘of ' its
silver through the Clearing-House became a matter
of considerable moment. I ts stock of legal tenders
was already very low, and except for the legal‑
tender notes, gold was the only medium for these
NewYork payments. As aresult, the silver surplus
in the Treasury increased during the early months
of x880 with great rapidity, while its surplus gold
fund, which had been materially enlarged during the
harvest movement of the previousautumn, decreased
even faster. With the Treasury’s mass of gold ob‑
ligations, this was a serious sign of danger.
This policy of the NewYork Clearing-House came

in for a round of angry denunciation on the floor of
Congress. It was declared to be a conspiracy of
Eastern bankers, designed, first, to discredit the
silver currency, and second, to get the advantage of
the Treasury. It was formally proscribed in July,
1882, when the twenty-year charters of the national
banks, about to expire under the banking law, were
renewed by Congress. In granting extension of
these charters, Congress added the positive stipula‑
tion that “ no national banking association shall be
amemberof any clearing-house in which such [silver]
certificates shall no t be received in settlement of
clearing-house balances." ‘
In all this controversy, the New York banks

seemed to be on the defensive. Let us see, how‑
ever, what was their actual motive. The NewYork
banks perform for the United States the office which
the London banks perform for England; they man‑
age tht? country’s settlements on foreign exchange
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and they act both as‘depositories and remitters of
funds for the interior. We have seen that the in‑
terior banks and their customers did no t wish the
silver currency; silver dollars were therefore super‑
fluous in New York reserves for their inland busi‑
ness. But, on the other hand, silver dollars were
useless, except at a heavy discount, for settlements
in foreign exchange. Had the silver dollars, like
the legal tenders, being convertible at the Treasury
into gold, the problem would have been somewhat
altered; but they were not thus convertible.‘ If the
silver dollar's bullion value had advanced to equa‑
l i ty with the gold dollar, either coin might possibly
have been used for remittance against bankers' ex‑
change. But there was no such advance. The pur‑
chase of two million dollars' worth of silver bullion
monthly did indeed temporarily raise the price of
silver. The rise, however, was only slight. There
was an instant increase in the output of the silver
mines, production in 1878 rising four million ounces
over the previous year in the United States and
eleven million in the world at large. India and
China, which had absorbed £17,000,000 silver from
the London export market in 1877, took in the nex t
year only £5,842,000.’ Even without allowing for
the sales of old coin by the German Government, the
new demand for coinage purposes by the United
States Treasury was more than offset by these plain
commercial factors.
‘ Secretary Sherman, letter to President of New'Orleans Clearing‑

House, December t o , 1878 ; Specie Resumption, p. 420.
’ Pixley & Abell, annual London tables.
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These influences, it may be observed, were con‑
tinuous; export of silver to the East never again
reached the total of 1877, and within twelve years
the world’s annual product had exactly doubled.l
Even in 1878, the average intrinsic value of the
silver dollar on the bullion market was barelyeighty‑
nine cents; in 1879, it was less than eighty-seven.’
The silver coin wasunavailable, therefore, for settle‑
ments in foreign exchange, except at a discount of
twelve per cent. or more.‘ It was rejected from'in‑
terior circulation. In the event of a year of dull
interior trade, it was reasonably certain, first that
' the surplus silver currency of the interior would heap
up at New York City, and second, that gold ship‑
ments to Europe would grow heavy. If to this
double movement were to be added Government
disbursements wholly or chiefly in silver dollars,
the time must eventually come when all the bank
exchanges at NewYork would beconducted in silver
coin. That this was no idle fear, but a correct
view of the situation, the experience with another
form of redundant currency proved conclusively in
1892.
But the inevitable result of such conversion of the

New York banking reserve into silver coin worth in‑
trinsically less than gold would be that gold for pur‑
poses of foreign settlements could be had only at a
premium. In other words, the entire currency
would depreciate. It was to avert this possibility
that the Clearing-House framed its rule of 1878. It
was a most unusual move, and it could hardly in the
' U. S. Mint. Ammo!Reporlr. . "Hid.
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end have prevented a fall to the silver standard, if
thecountry had remained unable to absorb the two
millions’ monthly coinage. At New York, never‑
theless, it was regarded asa measure of self-preser‑
vation, and this was what Secretary Sherman meant
when he said in 1880 that by issuing silver freely
he could at any time bring on a crisis. Both the
banks and the Treasury recognized the nature of
the situation, even in 1882. When the New York
Clearing-House, after the passage of the law for‑
bidding national banks to co-operate in a clearing‑
house which excluded silver, resolved that the
institution’s rules “ be amended so far as they con‑
flict with section 12 of the Act of July 12, 1882,”
no t only did no bank take advantage of the op~
portunity to tender silver for its balances, but
the Treasury itself, in i ts transactions with the
Clearing-House, pursued exactly the same policy.‘
It pursued i t , notwithstanding the fact that the re‑
t u r n of silver currency from circulation, in the nine
months after the harvest season of 1879, increased
the Government’s silver surplus eleven million dol‑
lars, while its gold reserve, which had to be drawn
upon for Eastern settlements, declined from $157,‑
ooo,ooo to $115,ooo,ooo.
But the crisis predicted by Mr.‘ Sherman did no t

come, and we shall readily discover why. The
trouble in the summer of‘1880arose partly from the
fact that the new silver issues were in excess of the
needs of interior trade. .-But a money supply which
is sufficient, or even superfluous, for the trade ex‑

‘ Treasurer Wyman, Trear. Repa,1-884, 9. 414.
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changes of one season, may be only large enough in
another, when the volume of trade has greatly ex ‑
panded. Something like this happened in the au‑
t umn of 1880, when interior trade, aswe have seen, '
rose to unprecedented volume. Not only did the
West and South retain in permanent circulation a
large part of the legal-tender notes shipped to them
in the harvest movement of 1879, but they now drew
heavily on the East for fresh remittances. Again, as
is usual under such conditions, the Eastern banks
drew gold from Europe and shipped their own legal
tenders inland. But the absorption of Government
notes in the two precedingactive seasons had largely
drained the East of this form of currency. During
the autumn of 1880, the legal-tender reserve of the
New York banks fell to the very low aggregate of
$11,989,000,only halfasmuchasthey hadheldayear
before.’ Their gold holdings, on the other hand,
were very large, and they now applied to the Treas‑
ury, as they had done in 1879, to exchange its own
surplus of legal~tender notes for gold. '
Meantime, however, the very causes which had

drained off the legal tenders from the Eastern banks
had also reduced the Treasury’s supply to small pro‑
portions. At the close of 1880 the Government held
less of the legal tenders even than the New York
banks. This was the opportunity for relieving the
Treasury’sstock of idle silver, and it was promptly
utilized. In September, 1880, Secretary Sherman
offered, in return for deposit of gold at seaboard
' Weekly statement, New York Associated Banks, November 6,

1880.‘
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cities, to supply exchange on interior sub-treasuries,
payable at those points in silver coin; The offer,
under the circumstances, was very generally ac‑
cepted. The silver shipments, it is true, were ex ‑
pensive to the Government, and the coin, even when
delivered, would no t stay in circulation, but was
promptly tendered again for silver cértificates.’ This
was interestingevidence, at the height of the interior
demand for currency, that silver dollars were un ‑
popular, even in quarters where the silver advocates
had pictured the trade aseager for that form of cur‑
rency. The silver certificates, under the Law of
1878, could no t be issued in denominations smaller
than ten dollars ; nevertheless, these bills were
obviously preferred to the coin itself by the interior
trade. But even in this form, the operation served
the Treasury’s purposes. Duringthe twelve months
following the issue of the circular, this arrangement
with the Eastern banks put $23,560,000of the Gov‑
ernment’s silver surplus into circulation from the
sub-treasuries of New Orleans, St. Louis,Cincinnati,
and Chicago, and replaced it with imported gold.‘
In the five last months of 1880‐almost immediately
after Mr. Sherman’s despondent prophecy,‐the
silver surplus in the Treasury fell “from $46,256,000
to $18,246,000, and its surplus gold fund rose from
$115,000,000 to $15o,ooo,ooo. The danger of a sil‑
ver standard had apparently disappeared.
I have gone thus fully into this introductory silver‑

coinage episode, at the risk of wearying the reader
' Treasurer Gilfillan, Ammal Tran. R0?" 1881.p. 429.
‘1h'd., p. 436.
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with particulars, because no chapter of ou r financial .
history is so widely misunderstood. The fact that
the Eastern banks in 1878_and 1879virtually refused
to accept silver dollars from the Treasury, whereas
in 1880 they paid gold for them, is often cited as
proof that the Clearing-House rule against silver
payments was unwarranted. From the fact that the
interior trade absorbed the silver currency in the
autumn of 1880, it hasbeen inferred that only theop‑
position of the banks prevented its ready interior
circulation atyear before. The reader w i l l now, I
think, be able. to understand the reason for both
these seeming discrepancies. The silver currency
was superfluous in the spring of 1880; therefore it
was thrown back upon the Treasury and the East.
It was no t superfluous in the winter of 1880, be‑
cause the volume of trade had expanded even more
rapidly than the increase in the currency. Ob‑
viously, the question of the future was, whether
interior trade would continue to expand with suffi‑
cient uniformity to absorb the $25,000,000 annual
silver coinage of the future, as it had apparently
absorbed the coinage of 1880.
There were some signs of a change in the move‑

ment of prosperity, asearly as 1881. Most people,
in succeeding years, were accustomed to date back
the “ turn of the tide " to the assassination of Presi‑
dent Garfield on July 2, 1881. Undoubtedly this
event was a shock to the financial markets; particu‑
larly to markets in which excited speculation for the
rise had cut so large a figure as it did in those of
1880 and 1881. But Garfield’s death was not a de‑
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cisive influence on the situation; it was in fact a
coincidence rather than a cause. A far more per‑
manent influence was exerted by the destructive
drought of 1881 in the entire harvest district of the
United States. The country’s "wheat crop of that
year turned out only three fourths as large as the
crop of 1880; its corn crop was the smallest since
1874.‘
To the farmers, there was an unexpected com‑

pensation for this shortage; a wet harvest season
in England and on the European continent cut down _
the wheat yield of the foreign producers also.
Foreign and home demand for grain was very
heavy, and what could be spared for export was
sold at high prices. According to the Agricultural
Bureau's estimate, the total market value of the
year's American grain harvest, small as its volume
was, exceeded the value even of the great crop of
1880. But in two other directions, the harvest short‑
age of 1881 had more unpleasant results. The rail‑
ways suffered severely from the decrease of grain
supplies on which they relied for traffic. Their
freight earnings, in the ensuing year, decreased no
less than $45,600,000.” At the same time, the
scarcity of grain for export cut down the country’s
export trade. This happened at a time when im‑
ports of foreign merchandise had been excessively
stimulated by the protracted speculation for the rise
in almost every market, and, as a consequence, the
excess of exports over imports, which in the twelve
‘AmmalRepartr, U. S. Bureau of Agriculture.
’ Poor’s Manualof Railroads, 1882.
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months ending with June, 1881, had reached the
enormous sum of $259,700,000, fell in the nex t
twelve months to_1ess than $26,000,000. By the
close of 1881, the foreign exchanges, so long held
down in favor of the United States, began to move
against us. By March, 1882, heavy export of gold
began; before the close of the fiscal year, in June,
$32,500,000 had been shipped, ‐ the largest export
of gold since 1876.
T h i s decided change in foreign trade meant, of
course, that the country’s command over foreign
capital was lessened. But the impetus to industrial
prosperity, in the two preceding years, had been so
great that the reaction was slow in developing.
What was lost in foreign capital seemed to be made
up in home support, and the earlier markets of 1882
appeared to reflect actually increased prosperity.
So far as prices were an index to the situation, the
average level of 1882, on all the American commod‑
i t y markets, was the highest in half a dozen years.’
Unfortunately, these very commodity prices were
fixed and sustained by the use of credit on a highly
speculative basis. “ It could not be regarded as a
favorable circumstance," one contemporary critic
wrote, in reviewing 1882, " that so many parties in
various kinds of business, and even professionalmen,
were engaged in carrying stocks, produce, cot ton,
petroleum, and so forth, on margin.” ’ Before the
year was half over amovement of liquidationwasap‑
parent. It was disguised, assuch operations always
' U. S. Smart Report an Price:21nd Wager. p. 9.
’ New York Financial Chronicle, January 6, 1883.
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are, but the facts might easily be inferred from actual
results. The investmentmarketswere then, asusual,
typical of the general situation. Duringagood part
of the year, the strongest capitalists and speculators
were kept busy denying reports that they had been
sellingsecurities. Most of them, likeMr.WilliamH.
Vanderbilt, answered the accusation by liberal pre‑
dictions of prices still higher than the inflatedvalues
lately prevalent. Mr. Jay Gould evolved the charac‑
teristic expedient of exhibiting to a select committee
the contents of his safe, comprising$53,000,000 rail‑
way and telegraph share certificates made ou t in his
o w n name. This, too, was designed to prove that
the owner of the shares was no t a seller. Nothing,
however, to an experienced eye, could better have
proved the existence of liquidation than these care‑
ful efforts to disprove i t . As a matter of fact, all of
the markets were moving downward by the middle

‘ of 1882. In the produce markets, the movement
was emphatic, and it reflected the very patent fact
that the United States was now losing the singular
advantage which it had for three years enjoyed in
the foreign trade. The American grain harvest of
1882 was only a trifle smaller than the great harvest
of 1880. But in 1880the European crops ran short,
whereas in 1882 the foreign states produced the
largest total wheat crop in their history.l For the
first time since 1878, the American farmer me t urgent
competition in the export market, and the price of
wheat, which in May, 1882, had touched $1.40 per
bushel in Chicago, fell in December to 91} cents.

' Liverpool Com-Tradc New:eltimatel‑
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The cotton crop met with an exactly similar experi‑
ence, the American yield of 1882 being by far the
largest on record, in the face of flaggingdemand from
the foreign cotton-spinners.‘ In almost every staple
market, the course of events was identical; notably
in the iron and steel trade, where production and
speculation had been forced to the highest pitch at
the moment when, as a result of 1881's unsatisfac‑
tory earnings, orders for new railway construction
-slackened.’ In short, production in the majority
of industries had outrun consumption; a readjust‑
ment of prices was inevitable, and producers who
were SIOWest to reduce their prices had to make in
the end the largest sacrifice. Meantime the wind
was rushing out of the balloon of American specula‑
tion.
The bearing of this altered trade situation on the

silver-currency problem we shall presently notice.
For the time, the currency problem was in a con‑
siderable measure obscured by the question of the
surplus revenue. The enormous importations of
foreign merchandise, which in 1882 were larger by
sixty per cent. than those of 1879, and the conse‑
quent increase of the customs, had now intro‑
duced that unique problem of American finance, a
revenue too large to be conveniently disposed of.
The surplus of public revenue over expenditure was
$6,879,300 in the fiscal year 1879 ; in 1882 it was
$145,543,810. Now it is true that the funded debt
‘ Ellison’s Annual thkm Review, January, 1883.
' Annual Refer“, American Iron and Steel Association. 1882,

103.
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of the United States, even after the large redemp‑
tion of bonds in the ten preceding years, remained
at a billion and a half of dollars, and that nearly one
third of these outstanding bonds were redeemable at
par at the pleasure of the Government.‘ But the
surplus revenue, if continued at the annual rate of
1882, would extinguish all this redeemable debt
withinthree years, leaving nooutlet for the surplus
except purchase of unmatured bonds at whatever
price they commanded in the market, or enormous
increase in expenditure.’
The Administration reasoned that such an out ‑

look pointed distinctly to reduction of the taxes,
and to that end the President and the Secretary of
the Treasury earnestly urged on Congress a revision
of the customs tariff.’ PresidentArthur went beyond
the mere question of the surplus, and submitted a
strong plea for the relief of “ industry andenterprise
from the pressure of unnecessary taxation." Un ‑
fortunately for this apparently reasonable advice, the
customs taxes were protective, and the Republican
party, then in power in all branches of the Govern‑
ment, was committed to protection. Rather than
reduce the surplus revenue, therefore, Congress
began to spend i t . Out of the forty-four millions
increase in the annual Government expenditure, be‑
tween 1879 and 1883, only a trifling part arose from

,Secretary Folger, Treat. Rep” 1882, pp. xxx., xxxi.
”$131.
' President Arthur, Annual Messages, December 6, 1881, Decem‑

ber 4, 1882 ; Secretary Folger,Annual Trms. Rep" 1882,pp. xxvii.,
xxxx.
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larger outlay for the Civil List, the Federal arma‑
ment, or the Indians. In 1872, when reporting the
session's appropriation bill, General Garfield had de‑
clared in the House of Representatives: “ We may
reasonably expect that the expenditures for pensions
will hereafter steadily decrease, unless ou r legisla‑
tion should 'be unwarrantably extravagant." ‘ And
in fact, between 1872 and 1878 the annual expendi‑
ture of the Pension Bureau did decrease some seven
millions.
Now, however, the annual disbursement on that

account increased from $27,137,019 in 1878 to
$61,345,193 in 1882, and the new Congress, in its
session during the spring of 1882, appropriated for
pensions in the ensuing fiscal year no less a sum
than $100,000,000. In similar spirit, these legis‑
lators had applied themselves to Federal outlay
for river and._ harbor work. During previous ad‑
ministrations, such appropriations had ranged from
$3,975,000 in the session of 1870 to $8,201,700 in
1878. The budget began to rise, even before the
Forty-seventh Congress, elected in 1880, came into
power; but this body, once assembled, broke all
records. In its first session, river and harbor ap‑
propriations reached the wholly unprecedented sum
of $18,743,875. Angry criticism at this extrava‑
gance was already spreading in the press and in
popular discussion, and the nature of the policy now
pursued by Congress was powerfully illustrated by
the veto episode of 1882. In August of that year,
President Arthur refused his signature to the River

1Congrem'onalGlobe, January 23, 1873.
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and Harbor Bill, on the grounds of its unconstitu‑
tionality and unwarranted diversion of public funds.‘
Within twenty-four hours the bil l was passed over
this Presidential veto, and the majority of votes
to override the veto came from Administration
Congressmen. x
This incident happenedat an unfortunate moment

for the ruling party. Up to this time the annual
elections had been influenced by the remarkable
prosperity of the country, which served, assuch con‑
ditions usually do, to sustain the popular approval
of the party in power. Severe reactions of public
sentiment are not unusual in the year after a Presi‑
dential victory; but the vote of November, 1881,
had been decidedly favorable to the Republican
party. Even in such States as Ohio, New Jersey.
Iowa,Wisconsin, and Michigan, the dominant party
,ad retained its advantage of 1880. We have seen,
hoWever, that the trade advantage was largely lost
before the autumn of 1882. The fall in wheat and
Cotton, however inevitable, had aroused a feeling of
discontent in theWest and South. In the East, the
large gold exports and the irregular money market
hadembarrassed trade sufficiently to makethe people
willing to listen to criticism of public policy. When
the action of Congress was as vulnerable to criticism
aswas that of the spring session of 1882, it is not
surprising that the opposition party made the recent
legislative extravagance the tex t of its campaign
declarations. Partisanuse of the “ spoils " of 1880.
and the very rash attempt of the Executiveto control

‘Vcto Message, August 1, 1883.
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the nomination for Governor of New York, were
also called into public question; but since Congres‑
sional elections were impending, the record of Con‑
gress itself naturally played the leading part. The
Republicans themselves could no t fail to recognize
the importance of this issue. So peculiarly embar‑
rassing was the veto episode to the Administration
party, that even the New York Republican State
convention formally applauded the President’s
" courage in resisting the enactment of the River
and Harbor Bill, which violated the accepted rules
of constitutional power." ‘ ‘
This was hardly a serviceable ' plank " for a

Congressional campaign. Meantime the opposition
no t only assailed the extravagant expenditures, but
demanded that the excessive revenue which made
them possibleishould be cut down by remission of
taxation. In short, the Administration party, no
longerhelpedby seemingly unlimitedprosperity,was
clearly on the defensive, and the result was an over‑
whelming Republicandefeat. A Republicanplural‑
i ty of twelve in the Forty-seventh Congress was
turned in the Forty-eighthintoaDemocratic plural‑
i ty of seventy-seven. Congressional delegations from
States such as New York and Ohio, in which a large
majorityof the successfulcandidates in 1880hadbeen
Republicans, were returned in 1882 with an almost
equally largemajority of Democrats. Alonzo B. Cor‑
nell had been”elected Governor in New York State
in 1879 by a Republican plurality of 42,777; in
1882,Grover Cleveland was chosen Governor on the

1September 21, 1882.
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Democratic ticket by aplurality of 192,854. Robert
E. Pattison, running for Governor of Pennsylvania
on the Democratic ticket, carried that Republican
stronghold by 40,202 plurality. In States aswidely
separated as Connecticut, Michigan, Kansas, Colo‑
rado, and California, the Democrats reversedmajori‑
ties from the previous elections and carried their
candidates for Governor into office. The tide of
political reaction ran so high in Massachusetts that
General B. F. Butler, who had captured the Demo‑
cratic nomination despite his inflationist record, was
chosen Governor by a plurality of 13,949.
This sweeping opposition victory was at once

accepted asa verdict for revision of the revenue. It
was publicly admitted, even by recognized friends
of the protective system, that a “ substantial reduc‑
tion of tariff duties " was " demanded, no t by a
mere indiscriminatepopular clamor, but by the best
conservative opinion of the country." ’ In Congress,
however, there was a strong minority, determined
to resist, by whatever means, any concession from
the protective-tariff theory. This faction had so far
anticipated the situation as to secure in May, 1882,
the appointment of nine commissioners from civil
life to investigate the entire question of the tariff,
and to report its findings to Congress in December.
The move was clever; for the President named a
protectionist commission, with the president of the
W001 Manufacturers’ Association at its head,’ and
when Congress assembled in December, the com‑
‘Report of Tm'j'Commr'J-rim. 1882, i . , p. 5.
' Tauuig, Tm'j'lfi'rtory of “c f /gu i ldSlater. pp. 230-333.
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mission'5 voluminous report and recommended bil l
were ready.
The commission’s recommendations were not ,

however, altogether what its creators had expected.
According to its own statement to Congress, the
commission's bil l aimed at an average reduction in
tariff rates of not less than twenty per cent.’ This
proposed reduction,as the president of the commis‑
sion afterwards declared, was an unwilling “ conces‑
sion to public sentiment," ’ and the uncompromising
faction did some singular work with it in Congress.
The commission bi l l was either blockaded or radi‑
cally' altered, first in one house and then, on a
different basis, in the other. Eventually the House
and Senate disagreed, whereupon a conference com‑
mittee, after a planwhich later gained even more ce‑
lebrity, settled a compromise by raisingduties higher
than those proposed by either branch of Congress.’
In the end, while numerous duties‐those on cloths
especially‐were reduced, other and equally impor‑
tant tariffs, such as those on metal manufactures,
were materially increased. Since it was doubtful if
these conflicting changes in the import duties would
reduce the revenue, Congress applied itself to the
internal taxes. Under the Revenue Act of 1872,
with its later amendments, manufactured cigars had
been assessed six dollars per thousand, and had

lkeportof Tanf Commiuim, 1882. i.., p. 6.
' John L. Hayesin Bulletinof Wool filanufadurtn, quoted in

Taussig, p. 254.
' W. R. Morrison. House of Representatives speech. Much 3.

1883; J. B. BeckpU. 5. Senate speech, March a, 1883.
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yielded $18,000,000 annually; the tax was now re‑
duced to three. On tobacco, the impost, which
produced in 1882 $25,000,000, was cut down from
sixteen cents a pound to eight.
There has beenaCurious fatality in,the coincidence

of tariff revision, in this country, with trade reaction.
The Tariff Actsof 1872, of 1883, of 1890,andof 1894,
in every case accompanied or shortly preceded a
period of serious commercial distress, and the coinci‑
dence has been plausibly used by opponents of
revenue revision. Now it cannot well be questioned
that the American practice of ripping up by whole‑
sale acomplicated import tariff runs two very serious
risks. It is pretty sure to derange at least one
season's plans in the industries affected, and it is
apt to make a bad miscalculation as to future pub‑
l ic revenue. Of this second possibility, we shall
find some very forcible examples in ou r review of
1890 and 1894. How far, if at all, these later meas‑
:ures were a factor in the subsequent trade reactions,
Weshall then inquire. It has been very commonly
asserted that the change of import duties during
1883 had such unfavorable influence. The Tariff
Ac t became a law in March, 1883; public revenue
decreased $50,000,000 in the twelve months ending
with June, 1884, and something like $25,000,000 in
the fiscal year 1885; and in 1884 the financial situa‑
tion reached a crisis. To those who opposed any
change in the protective-tariff system, the inference
'was accordingly drawn, that the tariff changescaused
the trade reaction.
Yet the argument asapplied to 1883hasabsolutely
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no foundation. The reduction in revenue, to begin
with, was no larger than the advocates of an altered
tariff, including the Secretary of the Treasury, had
originally recommended.’ Under the Act of 1883,
the revenue reached its lowest point in the fiscal
year 1885; yet there was a surplus revenue, even in
that year, of $63,463,77r‐1arger by thirty per cent.
than the requirements of the Sinking Fund. The
bulk of such reductions as were actually made by
Congress came, as the framers of the Law of 1883
intended, in the excise schedules. The Adminis‑
tration had opposed reduction of these taxes, which
were a charge, n o t on necessities but on luxuries, and
the change was nowhere seriously advocated in the
electoral campaign of 1882.’ But Congress, under
the influences already noticed, wholly ignored such
well-known facts.
Nothing can better prove the purpose of the

legislators than the original t i t le of the Law of
1883: “ a bi l l to reduce internal taxation." We
have seen already that taxes on tobacco manufac‑
tures were reduced forty to fifty per c e n t ; in the
preceding fiscal year they had yielded $47,000,000
r e v e n u e , Taxes on bank deposits, capital, and
checks,- and on other miscellaneous objects, had
hitherto yielded annually upwards of $10,000,000;
these taxes were abolished.‘ Here, then, was $31,‑
000,000 struck off deliberately,‘ without considering
‘ Secretary Folger, Trzar. Rep" 1882, p. xxix.
' PresidentArthur, Annual Message, December 4, [ 8 8 2 ; Secretary

Folger, Treat. R t ) ” 1882, p. xxxi.
Commissioner of Internal Revenue, Tr:a:.Rep., 1883. p. 7 3 ;

1884, p. 79.
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the movement of the customs revenue. But the
conclusive proof that changes in the import duties
did no t affect the fall in revenue is shown by the
average rate imposed and collected before and after
the Act of 1883. By the official record,average rate
of duty actually collected during the fiscal year 1883
(less than four months of which came under the new
tariff) was 42.45 per cent., whereas in 1885 the aver‑
age rate had risen to 45.86.‘
The financial troubles of 1884, then, did no t in

any respect arise from changes in the tariff. What
did occasion the misgivings with which that year
began is not at all difficult to discover. For the
time had now arrived to test the question whether
it was possible, with the existing supply of other
forms of currency, to circulate twenty-five million
new silver dollars annually. Even in 1882, the
Treasury authorities,warnedCongress that the seem‑
ing demand for silver in the interior was artificial
and temporary, and that, despite this demand, a
slow but ominous displacement of the Treasury’s
gold with silver was already in progress.’ Congress
had replied only 'by its attempt to break down
the prohibitory rule of the New York Clearing‑
House, and thus force the dollars into Eastern
circulation.
After the very general reactions in the markets of

1882, “the volume of interior trade decreased con‑
tinuously; a logical outcome, certainly, of the dis‑

1U. S. Bureau of Statistics, AnnualRtp., 1892, p. lxxvii.
’ Secretary Folgcr, Trtar. Rep" 1882, pp. xii., x i i i ; Treasurer

Gilfilltn. {Mam pp. 365, 369.
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Covery that production had far outrun the imme‑
diate home and foreign demand. Genuine trade
demand for money, in any country, is accurately
measured by the bank exchanges of a season at the
commercial centres. Now in 1881, these exchanges
in the leading American cities were larger by nearly
sixty per cent. than those of 1879, and the decrease
in 1882 was only slight. But total exchanges at the
same points in 1883 decreased fourteen per cent.
from 1882; in 1884, they fell off eighteen per cent.
further.’ While, therefore, the silver currency was
increasingwith unaltered regularity, opportunity for
its employment was decreasing even more rapidly.
The question as to the movement of silver coin, in
default of continuous commercial expansion, was
now answered very emphatically. In 1883, as in
the spring of 1880, a silver surplus again began to
pile up in the Treasury. Foreign exchange moved
heavily against us. Europe not only bought from
the United States the smallest amount of merchan‑
dise in five years, but i t ‘ sold on the American
markets as large a supply of f( reign goods 'as that
of 1880, and sold in addition a heavy instalment of
its American securities. In March, 1884, $12,200",‑
0 0 0 gold was shipped to Europe; in April, $21,000,-'
000 . Payment of gold in public revenue decreased
rapidly; payment in silver as rapidly increased.
The crisis foreshadowed in 1880 by Secretary Sher‑
man seemed to be imminent.
The so-called panic of 1884, an immediate conse‑

quence of these disquieting developments, chiefly
' NewYork FinancialGin-«mick, January 17, 1885.
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affected the security markets. It was provoked, first,
by the heavy liquidation of securities, already no ‑
ticed, and by the embarrassment of several over-cap‑
italized railway companies; second, by uneasiness
over the currency situation, which was decidedly em‑
phasized, in February, by the ill-judged hint of the
localTreasury authoritiesthat it might bedeemed ad‑
visable to force out silver through the Treasury pay‑
ments at New York.‘ This rumor had an influence
much like that of a similar Treasury rumor in the
financial uneasiness nine years later. But the range
of the resultant panic was not much wider than New
York City, no r was the financial crisis similar in grav‑
i t y to those of 1873 and 1893. Symptomssuchasthe
hoarding of currency, causing a public premium on
every form of money; the complete blockade of
foreign and domestic exchange, the general r u n
upon the savings-banks, the failure of sound deposi‑
tory institutions, and the temporary suspension of
American industry,were witnessed in both the earlier
and the later panic year; bu t there was nothing of
the kind in 1884. Business in all departments of
production was indeed seriously depressed, and re‑
sults unsatisfactory, as regards both volume of trade
andprices.’ But the manner in which the producing
and mercantile communities endured the money‑
market strain proved pretty conclusively two facts:
first, that the liquidating process, during the t w o ‘
preceding years, had been thorough; and second,
that underneath the crumbling structure of specula‑
' NewYork FinancialChronidz, March I, 1884.
’ NewYork Chamber of Commerce, Annual1m" 1884.
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tion was a firm foundation of genuine and increased
wealth.‘
The stock markets, however, passed in May, 1884,

through an acute and very alarming convulsion; led
up to by the commercial depression, the flight of
foreign capital, and the disordered Treasury finances,
and immediately precipitated by the discovery of
several vast financial. frauds. Looking at 1884 in
retrospect, it would seem that the financial com‑
munity for a day or two lost faith entirely in the
honesty and'credit of its members. It is no unusual
incident for a group of swindlers and defaulters, who
haveescapeddetection while their speculative “ mar‑
gins " could be sustained, to be exposed with mer‑
ciless publicity when the markets break suddenly
away from them, and the falling markets of the
season found plenty of such ventures ripe for de‑
struction. But the 1884 disclosures were of a
peculiar order. The theft of $3,185,000 of a New
York City bank’s securities by its president, without
the least misgiving on the part of its officers or
directors; the failure of a second-rate Wal l Street
firm for $16,000,000, with assets of $67,000; the
ruin of a strong national bank through itspresident’s
connection with this firm, despite his knowledge of
i ts fraudulent representations’; the suspension of
anotherwell-known institution through the notorious
speculations of its president,'‐these were disquiet‑
ing developments enough, had they come separately
' New York Financial Circuit/e, January 3, 1885, p. 8.
’ Comptroller Cannon, Annual Trear. Rep" 1884,p. 157.
tibial, p. 158.
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and singly. Bu t when it is considered that the per‑
formances of John C. Eno, Grant & Ward, the
Marine Bank, and the Metropolitan Bank, all came
to public knowledge within a single week and in the
same community, the shock to financial confidence
is no t hard to understand.
It resulted on the Stock Exchange, during a day

or two, in what can only be described as a delirium
of panic; prices of standard dividend-paying shares
collapsing, from a level already very low, fifteen
to twenty per cent. in as many hours, while the
rate for loans on call ran up as high as three
per cent. a day. But the spasm was not continu~
ous; the low level of security prices was touched
within a very few weeks of the acute collapse.
Even the sudden and very serious strain upon the
money market was relieved by a contrivance virtu‑
ally introduced during the panic-of 1873, whereby
the Clearing-House issued to any bank in its mem ‑
bership loan certificates, secured by the deposit of
that bank’s securities to a value greater by twenty‑
five per cent. than the certificates allotted, and
receivable in lieu of cash in settlement of balances
at the Clearing-House. Through this emergency
device, banks whose cash reserves were impaired
during the panic avoided actual suspension. Against
deposit with the Clearing-House of sound commer‑
cial paper no t at the momen t marketable, they took
out $24,915,000 of such loan certificates, thus tiding
over the worst of the money-market crisis.‘ We shall
encounter this noteworthy bankingmakeshift again,
‘ Comptroller Cannon, Annual Trear. Rep., 1884. pp. 139. I53.
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under still more interestingcircumstances, in our re .
view of 1893.
This New York panic in the spring was followed

by a heavy fall in agricultural prices; partly occa‑
sioned, perhaps, by the disordered money markets,
but chiefly by the immense increase of home and
foreign production. The American grain crop of
1884 was larger even than that of 1882; the whole
world’s wheat production was twelve per cent. larger
than the crop of 1878,underwhich, it will beremem‑
bered, prices had broken continuously.‘ In 1884,
the price of wheat fell lower than in 1878; in other
staple products, prices fell nearly to the level of the
earlier year of depression. I f , as had been argued
in the debates of 1878, the fall in prices was caused
by an insufficient currency, no such result ought to
have been expected in 1884; for notwithstanding
the gold shipments of the year, the total money
supply in circulation in the United States had in.
creased $425,ooo,ooo, or fifty per cent., since the
resumption of specie payments.’
The debaters of 1878 were n o t familiar, however,

with the statisticsof foreigngrainproduction. Neces‑
sities of lifecan never,strictly speaking,be‘ ‘over-pro‑
duced,” but they may beproduced in such quantity
that, in order to sell them all, new customers must be
brought in by fixing a lower range of prices. The
world’s product of wheat, in 1884, was no t only "the
largest in history,bu t it was no t equalled again dur‑
ing the next half-dozen years.’ The average price of
1Liverpool Cam-Trad: New: estimates.
' Treas.Rtp.,1884. ' Liverpool Corn-Trade Newsestimates.
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wheat in 1884, accordingly, was not only the lowest
ever touched up to that time in American history,
but it was also lower than any yearly average there‑
after unti l 1892.’ Public authorities on agriculture
flatly declared that there was no profit in raising
wheat at the prices of 1884.’ This was undoubtedly
an exaggeration; but when a National Bureau of
Agriculture published such a statement,'it is not
difficult to guess what must have been the feeling
of the farmer.
The Republican party went into the Presidential

campaign of 1884 under this double handicap of
acute financial depression in the East and unfavor‑
able agricultural markets in the West. It was bur‑
dened, in addition, with its failure to modify the
tariff in the direction of lower duties‐a failure
which drove into renewed opposition the element
which won the election of 1882. The fact that, even
against these odds, the Republican party actually
came within 23,000 votes of 'aplurality on the whole
country's popular vote of November, 1884, proves
how powerful was the prestige gained through the
achievement of resumption. As it turned out, how‑
ever, the party was defeated, the vote of New York
State against Mr. Blaine turning the scales.
The Democratic party thus obtained control of

the National Administration, for the first time in
twenty-four years. It inherited from its predecessor
a very serious financial situation, the outcome of
which, when President Cleveland took office in 1885,
' U. S.statisticalAbs-trad, 1896. p. 293.
’ U. S. Department of Agriculture, AnnualRe)" 1885,p. 348.
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was extremely doubtful. The pessimism prevalent
even in the Administration which relinquished office
was frankly voiced in its final Treasury report.
Through a curious irony of fortune, Hugh Mc‑
Culloch, whose own plan of resumption had been
repudiated eighteen years before, was called again
to the Treasury, in his old age and in the closing
months of the Arthur Administration, to witness
what seemed to be the undermining of the Sherman
resumption plan. H is view of the situation was
wholly discouraging. “ Silver certificates," he
wrote in his report of December, 1884, “ are taking
the place of gold ” ; “ a panic or an adverse current
of exchange might compel the use in ordinary pay‑
ments by the Treasury of the gold held for the re‑
demption of the United States notes, or the use of
silver or silver certificates in the payment of i ts gold
obligations." ’ ' On one occcasion, the Treasury be‑
gan to force o u t silver through the Clearing-House.’
Mr. McCulloch’s gloomy forecast was confirmed
by the n e w Executive. “ Silver and silver certifi‑
cates have displaced and are now displacing gold,"
wrote the President-elect, early in 1885; adding
that the part of the Treasury's gold reserve pledged
for redemption of the legal tenders, “ if n o t already
encroached upon, is perilously near such encroach‑
ment.” ’

‘ Tr tar. Rep.. (884, p. xxxi.
’ Assistant-Treasurer Graves's reply to H. R. resolution. Feb. 10,

188 .
'5Grover Cleveland, letter to A. J. W m e r find others, February

24. 1885.



CHAPTER V

THE SURPLUS REVENUE

ALMOST the first act of the Cleveland Adminis‑
tration, in its management of the Treasury,

suggested that Government finances were in imme‑
diate and serious straits. I ts surplus gold reserve,
by midsummer, 1885, was down to $115,000,000‐‑
hardly more than was held at the resumption of
specie payments; this reserve was falling three or
four millions every month, and the July interest‑
payments drew on it heavily. The Treasury's sur‑
plus of silver dollars meantime had risen by July to
the unprecedented sum of $71,500,000, and was in‑
creasing two to three million dollars monthly. The
recourse first adopted by the Treasury was an appeal
to the New York banks for help. These institu‑
tions responded by turning over to the Treasury in
July of 1885 some $5,915,000 gold from their own
reserves, taking in place of it fractional silver coin,
of which the Treasury happened then to have on
hand anexceptionally largesupply.‘ Asa precedent,
this action was important; as a permanent solution

’ New York Financial Cfirom'df, July 8 and July 25. 1885.
104
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of the Treasury's difl‘iculties, it was quite as fruitless
then as the similar recourse was in 1893 and 1894.
The silver, after being held by the New York
Clearing-House for three or four months, assecurity
for certificates issued to its owners and used in bank
exchanges, was returned to the Treasury for legal
tenders.‘
Fortunately, the new Administration did no t base

its subsequent operations on makeshifts such as this.
What it did undertake was very interesting. It had
been observed, in connection with the outflow of
legal-tender currency to the interior during and after
1879, that bills in small denominations were most
apt to stay in circulation. In the two years 1880
and 1881, for instance, the Treasury paid ou t some
$70,000,000 Government notes in one-, two-, and
five-dollar bills. Against this outflow of small notes,
only $46,000,000 was paid back to the Treasury,
during the period, in notes of the same denomina‑
tions. On the other hand, the Treasury received in
revenue during the same two years, in notes for one
hundred dollars and upwards, four times as large a
sum asit paid out.’ I have already called attention
to the automatic law under which a bank keeps on
hand for permanent circulation the currency needed
by its depositors for daily uses; passingalong, there‑
fore, in settlements with other banks or with the
Treasury, such forms of currency as its depositors
do no t need. The failure of the small notes to re‑
turn from circulation had proved, therefore, that
' New York FinantialCitronitle, November 7, 1885.
’ T rm . Ref" 1881, p. 426.
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such denominations could be kept in constant use.
Nor is this preference hard to understand. Wages
are paid in bills for five dollars or less; retail pur‑
chases rarely require exchange of anything larger
than a ten-dollar bill. Very few people carry about
with them currency in bills of one hundred or five
hundred dollars, but every citizen is apt to have in
his pocket-book a handful of paper money in the
smaller denominations. The pocket-books of sixty
million citiiens, with business active, are capable of
absorbingpermanently, in this way, enormous sums.
Now the framers of the Silver Act of 1878 had an

idea that silver dollars would serve exactly such a
purpose. In this they were mistaken. The people
would no t take these heavy coins in any quantities
from their depositories; they insisted on being sup‑
plied with other forms of currency; somuch so that
in 1885 a million more than the whole year’s silver‑
dollar coinage came back to the Treasury.’ The
people had not the same objection to the silver cer‑
tificates. As we saw in studying the results of the
silver shipments south and west after 1880, the
recipients of these dollars turned them back to the
nearest sub-treasury in exchange for silver certifi‑
cates, but they took the certificates readily enough.
But the provision of the Law of 1878 that silver
certificates should no t be issued in denominations of
less than ten dollars prevented their use for ordinary
retail purposes. Such a provision virtually declared
that there should be no pocket-money, the per‑
manent circulatingmedium, in that form of currency.

' Treasurer Jordan, Annual Trees. Rep" 1886. p. 78.
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The Treasury now undertook to reverse this situa‑

tion. The people had the legal-tender notes which
the Treasury needed to facilitate its own New York
exchanges, and they would not take the silver cur‑
rency which was embarrassing the Treasury. Might
it not, then, be possible to issue silver certificates in
one-, two-, and five-dollar denominations, and mean‑
time to hold back in the Treasury reserve such small
legal-tender notes as should from time to time be
received in revenue ? The project would, of course,
involve the establishment of store-houses for the idle
silver dollars held against the certificates outstand‑
ing. Even in 1885, one hundredmillion of the coins
were thus stored away. But the plan would serve
at any rate, if successful, to transfer ownership of
these dollars from the Treasury to outsiders; it
would substitute another form of money in the
Treasury's own balances, and, what was more im‑
portant, it would prevent the silver currency from
coming back in the revenue in such quantities as
to embarrass the Treasury’s operations. If the
people were to keep the silver certificates for their
daily uses, heavy payments to the Government Mus t
be made in gold or legal tenders, and either currency
could be freely used again in all Clearing-House ex ‑
changes.
The new Administration began by keeping in the

Treasury all of the one- and two-dollar legal tenders
paid to it , and by using in its own disbursements
only notes in large denominations. This policy had
prompt results. Within a year, complaint of the
scarcity of small notes came in from various sections
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of the country; and in 1886 Congress was asked to
permit the issue of silver certificates in small denom‑
inations. Congress consented grudgingly, and in
August, 1886, it authorized the issue of such silver
currency in one-, two-, and five-dollar bills, and the
exchange of large silver certificates for an equal
amount in small denominations. With this author‑
i t y, the Treasury tried at once the experiment of
dislodging the legal tenders from the people’spocket‑
books and replacing them with small silver certifi‑
cates, and the plan succeeded. By 1888, there were
$34,000,000 less in legal-tender notes for one, two,
and five dollars in the country’s circulation than in
1886, and all this void was filled by newly issued
silver currency in the same denominations.
Meantime another influence was at work, which

was much more useful to the Treasury’s plans.
I have mentioned the Government legal-tender cur‑
rency as a permanent medium of retail circulation;
I have no t yet noticed the circulating national‑
bank notes. These notes were a very important
factor in the operation just described. In 1884,
there were more of the bank notes outstanding than
there were of the legal tenders, and mo re than
half of such outstanding bank notes were in denom‑
inations of ten dollars or less.‘ The demand for
Currency in the rapid trade expansion after 1879had
no t only attracted foreign gold, and absorbed into
interior cirCulation legal tenders and even silver, but
it had stimulated the national banks to add some
thirty millions to their circulating notes. It will be

‘ Comptroller Cannon. Tram. Re } , 1884, p. 186.
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recalled that the check to trade activity, after the
summer of 1882, sent gold back to Europeand silver
and Government notes back to the Eastern banks
and the Treasury. The samebusinessmotive, there‑
fore, which had inspired the banks, in the three pre‑
ceding years, to increase their note circulation, now
encouraged reduction of such issues.
Nor was the state of trade the only motive for

such reduction. Under the National Banking Law,
a bank wishing to issue notes was required to deposit
Government bonds with the Treasury, against which
it would receive in its own notes ninety per cent. of
the par value of the bonds deposited. This is an
admirable contrivance to ensure soundness in a bank‑
note circulation, but a very doubtful expedient to
ensure its permanency. The Bank of England is
not allowed to sell the public securities on which its
circulation rests; the banks of the United States
have a perfect right to do so, provided they retire
the circulation iSSued against such bonds. Not only
did the banks possess the right of sale, but in the
case of bonds, like the three per cents, redeemable
on call, banks were forced to surrender both bonds
and circulation when the Government was paying
out its surplus. In 1883, upwards of $53,000,000
Government bonds were on deposit as a basis of
bank-note circulation. Out of this total, more than
$zoo,ooo,ooo were in the three per cents,I and it
was naturally these very three per cents which the
Treasury selected in its public-debt redemptions.
Whenever such bondswere called for redemption, the

‘ Tran. Rep" x883, p. 218.
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bank possessingthem was compelledeither to replace
them with other Government issues bought on the
open market, or else to retire its circulating notes.
Under the circumstances, it is no t surprising that
the circulation was surrendered. Fully three fourths
of the bank notes thus retired from circulation were
in smalldenominations; and this, of course, signified
growing scarcity in money available for small ex‑
changes.
Secretary Manning and his associates in the

Treasury were too sagacious observers of the under‑
currents of financeto have failed to reckon this bank‑
note movement into their plans for disposing of the
surplus silver.‘ But even the public men who dis‑
cerned this curious phenomenon, and correctly
pointed out its meaning, could hardly have imagined
how far the contraction of the currency, thus au‑
tomatically begun, was destined to be carried. In
1886, at the very time when the issue of small silver
certificates was authorized, began the second enor‑
mous rise in public revenue since resumption. In
1885, excess of Government income over expendi‑
ture was $63,463,771; it increased thirty millions in
*the nex t twelve months; by x888 it had reached the
sum of $1r9,6x2,115.
~ The particular causes of this surplus revenue,
whose consequences in many different directions
were destined to be of the utmost importance, we
shall presently examine. I t s influence on the cur‑
rency was immediate. To avoid direct contraction
through heaping up a constantly increasing sum of

‘ Treasurer Jordan, Treas. Rep, 1886. p. mo.
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money in the Treasury, the Government again en‑
larged its purchases of outstanding bonds. In the
fiscal year 1886 it had bought only $50,000,000;
in 1887 it purchased $125,ooo,ooo; in 1888, $130,‑
ooo,ooo. When, later on, the three per cents, re‑
deemable at the Government’s will, had all been
retired through such purchases, the Treasury began
to bid in the open market for its unmatured bonds.
Banks which had paid 102 in 1879 for the four per
cents, for instance, and had since employed the
bonds as a basis of circulation, were now offered a
steady market for them at 125 or higher. The
temptation to accept such profit was strong, and the
banks accordingly began to retire the circulation
based “on the four per cents. Between 1886 and
1890, national bank-note circulation decreased$126,‑
ooo,ooo, nearly one half this decrease being in notes
of five or ten dollars each. ,v
Such a reduction in the retail currency, coming

along with the Treasury’s policy of keeping in its
own reserve the smaller legal tenders, opened the
gate wide for the silver certificates. Even in 1886,
the Treasurer was able to report that the average
proportion of silver currency in payments at the
New York Custom-House was barely twelve per
cent., against thirty-six per cent. in 1885, while the
percentage p a i d1nlegaltenders, which the Treasury
could freely disburse again through the Clearing‑
House, increased from twenty-seven per cent. to
fifty-nine.‘ In the eight years between the passage
of the Silver-Coinage Law and the middle of 1886,

1Treasurer Jordan, Annual Trans. Rep, 1886, pp. 17. x43.
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$150,000,000 silver coin and certificates had been
put into general circulation; in the four years after
1886, the country absorbed $00,000,000 more, and
this four-year increase happened coincidently, aswe"
have already seen, with a shrinkage of $126,000,000
in the bank-note circulation.

The Treasury’5 silver surplus, meantime, was re‑
duced with such rapidity that it fell from $97,745,.
750 at the opening of August, 1886, to $79,641,424
exactly one year afterwards, and to barely $19,000,‑
0 0 0 before the close of the Cleveland Administra‑
tion. Most people will remember how suddenly,
in‘those years, they lost sight of the once familiar
bank-notes and small legal~tender pocket~money,
and found instead, in their daily exchanges of petty
cash, the new silver certificates. Whoever noticed
this was unconsciously observing the working-out
of one of the most curious economic experiments of
the century.

For the second time, therefore, the anticipated
crisis in the currency was averted, and on this occa‑
sion,- so far as the silver certificates were concerned,
it was permanently set at rest. What wi l l occur in
relation to this and other forms of United States
currency in the future is a matter of simple guess‑
work. But with the subsequent halt in compulsory
silver-coinage, under the law which will be noticed
in the next chapter, the silver certificates took the
place of the cancelled bank-notes in the retail circu‑
lation. In 1891the bank currency reached its lowest
point since 1865, but even at the close of the fiscal
year 1896, the country’s national bank-note circu‑
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lation was $137,ooo,ooo less than its maximum of
1882, and the silver currency made up one fourth of
the total money supply outside the Treasury.
But the solution of the silver problem, temporary

or otherwise, had not solved the problem of the
surplus, which now became more awkward even
than in 1882. It will benecessary, before this singu‑
lar episode can be properly studied, to observe the
character of the period which gave rise to i t . No
phenomenon in ou r financial history has had more
immediate bearingon the strange chapter in Ameri‑
can finance from 1891 to 1897. The United States
is even now affected, in its public finances, by the
traditions surrounding the period of the surplus
revenue. The legislation of 1890 and the financial
phenomena of 1893 were distinct results, in very
large measure, of the four-year period after 1886.
Neither 1890, no r 1893, nor indeed the succeeding
years of American finance, can be understoodexcept
in the light of the epoch which we are now to
examine.
The excessive rise in surplus revenue, after 1886,

happened in spite of a further considerable increase
in_public expenditure. It was partly caused by a
general increase in the product of internal taxes, but
of the total gain in annual income, sixty per cent.
was madeat the custom-house. In 1885, the import
duties made the lowest yield of any year under the
tariff of 1883; in 1890, under the same law, they
had risen forty-eight million dollars, reaching the
highest record in the history of the Government,
befoare or since.
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No such increase would have been possible with‑
out an equally remarkable increase in the import of
foreign merchandise, and no such expansion could
occur in the import trade without some notable
changes in the industrial situation. Such a change
had in fact OCCurred. As compared with the re‑
sumption period, these years did n o t reach the
high range of prosperity. They were, however,
a period of great activity in, trade. We saw that
recovery from the 1884 collapse was rapid. Prices
did n o t move up as in 1879 and 1880, for the
reason that foreign competition, in all branches of
production; including agriculture, was continuous.
But profits, though irregular, averaged fairly well
on a largely increased volume of business. Of 1886
itself, contemporary critics" wrote that it was “ the
best business year since 1880 ” '; of 1889, that it
“ surpassed all predecessors in the volume of trade
movements?” In the dry‐goods industry, “ an
unusually large and prosperous trade was done in
1888," ' and in 1889, “ distributors were in such
good spirits that their operations for the spring were
exceptionally libera.” ‘
The active markets during 1887 and 1888 induced

some repetition of the experiments of 1880; wheat
and coffee were “ cornered” on more than one
occasion in ‘the speculative markets. In the first
of these two years the experiment broke down

‘ New York Finana'alChronicle, Review of 1886.
~’Ih'd., Reviewof 1889.
' New York Chamber of Commerce AmmalRep.., p.86.
‘IHd.,Annua1R¢., 1889, p. 83.
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disastrously, but in September, 1888, wheat was
put up to two dollars a bushel. The iron busi‑
ness was prosperous. Between 1885 and 1889, an ‑
nual consumption of iron in the United States
considerably more than doubled.‘ In 1887, came
a decided rise in iron prices; a result, as usual,
of sudden demand for railway purposes. There
were laid down in that year 12,878 new miles of
road, four times the total of 1885, and the largest
year's construction in the country's history.’ This
increase in railway mileage,which was locatedalmost
wholly in the West and South, partly caused and
was partly caused by another symptomatic move_
men t ‐ t he active “ town-lot ” speculation in the
newly developed regions West and South. During
September and October, 1887, interior speculation
reached to such a height as actually to embarrass
Eastern money markets by the heavy drain of capi
tal to the centres of excitement. During 1887 and
1888, upwards of forty-nine million acres ou t of the
public lands were sold to settlers, an annual increase
of nearly five million acres over the years-immedi‑
ately preceding.’ Not unconnected with this new
extension of the improved interior domain, annual
immigration, which in 1886 had fallen to 334,203,
increased again by 1888 to 546,889.
It cannot readily be doubted, then, if the usual

tests are to be trusted, that these were years of pros‑
perity. There were, on the other hand, several
‘AnnualReports, American Iron and Steel Association.
’ Poor's Iliamcalof Raf/roach.
‘Returnr of flu GeneralLandOfice, 1888.
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qualifying features in the period which must be
noticed before its character can be fully summed up.
Labor troubles were intermittent, and in very for‑
midableshape. These years witnessed the establish‑
ment and spread of those remarkable organizations
which for half a dozenyears held at bay the corpora‑
tions which employed them. In the springof 1886,
the Knights of Labor strike was declared on the
Missouri Pacific Railway, the switchmen’s strike at
Chicago and Milwaukee, and the strike of street-car
employees in New York City. A l l of these demon‑
strations failed. They were followed, during May,
by the memorable anarchist riot at Chicago, brought
about by a concerted effort to demand an “ eight‑
hour day ” for laborers throughout the country.
Checked for some months as a result of the Chicago
episode, trouble began again in 1888. The Phila‑
delphia and Reading miners’ strike of January, and
the strike of the Chicago, Burlington, and Quincy's
locomotive engineers in March, involving 2500 of
the railway's employees, were movements of even
larger scope than their predecessors, and they cer‑
tainly reflected industrial discontent.
For a time, signs of equally angry discontent came

f rom the farming districts. The American wheat
crop of 1885 was the smallest since 1881, and, unlike
the deficient crop four years before, it came at a
time when supplies left over from the crop of the
preceding year were double the average,‘ and when
Europe’s wheat yield as a whole nearly equalled'
‘Bradstreet’s tables of U. S. Visible Supply, June, 1885.
’ Liverpool Com-Trade Year-Book.
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that of 1884. The result in 1885 was that the
American wheat-producer had to face, for the first
time in a generation, the double misfortune of a
short crop and low prices. When farmers are dis‑
contented, currency agitation is certain to begin,
and so it turned ou t on this occasion. In April,
1886, a free-coinage bil l came to a vote in the House
of Representatives after warm debate, and was de‑
feated by a majority of only thirty-seven votes.
Better harvests in the two following years, with de‑
crease in competitive foreign production, somewhat
relieved the pressure from this particular source,
and as a consequence the currency agitation waned;
but the dissatisfied laborer in the East continued
much longer a conspicuous factor in politics. It
was in November, 1886, that Henry George, r un ‑
ning for Mayor of New York City on a platform of
discontented labor, polled 68,1IOvotes ou t of a total
of 219,679. Hardly less significant was the fact that
the third party in the Presidential campaign of 1888
abandonedmost of its traditionalwatchwords, styled
itself the “ Union Labor party," and in its platform
made the question of strikes and arbitration the
central plank.
These combinations of laborers were no t the only

reflection of a considerably altered situation. A
very singular parallel, at the opposite end of the in‑
dustrial scale, was provided by combinations of
corporations. This phenomenon came to public
view with even greater suddenness. Political plat‑
forms may becounted on, ordinarily, to notice cur‑
ren t events susceptible of use as " issues.” But in
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1884, the so-called “ trust question ” was no t once'
named in any Presidential platform. The State
conventions of 1886 made no reference to i t ; only
one or two platforms of minority organizations men‑
tioned the movement, even in 1887. In 1888, on
the other hand, denunciation of the trusts was made
a separate and conspicuous plank in the platform of
every political party submitting nominations. As a
matter of fact, the majority of the sugar refineries in
the United States, and a large part of i ts lead, rope,
oil, and spirits manufactories, had before 1889 been
combined into associations under single manage‑
ments. The magnitude of these undertakings may
be judged from the fact that in 1890, four trusts,
organized within three years, reported aggregate
capital stock of $188,000,000. This enormous capi‑
tal was used no t only to extend the actual plant and
trade ofthe allied manufacturers, but at times to
buy off aggressive competitors simply for the pur‑
pose of shutting down competing mills.
The limits of this book will no t permit me to go

at any length into this question of the trusts. It
may, however, be noticed that in one' respect the
movement was an instructive symptomof the period.
The trusts were organized to restrict a competition
which their organizers declared to be ruinous if left
unchecked. That there was some basis for this
allegation may be judged from the course of many
other markets, which pretty uniformly told a story
of keen, close, and sometimes destructive competi‑
tion. The over-capitalized and in some quarters
unwisely projected railway systems naturally felt
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the full force of this movement. A series of “ rate
wars ” so far cut down profits that, although, with
the heavy annual increase in the mileage, total gross
earnings rose with great rapidity after 1887, net
earnings and dividends actually decreased.‘ 'With
the opening of 1889, was introduced that extraor‑
dinary plan known asa “ gentlemen's agreement,"
whereby the presidents of the important railway
systems, not at all with a sense of humor, me t and
pledged their personal word of honor to see that
rates were conscientiously maintained.’ Undoubt‑
edly asa consequence of the same ruling conditions,
the record of commercial, failures, which stood in
1886 at 9834 individual suspensions, with total lia‑
bilities of $114,644,119, rose by 1889 to 10,882,with
liabilities of $148,784,357.‘
Wi th home competition thus aggressive, the enor‑

mous merchandise import movement becomes a
matter of curious historical interest. It might have
been supposed that home competition would have
shut ou t these imports. But the periodwhichweare
noticing was as peculiar in Europe as in the United
States. Productionby foreignmanufacturers, during
this period, reached a volume quite unprecedented;
in Great Britainespecially, the search for outside mar‑
ketswas urgent and aggressive. Merchandiseexports
from that country reached"m 1890by far the highest
total in its history, having increased, since 1886,
some $287,ooo,ooo, or very nearly twenty-five per
‘ Poor's Manualof Railroads.
’ January 10, 1889.
' Dun’sReview, Annual Tables.
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cent.‘ In England, this was not a symptom of dis‑
tress, although competition was aggressive; for 1889
was declared by English commercial authorities to
be a year when labor was abundantly employed, and
when trade compared very favorably, even in the
matter of profits, with previous years.’ But the un ‑
precedented stimulation of production drove manu‑
facturers to an urgent quest after new fields of
export trade. In return for these heavy foreign
sales of the Englishsurplus product, securities issued
by the countries to which the goods were sold were
taken by English capital in enormous quantities.’
The investment phase of this operation led to

some extraordinary phenomena in London during
1890, and had much to do with our own investment
markets during that and the three ensuring years.
For although there was no t a nation in the commer‑
cial world to which Great Britain’s exports, during
the four years endingwith 1889,had not beenheavily
increased, its exports to no other nation increased as
did its shipments to the United States.‘ The con‑
suming power of this country hadgrownenormously
with the extension of its wealth and population. I
have already noticed the increase of one hundred per
cent. in annual use of iron; in 1889, consumption of
cotton was reckoned larger by 2,600,000 bales than
in any previous year of the nation’s history,‘ and
these markets were typical. Nor were the increased

1Annual Trade Statement of tire UnitedKingdom, 1891.
’ London Economist, Commercial Review of 1889. “Mid.
‘Annua l Trade Statement of the UnitedKingdom. 1891.
' NewYork FinancialChronicle, September 14, 1889.
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importations limited to any particular branch of
foreign products. They embraced necessities and
luxuries, finished manufactures and raw material of
manufacture. In the four years prior to 1890, an‑
nual imports of iron increased $4,000,000 and im‑
ports of precious stones $4,000,000. There was a
gain of $17,000,000in foreign cordage-ware received,
and of $10,000,000 in foreign silks. Along witha
$15,000,000 increase in annual importationsof wool~
len goods came increase of $9,000,000 in tobacco
imports, nearly $2,000,000 in import of'foreign
wines, and no less than $1,800,000 in so small an
item as foreign-made gloves.
These growing importswere doubtless evidence of

increasing wealth. But nations aswell as individu‑
als will sometimes buy in excess of their means of
ready payment; this being usually true of a specu‑
lative period, when hopes are "high and money‑
lenders ready to make loans on easy terms and on all
sorts of security. It is conspicuously true of such a
period as that which we are reviewing, when foreign
merchandise is taken and consumed in exchange for
mere evidences of debt. Imports were equally
heavy in the trade revival after 1879, but they were
then for the most part Europe’s method offlséttling
its debt for ou r enormous grain exports. In none
of the five years following 1885, on the contrary,
did the annual breadstufls-exports of the United
States come within one hundred million dollars of
the trade of 1880.‘ Out of the 498,000,000 bushels
American wheat crop of 1880, 186,000,000 bushels
‘U. 5. Buffalo]Sfatisrt'cr. Annual Report. 1892. p. z.
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were exported; out of the 491,000,000 bushels crop
of 1889, foreign consumers took only 109,000,000.
There had, in fact, been another immense expansion
in the grain-fields of foreign competitors. Not only
did Europe enjoy fair harvests on an extraordinary
acreage, but India and the Argentine Republic,
which had hardly been noticed in the grain export
markets of ten years before, were now in 1888 ex‑
portingfifty million bushels of wheat per annum.
This was an immediate fruit of the British capi‑

tal invested in the railways of those countries.
The net result of this foreign competition was
that the total outward trade of the United States
decreased or held stationary at the moment when
imports were increasing at the rate of twenty to
forty millions annually. In 1888, for the first
time since the specie-resumption law was passed,
imports of merchandise exceeded exports; in 1889,
the same phenomenon was repeated. L ike other
customers of England at the time, we settled ou r
adverse balance by selling our own securities; but
the sequel to this operation, with trade relations
what they were, was in the main disastrous. For,
let it be observed, although these heavy foreign pur‑
chases of American stocks and bonds contributed
immense amounts of capital to ou r markets, the
capital thus acquired was almost wholly based on
debt. If these foreign investorswere for any reason
to take alarm over the outlook in this country, with‑
drawal of such capital, through sale of the railway
securities on ou r markets, was an immediate possi‑
bility. Even a shock to confidence and credit in
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the home of this invested European capital would
be reasonably sure to cause its abrupt withdrawal.
This had happenedonce before, in the London panic
of 1866, with consequent serious embarrassment to
the United States. But the foreign capital invested
here in 1866 was a trifle compared with the amount
poured into American enterprises between 1886 and
1890.
This was, however, a problem of the future; ex ‑

isting conditions served very notably to strengthen
the Treasury’s position. Acting directly, the heavy
home consumption added to the internal revenue;
indirectly, it caused the increase in the customs.
There seemed to be no check to the rise in reve‑
nue. In 1887, as I have already noticed, the pub‑
l ic debt redeemable at par was extinguished, and
the Government was forced to ask authority from
Congress to enter the open market as a buyer of its
own unmatured bonds at a premium. This, as the
Secretary of the Treasury declared to Congress, was
" a responsibility which ought no t to be put upon
any officer of the Government.” ‘ But there was
absolutely no alternative. The few months during
which the Treasury, while awaiting some authorita‑
tive action on the part of Congress, suspended bond
redemptions, sent up the surplus money holdings of
the Government nearly thirty millions. In August,
1888, it was literally t rue that the Treasury’s cash
surplus, wholly removed from the use of trade, was
one fourth as large as the entire estimated sum in
the country's outside circulation.

' Secretary Fairchild, Annual Tran. Rep" 1887. p. xxviii.
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It would have been-larger even than this but for
the use made, under pressure of necessity, of the
depository banks. At the close of 1885, $12,901,‑
432 of the Government’s funds were thus deposited.
On the last day of March, 1888, these deposits had
increased to $61,231,647, and they had risen nearly
twenty millions within four months. Now it is true
enough that this method of puttinga public surplus
on deposit with the banks, where it may stil l con‑
tinue to serve the purposes of trade, is legitimate,
and in ordinary cases beneficial. No other tempo‑
rary disposition of an excess revenue is ever thought
of, for example, by the British Exchequer, whose
funds go, as a matter of ordinary course, into the
Bank of England. It is true, also, that these bank
deposits of United States Government funds were
abundantly secured, under the law, by pledge
with the Treasury of Government bonds to a face
value ten per cent. greater than the money thus
entrusted. ‘

A careful effort was moreover made to distribute
such deposits equitably; in 1888, they were shared
by no less than two hundred and ninety separate
institutions.’ Nevertheless, this recourse was asu n ‑
popular with the community at large as it was in
1878, and it was, moreover, even more limited in
scope and permanency. The Government’s deposits
were liable to immediate recall, and they were looked
upon as temporary in any ‘case . Yet to qualify for
such deposits, a bank was obliged to obtain Govem‑

‘Annual Tran. Rep" 1888, p. 453.
316ia'., p. 19.
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ment bonds at prices forced to a maximum by the
Treasury’s own purchases.‘ From any point of
view, therefore, the bank deposits were inexpedient.
There was one very obvious recourse‐reduction in
the revenue,‐and this the Administration urged
on Congress. But Congress refused to act. The
House of Representatives contained an Administra‑
tion majority, and it had already, in 1887, passed
the Tariff-Reduction Bil l of Mr. Mills. But the Re‑
publicans then controlled the Senate, and all such
legislation was accordingly blocked. As a last re‑
sort, therefore, in April, 1888, formal authority was
wrung from Congress to devote the surplus to bond
redemptions at a premium.
A very extraordinary chapter in American finance

now opened. During 1888, the Government four
per cents. ranged on the open market from 123 to
129'; yet at these high prices the Treasury bought,
within seven months, upwards of $50,000,000.‘ The
4.3'5, ruling, because of their near maturity, between
106 and 109, were redeemed, meantime, in the
amount of $33,000,000. During 1888 and the two
ensuing years, $45,000,000 was actually paid out in
premiums; within four years, the enormous sum of
$235,000,000 was expended for bond redemptions
in excess of the annual sinking-fund requirement.‘
To the world at large, this spectacle of public debt

redemption, to the extent of nearly half a billion

‘Armual Treat. Rep” 1887, p. xxviii ; 1888, p. 453‑
’Armual Tran . Rep" 1888, p. 457.
'Iba'd..p. 455.
‘Trcar. Rep., 1887, pp. 58, 60; 1891, pp. 98, 100.
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dollars in five years, was sufficiently astonishing.
But admiration was at least tempered by contempt
for the wild extravagance of the policy.“ That any
such methods should continue long was inconceiv‑
able. If the people did no t put a stop to them, out ‑
side conditions would themselves have forced the
issue. By the middle of 1890, the total interest‑
bearing debt of the United States was reduced to
$725,ooo,ooo. (A few years more of wholesale
redemptions, under the methods employed in 1888,
and the entire debt would be extinguished. This
result, except for the waste of public funds involved
in the constantly advancingpremium, would of itself
have been no misfortune. But these very redemp‑
tions were extinguishing the bank-note currency,
thus actually contracting circulation. After the
debt’s extinction, moreover, and the removal thus
of the single outlet for excessive surplus revenues,
what was to be the outlook? Apparently, this
Treasury octopus would absorb the entire domes‑
tic circulation. No such situation has ever been
presented, before or since, in the history of nations.
It need hardly be a mat ter for surprise that the
outside business community grew mo re and more
uneasy. An excessive circulating medium is an
undoubted evil; but a law which draws into the
public vaults, and keeps in idleness, seven per cent.
of the circulation every year is a source of possible
mischief whose evil influence can scarcely be ex ‑
aggerated. That something must be done to stop
i t , and must be done quickly, was agreed by all
parties. Such was the situation at the close of ‘1889.



CHAPTER VI

T H E T W O L AW S O F 1890

N U S U A L as the problem of excessive public
revenue was in the experience of modern gov‑

ernments, it was n o t wholly new to the United
States. Almost exactly half a century before, a
similar dilemma had arisen whose results, had they
been kept in mind, might have given some useful
warnings to the financiers of the later period. Be‑
tween 1834 and 1836, the annual Federal revenue
was doubled. In the first of those two years, as in
the several years preceding them, there was a hand‑
some Treasury surplus, which was applied to reduc‑
tion of the public debt. Before 1836, however, this
debt was wholly extinguished, and a sudden increase
in the revenue left a surplus for the year of n o t quite
twenty million dollars‐something unprecedented
in those days. This rise in public income resulted
from anabnormally rapidgrowth of customs revenue
and agreat expansion of receipts from sales'of public
lands; both of these movements being stimulated,
in 1836 as in 1888, by a season of interior develop‑
ment- and speculation. The customs schedules

u)
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mighthave been conservatively revised, but Con‑
gress refused to touch them. Instead, it voted to
distribute $37,000,000 to the States, and then pro‑
ceeded to increase public expenditure. The next
year happened to be a season of trade disaster; cus‑
toms receipts in 1837, and with them the total
revenue, decreased one half from 1836, while ex‑
penses were enlarged by twenty per cent. The
result was prompt and logical. The surplus revenue
of twenty millions in 1836 was changed only one
year afterward to a deficit of thirteen millions, the
“ deposits " with the States had tozbe suspended, ‑
and before the close of 1837 the Government was
issuing bonds to ward off actual insolvency.
Whether the experience of 1837 was or was no t a

precedent worth regarding, there is no evidence that
it was studied by the statesmen of 1888 and 1890.
The question of the surplus did, however, become
the focus of a vast deal of more orless intelligent
popular controversy. This was a natural result of
the fact that the perplexities of 1888 reached their
acutest point on the eve of a Presidential contest.
Both political parties made the Treasury's situation
the text of their campaign platforms, and both went
into the campaign with a demand for reduction of
the surplus. But the methods of reduction, aspro‑
posed by the two National Conventions, differed

- radically. At St. Louis, June 6, 1888, the Demo‑
cratic party attacked the sytem of high import duties,
to which it ascribed the excessive revenue. It ac‑
cused the Republican party of endeavoring “ to
meet and exhaust by extravagant appropriations
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and expenses " the abnormal surplus, and pledged
itself n o t only to “ enforce frugality in public ex ‑
pense,” but to “ abolish unnecessary taxation "
through reform of the tariff system.
It was plain enough, from this declaration, that

the electoral contest would pivot, no t on the main
question of a properly adjusted budget of revenue,
but on the familiar problem of protection. The
Republicansaccepted this gage of battle with abold‑
ness and distinctness which left l i t t le obscurity to
the issue. Conceding the needless excess in current
revenue, they proposed, in their Chicago Convention
of June z ls t , “ such revision of the tariff lawsaswill
tend to check imports of such articles as are pro‑
duced by our own people.” This, of course, meant
increase, n o t decrease, in the custom-house tax-rate.
If this expedient should no t suflice, the party de‑
clared for “ the entire repeal of the internal taxes
rather than the surrender of any part of ou r protec.
tive system.” No reduction in public expenditure
was recommended; on the contrary, the platform
went on to say that “ we demand appropriations for
the early rebuildingof o u r navy, for the construction
of coast fortifications, .. . . for the payment of
just pensions to our sdldiers, for necessary works of
national importance in the improvement of harbors
and the channels of internal, coastwise, and foreign
commerce, for the encouragement of the shipping
interests.” The pension legislationparticularly, the
Republican platform concluded, ought to be “ en‑
larged and extended."
Now it is clear that either party’s expedient.

9
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greatly as the two plans differed in principle and
method, could bemade to reduce the surplus. The
Republican plan of course offered the surer means
of rapid and wholesale reduction, because, while the
effect of mere alteration in schedules of taxation is
more or less conjectural, the effect of increased ex~

~penditure is certain. However largeapublic revenue
may become, it can at least bespent if appropriations
are made sufficiently heavy. But it is hardly neces‑
sary to point ou t that the plan of using up a surplus
revenue through extraordinary expenditure is haz‑
ardous. The revenue might change, as it had
changed repeatedly in the history of our Govern‑
ment, through an unexpected accident of trade;
but a budget of expenditure, once fixed, will no t be
easily reduced. When, therefore, it is proposed
simultaneously to Cut down the public income and
enlarge the public outlay, the greatest possible legis‑
lative sagacity and discretion will be necessary to
escape disaster. Exactly how far such qualities
could be reckoned on, in reducing the surplus reve‑
nue of 1888, was presently to be tested. For al‑
though the Presidential contest of 1888 was close
and for a long time doubtful, its result was a Re‑
publican victory. In the Electoral College Mr.
Harrison received 233 votes out of 401, hismajority
of 65 being wholly obtained through the vote of
New York State. On the total popular vote of the
United States, however, Mr. Cleveland’s plurality
over Mr. Harrison was 100,476; which, curiously
enough, was more than double the popular plurality
of any successful candidate since 1872.
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There was no good reason to doubt what general
policy the Republican party would pursue. It is
true that both parties, in their appeals to the people
during the campaign of 1888, had more or less
modified their platform declarations to suit the pre‑
judices of particular sections or communities. Mr.
Cleveland's letter of acceptance, for instance, de‑
clared against “ abrupt and radical changes " where
” reliance upon present revenue arrangements " had
become an element in commercial plans. This as‑
surance was addressed to the protectionist interests
of the East. The Republicans were in a somewhat
similar quandary as regarded the well-known anti‑
protectionist sentiment of the Northwest, and they
accordingly hinted, during the crisis of the canvass,
at changes in the import" duties in the interest of
consumers.‘ This policy of evasion is no t at all u n ‑
usual at such times, but in 1888 the Republican de‑
clarations in the West gave rise to some mistaken
expectations. There was little ground for them.
The national platform was perfectly distinct in its
outline of policy. The letters of acceptance by the
Republican candidates were quite asunmistakable.
MrfiHarrison, while expressing his willingness to
" modify rates ” of import duties, frankly repudiated
the idea of lower duties, while Mr. Morton, the Vice‑
Presidential nominee, went further still, asking
whether, in case the existing tariff needed revision,
it would no t be “ wiser and more patriotic to revise
it with a careful regard to the interest of protection
than with the purpose of lessening its protective
features."

‘ Minnesota Republican Convention, September 7, 1888.
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The successful party had, in short, pretty consist‑
ently advocated increase in import duties, where‑
by imports would be in a degree excluded, and
it had promised increase in expenditure. It did
no t flinch from this second proposition after its suc‑
cess. Mr. Harrison’s inaugural address declared,
it is true, that “ wastefulness, profiigacy, or favorit‑
ism in public expenditure is criminal." But this
was avery general declaration. When he descended
to particulars, in this address and in his first message
to Congress, the President urged appropriations for
river and harbor work, for coast defences,’ f o r , “ a
more rapid increase in the number of serviceable
ships,” and for a pension to every veteran of the
war unable to earn a living, whether his disability
originated in the service or not.‘ Congress, he sug‑
gested, ought to adjust the revenueonly after having
estimated “ these extraordinary demands " and
“ havingadded them to our ordinary expenditure." '
Mr. Harrison was undoubtedly sincere in his be‑

lief that he was outlining a judicious public policy.
But never in the history of this Government was ad‑
vice bestowed with more unfortunate results. An‑
nual Government expenditure had already been
increased some $49,000,000 since the heavy surplus
revenue began in 1886, and half of this annual in‑
crease was in pensions, outlay for which was now
three times as large as it was when General Garfield
declared the reasonable maximum to have been
reached. As for the river and harbor expenditure,
‘ Annual Message, Dec. 3, 1889.
’ Inaugural Address, March 4, 1889.
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Mr. Harrison might profitably have recalled the ex ‑
perience of President Arthur. That many of these
expenditures were useful and necessary, no one
doubted, but it was equally notorious that every
committee and every President for ten years past
had been driven to desperation to keep back jobbery
and extravagance from such appropriations. No '
President before Mr. Harrison had dreamed of such
a thing as urging river and harbor expenditure on
Congress.
But it was hardly necessary to reason from the

immediate past. Anybody who has studied the
tendencies of legislative bodies, American and
foreign, during the present generation, must admit
that President Harrison’s advice, on general princi‑
ples, was exceedingly dangerous. A national legis‑
lature may be safely left to itself, if increased
expenditure is desired, and nowhere is this principle
more certain of application than in the United
States. The immense variety of local interests re‑
presented in Congress; the pressure on each indi‑
vidual Congressman to obtain his district's good-will
by procuring local expenditure of national funds;
the virtual impossibility of getting a share in such
appropriations without in turn favoring demands of
other Congressmen~these are perhaps the most
familiar incidents in legislation. They are, and
always have been, emphasized by two serious vices
in o u r legislative system: the haphazard construc‑
tion of appropriation bills by separate committees
not concerned in planning for the revenue,‘ and the
1J. G. Cannon, House of Representatives speech, Congrtnional

Record, March 6, 1897.
‐v
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unfortunate provision of the Constitution that the
President may veto an appropriation bi l l only asa
whole, and no t in sections.’ Finally there was
added, in 1890, the powerful inducement of the so‑
called “ Grand Army vote,” which was believed to
have carried some States in the 1888 election, and
which, in the judgment of politicians, could be con‑
trolled by the largess of the Pension Bureau. A l l
this ought to have been considered by a prudent
Executive in his offici’al advice.
It was at once apparent how little need there

had been for any such stimulus to congress. The
revenue was first taken in hand. The Tariff Bil l
introduced on Apri l 16, 1890, by Mr. McKinley
for the House Ways and Means Committee, in‑
creased materially the rates on all competing pro‑
ducts. The average rate imposed on dutiable
imports in the year before the McKinley Act be‑
came a law was 44.41 per cent. ', in the next year it
was 48.71 per cent.’ In the case of many classes of
importations, this increase might foreshadow larger
instead of smaller revenue. There was, however,
one very important branchof customs revenuewhich
was stricken off altogether. In 1889, the duty on
imported sugar produced $55,976,228. The Mc‑
Kinley Law placed sugar on the free list, and in the
twelve months ending with June, 1892, the customs
revenue from that commodity was only $76,987.’
This particular source of public income‐the
' President Arthur, veto of River and Harbor Bi l l ,August I, 1882.
’ U. S. Bureau of Statistics, AnnualRtport, 1892, p. lx.
' U. S. StatisticalAbstract, 1896, p. 16.

~ § ‑
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largest, with one exception, on the Government's
accounts‐was therefore removed completely and
permanently. The question then remained, would
the other articles left on the dutiable list yield more
revenue than before, or less P If they continued to
be" imported in the same amount aspreviously, they
would, of course yield more, and on this assumption
the framers of the Act of 1890 estimated the outside
reduction in the total annual revenue at forty-two
to forty-three million dollars,‘ which was substan‑
tially the amount of reduction recommended by
the President.’ But President and Congress alike
ignored two facts which ought no t to have been
omitted from the reckoning. The increased rates
of duty might turn ou t to be so high as to exclude
competing foreign products, which would, of course,
curtail receipts at the custom-house. Or, without
such artificial exclusion, the volume of importations,
which was abnormally large in 1889and 1890, might
suddenly contract from natural causes. 'Previous
tariff experiments had shown the possibility of
either result, but the experience under the tarifl
law of 1890 was destined to be the most forcible
illustration of all. As against the Congressional‑
estimate of $43,000,000 revenue reduction, through
the McKinley Tariff Act, the actual decrease in
customs receipts, during the first fiscal year in which
all the new schedules were in force, was $52,200,‑
000 , and two years later,’ with the revenue law un ‑

‘ N. W'. Aldrich, Senate speech, September 30. 1890.
’ Annual Message, December 3, 1889.
‘Trtar. Rep" 1892,~p. cxx.
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changed, receipts had fallen $45,600,000 further.‘
Instead of forty-three millions maximum reduction,
the ultimate decrease in annual Customs revenue
under the law of 1890 was close to one hundred
millions.
The surplus revenue for the fiscal year before the

Act of 1890 had been proposed was $105,053,443;'
it will be readily seen, therefore, that the cut in
revenue, even as estimated on the floor of Congress,
left no great margin for increased expenditure. In
case of a heavy decrease in dutiable importations, it
left no margin whatever. Forty-three millions re‑
duction from the revenue of 1889 would leave room
for sixty-two.millions increase in expenditure,» in
order to end the year without a deficit. But Con‑
gress put no such limitations on its drafts upon the
public purse. Encouraged alike by the platform
of the successful party and by the advice of the suc‑
cessful candidate, the first session of Congress under
Mr. Harrison’s Administration increased its annual
appropriations $79,000,000 over those of the pre‑
ceding session.’ In the next year the budget of ap‑
propriations was increased $35,000,000 more, forty
per cent. of the increase being for the account of
pensiOns. ‘ Every department estimate and every
committee budget kept first in view the idea that
an unlimited fund was at hand on which to draw,
and that the public welfare would be subserved by
drawing liberally on i t . The jubilant pension com‑
missioner who, on assuming office at President
' Tran. Rep" 1894, p. cxxiv. ' Tran. Rep" 1890, p. cxi.
’ Trear. Rep, 1889. p. xxii. ‘ Trees. Rep" 1891, p. cxii.
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Harrison’s invitation, exclaimed “ God help the
surplus! ” had very distinctly grasped the situation.
The surplus, indeed, was obviously doomed to

speedy destruction. But it became evident, before
the revenue and appropriation laws had been twelve
months in operation, that something more than the
dissipation of an accumulated surplus was threat‑
ened, and the Treasury officers soon took fright.
If the expenditure of the ensuing fiscal year had
been kept to the mark fixed by the permanent and
annual appropriations of this spendthrift Congress,
there would have been an immediate and heavy an‑
nual deficit in revenue. Only by the most strenuous
exertions was such a deficit avoided. Fortunately
for the Administration, no t all the proposed drafts
on the Treasury were compulsory. Some of the
plans were hurriedly abandoned. The Government
ceased buyingbonds, except for the annual sinking‑
fund requirement, within seven months after the
passage of the revenue law of 1890.' A year later,
they abandoned any attempt to meet even the
statutory requirement of " the purchase or payment
of one per centum of the entire debt of the United

IStates, to bemade within each fiscal year." ’ Had
this sufficiently distinct requirement been observed,
public expenses in the twelve months ending wi th
June, 1892,would have r u nsome thirty-nine millions
beyond the income of the year.‘ The pension ex ‑
penditures in which the President had urged an in‑
’ Treat. Rep” 1891, p. xxvi.
’ Tran. Rep” 1892, p. xxvii. ; U. S. Revised Statum, see. 3694.
3Ibis!" pp. xxi., xxii., xxviii.
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crease grew to proportions so enormous that the
President himself had to interfere, and rid himself
of a commissioner who had been too literal in his
interpretation of the Executive advice. By these
and similar expedients, the emergency was staved
off. There was a Treasury deficit in the fourth
quarter of the fiscal year 1891, the first quarterly
deficit in many years;l it was repeated in two of
the quarterly periods of 1892;’ but in each case a
fortunate though temporary expansionof the revenue
in other months helped the Treasury through the
year. At last came a season when the trade from
which the revenue was drawn contracted, with finan‑
cial and political results asextraordinary asanything
in our history.
The revenue and appropriation lawsof 1890,Vthen,

had of themselves marked out a precarious future
for the ,)Treasury. But these laws were no t the
only or the most interesting achievements of the
session. We have n o w to consider another law of
1890, of supreme and far-reaching importance‐a
law surpassed in its permanent influence on the
national finances only by the Legal-Tender Act of
I862. I have noticed that the national party plat‑
forms of 1888 were so exclusively occupied with the
revenue dispute that they quite ignored the lately
urgent question of silver coinage. The Democratic
Convention said not aword on the subject; the Re‑
publicans merely inserted the declaration that the
party was “ in favor of the use of both gold and
silver as money ” ‐ a convenient platitude, familiar
' Trees. Rep” 1891, p. 33. ’ Trear. Rep" 1892, p. 30.
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in the platforms of both parties, which offended
nobody and meant nothing, because it touched none
of the questions of currency standards and mint re‑
strictions on which alone the bimetallic controversy
hinged. The campaign speakers and the candidates
were as silent on the silver question aswere the plat‑
forms. In his letter of acceptance, Mr. Harrison dis‑
cussed the revenue, the immigration laws, the trust
question, and the problem of civil-service reform,
but he did n o t so much as mention the currency.
He made no allusion whatever to the silver contro‑
versy in his inaugural address of March 4,1889, al‑
though that addressdiscussed the purposesof the new
Administration on numerous pointsof public policy.
Clearly, then, there was no party issue at stake

. in the silver question, no party or personal pledge
to be redeemed, and no reason to anticipate an
early and radical move in that matter by the
Administration. Yet in the two or three weeks
before Congress assembled in the winter of 1889,
there was prepared a plan for revolutionizing the
United States currency, and to the exposition of
this project the Secretary of the Treasury devoted
nearly one third of his first annual report, urging
the plan on Congresswith all the argument and per‑
suasion at his command, and ending by the form‑
ulation of a bi l l which he sent to Congress with a
plea for early action.‘ So radical and unprecedented
was this proposed legislation that some time was re‑
quired before Congress or the people could under‑
‘ Trear. Rep" 1889, p. lxxiv. ; Congrem'onal Record. January 28,

1890.
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stand what it meant. So hurriedly was it contrived
that the President himself, in his Annual Message
submitted after the publication of the Treasury
report, frankly declared that he had “ been able to
give only a hasty examination " to the plan, ” owing
to the press of other matters and to the fact that it
has been so recently formulated.” What was this‑
sudden after-thought of a Presidential canvass, and
why was a new system of currency forced upon the
consideration of Congress by an Administration
elected on wholly different issues?
President Harrison had chosen ashis Secretary of

the Treasury Mr. William Windom of Minnesota;
who had already seen some service both in Congress
and in the Cabinet. As Secretary of the Treasury
under President Garfield, Mr. Windom had brought.
to a satisfactory close the Government bond~refund~
ing operations of Secretary Sherman.~ His duty in
this mat te r was only to carry ou t the plans of his
predecessor, a task easily performed in the prosper‑
ous investment markets of 1881. Nevertheless,‑
some of t h e glamor of a great fiscal operation suc‑
cessfully achieved remained with Mr. Windom, and
Mr. Harrison’s choice for his finance minister in
1889 was generally commended. The new Secre‑
tary, however, was no t a great financier. He was
no t even a trained economist, and, as we shall
presently see, his ideas on the problems of currency
and cirCulation were singularly obscureandConfused.
But Mr. Windom was a skilful politician, and it was
asa politician that he immediately applied himself
to the silver question.
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The situation, on the eve of the session of De‑
cember, 1889, was peculiar. Although the Repub‑
licans had won a majority in the Electoral College
of 1888, they had not, as we have seen, polled a
popularmajority. This failure had its natural influ‑
ence on the Administration’s support in Congress.
In the House, its majority at the start was only
eight, and included in the slender majority were
Western Congressmen restive over the plan for a.
higher tariff. The Senate was still more of a
stumbling-block. The Administration apparently
controlled that chamber also by a majority of eight;
but as an experienced member of the party has re ‑
marked, “ the nine States west of the Missouri,
commonly classified as silver or Western States,
have eighteen senators"; a representation which
gives the section “ very decided advantage in tariff
legislation.” ‘ How decided this advantagewas may
be judged from the fact that in 1889, seventeen out
of the forty-seven Republicans in the Senate came
from these very States, where their constituents were
notoriously lukewarm if not hostile towards a high
protective tarifi’. Without the greater part of these
seventeen votes, the Administration stood in a
minority in the Senate, and the tarifi’ bil l was the
first measure on the programme.
Now it was pretty well known that the united

support of these senators could be obtained'in re ‑
turn for the passage of a free-silver coinage bill.
Their support could be obtained, without such in‑
ducement, for party measures endorsed by their

lJohnSherman, Recallecfiom, ii.. 1085.
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constituents; but the high-tariff bill had no t been
thus endorsed. The Administration was properly
unwilling to concede the question of free-coinage,
and Mr. Windom undertook to frame acompromise.
His plan as framed was a political concession, on the
one hand, to the agrarian communities who de‑
manded larger money circulation; on the other
hand, to the silver-producing States of the Rocky
Mountains and the Sierras. The second of these
concessions was the more important. The primary
purpose of the bill, as frankly stated by its author,
was to create an artificial market for silver; the
question of increased money supplies being treated
as a minor-consideration.

In this regard, the measure was absolutely Unique
in legislation. A l l previous silver bills had con‑
templated restoration of the double standard‐a
plan at least economically intelligible‐or at a pinch
they had decreed compulsory additions to the
currency supply through limited coinage of silver
dollars. Mr. Windom’s plan proposed that the
Government should buy at the market price the
entire annual silver output of the world, or as much
of the output as silver-miners chose to offer; that
it should store away this silver in bulk at Wash
ington, paying for i t , meantime, in notes of the
United States.‘ A l l previous debates on the
subject had urged remonetization, on the ground
that prices of agricultural and other commodities
would thereby be enhanced; Mr. Windom con‑
cerned himself with no commodity but silver.

‘ TreaJ. Rt?” 1889, pp. lxxiv and lxxix.
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Where other champions of the larger use of silver in
the currency had pointed to the fall in wheat as the
calamity which they were determined to avert, Mr.
Windom discussed the fall in the price of the metal
itself as the prime misfortune.’ So firmly did the
Secretary's mind seem to be fixed on this phase of
the question that he recited as the chief advantage
of his project the " utilization of silver " so that “ a
market would always be provided for the surplus
product." ' This notion of an artificial market was
the only part of his Secretary’s planwhich the Presi‑
dent grasped at once. Although waiving comment
on the details of the scheme, Mr. Harrison called
attention to the fact that he himself had “ always
been an advocate of the use of silver in our cur‑
rency," because “ we are large producers of that
metal, and should not discredit i t . ” '
This was no t the only novel and curious feature

of Mr. Windom's plan. The Treasury notes were
to be issued “ against deposits of silver bullion at
the market price of silver when deposited "; but
they were to be redeemable “ on demand, in such
quantities of silver bullion aswill equal in value, at
the date of presentation, the number of dollars ex‑
pressed on the face of the notes at the market price
of silver. or in gold at the option of the Govem‑
ment, or in silver dollars at the option of the
holder." ‘ The reader of this extraordinary para‑

' Trear. Rep“ 1889, pp. lxii. and lxxiii.
' m a , p. lxxvi.
' Annual Message. Dec. 3, 1889.
‘ Tnar. Rat, 1889. p. lxxiv.
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graph will hardly wonder that the President de‑
clined, on short notice, to express his judgment of
i t . One inference was, however, readily to be
drawn regarding its operation. An indefinite addi‑
tion to the United States currency, either in paper
or in silver, was proposed. The entire “silver prod‑
uct of the world was to be made exchangeable at
the Treasury for notes, and the notes, if no t ex- »
pressly legal tender, were at all events to be
exchangeable again for legal-tender silver dollars.
Mr. Windom himself predicted that no t less than
$37,000,000 worth of bullion, at the market price
then ruling, would be exchanged each year for
notes.‘ Even this purchase would involve yearly
additions to the Government currency largerby fifty
per cent. than those of the Silver-Coinage Law oi
1878. If the annual silver product of the world
were to be doubled, ashad already happened since
1877, the issue of Treasury notes would double or
quadruple along with i t .
Plans for an unprecedentedly large increase in

money circulation are usually based, like the Legal‑
Tender Act, on the necessities of Government, or,
like the Silver-Coinage Act of 1878, on a theory that'
existing circulation is deficient. But the public
revenue in 1889 was overflowing, while as to the
circulation, Mr. Windom himself took pains to show'
that since 1878 the total increase in currency sup‑
plies had been seventy-four per cent._, against only
thirty-three per cent. increase in population.” These .
facts did not, he argued, " appear to justify a largely

‘ Treat Rah. 1889, p. lxxxii. ’16¢'4'.=.; 1889,‘p; lxix.
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increased coinage of silver dollars for the purpose of
expanding the currency ” ’; indeed, if t h el s s u e s of
such silver currency “ should become so numerous
as to endanger' the free circulation of gold," “ it
would only be a question of time when the specie
reserve in the Treasury would change from gold to
silver to such an extent as to force the Secretary to
pay ou t s i lver” for the public debt.’ This was
orthodox reasoning, but a singular argument to in‑
voke in behalf of a plan for indefinite increase of
notes redeemable in silver dollars, and the lack of
any intelligent convictions in the Secretary's mind
was equally‘ shown by his argument, only a few
pages further on, that the plan “ would meet-the
wants of those who desire a larger volume of circu~
lation.” ’ The report, in fact, is crowded with such
strange contradictions. What, for instance, is to be
thought of a financial document which begins by
declaring that the silver dollars already outstanding
can be maintained at par only " so long as their
numbe r15kept within safe and proper limits," ‘ and
ends by commending its own plan asa short road to
conditions “ where we can with safety open our
mints to the free coinage of silver ?" f
Mr. Windom could not fail to notice that even

with his curious plan of redemption of the notes in
silver bullion, a’fall in the price of silver would in‑

?»‘ Tital‘uklpw 1889, p; I n .
‘ 16121” p. lxxi.
' Ibid'., p. lxxvi.
‘ 1511, p. lxvi. '
11mm, p. lxxvi. "a ~ ~ -- ~
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flict enormous losses on the Treasury. A decline of
t e n per cent., for instance, would impair to precisely
that extent the power of the deposited silver bullion
to redeem Outstanding notes. But Mr. Windom
believed such a decline to be impossible. Silver, in
his opinion, would advance to its old,coinage parity,
because the output of the mines of the United
States would thereafter be held back from the ex‑
port market.‘ This sounded reasonable, but it was
based on the wholly erroneous presumption, al‑
ready tested and disproved since 1878, that the
annual silver product of the world would no t be
vastly increased by the new demand. The net
annual export of silver from the United States, at
the time of Mr. Windom’s calculations, was a trifle
over twelve million dollars,’ or, roughly, thirteen
mill ion ounces. The increase in the annual silver
product outside the United States, during the nex t
four years, was thirty million' ounces.‘ In other
words, the entire silver output of the United States
could have been spared by foreign consumers, and
stil l their available supplies would have increased
with exceptional rapidity. This increase in the
foreign silver product came, as we shall presently
see, in the face of a decline in silver. What the
production would have been with a steady rise in
silver’s price can only be conjectured.
Mr.Windom’s extraordinary planwas no t destined

to beembodied in the statutesas its author framed
' Trear. Rep., 1889, pp. lxxvi. and lxxvii.
’ 16h!" p. xxlxvi.
’ U. 5. M i n iReport, 1893, pp. 22and 57.
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it. From its unlimited possibilities of currency in‑
flation, every prudentstatesman shrank. But all that
conservative Congressmen accomplished was to bind
in advance, sofar aspossible, this Frankensteinwhich
the Administration had constructed. The House
of Representatives began by limiting the issue of
notes to $4,500,000 monthly; it made them legal
tender and, like the older obligations of the Govern‑
ment, “ redeemable, on demand, in coin." Thus
modified, the measure passed the House on the day
of its first consideration, June 5, 1890,by a majority
of sixteen, the entire vote in its favor being Repub‑
lican. It went next to the Senate, and that body
promptly showed its opinion of Mr. Windom’s com‑
promise by substitutinga flat free-silvercoinage bill,
which passed by a majority of seventeen votes, the
majority vote including every Republican senator,
with two exceptions“, from the very trans-Missouri
States which the Secretarywas laboringto conciliate.
The situation was sufliciently awkward, because the
tariff b i l l was laid before the Senate on the very day
when the Senate returned its free-coinage substitute
measure to the House. With calm assurance in the
strength of its position, the Senate turned down the
tariff b i l l on its calendar and awaited develop‑
ments. ‑
It has sometimes beenalleged that the preparation

and enactment of the Silver-Purchase B i l l ‘ o f 1890
were made necessary, no t by senatorial obstruction
to the tariff bill, but by fear that in default of a com‑
'John Sherman, letter to J. H. Walker. July 8, 1893, Recall“‑

n’om, ii.., 1070and 1188.
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promise, a free-coinage measure would be passed.
Such an inference assumes that President Harrison
Would have signed a free-silver bill, which he could
hardly have done, in spite of Mr. Sherman's insinu‑
ation to that effect, after declaring officially that the
results of such a law “ would bediscreditable to our
financial management and disastrous to all business
interests.” ' But the theory also assumes the exist‑
ence during 1890 of a free-coinage majority in the
House of Representatives. If such a majority ex ‑
isted, the time for it to show itself was when the
Senate's frec-coinagesubstitute bil lcameback to the
House for action. Mr. Blandat once proposed that
the Senate substitute beadopted by the House, and
his motion was promptly defeated by a vote of 152
t o !35. The President’s declaration and the 'vote
of the House of Representatives prove, if they have
any meaning, that the fear of a free-coinage bi l l was
imaginary. Nor need such a conclusion be based
only on general principles; there has been positive
and authoritative testimony to the same effect.
“ On the daywhen the Sherman Bill passed," Sena‑
t o r Teller has'since declared from the floor of Con‑
gress, “ there was no more show of a free-coinage
bi l l becoming a law than there was of the heavens
falling." ’ There could certainly beno safer witness
than this Colorado statesman, the leader of the sil~
ver Republicans'm the Senate of 1890.
But the jeopardy, indeed, into which the tariff b i l l

had fallen through the deadlock on the Silver-Pur‑
' Annual Message, Dec. 3; 1889.
’ Senate speech, April 29. 1896.
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chase Act, was real, and an anxious week for its p ro . “
moters followed. The silver bill, as usual in case of
a disagreement between Houseand Senate,went to a
conference committee. When it emerged, it was so
altered than an entire new set of financial problems
was called forth. The conference bi l l required the
Treasury to purchase monthly, no t $4,500,000 worth
of silver bullion, but 4,500,000 ounces, or as much
thereof as should be offered. L ike the House bill,
it directed the Treasury to pay for this silver in
legal-tender n o t e s ; These notes were no t to be“
redeemable in silver bullion, for a final quietus was
now put on Mr. Windom’s fantastic redemption
plan. The Secretary of the Treasury, ” under such
regulations as he may prescribe,” was directed to»
” redeem such notes in gold or silver coin, at his
discretion.” But asa limitation to this discretion‑
ary power, the“ following remarkable clause was
addedi ” It being the established policy of the
United States to maintain the two metals on a ‘
parity with each other upon the present legal ratio,
or such ratio asmay be provided by law.”
This conference measure, with its famous “ parity

clause," was chiefly the work of Mr. Sherman, for
which reason the law became subsequently known,
somewhat unjustly, asthe " Sherman Ac t . " Those
who have studied Mr. Sherman’s handiwork in legis‑
lative c0mpromise, notably in the Resumption Act
of, 1875, wil l recognize something familiar in this
compromise of 1890. Like the Resumption Law,
it conceded a thoroughly bad, principle in order to
avoid the enactment ,oi_that principle in a still more
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vicious form. Both laws were extremely obscure in
their descriptionof the duties imposed on the Treas‑
u r y ; each was susceptible of two diametrically op‑
posite interpretations, according to the personal
convictions of the Secretary who should administer
i t . Neither ventured to say in plain English what
its author meant, and both were therefore destined
to bring on their future administrators a storm of
legislative protest and abuse.
There is, however, little doubt of the purpose of

the Compromise Bi l l of 1890. The senator who, in
the ensuing debate on the measure, described it as
" a beckoning hand for an interpreter,"‘ expressed
fairly the general bewilderment. But other senators
showed plainly enough the meaningattached to the
measure by the silver faction. “ This compromise,”
said one of the most determined silver advocates,
“ is an abandonment, a total abandonment of the
double standar ." ' “ In all these provisions,”
another silver senator declared, “ the gold redemp‑
t ion is asserted and is made the essential and the
unqualified and the operative and the valuable con‑
dition of the b i l l . ” No one,during thewhole debate,
combatted this interpretation. The Easternsenators
confined themselves to pointing Out that, while the
time would probably never come when the Treasury
w0uld be forced to make its choice of metals in
redemption, the “ parity clause ” required, in case
of such emergency, that the note-holder should re‑

' John W. Daniel, Senate speech, July 9.
’ Francis M. Cockrell, Senate speech, July 9.
' Wilkinson Call, Senate speech, July 10.
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ceive whichever kind of coin he desired.‘ We shall
find this contemporary evidence highly important in
the discussion of a later episode.
The conference measure promptly passed both

House and Senate. »It passed the Senate partly be‑
.cause senators from the silver-producingStates, con‑
vinced that the Treasury purchases would raise the
price of silver to the coinage parity, n o w took the
floor in favor of i t . ’ But the true reason for its
prompt enactment was the heavy party pressure
now applied to recalcitrant Republicans. The final
vote of July 14, 1890, is remarkable from the fact
that in neither House of Congress did a single Re‑
publican member vote against the bill, or a single
Democrat in favor of i t .
Thus did this extraordinary measure pass into

law. It was presently followed by the passage of
the revenue law for which, as we have now seen, the
silver-purchase legislationwas the price. The situa‑
tion at the close of 1890 was remarkable in many
ways. The Treasury's accumulated surplus, was
about to be wholly dissipated. AProspect of making
both ends meet in Government finances was to be
subjected altogether to the chances of outside trade.
In the face of these impaired resources, outstanding
demand liabilities of the Treasury were to be ' in ‑
creased by upwards of fifty million dollars annually,
and this forced addition to the country's papercir‑
culation was to be made at the very moment when
the Treasury's hoards were thrown on the open
‘ John R. McPherson, Senate speech. July 9.
’ John P. Jones. Senate speech, July 8.
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money market and when contraction of bank-note
circulation had ceased.
When Secretary Sherman was defending, in 1879

and'1880, his own plan of Government legal-tender
issues, he was reminded of the possibility that-a
heavy revenue deficit might some time leavethe
Treasury with nothing but its gold reserve from
which to meet expenses. To this he answered that
it was not “ to be presumed that Congress will omit
to provide ample revenues." ’ He cited further the
objection that the amount of notes “ may be en‑
larged by Congress, and that this power is liable to
abuse," but his reply was that under resumption of
specie payments “ there is no temptation for over‑
issue.” ’ Fourteen years had passed, and Congress
now had suddenly enacted one law destined to force
a deficit on the Treasury, and "another to increase
without assignable l imit the issues of legal-tender
notes. That M r. Sherman himself should have
voted for both these measures and constructed one
of them is another notable instance of the irony of
history.
’ Twas. Rep" i879, p. x. ’ ” fat . 1880, p xv.



CHAPTER V I I

THE EXPULSION OF GOLD

0 far as the Silver-Purchase Act was designed to
help the silver market‐and this we have seen

to be its almost single purpose‐it was an early and
complete failure. Mr. Windom’s report and the
subsequent Congressional moves were immediately
reflected, it is true, by a violent advance in silver.
The speculators promptly put their machinery in
order, and by way of affording every possible facil‑
i ty to a speculative craze, the New York Stock Ex ‑
change arranged for the deposit of silver bullion and
the issue, against such deposits, of negotiable certifi‑
cates which could be bought, sold, and delivered
on the Exchange like any other security. In 1889,
the average price of silver in New York'was 93}
cents per ounce.‘ By July, 1890, it had risen to
$1.04, and the enactment of the Silver-Purchase Law
carried the price with a wild rush to $1.21 on Sep‑
tember 3d. But the speculative movement ended,
as such movements usually do, as soon as the earlier
and shrewder speculators began to take their profits,
and the reaction was even more rapid than the ad‑

‘ Treat: Rep” 1889. p. lxxxvi.
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' vance hadbeen. Silver fell below 98cents anounce
before Congress assembled again in December, 1890,
and the President regretfully confessed the failure
of the effort " to give to the market for silver bul‑
lion such support asthe law contemplated." ' Mr.
Windom’s annual report, issued at the same time,
insisted that in spite of the failure of the law to help
the silver market, “ its beneficial results will event‑
ually commend it to general approval,” since it had
"already been “ the means of providing a healthy
and much-neededaddition to the circulatingmedium
of the United States."’ This, it will be observed,
Was a somewhat altered theory of the purpose of the
law, but it was also adopted by the President, who .
declared that " the increased circulation secured by
the act has exerted and iscontinuing to exert amost
beneficial influence on business and on general
values.”
Now it should be remarked, first, that this is

precisely such an argument as might have been
employed in 1872, for instance, in behalf of the
increase and perpetuation of the older legal tenders.
It is the familiar inflation argument. But, further‑
more, it will no t be difficult to show that Mr. Harri‑
son's view of cause and effect in the trade movement
of 1890 was quite unwarranted. The volume of
American trade in 1890 was doubtless larger than in
1889,1but profits were no greater,‘ and the average

‘Annual Message. Dec. 1, 1890. ’ Treat. Rep" 1890, p. xlix.
’ New York Financial Chronicle, January 10. 1891, p. 64.
‘ New York Chamber of Commerce, Ammul Rep" 1890, pp. 81,

89, 98.
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of commercial prices not sohigh ‘-‐whichsufficiently
refutes the argument that the new legal-tender issues
under the Act of 1890 were the cause. It is true
that the rampant speculation which broke out for a
time in the American market, especially in that for
securities, was ascribed by many good authorities to
the paper-money issues.’ This would have been no
illogical result, judged by the precedent of theinfi'a‑
tion period. But even in this regard, the influence
of the Silver-Purchase Act could have been only
slight. About five million dollars monthly in the
new currency were coming upon the market. But
in the one month of September, 1890, the circulat‑
ing medium outside the Treasury was expanded by
no less a sum than sixty-two million dollars ' ‐ t h e
most rapid increase in the country’s history, not ex ‑
cepting the period of legal-tender issues during the
war. Clearly, this unparalleled expansion did not
result from the Silver-Purchase Act. I t s true cause
is easy to discover. The appropriation laws of the
Fifty-First Congress were then doing their most
effective work, and in that single month fifty-five
milliondollars, or nearly one fourth of theTreasury’s
total surplus,were emptied into the money market.‘
It is probable enough that this unexpected and

violént enlargement of the bank reserves, though it
had slight connection with the law to whose opera‑
t ion Mr. Harrison assigned i t , did its part in farming
the flame of speculation. But the fundamental
' U. S. Senate. Report0/1892 1»: Price:and Wage:, vol. i . ,p. 9.
’ LondonEronomirt, December 20, 1890.
' True. Ram, 1891, pp. 15and 95. ‘ Ib id , p. 84.
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reasons for the summer advances of 1890 were quite
independent of the American currency supplies.
There were t w o such reasons. I have already de‑
scribed the feverish eagerness with which Great
Britain had been engaged, since 1886, in developing
the resources of young foreign communities, taking
securities in payment. ‘ This movement reached its
culmination in 1890. During the five months from
February to August of that year, £ 100,000,000 in
new securities were brought out on the London
market. “ Business,” in the words of a contempo‑
rary London review, “ was enormous, and the rise
in all descriptions of prices was astonishing." ’
Along with the powerful reflex influence on our

markets of this foreign speculation had come visible
evidence that the‘world's supplies of grain w e r e "
running into‘one of their intermittent periods of
shortage. In 1889, every important foreign wheat.
producing state, with t w o exceptions, yielded a
deficient. supply; the United States, meantime,
producingthe largest crop since 1884.” These short
foreign’supplies of 1889, followed next season by
another harvest only slightly larger for the entire
producing world, gave an additional fillip to the up‑
ward rush of prices in the early autumn of 1890.
The Administration, then, was mistaken in as‑

cribing the trade movement of 1890 to the Silver‑
Purchase Act. The truth was soon made manifest"

' London Economist, February 21, 1891; Commercial Review of
1890.
’ Liverpool Carn-Trad:Nam, 1889', Amua l k t ) " U. S.Depart‑

ment of Agriculture. 1889. . r
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when the chief sustaining influence under the fabric
of speculation was suddenly removed. In to no
foreign state had English capital rushed with such
reckless eagerness as into the Argentine Republic.
The resources of that state were overestimated; its
climate was precarious for production, its currency
depreciated, and its government untrustworthy.
Nevertheless, English investors had taken its securi‑
ties in'co‘nstantly increasing quantities, and the
powerful London house of Baring Brothers had
underwritten loan after loan in Buenos Ayres, even
aslateasthe spring of x890. In 1889thewheat crop
of Argentina, whose increasing annual volume had
chiefly inspired this investment movement, turned
ou t a failure.
This industrial disaster was followed, first by a

bloody political revolution, and then. in September,
1889,by afinancial panic in BuenosAyres. Demand
for Argentine securities in London slackened im‑
mediately, and a certain timidity over all foreign
investments became perceptible. This caution
seemed to disappear in the final upward movement
of prices early in 1890‐a curious but perfectly
familiar phenomenon on the eve of every specula‑
tive collapse. But the reviving speculation failed
to disentangle the bankers from their imprudent
South American engagements. Rumors of trouble
began to circulate in the autumn. At length, on
November 20th, Baring Brothers, unable either to
sell or borrow with their Argentine securities, de‑
ifaulted on £21,ooo,ooo home liabilities. Only
through the united eflorts of the Bank of England
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and the London financial institutionsgenerally, who
guaranteed the doubtful Baring assets, did Great
Britain escape a repetition of the Overend-Gurney
panic of 1866. So serious d id the strain become,
during one critical week of November, 1890, that
the Bank of England adopted the extreme precau‑
tion of borrowing £4,500,000 gold from the Bank of
France and the Imperial Bank of Russia.
This London episode was of serious significance

to. the United States. In a previous chapter we
found that our abnormal import of European mer- /
chandise, from 1886 to 1890, represented largely
capital invested by Great Britain in negotiable
American securities. It followed that in 1890,
when London’s foreign investment bubble had been
pricked,recallof Britishcapital thus investedmust en‑
sue. The “ Baringpanic " was reflectedpromptly, no t
only by collapse at Buenos Ayres, but by a disturb‑
ance in the American money market so severe as to
force the New York banks to repeat their emergency
operation of 1884 and 1873, and issue $15,000,000
Clearing-House loan certificates.‘ At one time, loan‑
ing rates on call in New York City rose as high as
186 per cent., and there were numerous banking
failures. Recovery, however, was rather unusually
prompt, because the season’s heavy export of Amer‑
ican agricultural products, and o u r active interior

~ trade, offset for the time the movement o f English
liquidation. In December, notwithstanding the
condition of Europe's money markets, the United
States imported gold. But with the ending of the

' Trtar. Rap" 1891, p. 327.
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harvest movement came a swift and ominous change
in the situation.
Between July 1, 1890, and January 1, 1891, the

money circulating in the United States outside the
Treasury was increased, in all, one hundred million
dollars.‘ The revenue and appropriation laws of
1890 prevented the recall of any portion of this sum
into the Treasury. The Silver-Purchase Law guar‑
anteed an increase in the circulation of something
like fifty millions annually. Even contraction in
the. bank-note issues had been suddenly arrested;
for, asearly asApril, 1891,’the impendingdeficit in '
revenue had forced the Treasury to abandon all
Government-bond redemptions at a premium,’ and
with the abandonment of this policy the retirement
of the bank notes ceased.’ ‘ During the active harv‑
est trade of 1890, employment had been found for
these enormous additions to the money supply. But
with the close of the year the harvest trade was
ended; the dull interior season began, and it is in‑
variably such a season which tests, as it did even in
1880, the character of a currency. By January,
1891‐to quote the words of the United States
Treasurer‐‑

” the people who had demanded this hundred million of ready cash
hadmade their use of i t , and were willing to part with i t . But the
Treasury, which had found the means of paying it out, was not in a
pesition to call it back. Money began to find its way into the great
commercial centres, foreign exchange began to rise, and gold ban
began to be taken from the Treasury for shipment abroad. . . .

‘ Tran. Rrp., 1891, p. is. ’ ” i t , p. xxvi.
' 163212, pp. 27 and 358.
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By the end of June the exports of gold had reached the unenmpled
figures of $70,000,000 for the six months."1

Unexampled such an outflow of gold might Very
properly be called, for in six months of 1891 the
shipments had exceeded the total gold exportsof
any twelve months since the currency inflation of
the war.’ But in 1891, as usually happens when an
inflated currency begins its work of mischief, any
explanation of the gold expulsion was received ex ‑
cept the most plain and obvious. The Government
reports explained that the national banks of Eng‑
land,France, Germany, and Russia had reasons for
wishing to increase their gold reserves; that these
institutions were encouraging gold imports by pay"‑
ment of commissions; that American tourists had
been spending more gold abroad than usual because
of the Paris Exposition.’ When these particular
influences disappeared, and still the heavy outflow
of gold continued, it was further pointed out that
the Austrian Government, then laying its plans for
resumption of specie payments, had been making
strenuous exertions to obtain gold for the purpose.‘
Particular stress Was laid on the fact that many ex ‑
port gold consignments, during 1891and 1892,went
out with sterling exchange a small fraction below
the usual gold-shipping point:‑
Now the facts alleged were all correct; but they

did not in the least explain the enormous shipments.
1Treasurei-Nebeker, Tran. Rep...4891, p. 16.
1 U. S. Bureau of Statistics, AnnualRep" 1891, p. xxx.
1Director of the Mint, Treat. Rep”1891,.p. 146.
‘Ih'd., 1892, p. 154. ‘. _.__
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The inducements offered occasionally by the Euro‑
peanbanks were contrived simply to draw imported
gold into their own reserves rather than into the
open specie market; but they could n o t cause the
import. If foreign exchange had declined at New
York, no t a dollar in'American gold could have
been obtained by any European importer. The
European banks, especially the Bank of France,
were making a similar strenuous effort to get gold
during our own resumption operations of 1878 and
1879 ’; nevertheless, aswe saw in a preceding chap‑
ter, France itself was forced by the downward move ‑
ment of American exchange to send $30,000,000
gold to New York, andour total gold import of the
resumption year was eighty millions. The alarming
phenomenon of 1891 and 1892 was the persistence“‑
of sterling rates so high asto force continuous gold
exports from the United States. At a fixed rate of
foreign exchange, gold must be shipped from a n y '
market in settlement of foreign liabilities. But the
gold-exporters did not cause this high exchange.
On the contrary, a gold-shipper must sell in New
York his draft on London before he can obtain the
gold, and therefore each successive shipment of the
kind tends to depress exchange. What the foreign
importers did was merely to avail themselves of gold
already in motion from the United States’; and
back of all the superficial reasoning of __the day the‘
' London correspondence of the Treasury, SpecieResumption, pp.

129. 133. 358. 365, 369‑
’ G . Von Mauthner, manager Austrian syndicate, N ew Fret?

F r a n , May, 1893.
H
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unwelcome conclusion began to force itself forward
that the gold expulsionrwas an index, astruly as the
gold expulsion of 1862, to a disordered and inflated
currency.‘
The obvious danger from this heavy drain of gold

was the possibility of a “ r u n ” on the Treasury gold
reserve by holders of the redeemable legal-tender
notes. The Treasury had been placed in the situa‑
tion of a bank of issue which has dissipated its re ‑
sourceswhile increasinglargely its demand liabilities.
Nothing is more certain in banking than the fact
that unless such an institution has the power of con‑
tracting its circulation, the first considerable export
demand for specie will exhaust its coin reserves.
The power of such contraction at its own discretion
had been denied the Treasury by the Act of May,
1878, and the power of automatic contraction had
been flung away by the revenue act of 1890. There
was no immediate danger from that quarter, because
this very dissipation of the Treasury's surplus had
provided the banks with gold to meet the heavy ex‑
port drain. Of the sixty-million outpour from the
surplus duringSeptember, 1890, thirty-eight millions
hadbeen in the form of gold, and thirty millions more
of Treasury’gold hadbeenpaid out on balance before
the close of the ensuing June.’ At the New York
Clearing-House, during this period, gold had been
used for eighty per cent. of the payments made by
the Treasury,’ and the aggregate payments were the
largest in the history of the Government. So long
' Treasurer Nebcker, Trma'. Rt?" 189t, p. I3.
’ Ibid“ p. 84. ' Tran. R1)" 1896, p. x37.
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assuch a movement continued, there was obviously
no occasion or inducement for the presentation of
legal-tender notes for redemption.
But no such avalanche of specie could move out

indefinitely. Al ready,in June, 1891, the gold re‑
serve against the legal tenders had fallen below the
low record of 1884, when Hugh McCulloch had
warned Congress of a possible suspension of gold
payments, and below even that of 1885, when
Daniel Manning borrowed gold from the New York
banks on the collateral of fractional silver. For‑
tune favored the Treasury, however, as it had often
done before in the checkered financial history of the
United States. An event was at hand, an accident
of nature, which with the country’s finances in a
sound condition would haveopened a chapter similar
to that of the resumption period. We have seen
that the short wheat crops of 1889 and 1890 had
already drawn heavily on the world’s supplies. In
1891, the stock of wheat in American and foreign
storehouses was still extremely low, and on top of
this came a total failure of the South Russian wheat
crop, the second largest source of supply for the
consumers of Europe, followed in France by themost
serious harvest shortage since 1879.1 In the face of
this foreign catastrophe, the United States produced
in 1891the largest grain crop in its history, up to that
date. While Europe's total wheat yield decreased
156,000,000 bushels from that of 1889,’ ou r own crops
‘Beerbohm’s London Com-Trad: L in , August, 1891; Brad‑

:tretl's, August, 1891.
’ Liverpool Com-Trade N ew, 1891.

.
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increased 255,000,000,’ and exceeded by fully one
hundred million bushels the largest American crop
on record.’ The market for this crop was as broad
and eager asthe market for the crop of twelve years
before; the early demand especially was stimulated
by the ukase prohibiting wheat exports from Russia
andby the French decree removing the import duty.
Export of breadstuffs from the United States, in the
ensuing season, ran beyond the enormous outward
trade of either 1879 or 1880.‘
This remarkable freak of nature changed for six

months the whole complexion of affairs. Beginning
with September, there was imported from Europe,
within six months, very nearly fifty million dollars
worth of gold.‘ As in the autumn of 1880, so in the
autumn of 1891, part of this gold went into the
Treasury in exchange for silver and legal-tender
notes, and the Government's gold reserves advanced
again. But the movement ended as suddenly as it
began. The season’s export of grain was completed
earlier than usual, because of the very urgent needs
of foreign importers. For a few weeks during Sep‑
tember and October, freight-room on out-bound
grain ships was almost unobtainable, so great was
the pressure of export supplies. But with this im‑
mediate demand satisfied, the harvest trade con‑
tracted, and the Western banks at once found their
hands full of idle currency. In November this
’ U. S. Department of Agriculture, Annual Rtpam.
’ 16:21” corrected by commercial estimates.
3 U. S. Bureau of Statistics, AnnualReport for 1892,p. I.
‘ Treat. Rep" 1892, p. 258.
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currency began to move East in great quantities; it
reached the city banks at the time when a movement
of reaction was beginning on all the markets.
If prices and trade activity were dependent, as

the fiat-money advocates contend, on‘the volume of
money circulation, no such reaction would have been
reasonable; for at the close of 1891 the circulating
medium of this country, outside the idle Treasury
holdings, was larger by $157,000,000 than it was
when Congress passed the Silver-Purchase Bill.“
But no theory has been more repeatedly disproved
by ordinary experience. Wheat, for instance, had
advanced some thirteen cents a bushel during the.
urgent foreign buying in August, but it declined
again, after this demand subsided, simply because
commercial experts discovered that the Agricultural
Department had underestimated the season's Amer‑
ican wheat crop by fully seventy million bushels.‘
What concerned the East equally was the fall in
security prices, under the heavy foreign liquidation.
The recall of invested capital by London to meet its
own necessities had long since ceased. But the
shock'of 1890 had discouraged new ventures in
foreign fields, and the alarming condition .of the
United States Treasury and currency,which Europe
perceived more clearly than the American people
themselves,’ had started a fresh movement to get
r id of American investments. The strong-boxes of
the English investors of 1887 and 1888 were one
‘ Trear. Rep" 1892, p. 103.
’ London Economist, December 20,1890; December 26,1891;

February 20, and July 9, 1892.
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after another unlocked; the true balance of inter‑
national trade swung against us in the face of the
heavy grain exports. In January, 1892, foreign ex ‑
change advanced sharply; in the six first months of
1892, $41,500,000 gold was shipped, and the ship‑
ments during July andAugust averaged two to seven
millions weekly.
vTo the Treasury, the situation was now very
different from what it had been a year before. The
autumn imports of gold in 1891 had partly re ‑
plenished the Government's reserve, but they did
no t make good the enormous gold disbursements of
the previous twelve months. With the January in‑
terest-payments in 1892, there was another heavy
loss of gold from the Treasury,‘ and by the close of
May, 1892, the fund had fallen to $114,ooo,ooo.
Nowthe sum of one hundredmillionsgold had long

been fixed as the minimum reserve to be maintained
against outstanding legal tenders. Secretary Sher‑
man had argued that at least the $95,500,000 gold
received through sale of bonds under the Resump‑
t ion Act “ must, under the existing law, be main‑
tained unimpaired for the purpose for which it was
created." ’ This view was formally accepted by
subsequent Treasury administrations,’ but Congress
took noaction regardingthe matter until 1882,when
a'law was passed suspending the issueof gold certifi‑

,_‘ Trans. Rep” 1892, p. 18.
" Letter to the President of the Senate, May 16, 1879.
' Secretary Folg/er, Tran. Rep., 1881, p. x. ; SecretaryMcCulloch,

Trtar. Rep" 1894, p. xxxi.; Treasurer Jordan, Tram. Re)" 1885,
pp. 480 and 483; Secretary Foster, Tran. Rep" 1892, p. n i x .
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cates‐the natural form in which the Treasury would
pay out geld on balance‐“ whenever the amount
of gold coin and gold bullion in the Treasury re‑
served for the redemption of United States notes
falls below one hundred millions of dollars." ‘ It
was clearly declared and understood, in the progress
of the debate in 1882, that the purpose of this pro‑
viso was to ensure a reserve against the legal tenders
at least as large as the amount prescribed.’ Al l
subsequent Treasury administrations accordingly set
that sum apart in their accounts; and in this very
year 1892, when the question was referred by the
Houseof Representatives to its judiciary committee,
the majority report of this committee declared “ that
it was the intention of Congress to fix the minimum
amount of this reserve fund at $100,000,ooo gold
and gold bullion, and that it should be maintained
at that sum." '
The significance of this proviso, in view of the

situation of the Treasury and of the foreign exchange
market in 1892, is plain. During April and May,
the Treasury's gold balance had been falling at the
rateof five to six million dollars monthly. Three
months more of such depletion would bring the fund
below the hundred-million mark. Six monthsmore,
if the Treasury’s monthly deficit in revenue con‑
tinued, would bring the gold fund to a level where
the bond-issue power of the Resumption Act would
be the only recourse left, and a bond-issue, with a
' U. S.vStatutes. 47th Congress, I s t Session, Ch. 290, Sec. 12.
’ W. B. Allison, Senate speech. June 22, 1882.
' Cangrm'ionalRecord, July 6. 1892.
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Presidential election at hand, would undoubtedly
mean the political ruin of the Administration and
its party.
What added to the embarrassment of the Treasury

was the fact that lessand less of its revenue was now
received in gold. During the first half of 1890,
ninety per cent. of the NewYork customs payments
_had been made in this form of money. Gold had in
fact been used at that time in discharge of nearly all
mutual balances between Eastern institutions. The
obvious reason for these gold disbursements by the
banks to the Government and to one another, prior
-to the Act of July 14, 1890, was that their legal‑
tender holdings had been rarely much in excess of
the retail needs of customers. It is easy to see what
hadnow altered this normal trade adjustment. Af ter
each succeeding harvest season, a larger volume of
new paper currency moved from the interior to the
East; the paper currency was increasing vastly
more rapidly than the needs of trade. In the sum‑
mer of 1890, the New York Associated Banks held
in their reserves less than $31,000,000 legal tenders,
which was near the average of the season in preced‑
ing years. In 1891 they reported fifty millions; in
1892, sixty millions,’ and the bankers had to recog‑
nize, in providing for future needs of depositors, that
under the Silver-Purchase Law there was no limit
to this increase in legal-tender holdings,whereas the
limit to the gold reserve in the vaults of city banks
might possibly be reached in a single season.
‘ New York weekly bank statements, July 5, 1890; July 3, 189!3

July 2. 1892.
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The first result of this displacement of gold with
paper money was the increasing use of notes in set‑
tlements between the'banks. In the twelve months
ending with September, 1890, only one per cent. of
the NewYork Clearing-House balanceswere paid in
legal tenders; in 1891, the legal-tender percentage
had risen to thirty-five per cent; in 1892, it was
fifty-seven and a half."1 Under the conditionswhich
we have noticed, it will hardly be contended that
this change was abnormal. But if a decreased use
of gold was logical in payments from bank to bank,
it was equally logical in payments to the Govern‑
ment. In the first six months of 1890, a S ' w e have
seen, nine tenths of the customs revenue at New
York was received in gold; in the corresponding
period of 1892, three fourths of it came in legal‑
tender notes.’
Exactly the same embarrassment was arising as

had developed in 1880 and 1884, before the silver
currency had been absorbed into circulation. But
in 1892, there was this important difference; that
the notes of 1890, redeemable in gold and avail‑
able for all banking uses, were not excluded from
settlements at the New York Clearing-House.
When, therefore, Secretary Foster, who had suc‑
ceeded to the Treasury on the death of Mr. Win‑
dom, found himself confronted on the one hand
with a fall in the Government’s gold reserve to the
danger-point, and on the other with a rapid shrink‑
' New York Clearing-House annual statements, October 1, 1890.

1891, 1892.
’ Tran. Rep" 1892, p. 46.
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age of gold receipts in revenue, he quickly concluded
that the Government’s own disbursement of gold
must cease. The legal-tender surplus of the Treas‑
ury, it is true, was also small; but all Government
notes received on revenue could promptly be used
again for payments, and so long as receipts and
expenditures were equal, the gold fund would ap‑
parently be protected. Accordingly, in the summer
of 1891and the spring of 1892, a steadily decreasing
amount of gold was paid ou t in the Government's
New York accounts. After the first week of July,
1892,gold payments by the Treasury into the Clear‑
ing-House were practically abandoned.‘
The circle of embarrassment was now complete.

Gold was virtually hoarded, both by the banks and
by the Government. The first step in the deprecia‑
t ion of the currency had been made; the others
followed, some of them immediately, others only
after a lapse of a year or more, but all in a sequence
marked ou t by inexorable economic law. Neither
the banksno r theTreasury were to blame. Bothwere
victims of circumstances beyond their own control;
both had taken the only action reasonably to be ex‑
pected under the circumstances. We shall now,
however, be able to understand the reason for the
very remarkable and startling development which
next arose.
We have seen that with the banks and the Treas‑

ury both guarding their gold reserves, payment of
gold through the 'New York Clearing-House had
practically ceased. Now the forty million gold

' Treat. Rep” 1892, p. 49; 1893, p. 41.
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exports, necessitated in the first six months of
1892 in settlement of European debit balances, had
hitherto been provided through these Clearing‑
House gold payments. A sterling banker sold his
bi l l of exchange on London, when rates were at the
shipping point, to merchandise importers with for‑
eign debts to pay. He took in settlement"_the
checks of the importers, deposited the checks at
his own bank, and asked for gold against them.
This is the normal modus operandi of international
exchange. Few banks, even then, carried an indi‑
vidual gold balance large enough ‘ t o meet more
than one or t w o large export orders; but with
a normal currency, the mat ter was automatically
adjusted. The checks of the merchandise impor‑
ters went through the Clearing-House nex t day,
the banks on which the checks were drawn settled
their balances in gold, and the resultant credit bal‑
ance passed into the gold-exporter's bank in that
form of money. The sterling banker had in effect
drawn on the aggregate gold reserve of the New
York associated banks, and these banks, up to the
middle of 1892, had provided all gold required for
export.
But we have seen already how this; situation had

been altered through the Law of 1890. On June
30, 1892, with foreign exchange at the normal ship‑
ping point, $3,200,000 was ordered at New York for
export.‘ The checks passed duly through the Clear‑
ing-House, but the credit balance thus created to
the gold-exporter’s bank was me t in legal-tender

‘ U. S. Mint, AnnualRep” 1892, p. 43.
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notes. These notes could n o t be used by the ster‑
l ing bankers to meet their drafts on London, and the
t w o or three deposit banks with which they kept
accounts were unable, o u t of their own reserves, to
provide the necessary gold. What was to be done i

There were only two alternatives lef t to the ster‑
ling bankers: to bid anopen premium for gold, or to‘
present their legal-tender notes for redemption in
gold at theTreasury. But the bid of a premium on
gold, under such circumstances, would have been
public witness to depreciation of the currency, and
it w a s expressly to prevent such depreciation that
the gold reserve in the Treasury had been established.
The entire credit of the United States had been
pledged, in the words of the Resumption Act, ” to
enable the Secretary of the Treasury to prepare and
provide ” against exactly such contingencies. There‑
was no other object in the accumulation of a specified
gold reserve in the Treasury.. Therefore the bank‑
ers were not. only n o t in duty bound to bid an open
market premium for export gold, bu t such an act
would have been a deliberate assault on the public
credit. They made no such bid in July, 1892, but
carried their notes to the Treasury to be redeemed
in gold.

In the thirteen years from 1879 to 1891 inclusive,
only $34,000,000 notes had been thus presented for
redemption, and the largest redemptions of any year
had been in 1879.‘ In fact, aswehave seen in ou r re‑
view of previous autumn movements of currency,
the tendency had been, no t to present notes to the

' Trear. Rep" 1893, p. 13.
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Treasury for gold, but to offer gold in exchange for
the Treasury's surplus legal tenders. The with‑
drawal of Treasury gold in quantity through pres‑
entation of legal tenders for redemption was
therefore a decided and alarming novelty. But
the reckoning for the wild performances of 1890
had now begun, and the spectacle soon became
familiar enough. From June, 1892, throughout the
whole series of troubled years which followed, al‑
most every dollar of gold exported from the United
States was obtained on note redemption from the
Treasury.‘ In his annual report of 1892, the Secre‑
tary of the Treasury despondently confessed that a
heavy deficit in revenue was impending, and that
t h e whole redemptionmachinery of the Government
was in peril.’
Extraordinary interest was lent to this compli‑

cated situation by the Presidential election of 1892.
Ever since the enactment of the two laws of 1890,
the Administration party had been unfortunate at
the polls. In November, 1890, it had been over‑
whelmed by the most sweeping political reverse
since 1882. As in the earlier year, so in 1890, no t
only the doubtful States but the Administration
strongholds went over by heavy majorities to the
opposition. Massachusetts had cast its vote for Mr.
Harrison, in 1888, by a plurality of 32,037; in 1890
it elected William E. Russell, Democratic candidate
for governor, by 9053. Robert E. Pattison and the
opposition carried Pennsylvania by 16,554, against
‘ Tran. Rep” p. 1 2 ; x896, pp. 130 and x31.
’ Secretary Foster, Trear. Rep“ x892. p. xxix.
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Mr. Harrison's 1888 plurality of 79,458. Nebraska
went Democratic, for the first time in its history;
Illinois and Michigan went over similarly to the
opposition. The House of Representatives chosen
in 1888was Republican by twenty-one plurality; its
successor contained the huge Democratic plurality
of 149.
.,The influence of this electoral result, so far ascon‑
cerned the legislation of the next t wo years, was of
the slightest. The Senate was sti l l Republican; no
law of a radical or partisan character was therefore
likely to pass both Houses. Mr. Sherman himself
madeaperfunctory move in thedirection of revoking
the worst part of the Silver-Purchase Act,‘ bu t his
proposal was no t taken seriously. Instead, both
houses instantly set to work constructing free‑
coinage bills. The struggle over these measures
in the new Democratic House of Representatives
Continued up to the eve of the Presidential campaign
of 1892. Opponents of the b i l l were so fearful of
results that they devoted all their energies to pre‑
venting a vote on the measure. Twice the House
divided equally on the question of laying the bi l l
upon the table, party lines on both occasions being
absolutely broken. The Senate, meantime, taking
the bit in its teeth, passed a free-coinage law on
ju ly 1, 1892, by a majority of four, both parties
again disintegrating on the vote. What the result
of this Senate vote would have been in the House
of Representatives, under ordinary circumstances,
is a matter of conjecture. But the season was very

1Rad/(diam, ii., 1189.
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late, the Presidential canvass had begun, and event‑
' ually the silver bi l l was left to die through the ad- ‑
journment of Congress.
It might perhaps have been supposed t h a tin view

of the serious condition of the Treasury's finances,
at least an effort would be made to readjust the
revenue. But once more the mischievous entangle‑
ment of the revenue question with party prejudice
obstructed any reasonable action. The House, with
which, under the Constitution, revenue laws must
originate, passed in the spring of 1892 by very large
majorities a series of bills removing all import duties
from wool and woollen goods, from cotton-bagging,
and from binder-twine. This action was no doubt
consistent with the platform of the House majority,
and the plan of dealing with separate articles in
separate bills was admirable. But for all this, the
House measures did no t in the least meet the real
emergency. If enacted without supplementary
legislation, they would merely have made a bad
mat te r worse. Whether right or wrong in principle,
the duties on these various commodities were raising
revenue, and in 1892 no revenue could be spared.
To cut off even these receipts in the Treasury's exist‑
ingsituation, without substituting some other source
of income, would simply have been a piece of folly.
The bills failed in the protectionist Senate, and

probably no other outcome was expected by their
authors. One recourse remained‐a recourse which
had been promised repeatedly in party platforms.
It was possible, while still leaving revenue un ‑
changed, to save the Treasury from actual deficit by
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cutting down expenses. And in fact this Fifty~
Second House of Representatives virtuously re ‑
solved at the very start, and by a vote of 164 to 95.
that “ in view of the present condition of the
Treasury, . . . no money ought to be appro‑
priated by Congress except, such as is manifestly
necessary to carry on the several departments, fru‑
gally, efficiently, and honestly administered." ' But
economy is an easier watchword in resolutions for
public edification than in close committees, besieged
by greedy Congressional applicants. A few appro‑
priation committees made a resolute eflort at re‑
trenchment; other committees quite as resolutely
unloosed the purse-strings, and the Senate,asusual,
loaded down the bills with its own particular objects
of extravagance.

The net result was curious and extremely mis‑
chievous. In its t w o sessions, this Fifty-Second
Congress cut down naval appropriations nine mil‑
lion dollars; a proper enough reduction, if made
as part of a consistent scheme of economy. -But
against‘this saving, it ran up river and harbor ap‑
propriations eight millions, raising them to the
largest total by far in the Government's history.
It saved three millions in the allowance for new
fortifications,“ only to increase by the respectable
sum-.of eighty millions the pension appropriations
of its predecess‘ors.’ In short, the opprobrious
title of “ billion-dollar Congress,” flung' at the first ,
Congressunder Mr.Harrisonbecauseappropriations,

’ Congwm'onal Raord,‘January 15, 1892.
’ Thar. Rep" 1893, p. cxvi.
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annual and permanent, r an within thirteen millions
of that handsome total, applied with literal truth to
the Congress chosen in 1890, which had made econ‑
omy its plea before the people.
With this rather complicated record, the two

parties went to the people'1nthe campaign of 1892,
and the result was another sweeping Democratic
victory. But it was no t easy, when the campaign
throughout the country was surveyed, to say ex ‑
actly what the victory meant. High protection and
tariff reform had locked horns again, and on these
questions the verdict of 1892was unequivocal. But
asto where either party, and in particular the success‑
ful party, stood in the vital matter of the currency,
no one could confidently assert. The Republican
convention at MinneapolisonJune 7thhadneglected
to say aword about the unlucky Silver-PurchaseAct,
and in view of the incidents already considered in
this chapter, the omission was no t surprising. But
the attitude of the Democratic par ty, in its conven‑
tion at Chicago two weeks later, was more singular.
They ” denounced ” the Law of 1890, no t as u n ‑
sound finance, but as a “ cbwardly makeshift "‑
phrase which certainly suggested deference to free‑
coinage sentiment. Nor did they even promise" to
repeal i t . Strange as it may seem, all that the
Democratic convention of 1892 distinctly did in this
matter Was to advise the Republicans to revoke the
law. The possibility of danger in this " makeshift,”
so the Chicago platform calmly announced, ” should
make all of i ts supporters, as well as its author,
anxious for it speedyi repeal/7 ,

l l 7 . . , ‘ . . ,
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This declaration is a curiosity even among the
oddities of American platform literature; it may
almost be described as a political joke; for the
final votes on the Silver-Purchase Bil l in 1890
had disclosed on the aflirmative side no t one
Democratic Congressman. But if this manifesto
was ambiguous, the convention's general declara‑
t ion on the coinage was a master-stroke at Delphic
utterance. Every shade of conflicting economic
and political opinion had its turn in the paragraph.
The party believed in “ the coinage of both gold
and silver without discrimination." Yet it pledged
“ the equal power of every dollar at all times in
the markets and in the payment of debts,” which
was,of course, entirely incompatible with the other
declaration. The gold and silver dollars must,
moreover, “ be of equal intrinsic and exchangeable
value," and this equality was to be attained, either
“ through international agreement,” or “ by such
safeguards of legislation asshall insure the mainte‑
nance of parity of the two metals.” As to what
these legislative safeguards ought to be, the plat‑
form had nothing to say. The final declaration,
“ that all paper currency shall be kept at par with
and redeemable in coin,” was fortunately less am‑
biguous, and was useful for appeal in subsequent
legislation. On the whole, it was safe to say that
the interpretation of this currency plank depended
wholly on the interpreter. The advocate of any
policy could invoke some part of it in behalf of his
own purposes, and the convention's choice of AMr.
Cleveland/as its candidate made conservative inter‑
pretation certain.
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The business communities of the East,which gave
Mr. Cleveland a good share of his support, were
guided wholly by their confidence in the ex-Presi‑
dent’s conservatism, by their objection to the C u r ‑
rency experiments of the Harrison Administration,
and by their willingness to t r y a lower tariff. But
the character of the canvass in the West and South
was ominous. At least eight of the Democratic
State conventions early in 1892‐in Colorado, Flor‑
ida, Georgia, Idaho, Kansas, Nevada, South Caro‑
lina, and Texas‐had submitted flat and unqualified
demands for a free-silver coinage law. Others in
the more conservative Middle States, among them
Illinois, Iowa, and Michigan, had framed somewhat
more cautious declarations whose actual purport was
the same. Three of them openly repudiated the
coinage plank of the national platform. The South
Carolina Democrats, on May 18th, within a month
of the national convention, entered their “ solemn
protest against the nomination of Grover Cleve‑
land ” because of his well-known principles on the
currency. After the nomination had been made,
the Colorado Democrats, on September 13th, en‑
dorsed the national platform “ with the exception
of that part of it relating to silver and_coinage,"
while the Nevada Democrats had already declared
themselves “ absolved from all obligation to support
the nominees" of the party unless such nominees
expressly declared themselves for free coinage.
These three States, it is true, were no t fairly typi‑

cal; for two of them were silver-produters, and in
the third the Democratic party had surrendered to
an agrarian movement based on currency inflation.
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Butthe spirit animating these unusual party mani‑
festoes brokeout at intervals throughout the country.
It focussed in the so-called People’s Party, organized
at Omaha on July 4, 1892, into whose ranks flocked
the financial and social agitators of every sort, and
whose members first applied to themselves the politi‑
cal term of Populists. This third party's platform
described the maintenance of the gold standard as
“ a vast conspiracy against mankind, organized on
two continents,” and “ rapidly taking possession of
the world. " The party proposed free and unlimited
coinage of silver, and demanded that thecirculating
medium “ be speedily increased to no t less than fifty
dollars per capita." Since the per capita circulation
at the time, by the Treasury estimate, was less than
twenty-five dollars, this was a distinct demand for
the doubling of the Government’smoney issues. In
addition to its currency plank, the Omaha conven‑
tion declared for Government ownership of railroads,
for a graduated income tax, and approved the appli‑
cation of the boycott in labor disputes.
Now there was litt le absolutely new in this_Popu‑

list manifesto. Wi th the exception of the boycott
clause, each of its declarations had seen service in
previous third-party platforms. But the third-party
episode of 1892 is a matter of great importance, in
view of the influence which its supporters were to
exercise in the nex t Congressional session and in the
Presidential canvass four years afterwards. The
movement was remarkable even in 1892. The
largest popular vote ever before obtained by a third‑
party candidate was cast in 1880, when General

A». _,
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Weaver of Iowa, running on a fiat-money platform,
polled 308,578 votes, scattered all over the Union.
In 1892, the same candidate, nominated by the
Peoples Party, received the remarkable vote of
1,042,631, which was more than one fifth the poll
of Mr. Harrison. Never since the election of 1860
had a third party carried a single State. In 1892
the People's Party carried Kansas, Colorado, Idaho,
and Nevada, and cast twenty-two votes in the Elec‑
toral College. They sent to the Fifty-third Con‑
gress four senators and eleven representatives, and '
in view of the known sympathy of many professing
Democratswith the principles of the Populist par ty,
it was certain that their ideas would get a hearing.
It will readily be seen, therefore, that Mr. Cleve‑

land's popular plurality of 379,000‐the largest
obtained by any Presidential candidate since 1872‑
meant less than appeared on its face. Nor d id the‘
Democratic House plurality of ninety-one, and the
party’s possession of a“majority in both branches of
Congress, for the first time since Buchanan's Ad‑
ministration, point to a harmoniousAdministration.
Every experienced politician knew at the close of
1892 that a stormy session was ahead for Congress.
But even the confused political situation was now
overshadowed by the approaching catastrophe in the
national finances.



CHAPTER V I I I

T H E PA N I C o r 1893

E left the Treasury, in our last chapter, con‑
fronted for the first time in its history with

a heavy drain on its gold reserve to redeem out ‑
standing notes. During the nine months after the
beginning of this movement, Secretary Foster was
engaged in a continuous struggle to save the re‑
demption fund. The strain relaxed temporarily in
the autumn of 1892, when interior trade was again
very large. Practically no gold was imported, but,
on the other hand, exports ceasedhalmost entirely.
Moreover,” upwards of $25,000,000 legal tenders
were drawn from the New York banks to the West
and South,’ and the Treasury obtained some gold
from these institutions in exchange for notes de‑
livered at interior points.’ But when the Eastward
flow of currency began again, at the end of the
harvest season, gold exports were resumed and with
them the presentation of legal tenders for redemp‑

‘ New York weekly bank statements, July 30 and November 19,
18 2.

gTrm: Rep" I892, p. 1 3 ; N. Y. Financial Chronicle, July 9 and
july 23, 1892.
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tion. In December, 1892, and January, 1893, up‑
wards of $25,000,000 gold was withdrawn by note‑
holders from the Treasury to provide for export
needs.‘ ‘
By the close of January the Treasury's gold

reserve had fallen to a figure barely eight millions
over the legal minimum.’ With February's early
withdrawals even larger, Secretary Foster so far
lost hope of warding off the crisis that he gave
orders to prepare the engraved plates for a bond‑
issue under the Resumption Act.‘ As a last resort,
however, he bethought himself of Secretary Man‑
ning’s gold-borrowingoperation of 1885. In Febru‑
ary Mr. Foster came in person to NewYork to urge
the banks to give up gold voluntarily in exchange
for the Treasury’s legal-tender surplus.‘
From a strict commercial point of view, there was

good reason why the banks should no t make any
such exchange. But the plea that a panic must at
all hazards be averted, combined with the argument
of patriotic support of the Government, at length
prevailed. The NewYork banks turned over to the
Treasury, in exchange for notes, six to eight million
dollars gold.“ This, with some small amounts still
paid through the customs revenue, was enough to
keep the Treasury afloat until March 4th, when the
‘ Trear. Rep” 1893, p. 12. ’ 16x71" p. 96.
‘ Letter of instructions to chief of U. S. Bureauof Engravingand

Printing, February 20 , 1893.
‘ New York Financial Chronicle, February 11 and February 18.

18 .
i911“, York Tn’bum, February 9, 10, end 11, 1893; New York

FinancialCérenicle, February 11, 1893.
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entire problem could be turned over to the new
Executive. To his successor in the Treasury, Mr.
Foster left exactly $100,982,410 in the gold reserve,‘
and barely $25,000,000 in other forms of money.’
Probably no financial administration in ou r history

has entered ofiice under such disheartening condi‑
tions. The condition of the national finances was
almost asbad aswhen the BuchananAdministration
relinquished office. The Treasury was empty and
the public credit shaken. Buteven in 1861, the line
of financial policy to be pursued in the emergencywas
clearly pointed out, whereas in 1893 the Cleveland
Administration found it impossible to frame a policy.
It was indeed open to the new Administration, asto
its predecessor, to issue bonds under the L a w of
1875. But such 'amove, at such a time, was likely
to involve the political ruin of the Administration,
and it would certainly destroy all possibility of
gaining Congressional consent to the first and most
urgent measure on the Administration's books ‑
repealof the Silver-Purchase Law. Thiswas beyond
doubt the reason why the President’s inaugural ad‑
dress, on March 4, 1893, gave no intimation of his
purposes regarding the gold reserve. Meantime the
new Secretary of the Treasury merely adopted his
predecessor's makeshift, appealing to the banks to
give” up gold in exchange for notes.’ To this re‑
quest, enthusiastically echoed in the press, and
argued on the plea of patriotism, the banks again
responded. In March and April, therefore, the
’ Trmr. Rep" 1893. p. lxxii. ' 16W"p. 96.
' ” i d , 1893, p. lxxii. '
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astonishing spectacle was witnessed of some $25,‑
000 ,000 legal tenders delivered to the Treasury for
export gold, offset by an almost equal sum of bank
gold turned over grudgingly for notes.
Such a situation could no t continue long. The

very sight of this desperate struggle going on- to
maintain the»public credit was sufficient to alarm
both home and foreign interests, and this alarm was
now, reflected everywhere. The feverish money
market, the disordered and uneasy market for
securities, and the renewed advance in foreign ex
change, combined to bring matters to a head; On
April 15, Secretary Carlisle gave notice that issue of
Treasury gold certificates should be suspended.
This action was taken merely in conformity with
the Law of 1882, already cited. It was, however,
public announcement that, for the first time since
resumption of specie payments, the reserve against
the legal tenders had fallen below the statutory mini‑
mum. The news provoked immediate and uneasy
inquiry asto what the Treasury’s nex t move would
be. No definite advices came from Washington,
but in the following week a very unexpected and
financially alarming rumor ran through the markets.
Out of the $25,000,000 legal tenders redeemed in
gold during March and April, 1893, nearly $11,000,‑
0 0 0 had been Treasury notes of 1890.' Under one
clause of the Law of 1890, it will be remembered,
the Secretary was empowered to ” redeem such
notes in gold or silver coin at his discretion." The
burden of the rumor of April 17th was that the

' Trear. Rep" 1896, p. r3o.
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Treasury, now that its gold reserve had actually
fallen below the legal limit, would refuse further
redemption of these notes in gold, and would tender
only silver coin.
During the t w o or three days in which this rumor

circulated, general misgiving and uneasiness pre‑
vailed, the security markets fell into great disorder,
foreign exchange again rose rapidly, and the money
market ran up to the panicky rate of fifteen. per
cent. On Apri l 20th, the Secretary of the Treasury
gave out a public interview, declaring that in the
exercise of his discretionary power he had ” been
paying gold for the coin Treasury notes issued for
the purchase of silver bullion, and he wil l continue
to do so as long as he has gold lawfully available for
that purpose.” But this official statement, instead
of allaying panic, added fuel to i t . What did the
Secretary mean by “ gold lawfully available for that
purpose ” P This was the very question at stake,
and Mr. Carlisle’sunfortunate, though probably un ‑
intentional, evasion had precisely the effect which
such an utterance ought to have made impossible.
The disturbance in the markets extended after the
issueof this statement; it was no t allayed unt i l the
President, on April 23d, took the matter into his
own hands, announcing in a public interview with
the Associated Press that despite the discretionary
clause regarding redemption of the notes of 1890,
“ the declaration of the policy of the Government
to maintain the parity between the two metals seems
so clearly to regulate this discretion as to dictate
their redemption in gold."
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That the President was justified in this construc‑
tion of the law, must be apparent from o u r examina‑
tion, in a previous chapter, of the debate on the
Silver-Purchase Bill. Even the free-coinage senators
had declared in 1890, on the floor of Congress, that
this was the actual meaning of ithe parity clause. It
is, however, entirely probable that Mr. Carlisle wav‑
ered for a moment in the face of the emergenCy, and
that moment’s vacillation had done its mischief.
The public mind was on the verge of panic. During
a year or more, it had been continuously disturbed
by the underminingof the Treasury, a process visible
to all observers. The financial situation in itself was
vulnerable. In all probability, the crash of 1893
would have come twelve months before, had it n o t
been for the accident of 1891’s great harvest, in the
face of European famine.

But even this lucky accident served in the end
to rouse again the spirit of speculation, extremely
dangerous under existing conditions. Huge as
this country’s merchandise exports were, in the
season after the harvest of 1891, the import trade
increased with almost equal strides. A year later,
the balance of foreign trade had actually turned,
and in the nine months ending with March, 1893,
imports exceeded exports by no less a sum than
forty-seven mil l ions ‐a record unprecedented since
the days of irredeemable paper money.‘ Severe
economy alone could have averted the approach‑
ing retribution, and instead of practicing economy
the people, like the Government, were indulging

’ U. S. Bureau of Statistics, Rtport for March, 1893.
-  - ‘  , l ~
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in renewed extravagance. The bank returns were
a striking witness to this tendency. Loans of
the national banks had increased, during 1892, no
less than $i6_5,0 0 0 , 0 0 0 ‐ a n increase greater even
than that of 1880‐and of this sudden expansion,
nearly one hundred millions came in States west of
the Ohio and south of the Tennessee line.1
The panic of 1893, in its outbreak and in its cul‑

mination, followed the several successive steps
familiar to all such episodes. One or two powerful
corporations, which had been leading in the general
plunge into debt, gave the first signals of distress.
On February 20th, the Philadelphia & Reading
Railway Company, with a capital of forty millions
and a debt of more than $125,ooo,ooo, went into
bankruptcy; on the 5th of May, the National Cord‑

; age Company, with twenty millions capital and ten
millions liabilities, followed suit. The management
of both these enterprises had been marked by the
rashest sort of speculation; both had been favorites
on the speculative markets. The Cordage Company
in particular had kept in the race for debt up to the
moment of its ruin. In the very month of the Com‑
pany’s insolvency, its directors declared a heavy
cash dividend; paid, as may be supposed, out of
capital. As it turned out, the failure of this noto‑
rious undertakingwas the blow that undermined the
structure of speculative credit. In January, National
Cordage stock had advanced twelve per cent. on the
New York market, selling at 147. Sixteen weeks
‘ Comptroller of the Currency. statements of December 8. 1893,

and December 9, 1893.
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later, it fell below ten dollars per share, and with. i t ,
during the opening week of May, the whole stock
market collapsed.
The bubble of inflated credit having been thus

punctured, a general movement of liquidation
started. This movement immediately developed
very serious symptoms. Of these symptoms the
most alarming was the rapid withdrawal of cash
reserves from the city banks. There are two classes
of deposits on the basis of which these larger banks
conduct their business: deposits by individuals and
deposits by other banking institutions. A country
bank in the West or South, for instance, is required
by law to hold in cash a sum fifteen per cent. as
large as the sum of its deposits; but it may entrust
to other banks at certain designated cities three
fifths of this cash reserve.‘ Since demand for loans
at these interior points is nominal except in the
harvest season, and since the city banks are always
willing to pay two per cent. for the use of such in‑
terior funds, it follows that the bulk of the country
bank reserves is kept perpetually on deposit in the
cities.
Opinions differ considerably as to the wisdom of

this policy.“ It is, however, practiced as regularly
in Great Britain as in the United States, and its
purpose is legitimate‐to give the widest employ‑
ment to the country's general money supply. The
drain of currency from the cities to the interior in
' U. S. Revised Statutes Sec. 5192.
’ AnnualRep. Comptroller of the Currency, I884,p. 57‘, 1893,p.

17', Comptroller Knox, _Trea.r.Rep.1873. p. 95.
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the harveSt season, and its return after the crops are
marketed‐‐phenomena which we have frequently
had occasion to notice‐are managed through this
very system of re-deposit of reserves. There are _
nevertheless some obvious dangers in the system in
a time of panic, and it will readily be understood
that aviolent and arbitrary expansion of the Govern‑
ment’s paper money must increase both the volume
of such accounts and the incidental risk. During
the two years after July, 1890, these deposits by
interior banks in the city institutions had increased
one third; ' in NewYork they hadactually doubled.’
There had been no such ratio of increase since the
establishment of the national banking system; no t
even during the resumption period. At the close of
1892, no less a sum than $04,000,000 stood in the
city banks to the credit of such smaller institutions,
every dollar of this amount being payable on de‑
mand. It was ‘a “ r un " of depositors on these
Western banks which in 1893 precipitated the urgent
demand for returnof deposited reserves from Eastern
institutions.
Panic is in its nature unreasoning; therefore,

although the financial fright of 1893 arose from
fear of depreciation of the legal tenders, the first act
of frightened bank depositors was to withdraw these
very legal tenders from their banks. Bu t the real
motive lay back of any question between the various
forms of currency. Experience had taught deposi‑
tors that in a general collapse of credit the banks
' Comptroller Eckels. Tm u . Rep" 1893, p. 433.
’ Hid” p.431,
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would probably be the first marks of disaster. Many
of such depositors had lost their savings through
bank failures in the panics of 1873 and 1884. In ‑
stinct led them, therefore, when the same financial
weather-signs were visible in 1893, to get their
money out of the banks and into their own posses‑
sion with the least possible delay, and asa rule the
legal tenders were the only form of money which
they were in the habit of using. But when the de‑
positors of interior banks demanded cash, and such
banks had in immediate reserve a cash fund amoun t ‑
ing to only six per cent. of their deposits,’ it followed
that the Eastern “ reserve agents ” would be drawn
upon in enormous sums.
On the NewYork banksthe strainwas particularly

violent. During the month of June, the cash re ‑
serves of banks in that city decreased nearly twenty
millions; during July, they fell off twenty-one mil.
lions more.‘ The deposits entrusted to them by
interior institutions had been loaned, according to
the banking practice, in the Eastern market; their
sudden recall in quantity forced the Eastern banks
to contract their loans immediately. But in a.
market already struggling to sustain itself from
wreck, such wholesale impairment of resources was
a disastrous blow. In the closing days of June,
the New York money rate on call advanced to
seventy-four per cent., time loans being wholly un ‑
obtainable. The cash reserves of the New York
‘ Comptroller Echels, AnnualRep" 1893, p. 17.
' New York weekly bank statements, April 29, July I, and August

5. 1893. '
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banks, that week, fell below the proportion to liabili‑
ties required by the National Banking Law. The
banks resorted then to the emergency deviceadopted
in 1873 and 1884. They appointed a committee to
appraise such assets as any bank in the Clearing‑
House should offer, and issued against such assets
certificates receivable for balances at the Clearing‑
House. Enabled thus to dispense in part with cash
settlements, the banks managed, during the sum‑
me rstrain, to help out customers who were in serious
straits.
But the strain was not relaxed. The use of loan

certificates at New York, promptly imitated by the
Clearing-House banks of Boston, Philadelphia, Bal‑
timore, and Pittsburg, could no t check the drain of
cash from the East to the interior. Nor, in fact, did
even this wholesale recall of deposits from the East
avert the Western crisis. We have seen that the
inflation of credit, during 1892, had been heaviest
by far in the interior. The early withdrawals by
depositors in the country banks were only a slight
indication of what was to follow. In July, this
Western panic had reached a stage which seemed to
foreshadow general bankruptcy. Two classes of in‑
terior institutions went down immediately‐the
weaker savings banks, which in that section were
largely joint-stock enterprises, and aseries of private
banks, distributed in various provincial towns, which
had fostered speculation through the use of their
combined deposits by the men who controlled them
all. In n o t ' a few instances, country banks were
forced to suspend at a moment when their own cash
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reserves were on their way to them from depository
centres. Out of the total one hundred and fifty‑
eight national bank failures of the year, one hundred
and fifty-three were in the West and 'South.' How
widespread the destruction was among other interior
banking institutions may be judged from the fact
that the season's record of suspensions comprised 172
State banks, 177 private banks, 47 savings banks, 13
loan and trust companies, and I6 mortgage com‑
panies.’ The ruin resulting in the seaboard cities
from the panic of 1893 was undoubtedly less severe
than that of twenty years before. But no such
financial erck had fallen upon the West since it
became a factor in the financial world.

During the month of July, in the face of their
o w n distress, the New York banks were shipping
every week as much as $11,000,000 cash to these
Western. institutions.’ Ordinarily, such an enor ‑
mous drain would have found compensation in im ‑
port of foreign gold, and, in fact, sterling exchange
declined far below the normal gold-import point.
But the blockade of credit was so complete that op‑
erations in exchange, even for the import of foreign
specie, were impracticable. Banks with impaired re ‑
serves would not lend even on the collateral of drafts
on London.

50 large a part, indeed, of the Clearing-House
debit balances were now discharged in loan cer‑
tificates that a number of banks' adopted the e x ‑

‘ Comptroller Eckels, AnnualRep" 1893, p. 80.
’ mm, p.14.
3New York Fz'namz'al Cbronide, July 29, 1893, p. l64.

la
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treme measure of refusing to pay cash for the checks
of their own depositors. Charged with such refusal
in the press and on the floor of the United States
Senate,‘ the banks simply intimated that they had
not the money to pay out . This was no t far from
general insolvency. Long continued, a situation of
the kind must reduce a portion of the community
almost to a state of barter; and in fact a number of
largeemployers of labor actually made plans in 1893
t0'issue a currency of their own, redeemable when
the banks had resumed cash payments. On the
25th of July, the Erie Railroad failed, the powerful
Milwaukee Bank suspended, and the governors of
the New York Stock Exchange seriously discussed
a repetition of the radical move of November, 1873,
when the Exchange was closed. The very hope‑
lessness of the situation brought its own remedy.
Relief came in two distinct and remarkable ways.

Large asthe volume of outstanding loan certificates
already was, three New York banks combined to
take out three to four millions more, and this credit
fund was wholly used to facilitate gold imports. At
almost the same time, the number of city banks re‑
fusing to cash depositors’ checks had grown so con‑
siderable that well-known money-brokers advertised
in the daily papers that they would pay in certified
bank checks apremium for currency. This singular
operation virtually meant the sale of bank checks
for cash at a discount. Checks on banks which re ‑
fused c'ash payments were still good for the majority
of ordinary exchanges, but they were useless to

‘ Congressional Record, August 23. 1893.
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depositors who had, for instance, to provide large
sums of cash for the weekly pay-rolls of their em ‑
ployees. Being unavailable for such purposes, the
certified checks were really depreciated‐like paper
money irredeemable in gold. Through the money‑
brokers, therefore, these depositors paid in checks
the face value of such currency as was offered, plus
an additional percentage.
This premium rose from one and a half to four per

cent., and at the higher figures it attracted a mass of
hoarded currency into the brokers' hands; The ex ‑
pedient was not entirely new; it hadbeen tried under
similar circumstances in the panic of I873.‘ But in
1893 it was applied on an unusually large scale, and
it had the good result of helping to keep the wheels
of industry moving. I ts bad result, was that it
caused suspension of cash payments in the majority
of city banks; for, of course, when a premium of
four per cent. was offered in Wall Street for any
kind of currency, it was out of the question for the
banks to respond unhesitatingly to demands for
cash by speculative depositors. Most of the banks
cashed freely the checks of depositors where it was
shown that the cash was needed for personal or busi‑
ness uses; but other applications they refused.
As a permanent remedy, moreover, the currency

premium was futile; for no sooner was the money
thus obtained disbursed in wages than it was hoarded
again for the anticipated profit. But occurring as it
did at the moment when the banks had broken the
‘ Comptroller Knox, Tran . Re } , 1873, p. 9 0 ; NewYork Finam

rial Chronicle, October 4 and October 11, 1873.
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deadlock of the foreign exchange market, the cur‑
rency operation had an immediate and extraordinary
influence. With gold imports at last made possible
through the emergency credit system of the banks,
and with four per cent. premium offered for gold on
delivery at New York, the floodgates of the foreign '
exchange market were flung wide open. A gold
importer is necessarily a buyer of exchange, but in
a normal market he cannot afford to pay more than
say $4.85 to the pound sterling. But with the New
York premium offered for gold coin on delivery, as
high a price as$4.87} was paid in August, 1893, for
drafts on London, and the drafts thus purchased
were used at once to draw gold from the Bank of
England and ship it to New York.1
There was much popular wonder at the time over

the fact that the Wall Street premium was paid as
readily for silver dollars or for Treasury notes of 1890
asfor gold. But the need ofthe moment was simply
for legal instruments of exchange, and of these the
currency in small denominations was the kind that
had most completely disappeared from sight. This
fact was strikingly demonstrated when the imported
gold arrived. The unusual sum of forty~onemillions
gold importedduring August‐the largest import of
any single month in the Government’s history‐filled
no t only the depleted bank reserves but the channels
of retail trade. Peoplewho had never beforetouched
a gold piece found themselves making daily pay‑
ments in eagles and double-eagles. With this relief,
the acute spasm of 1893 ended.

‘ New York FinancialCitronicle. August 19. 1893.
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Congress was summoned in extra session at almost
the darkest hour of distress. The President issued,
his call on June 30th, the date for the assembling of
Congress was fixed at August 7th. It was probably
unfortunate that the extra session was no t opened
earlier; but, as it happened, the financial situation
indirectly favored the Administration’s purposes.
The session was expressly called to repeal the Silver‑
Purchase Lawof 1890, and in the popular discussion
of the day, entire responsibility was laid on this
law for the existing distress. Congressmen from all
business communities, and in fact from all the popu‑
lous States, were made well aware of their constitu‑
ents' wishes before they started for Washington.
This was as true of the Republicansasof the Demo‑
crats; indeed, the Republicanswere urged to sustain
repeal no t only by their constituents, but by their
party leaders, among them Mr. Sherman, who then
and afterwards declared regarding the forced issue
of legal tenders: “ From the date of the passage of
that law to its final repeal, I was opposed to this
compulsory clause.” ’
The result of this union of forces was interesting.

In the House of Representatives the Repeal Bi l l was
passed, within three weeks, by the large majority of
130. The free-silver Congressmen made an ineffect‑
ual struggle for a substitute, proposing successively
bills for free coinage at the ratio of 16 to 1, of 17 to
1, of 18to 1, of 19 to 1, and of 20 to 1. A l l these
propositions were rejected, though a heavy Demo‑
cratic vote supported each. A final substitute,

‘ Reta/Inflow, ii. , 1189.
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reviving the Silver-Coinage Act of 1878, was simi‑
larly defeated, with however more Democratic votes
cast in favor of the substitute than were cast against
i t . In the end, although the Repeal Act was an
Administration measure, one third of the Demo‑
cratic representatives voted against i t . Ontheother
hand, although the Law of 1890had beencontrived,
proposed, and for two subsequent years defended,
by a Republican Administration, three fourths of
the House Republicans of 1893 voted to revoke i t .
As a matter of fact, this ample House majority,

like many other similar majorities which we have
had occasion to examine, was no t partisan but sec‑
t ional ‐ the Easternand Middle States voting solidly
against the West and South. Such a division, of
course, ensured majorities in the lower House,where
representation was apportioned according to popula‑
tion. But we have already seen how different the
situation was in the Senate. 'Not only did States
such as Nevada, with its 45,700 population, have
equal voice in the Senate with New York or Massa‑
chusetts, but the hasty conversion, during the four
precedingyears, of six frontier territories into States
-‐Idaho,. Montana, North Dakota, South Dakota,
Washington, and Wyoming ‐had given to this
thinly-settled agricultural constituency an actual
numerical advantage in that body.
Party pressure had been powerfully applied to the

Democratic silver senators, and enough of them had
been won over or coerced to make a repeal majority
-'possible. Perceiving this, the silver faction began
to filibuster for delay, and five weeks were occupied
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with nothing but dilatory tactics. Advocates of
repeal retorted byadopting thedrastic expedient of
a continuous session, without even a night's adjourn‑
ment. But the physical endurance of the silver
faction was equal to the test. Forty hours had to
suffice; the silver senators kept the floor with a
series of three-and four-hour speeches, and the at
tempt to force a vote was abandoned. Next came
a series of efforts by the silver senators at com ‑
promise, chiefly based on a year’s continuance of
the Silver-Purchase Law, and the immediatecoinage
of the silver bullion. The President's assent was
claimed to this provision, apparently under a real
misunderstanding, for his prompt repudiation of the
compromise called forth the angriest demonstration
of the session from members of his o w n party. ' The
plan of free-coinage substitute measures was then
tried again, but the measures were defeated, some‑
times by very close majorities. At last, on the 30th
of October, the Repeal Bil l passed by a majority of
I I . In the Senate, as in the House, Republican
votes were needed to carry i t . Out of the 43 votes
for this Administration measure of repeal, 23 were
Republican and only 20 Democratic; one of the
most anomalous incidents in the history of Congress.
The Law of 1890, then, was at length revoked.

Nothing was left of it on the statutes except the
provisions for coinage and redemption, and the
clauses affecting notes already in circulation. Re‑
peal was followed by only a moderate decline in
silver bullion, the market for that metal having in
fact taken its downward plunge in June of the panic
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year, when the price fell twenty-one cents per ounce
within a fortnight, on the double news of the call of
Congress and the suspension of free-silver coinage in
India. On the other markets, the vote had little or
no effect. '
I ts failure to cause immediate recovery is no t at

all surprising. Repeal of the Silver-Purchase Law
stopped future mischief of inflation, but it could not
change the mischief already done. It was hardly
reasonable, therefore, to expect, asmany people did
in 1893, that the vote of Congress would restorepros‑
perity. There had, it is true, been a sharp upward
reaction in all the markets, when the worst midsum‑
merstrainwas relaxed. Undoubtedly, thewholesale
import of foreign gold had ended the period of acute
distress; indeed, the mere news of the first gold
engagement, immediately following the Stock Ex‑
change’s “ Black Wednesday," July 26th, resulted
in a violent recovery, affecting prices no t only
of securities, but of commercial products. The
premium on currency declined, then disappeared,
and presently, though no t unti l after some hesita‑
tion, the hoarded legal tenders returned from their
hiding-places. At length, with the opening of Sep‑
tember, the six-months’ drain of currency to the
interior was ended. It returned to its accustomed
channels as rapidly and suddenly as it had left them;
in November, legal tenders were moving into New
York at the weekly rate of eight to ten million
dollars.I
‘ New York FinancialChronicle, November 18,November 25, and

December 2, 1893.
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Panic, in short, had ended, but not until the
movement of liquidation had r u n its course. The
record of business failures for the year gives some
conception of the ruin involved in this forced liquid‑
ation. Commercial failures alone in 1893were three
times as numerous as those of 1873, and the aggre‑
gate liabilities involved were fully fifty per cent.
greater.‘ It was computed that nine commercial
houses out of every thousand doing business in the
United States failed in 1873; in 1893, the similar
reckoning showed thirteen failures in every thou‑
sand.’ The after-effects of this wholesale de‑
struction presently appeared. So long as prices in
every security and commodity were forced abnor‑
mally low by the necessities of domestic holders,
foreign capital came into the markets in great
amounts in search of panic bargains. But with
prices moderately advanced above the lowest, the
bargain-hunters left off buying. some of them sold
again to take profits, and domestic trade was left to
the crippled American consumer. ’
The consequent return of depression and in‑

dustrial stagnation happened almost immediately
after the final vote on the Repeal B i l l ; it was there:
fore alleged triumphantly by the silver party that
the law which stopped the arbitrary issue of new
legal-tender currency had stopped also the trade re ‑
covery. Their opponents had declared that repeal
was needed to check the industrialdisorder. Repeal
had been agreed to, and the trade situation, instead
of growing better, was growing daily worse.
' Dun' :Review, January 13. 1894. ' 1 M .
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To people with a leaning towards currency in‑
flation, this was a captivating post-[we argument;
it played its part in subsequent political campaigns.
No argument, however, could have been more ab‑
surd as applied to the autumn trade stagnation of
1893. Trade, it is true, had been cramped and
crippled by the almost complete disappearance of
the circulating medium during the panic months.
But in the four months beginning with July, 1893,
the gold imports, the Government disbursements
against its deficit, and the large issue of bank notes
to supply the lack of currency,‘ had between them
increased the actual stock of money by the huge
sum of $125,ooo,ooo.’ While hoardingof other cur‑
rency was in progress, these new supplies merely
filled the void in circulation. But we have already
seen how, in the Autumn months, the hoarded
currency poured back into the channels of trade.
In the closing days of 1893, sofar from true was the
assumption that the currency supply had been con‑
tracted through repeal of the Act of 1890, that the
increase in the available circulating medium was
more rapid than at any previous period of o u r his‑
tory.’ We shall find this fact important in con‑
nection with the events of 1894.
It was the judgment of many experienced watch‑

ers of the national finances that the autumn of 1893
was the time to issue bonds for gold under the Re‑
sumption Act and restore the Treasury's impaired
reserve. As a mere commercial question, there can
' Tran . Rep” 1894, p . 13. ’ 1 M , 1893, p . 18.
’ l a id , 1894, p . 115. '
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be little doubt that this judgment was correct. The
hoarded currency was returning to circulation, the
gold supply in the banks was exceptionally large,
and gold exports had not yet begun. Mr. Carlisle,
however, made_no move or inquiry in that direction,
and we shall presently see what other arguments in
his view outweighed this reasoning. During the
financial convulsion of I893, the Treasury itself had
beenpassing through a curious experience. In July,
the “ currency famine " and the check to gold ex ‑
ports stopped the drain on the Treasury's gold
reserve. The banks had no t notes enough for their
retail uses, much less had they any to spare for re‑
demption, and if they had possessed such notes,
there was no demand for gold to remit against
foreign exchange.
The situation of midsummer therefore pu t an end

to the gold withdrawals. ~The situation of the early
autumn did more. The first use made of the im‑
ported foreign gold was in revenue payments to the
Government. In August, forty-seven per cent. of the
New York customs payments to the Treasury were
made with gold coin; in September, fifty-eight per
cent., and in the last six months of 1893, no t less
than $16,000,000 gold was received on revenue at
the New York Custom House alone.‘ In other
branches of the revenue, the Treasury must have
received in revenue from fifty to sixty millions gold.
I f , then, the Government had used only legal tenders
for its own disbursements‐and at the time the
notes would have beenwelcomed by the Treasury's

‘ Trear. Rep” 1894, p. 121; 1893, p. n.
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creditors‐its gold reserve would necessarily have
risen, by the close of 1893, to at least $170,000,ooo.
Instead of this, the $03,683,000 gold reserve of
August "10th was actually the maximum of the
season. “ By October 19th," Mr. Carlisle remarked
in his annual report, “ it hadbeen diminished by re ‑
demptions of currency and otherwise to $81,551,385,
which is the lowest point it has ever reached." '
But the explanation of this seeming anomaly is

simple. The loss of gold by the Treasury, in the
face of its large receipts of specie, was no t at all oc‑
casioned by presentation of legal tenders for redemp‑
t ion; Mr. Carlisle was entirely mistaken in his state‑
ment. During the four months after August, 1893;
barely t w o million dollars in legal tenders were
presented for redemption ’ ‐ ‐an altogether insignifi- '
cant withdrawal. The truth is, that the Treasury
had nothing left but the gold reserve with which to
pay its ordinary bills. The Harrison Administra‑
tion, as we saw at the beginning of this chapter,
turned over in March to its successor only a meagre
$25,000,000 available surplus outside the gold re‑
serve. In the middle of 1893, when the country’s
commercial structure collapsed, sources of public
revenue instantly dried up. Receipts had hardly
met expenditures during the whole preceding year;’
the sudden fall in revenue, therefore, left the Treas‑
ury with a heavy monthly deficit,‘ and an outflow of
every kind of money in the Government's hands
ensued. The customs revenue was the first to con‑
' Trear. Rep, 1893, p. lxxiii. ’ ” i d , 1894, p. 1 0 .
' 16:2!” 1893, p. 26. ‘ lbid., 1894, p. 22.
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tract ; for with the blockade of credit and the
paralysis of domestic trade, import of foreign mer ‑
chandise necessarily fell to the narrowest proportions.
It is hardly necessary to debate the familiar argument
that the decrease in importations was caused entirely
by expectation of a lower tarifi'.l Very possibly this
expectation encouraged some hesitating merchants
to hold off until the Administration’s policy was de‑
fined; it would naturally have precisely that effect.
But ascomparedwith the deterrent influence exerted
by the inability of importers to discount their notes
for settlement of foreign purchases, and by the hope-,
less outlook for a domestic selling market, the influ-~
ence of anticipated tariff changes was trivial.“
A l l branches of public income, in fact, fell off

simultaneously in their yield, and the Treasury sur‑
plus continuously declined. The deficit was me t
from~the legal-tender surplus as long as that surplus
held ou t ; when it was virtually exhausted, which
happened very soon, there was nothing left to do
but to stop payment on Government appropriations
or to use the gold reserve. Mr. Sherman has denied
the right of the Secretary to use this fund except in
redemption of legal-tender notes,’ and there is some‑
thing to say for that contention. But the Acts of
1875 and 1882 were obscure on this vital question,
and the alternative involved some disquieting possi‑
bilities. Mr. Carlisle, at all events, rejected the

' Sherman, Real/(diam, i i . , 1206.
‘ New York Chamber of Commerce, AnnualR t ) . for 1893. Part

I L . pp. 8 6and 87.
P“ Deficiency in Revenue." Forum for April. I896.p. 141.
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expedient, and drew on the only surplus left in the
Treasury. During the last six months of 1893 the
sum of $79,000,000 in gold coin was paid by the
Treasury to meet its debit balances at the NewYork
Clearing-House.’
In‘the last month of 1893, then, there was pre‑

sented the double situation of a heavy deficit in
public revenue and a fall of the gold reserve twenty
million dollars below the statutory limit. The
monthly revenue statements showed a steady de‑
crease in receipts, and a steady increase in the
deficit. Not only was the gold reserve impaired,
but the entire surplus in the Treasury, outside of
fractional coin and unavailable bank notes, amounted
to less than the proper minimum of that reserve
alone.’ Foreign exchange was rising rapidly, and a
fresh outflow of gold, with consequent renewed pres‑
sure of legal tenders for redemption,was impending.
It was plain that action of some sort by the Treasury
must be taken, and very soon. In the face of this
situation, Congress reassembled.
‘ Treat. Rey" 1894, p. 119. ' ” i t ! " p. 55.

®



CHAPTER IX
T H E GOVERNMENT LOANS AND THE TARIFF

OF 1894

ECRETARY CARLISLE was undoubtedly em‑
barrassed by the relations of himself and his

party to the Resumption Act. He had voted
against the Law in 1875, and in so voting he had
acted with every member of his party then in Con‑
gress. A boldand aggressive finance minister would
probably, in the autumn of 1893, have ignored the
past, employed such pOWers as could be asserted
under existing laws, and grappled at once with the
dilemma of the Treasury. But M r. Carlisle's tem‑
perament was cautious; he had been the strictest of
strict constructionists in his interpretation of e x e C U ‑
tive powers; and, reasoning on that basis, he dis‑
trusted the'powers, which were undoubtedly very
vague, under the Act of 1875. He waited, therefore,
until hecould formally lay his case beforehis party'5
majority in Congress.
In his annual report of December 19, 1893, the

Secretary pointed ou t the heavy deficit in current
revenue, and the fact that, except for the depleted
gold reserve, the Treasury’s aCCumulated surplus

307
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was almost exhausted. He asked Congress to '
authorize a bond issue, proceeds of which the Treas~
ury might draw upon to supply future deficiencies
in revenue. As an alternative to a large issue, he
proposed a plan modelled on the English system of
exchequer bills; the proposition being to “ execute
from time to time, as may be necessary," Govern‑
ment obligations bearing three per cent. interest,
redeemable one year from date, “ and that he be
permitted to sell them at no t less than par, or use
them, at no t less than par, in payment of public
expenses to such creditors asmay be_willing to re‑
ceive them.” ’ This was a rational proposition; it
was vastly better than the general plan of a three
per cent. five-year bond issue proposed in the last
days of the preceding Congress.’ The plan, in fact,
embodied a.principle adopted by almost every well‑
managed Government in a temporary revenue short‑
age, and it did no t raise the vexed question of the
gold reserve. This was the Secretary’s first sug‑
gestion ; it never received the slightest notice on
the part” of Congress.
Regarding the gold fund for the redemption of

legal tenders, Mr. Carlisle’s remarks were less judi‑
cious. They expressed distinctly his own misgiv‑
ing over the Treasury’s existing powers, which'was
no t politic when a strong probability existed
that he would be driven to use these very powers.
What he asked of Congress was, “ no t only that he
‘ Tr a n . Rep" 1893, p. lxxi. ‘
’ “ Deficiency in Revenue," John Sherman, Forum for April, A

x896.
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should be clothedwith full authority to procureandl
maintain an ample reserve in coin, but that the pur-‑
pose for which such reserve is to be held and used
should be made as complfihensive as the duty im‑
posed on him by law," and he expressed his own
belief that even a reserve of one hundred millions
gold, in the existing status of the currency, was
insufficient.‘
Having thus made his formal appeal to Congress,

the Secretary again, and necessarily, waited. Un‑
fortunately, the financial situation could no t wait.
December and January are always months of heavy
drain on the Treasury, even in normal years, and in
January, 1894, the Government approached nearer
to actual bankruptcy thanat any time in the present
generation. Outside of the gold reserve and un ‑
available funds such as bank notes under redemp‑
t ion and fractional silver coin, the Treasury held
at the close of January barely twelve million dol‑
lars. As for the gold reserve itself, this fund had'
fallen, by the middle of the month, below $68,ooo,.
ooo.’ As in the summer of 1893, it was now de‑
pleted, no t by presentation of legal tenders for
redemption‐for l itt le gold was going out asyet on
export‐but through itsuse for ordinary Government |
expenditures.‘ BeginningwithOctober, the revenue l
deficit had exceeded seven million dollars monthly.
A few months moreof such deficiency would use up
every dollar that was left in the Treasury, including
the gold reserve.
l T r m . Rep.. 1893,p. l n i i . ”5-1.1894.p-kviii‑
' lh‘d., pp. t o , 119.
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' “ Congress alone," Mr. Carlisle said in his report,
" has the power to adopt such measures as will re‑
lieve the present situation and enable the Treasury
to continue the punctual payment of all legitimate
demands upon it." ’ Had this, statement been
strictly accurate, the outlook would have been dark
indeed. For so indifferent was this extraordinary
Congress to the Treasury’s situation that the bills
drawn up in accordance with the Secretary’s views
were repudiated by the very Congressmen who in‑
troduced them,’ were no t even granted the courtesy
of a preliminary discussion, but were referred with
out debate to hostile committees, where they were
buried. Nothing was ever heard of them again.‘
When it was evident that the Congressionalmajor‑

i t y would not even discuss the needs of the situation,
the Secretary's hand was forced. In the middle of
January, Mr.Carlisle formally notified the chairman
of the Senate Finance Committee that in default of
action by the legislative body, the Administration
would be compelled, in order to avert public in‑
solvency, to assume the right asserted by its prede‑
cessors, and issue bonds to restore the gold reserve.‘
Congress again did nothing ; on January 17th,
therefore, bids were invited for an issue of fifty
million five per cent. bonds, redeemable ten years
after date. Subscriptions, the circular continued,

' T r a n Rep” 1893, p. lxxi.
’ Remarks of D. W. Voorhecs in U. S. Senate; Congrorriml

Record, January r6,1894,
’ Index to CongressionalRecord, 53d Congress, 2d Session, p. “ 8 .
‘ Letter to Senator Voorhees, Janunry 13, 1894.
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“ must be paid in United States gold coin," and
“ no proposal will be considered at a lower price
than 117.223, wh i c h15the equivalent of a three per
cent. bond at par.”
Several interesting incidents at once developed.

The action of Congress, to beginwith, showed again
how completely Mr. Carlisle had misjudged that
body in his appeal to it a month before. Bil l after
bill, and resolution after resolution, was introduced
and angrily debated, denying the Secretary's right
to issue bonds, declaring the proposed bond issue
illegal, prohibiting interest payment on the bonds,
and otherwise endeavoring to obstruct or cripple the
whole operation.‘ It was now, indeed, that the
Secretary’s impolitic discussion of his powers, in his
report of the previous December, had its logical re‑
sult; the opposition rested its argument against the
bondfiSSue on Mr. Carlisle’s own official language.‘
During the progress of this debate, the obstruc‑

tionists‘ received some characteristic aid from an un ‑
expected quarter. The leaders of the workingmen's
Knights of Labor organization, which at that time
was controlled by an unusually blatant group of
agitators, applied to the courts for an injunction
against the bond issue. But the result of this
performance proved that the agitators had made
a blunder. The injunction suit was promptly
thrown o u t by the Federal District Court, first on
the ground that the complainants had no standing
in the case, but second, and of much more import‑
'Jndex to Congwm'analRecord, 53d Congress, 2d Session. p. 118.
' W. V. Allen, Senate speech, January 25, 1894.
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ance as a precedent, on the ground that the Sec‑
retary'had an undoubted right to issue bonds for
redemption purposes, and to elect in his discretion
that the bonds should be payable in gold.‘ The
Knights of Labor had unintentionally done the Ad‑
ministration a considerable service; the courts of
law had n ow publicly taken their stand beside the
Treasury. Meantime, also, the Congressional oppo‑
sition proved to be more vociferous than dangerous;
‘the'silent legislators took care that none of its
measures reached a vote. .Beyond this mild and
equivocal support of the'public credit, however, the
conservative element in Congress d id nothing.
With the bond issue formally announced, the Sec‑

retary's nex t concern was with the markets. The
outlook in that quarter was hardly more encouraging
than in Congress. Not- the slightest eagerness was
anywhere displayed by investors or institutions to
subscribe for the new five per cents; no r is this
reluctance difficult to understand. Along with all
other domestic markets, the investment market had
relapsed into stagnation and despondency. Prices
for all securities were very low and capital very
timid. “There had been for weeks no demand‘ for
Government bonds on the open market; the out‑
standing four per cents, which had longer to run
than the proposed new issue, were selling at 1125»,
against the price of 117} asked for the new fives.
So far as concerned the prospect of European bids,
it should be noticed that the minimum price stipu‑
’ Decision of U. S.Judge Cox, District of Columbia. January 30.

1894.
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Iated for this ten-year bond was the equivalent of a
three per-cent. bond at par,‘ whereas the French
three' per cents, a perpetual issue, were then selling
at 97 in Paris, while the 2; per cent. British consols
brought only 98§. It is true the recent redemption
of its own debt at a premium had greatly enhanced
the credit of the"United States. But against this
advantage must be set the fact that Congress, at the
very time when Europe was invited to bid for the
bonds of 1894, was publicly discussing measures to
repudiate the entire issue.
Judged by Executive precedent and tradition,

there was need, in the face of this dubioussituation,
of prompt negotiation with the larger financial in‑
terests. That such solicitation is n o t only prudent
business policy, but the legitimateofficeof anational
finance minister, has been attested in nearly all issues
of public loans, hereand abroad, during the century.
Mr. Carlisle was, however, very reluctant to give in
any way the appearance of affiliationwith the bank‑
ers. This reluctance would perhaps have been
excusable, if anything was still to be gained or lost
according as Congressional prejudice should be
suited. But the time was past when Congress
needed to be reckoned in with the Secretary’s judg‑
men t of his duties; all that could possibly result~
now from neglect to meet the large investment in-'
terests face to face, was danger of losing the advana
tage in a bargain.
Only two weeks had been allowed between the

issue of the circular and the closing of subscrip‑
‘ Circular of January I 7 , x894.
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tions, and during three fourths of this period the
Secretary did nothing whatever. Four or five
days before the final date, it became evident, from
the slow receipt of bids, that asmatters stood, the
loan would no t be taken. This was too grave a
possibility to be lightly contemplated ; the Secretary,
therefore, laying aside his scruples by virtue of ne‑
cessity, came on in person to New York. He found
the situation really critical in this eleventh hour.
Most of the banks honestly did n o t wish to buy the
bonds; all of them looked on the investment as a
questionable business move. But the ‘arguments
employed in 1893, when the banks were urged to
give up gold for legal-tender notes, were again in‑
voked; the press again spurred on the reluctant
banking interests; above all, the plea that another
panic must at all hazards be averted was forced into
consideration. It might have been imagined, from
the extraordinary nature of the episode, that it was
Turkey or China which was standing hat in hand in
the moneymarket. The outcome of thishumiliating
incident was, however, that the fifty million bonds
were taken, eighty per cent. of them going to the
NewYork banks at the upset price.‘ If the “ syndi‑
cate b id ” from the NewYork banks were to be elim‑
inated from the reckoning, the actual bids received
for the bond issue of February I, 1894, would cover
lessthan ten millions out of the fifty millionsoffered.’
The lack of any thorough understandingwith sub‑
' Muhleman,Monday Syrtmr of Mt World, historicalappendix,
. 221.“
P ' Mubleman, appendixl
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scribers hadanother very embarrassing result.’ The
bonds, under the terms of the ResumptionAct, were
to besold for “ no t less than par, in coin," and the
circular to subscribers required payment in gold.
Subscriptions were made in the form required, and
$58,660,000 gold coin was duly delivered by sub‑
scribers to the Treasury“ But before making these
payments, subscribers first withdrew $24,000,000
gold from the Treasury through redemption of legal
tenders, and then turned in this same gold again to
pay for bonds. In effect, therefore, nearly half of
the subscriptions were paid, not in gold, but merely
in legal tenders.‘ That this was a propermove I do
not believe. It was not, of course, illegal, because
any holder of the notes had a statutory right to
present them for redemption, and technically, the
bond subscribers were as much entitled to such use
of legal tenders as were the gold exporters. But
there was this decided difference between the two
operations: _the gold-exporters had been forced by
the Government to take the notes instead of stand‑
ard money, and were therefore fully justified, in a
trade emergency, in demanding gold redemption.
The bond-subscribers, on the other hand, had con‑
sented to a contract under which they received a
ful l consideration, while they knew the tacit con‑
sideration in the Government’s behalf to be the
adding of fifty-eight million dollars to its actual gold
reserve. The use of coin obtained on note redemp‑
tion was therefore an undoubted subterfuge. I ts
justification, if it can be justified at all, lies in the

‘ Muhleman, appendix,
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fact that the New York banks'were reluctant and
unwilling subscribers, and that they, chose this
course as a means of saving the loan from failure,
while protecting their own gold holdingswhich they
were no t willing to surrender. Whether this un ‑
fortunate result could have been avoided by early
and definite negotiationwith the banks is, of course,
an open question. The fact remains, however, that
no effort had been made by the Treasury in that
direction. ‑
If the bond subscriptions had all beenpaid in gold

obtained from outside sources, the Treasury’s gold
reserve would have risen by the second week of
February to something like $130,000,000, As it
was, the highest point touched by the fund was
$107,000,000, on the 6th of March, 1894. In other
words, the margin over the traditional hundred‑
million limit, after the February bonds had been
sold and paid for, was as nar row as i t had been a
year before, and it soon appeared that such a reserve
was asinadequate asit had been in 1893. It is true,
the presentation of legal tenders for redemption by
subscribers to the bonds had increased considerably
the Treasury's surplus in that form of money,‘ so
that after January, 1894, the gold reserve was no
longer drawn upon to meet the monthly deficit.’
B u t we have seen that foreign exchange was by this
time moving steadily against the United States, and
we have also seen why the movement was com‑
mercially inevitable. The Treasury , h a d indeed
taken from outside domestic circulation, through its
1Treas. R1?” 1894, p. 55. ’16id., p. 119.
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February loan, fifty-eight million dollars.' -But this
withdrawal did not. represent a sum one half asgreat
as the additions to the circulating medium in the .
last six months of 1893, and the revenue deficit,
moreover, was even n o w throwing back upon the
money market four to nine millions monthly of the
Treasury's increased surplus.’ There was no em‑
ployment for this money in the depressed interior
trade. Even as compared with the similar period
of 1893, the country’s aggregate bank exchanges, in
the first half of 1894, decreased no less than twenty‑
eight per cent.’ In accordance with all precedent
there could be but one result. Gold exports began
in quantity during Apr i l ; presentation of legal
tenders for redemption followed; by August the
gold reserve had fallen to a lower level than it
reached even in January.
The movement of foreign exchangein 1894, with

the heavy drain of gold, neither resulted from nor
was attended by a balance of foreign merchandise
trade against this country. ' It was, however, greatly
emphasized by the recall of invested foreign capital.
The total foreign investment fund in the United
States had, to be sure, been substantially reduced
by Europe’s liquidationduring the panicof 1893; the
Treasury’s estimate of the foreign capital then re‑
called was one hundred million dollars.‘ But at the
opening of 1894, there still remained an immense

' Treat. Rep" 1894, p. 22.
’ New York Financial Chronicle, p. 3, July 7, 1894.
“ W . C. Ford. U. S. Bureau of Statistics, Annual Rep" 1893,

p. xxiv.
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investment fund subject to such withdrawal. One
estimate, by an experienced dealer on international
account, reckoned the aggregate of foreign invest‑
ments in the United States as high as $2,400,000,‑
ooo,‘ and the Conjecture, though in all probability
greatly exaggerated, gives some idea of the factors
with which such a problem has to deal.
That liquidatingsales for this account in 1894were

extremely large is a matter of public evidence; ’ nor,
when the situation at the time is soberly reviewed,
will it be found that the action of the foreign in‑
vestors was unreasonable. A good share of this
European capital had been placed, aswe saw in our
review of the period prior to 1890, in American rail‑
way shares and bonds. 50 great had been the strain
‘of the panic on these largely over-capitalized enter‑
prises, that within two years nearly one fourth of the
total railway capitalization of the United States had
passed through the bankruptcy courts.’ Some of
these failures had been of such a character ascom‑
pletely to shatter confidence in the methods of
American corporations. Examination in one of the
largest of these insolvencies proved that the com‑
pany’s officers, within two years, had sunk upwards
of four million dollars in reckless speculation in the
shares of other railways.‘ Deceptivebalance-sheets
‘ “Why do We Export Gold?" A. S. Heidelbach, Forum for

February. 1895; New York Financial Chronitle, vol. lx., pp. 542,
585, 630. "
’ New York Financial Chronicle, May 4, 1895.
' U. S. Inter-State Commerce Commission, Annual Rep” 1894,

p. 69.
‘ Report of the Philadelphia and Reading Railroad receivers.

April. “94- b
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were repeatedly shown up in the subsequent inves‑
tigation, as with the Atchinson, Topeka & Santa
Fe, whose $00,000,000 shares were distributed
throughout Europe, andwhich, when its bookswere
overhauled, was shown to have officially overstated
income seven million dollars within three years.)
.Disclosuresof this sort, a largenumberof which came
to public knowledge during 1894, were certainly
enough to start a movement of foreign liquidation".
Nor was there any improvement during the year
1894'1n the finances of the companies; all of them
went from bad to worse.’
The prostrated transportation industry“ had per‑

haps the most immediate influence on the movement
of foreign capital; but as reflecting the industrial
situation, it was only anincidental symptom. Labor
troubles inevitably follow financial collapse and in‑
dustrial prostration; such demonstrations came on
the heels of the panics of 1857, of 1873, and of 1884,
as surely as they attended that of 1893. But in
1894 there were periods when industrial unrest
seemed to assume the proportions of anarchy. In
April began that extraordinary demonstration, of
which it is hard to say whether the farcical or the
tragic element predominated‐the march of the so‑
called “ Coxey’s army’’; a band of agitators and
discouraged laborers, reinforced by such tramps as
joined it on the way, which started eastward from
the Mississippi, overrunning towns and seizing rail‑
way trains, with the avowed purpose of gathering
‘ Stephen Little. Report on the Atchison. Topeka, and Santa. F6

Railroad accounts, August and November, 1894.
' N. Y. FinancialClsrmick, Feb. 23, 1895.
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the Eastern proletariat to its number and appearing
by thousands before the Capitol at Washington to
demand relief. ,
United States troops had to be summoned to

disperse this rapidly increasing mob. Revolts of
laborers against wage reductions followed in quick
succession. Two hundred thousand coal-miners
rose in the Middle States, and at the close of June;
the labor demonstration culminated in the Chicago
Railway Union str ike‐an episode in many ways
more serious even than the Pittsburg riots of 1877.
In July of 1894 the labor organizations literally took
possession of the railway system converging on
Chicago. The Governor of Illinois refused to sum‑
mon the State militia to protect the railways, and
for ten days the country's interior trade seemed to
be wholly at the mercy of two or three labor-union‘
leaders, who opened formal headquarters in Chicago
and issued proclamations with the assurance'of mili‑
tary conquerors. Not unt i l the FederalGovernment“
intervened with abody of regular infantry to protect
the mails of the United States, and thus provided
security for the moving trains, was it clear that‘
anarchy could be averted. '
Sometimes Commercial and industrial distress, in‘

a country of widely diversified resources, ismitigated
by a fortunate harvest season. But 1894 was also a
yearof agricultural disaster. A considerable section
of the United States gets its living from the annual
.corn harvest. So large is the aggregate market
value of this crop, which has no competition of con‑
sequence elsewhere in the world, that even in the
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famous “ wheat year,” 1891, the total estimated
value of the country's corn product was half aslarge
again as the value of its wheat.‘ As late in 1894 as
the middle of July, prospects for corn were notably
favorable; the Department of Agriculture then esti‑
mated the condition of the growing crop asbetter
than that of either 1892 or 1893.’ A week or two
later one of those scorching siroccos, which at inter‑
vals devastate the plains of the farmingWest, swept
over the Missouri Valley. It was long-continued;
Awhen rain came at last, the corn crop of Iowa, Kan‑
.sas, and Nebraska was ruined. In 1893 these three
States had produced 548,000,000 bushels; in 1894,
their “combined yield was only 137,000,000.’
There still remained to the farmers their crop of

wheat, and the wheat yield of 1894 was with three
or four exceptions the largest in the country's
history. But as if in a mockery of nature, the fail‑
:ure of the crop which commanded its own market
was followed by a ruinous competitivemarket for the
crop whose yield was ample. On top of the abun‑
dant supplies lef t over from the rich harvest of the
year before, Europe increased its wheat production
in 1894by thirty million bushels. The whole world's
product, outside of the United States, rose 160,‑
000,000 bushels over even 1892.‘ No crop ap‑
proaching this in magnitude has been raised by the

-‘U. S..Department of Agriculture. AnnualRep" 1891.
’ Bullm'n of July 10, 1894.
' Annual Reports, U. 'S. Department of Agriculture, 1893 and

1894. r
‘ Beerbohm'sCom-Trad:List,- Liverpool Corn.TradeNews.1894.
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agricultural world before or since. Wi th such com‑
petition, and with a slow domestic market for any
merchandise, wheat sold on the farm in 1894 at an
average price only a trifle over forty-nine cents a
bushel; by far the lowest figure ever touched, before
or since.‘

It was in the face of this series of industrial calam‑
ities, with trade prostrated, credit shaken, agricul‑
ture depressed, and labor in open revolt, that the
Administration was called on to redeem its promise
and reform the tarifi. Action in this regard could
not possibly be avoided ; first, because the party and
Administration were absolutely pledged to i t , but
second, because the existing revenue law had proved
its inability, under prevailing trade conditions, to
meet the expenses of Government. If Mr. Harri‑
son had been elected in 1892, his Administration
would equally have been forced to take the revenue
laws in hand. Of this there cannot be the slightest
reasonable doubt. Mr. Sherman, it is true, has gone
so far as to declare, in a published review of the
situation, n o t only that the Government's financial
ills were primarily due to deficit in revenue, but
that no such deficiency would have occurred ” had
n o t the President and both Houses of the Fifty-third
Congress, then in political sympathy, united in pass‑
ing a law reducing the revenue below expenditures
for the first time since the close of the war." ’ But
the reader is able now to judge the historical reckless‑
ness of this assertion. The tariff ac t of the new

‘AnnualReports, U. S. Department of Agriculture.
’ Forum for April, 1896.
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Administration was no t even introduced in Congress
unti l December 19, 1893,whereas the revenue deficit
had been continuous in every quarter since Septem‑
ber, 1892, and had amounted in the five months
endingwith November, 1893, to nearly thirty million
dollars.
The further argument that revision of the import

tariffs in 1894 ought to have been gradually and
cautiously undertaken, so as to make absolutely
sure of sufficient revenue while unsettling business
plans as little aspossible, is more honest and legiti‑
mate. I have already noticed the bad effects of the
American practice of tariff reconstruction by whole‑
sale, and there was probably never a year when such
effects ought to have beenmorescrupulously avoided
than in 1894. But politically speaking, revision of
the taxes, "conservatively and by piecemeal, was
impracticable. General reduction of the import
schedules was the solitary bond which still united
the_Administration party; with this removed,‘the
Congressional majority would simply have resolved
itself into its original elements. Furthermore, it
was easily possible to procure an increased revenue
through reduction of the duties. This must be
manifest to any one who considers the nature of the
two opposing tariff theories. Wholly aside from
the general merits of the protective theory, its pur‑
pose is exclusion of competing foreign goods. So
far, then, as it achieves its purpose, a law of this
character necessarily removes a possible source of
income.

‘ Tran. Rep" 1893, p. lxix.
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But to say that lower duties may be made a more
remunerative source of revenuekis no t to say that
any reduction wil l accomplish that result. Nothing
had been more conclusively demonstrated, in the
Government's recent history, than the danger
to the public revenue if economic theories were
alone'allowed to govern the preparation of a law.
The McKinley Act itself was an index to this dan‑
get, and there is little excuse for the absolute in‑
difference of the Congress of 1894 to the warning.
The truth appeared to be, however, that in 1894,
as in 1890, an optimism which amounted to infatu‑
ation had seized on the public leaders of the major‑
i ty. Mr. Carlisle remarked, it is true, in his report
of DeCember, 1893, that the extent to which “ im ‑
portations will be increased solely on account of‑
reductions in the rates of duty, it is of course im.
possible to foresee.” ‘ This judgment ought to
have foreshadowed cautious adjustment of the
schedules. Butthe Secretary himselfwent on to say
that conditions will be much more favorable here‑
after for the collection of an‘ adequate revenue " ’‑
a prediction wholly unwarranted, either by the state
of general industry, which was paralyzed, or by the
movement of import trade, which was then decreas‑
ing twenty to thirty per cent. from the preceding
year. .
' When this prediction was made by the Secretary,“
in December, 1893, it had atvleast the excuse of
echoing the hopes of the financial markets:- But‑
Congress, before it passed its revenue law, had six

‘ Trear. Ram, 1893, p. lxxxii. . " -‘- ’ Ih’d., p. lxix.
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months more in which to observe the growing trade
demoralization, and in July it was no longerpossible
for a reasonable man to cherish the hopes which had
been current in December. In fact, the legislators
had already seen one of Mr. Carlisle’s predictions,
for the revenue of the first six months of 1894, tu rn
o u t an overestimate by the enormous sum of forty
million dollars.‘ Nevertheless, they constructed
their own optimistic estimates on the basis of the
trade of 1891and 1892. But in truth, the estimates
of revenue played as small a part in the season's
tariff legislation as they had played in that of 1890.
It was evident very soon, in the course of the de‑
bate, that the two Houses of Congress were guided
by different and conflicting motives in their action
on the Wilson Tariff .Bill, and that neither House
was giving any scientific attention to the question of.
sufficient revenue. The House majority was plan‑
ning a law to remit taxation; those who held the
balance of power in the Senate were secretly con‑
triving to retain asmuch protection as they dared.
Between the two, the urgent question of a deficit
had little hearing.
The House not only struck off the import taxes

on coal, iron ore, and'wool, which were exclusively“
protective duties, and therefore logical subjects for .,
revision, but it refused to restore the sugar duties, '
which were a revenue tax of the most productive
character. The Senate replaced a duty of forty:
cents per t o n oncoal and iron,_which was anutterly
‘ Trear. Rep.,1893, p. l x i x ., 1894, p. xxv. ; Secretary Carlisle.

letter to Senator Voorhees, January 13. 1894.
15
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insignificant source of revenue, but it restored
only such part of the sugar duties as should play
directly into the hands of the refining companies.
Considered merely as a law contrived to produce
sufiicient revenue, the Senate b i l l was undoubt‑
edly superior to the House bil l . The Senate
sugar tariff, it is true, produced eventually hardly
one half as much revenue as had been yielded by
the sugar tariff of 1883,’ but there was nevertheless
collected from this source, in the first full year under
the amended Wilson Act, the sum of $29,800,000,
none of which revenue would have been obtained
by the Government under the House bill’s free-sugar
provisions.’ But the public refused for very obvious
reasons to give the framers of the Senate amend‑
ments any credit for this achievement. On the eve
of the passage of the Wilson Bi l l in the Upper
House it was discovered that several senators, whose
votes controlled action on the sugar duties, were
speculating on Wall Street in the stock of the refin‑
ing company chiefly interested. The angry public
clamor over these disclosures was followed by an
open letter from President Cleveland to his sup‑
porters in the House,declaring the senatorial changes
to be “ outrageousdiscriminations and violations of
principle " ' ‐ a n assertion which, in view of the plat‑
form of the majority, was certainly no t unwarranted.
From the floor of the Senate, the ringleaders of the
protectionist compromise retorted publicly with
. U. 3. StatisticalAbstract, 1896, p. 585. ' 1M .
' Letter to W. L. Wilson, July 2, 1894 ; Coupes-Jim! t h o r d

July U), 1894.
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much show of indignation.’ When, finally, after a
long and stubborn struggle, the Senate tarifl' pre‑
vailed and passed both Houses, the President con‑
temptuously refused to put his name to i t , and left
the emasculated bil l to become a law without his
signature. 7
The result of this haphazard reckoning on the

revenue was a law which never produced a surplus.
Even with its sugar import tax, the yield of the
Senate bill, in the succeeding year, fell short of the
estimate of its authors by no less a sum than eighty‑
sevenmillion dollars.’ It neverbrought the revenues
to the low ebb of the fiscal year 1894, before the
Wilson Bill was passed, but it produced a deficit of
$42,805,223 in the fiscal year 1895, and of $25,203,‑
245 in 1896.’ For this exceedingly ill-timed miscal‑
culation, the Forty-third Congress is properly held
responsible. It is true that both Houses had added
to the bil l a tax of two per cent. on incomes over
$4000, and in a comfortably indefinite way had
reckoned that the product of this tax would make
good whatever deficiencies might arise from other
schedules. The income-tax provision did n o t stand
the test of examination by the United States
Supreme Court, and no public revenue was ever
derived from i t . “ Representatives and direct
taxes," provides the Federal Constitution, “ shall
be apportioned among the several States which may
‘ A. P. German, Senate speech, July 23, I894.
’ Senate Finance Committee’s Report, June 19, 1894; Tram.

Rep" 1895. p. xix.
3frees. Rat , 1896, p. 5.
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be included within this Union, according to‘their
respective numbers,” ‘ and it further and still more
explicitly declares that ” no capitation or other
direct tax shall be laid, unless in proportion to the
census or enumeration hereinbefore directed to be
taken." ’ The question then presented was, Is the
income tax a direct t a x within the meaning of the
Constitution? If so, the fact that it was not ap‑
portioned by the Act of 1894 to the several States
according to population, but was levied solely on
citizens enjoying more than the stipulated $4000,
and was levied, moreover, in proportion to their in‑
come', must be fatal to the law.
OnApril 8, 1895, the Court ruled that taxes onreal

estate, or on rents derived from realestate,weredirect
taxes, and it therefore annulled the law so far as in‑
comes of this nature were affected.’ At the same
time, it pronouncedunconstitutional the levy of Fed‑
eral taxation on incomes derived from municipal
securities, the Court’s theory being that such a tax
was a tax upon the borrowingpower of a State or its
instrumentality, and hence repugnant to the Consti‑
tution.‘ On the broader questionwhether the whole
Act imposing an income tax was void for want of
uniformity, the Court divided equally in April. It
heard argument on the case again in May, 1895,
and on the 20th of that month at length decided
that a t a x upon a citizen's whole income was a tax
upon the property whence such incomewas derived;'
that, asa t a x on property, it was a direct t a x within
‘ Article 1, section 2. ’ Article I, section 9.
’ 39U. 8. Supreme Court Report:, p. 759. ‘ fl i d .
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the meaning of the Constitution, and was therefore
void because of its unequal distribution.‘ This im-‘
portant ruling was sustained by five Supreme Court
judges in a bench of nine, the majority vote includ‑
ing no t only the Chief Justice, but the oldest and
most experienced members of the Court‐among
them Justices Field and Gray. A change by one
of the younger members, Justice Shiras, from a vote
in favor of the law in April to an adverse vote in
May was, however, the deciding influence in deter‑
mining the Court’s opinion.
The annulment of this income-tax provision, it

was asserted then and afterwards, prevented the Act
of 1894 from yielding asurplus revenue. The truth,
however, is, that so incorrect were the forecasts of
the legislators that a deficit would equally have oc‑
curred, even had the income tax remained in force.
Congressional estimates of its yield were based on
the supposition, unwarranted by all experience in
taxation, that an income tax could be collected
exactly asimposed. The delusive character of such
expectations had been shown to the legislators long
before they passed the Wilson Bill. The chief of
the Government's statistical bureau had reported in
April, asa result of careful investigation, that “ the
possible revenue under that income t a x would range
from $12,000,000 at the lowest rate to $39,000,000
at the highest,” and the lower average was predicted
for the early operation of the law.’ Such a result
' 39 U. S. Supreme Court Reportr, p. 1108.
’ W. C. Ford, Chief of U. S. Bureau of Statistics; letter to Sen‑

ator Hil l, April 3, 1894. .
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_would have ensured a deficit only slightly less than
those of 1895 and 1896.
In short, the Treasury hadobtained littlemore real

relief from its appeal for revenue legislation than
from its appeal for authority to issue bonds. For a
single month there was a surplus revenue, wholly
due to.payment of whiskey taxes in advance of the
imposition of the increased internal schedules '; but
by October, 1894, the monthly deficit had risen to
thirteen million dollars, the largest of the year.
Even when it had become evident that the new
revenue act would no t remove the deficit, Congress
did nothing to help the Treasury. I t s single proffer
of relief, during the entire session, was a bi l l direct‑
ing the Treasury to coin and use the fifty-fivemillions
“ seigniorage ” theoretically acquired by the Gov‑
ernment in buying silver at the market price and
paying it ou t in over-valued silver dollars‐a strange
expedient in the face of a drain of gold forced by an
already redundant circulation, and properly vetoed
on that ground by the President.’ This bi l l was
urged on the usual ground that the country was
suffering for lack of circulating medium, whereas
the money supply, aswe saw in the preceding chap‑
ter, had been increasing more rapidly than in any
previous period of our history. Never had the
American money supply approached the volume
shown in the Treasury estimates of February, 1894.
The absurdity of the complaint of an insufficient
’ Classified Treasury statement of receipts and expenditures for

August, 1894.
’ President Cleveland, veto message of March 29, x894.
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currency was forcibly displayed in the autumn of
1894, when the Treasury deficit once more threw
into the money markets twenty-five millions of the
public surplus,’ and when, as a consequence, the
outward movement of gold again grew heavy. On
August 7th redemption of legal-tender notes for ex‑
port gold had reduced the Treasury's gold reserve
to $52,189,500,’ or less even than its minimum
before the February loan.
Another appealwas made to the NewYork banks

to exchange their gold for the legal tenders in the
Treasury, and again the banks thus surrendered
some fifteen millions gold.” But this was little
help; it could no t affect the gold-expulsion move‑
ment. Having borrowed on its surplus notes all of
the gold obtainable, the Treasury again undertook
in November to borrow on its bonds. , The experi‑
ence of January was repeated; a banking “ syndi‑
cate " was hurriedly forced together. Hal f the
subscription gold was again obtained from the
Treasury through redemption of legal tenders‐not
immediately, for the large subscribers had tacitly
agreed to obtain their gold from other sources, but
afterwards, when subscribers who had quietly bor‑
rowed the necessary gold from other banks on thirty‑
day gold notes repaid such obligations at maturity
through Treasury redemptions. In its original pur‑
pose, then, the loan was again a failure; the more
immediately so in that the sight of a suddenly
crumbling gold reserve, at a time whenthe Treasury
' Trear. Rep” 1896, pp. 55, x25.
’ ” i d , 1894, p. lxix, 'Ih'¢'.
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was believed to be at last protected, awoke the
wildest dismay in the home and foreign investment
community. “ We have,” the President remarked
to Congress on the completion of the loan, “ an
endless chain in operation, constantly depleting the
Treasury’s gold, and never near a final rest." ’
The home and foreign markets were in fact

forced to the belief, at the close of 1894, that pres‑
ervation of the gold standard and of the public
credit was no longer possible. It certainly had be‑
come impossible through the whipping into line of
reluctant city banks. The first loan of 1894 had
failed of its purpose within ten months; the second
had failed within ten weeks, and, outside the loan
market, no recourse was left to the Government.
Such was the panicky rush of home and foreign
capital to escape before the anticipated crash, that
sterling rates advanced even above the normal
specie-export point. In January, 1895, $25,900,000
gold went out on export, and the enormous sum of
$45,000,000 was withdrawn from the Treasury in
redemption of legal tenders.’ The gold reserve had
risen to $111,000,000 after the payments on the
December loan of 1894; by February, 1895, it had
fallen to $41,340,181, and it was falling at the rate
of nearly two million dollars daily. In the first
week of February, a telegram came to the Secretary
from the Assistant Treasurer at New York, warning
him that the NewYork office could hardly continue
redemption of legal tenders more than one day
' Annual Message, December 3, 1894.
’ Trans. Rep” 1896, p. x3r.
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longer.‘ The crisis predicted in 1880 by Secretary
Sherman and in 1884 by Secretary McCulloch, and
foreshadowed with increasing distinctness ever since
the enactment of the Law of 1890, was mow so
plainly imminent that the business community
anticipated nothing else than suspension of gold
payments.
Such was the situation in the closing week of

January, 1895. Merchants and bankers now busied
themselves putting their houses in order against the
expected surrender of the Treasury. The falling
markets during the first three days of that week,
the half-suppressed excitement in business circles,
and the discussion which began over the probable
nature and immediate results of a lapse into de‑
preciated currency, reflected the common feeling
that a few days, and possibly a few hours, would
settle the question finally. On Thursday, January
31st, a sudden change occurred. The markets
rose rapidly, foreign exchange declined, gold-ex‑
port engagements were cancelled, and the r umo r
ran through all business centres that the President
had met the emergency. ,
‘Assistant-Secretary Curtis, Associated Press interview of Feb‑

t uuy 25, 1895.



A CHAPTER X

TH E BOND-SYNDICATE OPERATION

HE action taken by the Administration, in the
Treasury crisis of 1895, involved one of the

most remarkable experiments in the history of
finance. It was the Treasury’s double problem now
to restore the gold reserve and to prevent the im‑
mediate withdrawal of the specie thus obtained, and
this could no t be done through another bond sale
similar to that of December, I894. It could no t be
done directly through the banks at all. \.There re‑
mained the large international bankinghouseswhich
are commonly employed as agents for important
Government operations in the money market, and
which had been employed by Mr. Sherman in the
resumption operations of 1878 and 1879.
What terms could have been made with these in‑

ternational interests, had they been approached in
1893 or 1894, is a matter of conjecture. Their
terms as now submitted, in the crisis of January,
1895, were extremely harsh; they measured with
little mercy the emergency of the Treasury. They
unfolded what they believed to beapracticable plan

334
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for both restoring and maintaining the Treasury
reserve, but they made the consideration for their
services the allotment of a thirty-year four per cent.
bond at a price equivalent to x04}, when the existing
United States four per cents, with less than half as
long to run, were bringing xxx on the market.’ This
was asking a heavy concession; no such demand
has been made by any Government-bond syndicate
during the present generation. On the other hand,
the foreign bankers ofi'ered to bind themselves,
under conditions which we shall presently examine,
to guarantee the maintenance of the Treasury gold
reserve, and they submitted one rather important
counter-proposition. The four per cents, sold at the
stipulated price of 104}, were equivalent to 3.3i per
cent. bondat par,’ whereas the loans of 1894had sold
on a par basis of three per cent. ; but the alternative
proposition of the syndicate was that they would
pay par for a three per cent. bond, provided pay‑
ment should be expressly stipulated in gold. This
was, on the whole, a safe proposition for the bankers
to make, because express provision for gold payment
could no t be inserted without an act of Congress,
and there was no t the slightest likelihood that any
such act could pass. A b i l l with that provision was
in fact introduced in the House of Representatives
in February, and was immediately defeated by a
vote of 167 to 120. This vote was taken February
7th; on February 8th the Secretary of the Treasury

'Muhleman, Mortuary Syslmr, appendix, pp. 224, 225; New
York Financial Chronicle, February 9, 1895, p. 236.

’ Ibid.
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signed a contract on the syndicate’s own terms with
Messrs. J. P. Morgan & Co. and Messrs. August
Belmont & Co., the second of these firms represent‑
ing the powerful foreign house of Rothschild. The
bonds thus sold amounted to $62,315,400, and they
brought $65,116,244.
The wild clamor which instantly broke ou t at

Washington seemed actually for the time to stun the
Administration party. It was echoed in the oppo‑
sition press; nor, indeed, did the Administration's
supporters throughout the country show, as a rule,
anything but bewilderment. In the storm of angry
denunciation, perhaps'the only unmoved figure was
the President; who, having chosen his position, held
to it with characteristic resolution. In his special
message to Congress, February 8th, Mr. Cleveland
wrote that in his judgment the transaction “ promises
better results than the efforts previously made in the
direction of effectively adding to our gold reserve.”
Ten months later, in his Annual Messageof Decem‑
ber 2d, he declared that he had “ never had the
islightest misgiving concerning the wisdom or pro‑
priety of this arrangement," and that, individually,
he was “ quite willing to answer for his full share of
its promotion.” Le t us now see what happened
between the dates of these two declarations.
The two considerations in the contract with the

syndicate. which had no t appeared in any previous
bondsale, were contained in the followingprovisions:
“ At least one half of all coin deliverable hereunder
shall be obtained in and shipped from Europe,” and:
“ the parties of the second part, and their associates
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hereunder, . . . as far as lies in their power,
will exert all financial influence and will make all
legitimate efl’orts to protect the Treasury of the
United States against the withdrawal of gold pend‑
ing the complete performance of this contract."
Since it was also stipulated that deliveries of gold
from Europe “ shall not be required to exceed 300,‑
0 0 0 ounces per month," and since 1,750,000 ounces
in all were to be imported in order to fulfil the con‑
tract, it followed that this engagement in the Treas‑
ury's behalf would hold good during about six
months.
Now there had been only t w o important sources

of gold withdrawal from the Treasury: gold-export‑
ers who were unable in any other way to meet their
' obligations on an advancing foreign exchange
market, and subscribers to the bond-issues who
converted their notes into coin to make their pay‑
ments. There had been practically no withdrawal
for simple hoarding purposes; in his intimation to
this effect, in his report of 1894, Secretary Carlisle
Was mistaken.‘ The syndicate’s engagement, then,
was first a pledge to obtain all gold for their sub‑
scription elsewhere than at the Treasury, and second,
it was a promise to stop, if humanly possible, the
redemption of notes for export gold. The first of
these pledges was simple enough; the second in‑
volved extraordinary difficulties.
We have seen in another chapter that withdrawal

of Treasury gold for export purposes had become a
measure of necessity, because the sterling bankers

' Treas. Re[., 1894. pp. lxix., ro.
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had in the ordinary course of business contracted
foreign obligations which they were forced to meet
through gold remittances, while they could get no
gold for the,purpose except at the Treasury's re‑
demption office. I f , then, the syndicate was to
" protect the Treasury against the withdrawal of
gold " for export purposes, it must do one of two
things‐provide in this country, at its own expense,
the necessary gold for export, or provide a credit
fund in Europewhich should make gold remittances
unnecessary. The first it certainly could no t d o ;
the comptroller's compilation of the previous De‑
cember had shown that all the national banks in the
country held only $46,000,000 gold, while the
New York banks in February held only $82,000,000.
No banker or combination of bankers had the
power, in case of repetition of 1894’s exchange‑
market conditions, to procure the $100,000,000 gold
which had gone out that year on export.'
The second expedient was possible. A banker’s

draft on London, forwarded to a London creditor,
must be redeemed in current English funds at a Lon‑
don institution. If the NewYork maker of the draft
has shipped the necessary sum in gold, the draft will
be honored on the arrival of the specie. But if the
maker of the draft has borrowed the requisite sum
in London on his individual credit, he possesses
equally the means of foreign settlement. This was
the principle on which the syndicate of 1895 under‑
took to act. They proposed to sell in New York
whatever drafts on London should beneeded by the
' U. S. Bureau of Statistics; foreign-trade statement for Decem‑

ber, 1894.
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banking and mercantile community, and to meet the
drafts in London through the useof their oWn credit
on the London money market.
The magnitude of this undertakingwill readily be

perceived. If the demand for such remittances,
which had forced the hundred million dollars gold
exports of 1894, were to be repeated, the failure of
the experiment was inevitable. No banker or com‑
bination of bankers could borrow any such amount
on its joint or individual credit. This well-known
fact explains the reservation in the contract, whereby
the syndicate pledged results only “ so far as lies in
their power.” Both they and the Government, .
however, took the chance. With the double pur‑
pose of ensuring themselves. against competitive
sales of exchange and of ensuring the Treasury
against export - gold withdrawals by competing
bankers, the syndicate next took the unprecedented
step.of binding together in the undertaking every
banking house and every bank in VNew York City
with important European connections. A l l of these
firms and institutions were admitted to the syndi‑
cate, part of the new four per cent. loan being dis‑
tributed among them at profitable-rates. In return
for this allotment, they bound themselves, as the
Belmont-Morgan syndicate had already bound itself,
to draw no gold from the Treasuryi'pending the eer
cution of the contract. It was hoped by this means
to set the Treasury on its feet.
The London critics instantly pronounced the

undertaking impossible.‘ They pointed out, cor‑
' London Eranomist, 1895, February 23, June 15, July 6, August

10.
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rectly enough, that the syndicate proposed to dam
up a natural commercial movement; from this they
reasoned that eventually the dam must overflow,
and that when this happened, the artificial obstruc‑
tions erected by the New York bankers would be
instantly swept away. We shall presently see how
far this London judgment had a solid basis. The
syndicate, however, was working on a different
theory. I ts members were aware, of course, that a
withdrawal of foreign capital equal to that of 1894
or 1893, with the consequent excessive demand for
drafts on London, would break down the whole
experiment. But suppose this demand for remit‑
tances to Europe were no t to be repeated. The
mere fact that the Treasury and the currency were
protected would remove one very important cause
of the recent flight of European capital. - I f , in ad‑
dition, such anagricultural year as1879or 1891were
again to be witnessed, it would be found that the
syndicate operation had merely equalized the whole
year’s movement of exchange. In the spring they
would sell their drafts on London, depositing at
New York in current funds the proceeds of the sale. p
In the autumn the possession of this accumulated
New York fund would enable them, when London‑
needed remittances to New York, to draw on their
New York.deposits, sell the drafts to the European
remitter, and with the proceeds pay off their-London
debt. It was, perhaps, a doubtful chance, but it
was worth thetrying.
On the basis of such contingent calculations, this

remarkableexperiment began. Duringlmanyweeks,
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the moves of the syndicate were watched,with scep‑
ticism in both London and New York. But the
operation went on smoothly. Except for some in.
significant West Indian consignments, there were
no gold exports, and gold withdrawals from the
Treasury fell to an unimportant minimum.‘ The
' foreign-exchange market continued very strong; in
fact, the ruling rate was higher even than the aver‑
age of 1894; but at these rates the syndicate supplied
remitters with all necessary drafts on London, and
the gold contracted for delivery from Europe duly
arrived at the rate of five million dollars monthly.
From the New York banks associated with the
syndicate had been obtained, within a few weeks
after the signing of the contract, most of the $37,
500,000 domestic gold pledged for delivery to the
Treasury. On February 9th, these banks reported
specie holdings of $82,263,900; on April 6th, they‑
held $64,471,200. They made no effort to recoup
themselves through note redemption at the Treas‑
ury ; a fact which at least suggests the possibility
that skilful negotiation might have achieved the
same result in 1894. On June 25th, the hundred;
million Treasury reserve was again intact; on July‑
8th, it reached $107,571,230.
L - o n g before July, the syndicate’s expectations
had apparently been fulfilled by a decidedly favor‑
able turn in all the markets, and by a complete re-.
versal of attitude by European investors. In these
regards, the events of 1895 were among the most
remarkable in our history. It must be remembered

6 l Trtas. Rep" 1895. p- 7‑
I
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that the industrial paralysisof 1894hadalikeaffected
import trade and home production; both had fallen
to the lowest level in many years. It resulted that
surplus stocks of merchandise were abnormally small.
A sudden demand would exhaust them very quickly,
and such a demand began almost within a month of
the February bond negotiation. The buyingpower
doubtless came in some degree from actual con‑
sumers; but it was chiefly speculative, originating
in the growing belief that w i th the Government’s
finances out of danger, healthy industrial conditions
would return. During this season, the commercial
markets presented for a time a spectacle almost
equal to that of 1879. Hardly an article of domes‑
tic produce or manufacture failed to rise in response
to this increased demand.
The iron market led the movement. From a

weekly record of 157,000 tons in February, the
country's iron production rose by November to 217,‑
0 0 0 ton5'per week, the largest in the country’s
history, and in spite of this heavy increase in the
output, the stock of iron on hand for sale had been
decreased through urgent purchases nearly half a
million tons.I The price of iron, meantime, had
risen two to three dollars per ton. Along with this
advance in iron came rapid recoveries in the grain
markets; in cotton, provisions, oi l ; and notably in
print cloths, the staple of the dry-goods market,
whose price rose twenty-five per cent. between Feb‑
ruary and 'November. While these advances in
commercial prices were in their beginning, during

' New York IronAgt, November 14, 1895.
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the early spring, the market for securities moved up
slowly and suspiciously, foreign scepticism over the
bond operation still finding voice in speculative
sales which offset the timid investment purchases
at home. In May, however, came a sudden change.
The month began with large purchases of new
American securities by London banking houses.
Bonds issued by several important railways, for im‑
provement purposes, found a ready sale abroad, and
brought unexpectedly good prices. This was ap‑
parently the only stimulus needed for real recovery
of confidence. Almost simultaneously, a buying
movement in ” Americans ” began on all the im‑
portant European markets.
This sudden and enormously heavy foreign buying

was in part explainable by the condition of the
foreign investment markets. Since the Baring col‑
lapse of 1890, English capital had been timid and its
investment and speculative ventures few. Against
£ 189,436,000 new security issues taken by London
investors during 1889, only £49,141,ooo had been
floated in 1893.‘ But now an important change was
taking place. In 1885, gold had been discovered
in the Kaflir country of South Africa; two years
later, the gold production of that country had be‑
come considerable, and London capital,began to
seek investment in the Transvaal; by _1892, the
annual output of the mines on the Witwatersrandt
alone exceeded twenty mill ion dollars.‘ Towards
the middle of 1894, the incorporation of joint-stock
‘ London Eronomirt. January 5, 1895.
3U. S. MintReport, 1892, pp. 63, 65.
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mining companies in London, enormously capital‑
ized, was undertaken with unusual activity. The
Rhodeses and Barnatos of the African domain
began to cut an important figure on the London
and Continental markets; with the opening of 1895,‑
an old-fashioned popular craze of speculation broke
forth throughout England.
It chanced, by one of those odd coincidences of

which financial history is full, that this fever of
speculation reached its height at the very moment
when the United States Government-bond syndicate
had apparently solved the problem of the Treasury.
The sudden reversal in the American situation, and
in particular the rise in prices on the commercial
markets, offered at once a fresh field of activity for
"the excited London adventurers, and they started in
suddenly to buy American securities. During two
weeks of May, 1895, this foreign buying was so
heavy on our own exchanges that every outbound
European steamer carried amass of American stocks
and bonds consigned to Europeanhouses. Sterling
exchange broke from the high level of $4.89, a
figure which it had maintained ever since the Febru‑
ary contract, and which would ordinarily compel
gold exports, to $4.86g, or par, touched in the
second week of May. The syndicate bankers were
already selling in London drafts on their New York
deposit fund, and paying off their London money‑
market obligations.
So far the experiment appeared to be assured of

complete success. Whether, in the event of a par‑
ticularly large and profitable merchandise-export
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market in the autumn, the syndicate could have
achieved all of its purposes, is a matter of some
uncertainty. But to those who looked below the
surface, there were signs of danger in the very
phenomena which were now inspiring the business
community with new hopes. For one thing, the
time was extremely unfortunate for hasty and ex‑
tensive domestic speculation. The speculators ran
far beyond the limit both of genuine trade demand
and of available domestic capital. We have seen in
previous chapters the bad results of such operations,
even in the best days of the resumption year; we
have also seen how far a similar movement paved
the way in 1892 for the collapse of 1893. The com‑
mercial consequences of the speculation of 1895 were-4
similar to those of preceding years, Prices were
carried so high as to serve the purpose, doubly mis‑
chievous under existing conditions, of increasing
merchandise importsand checking exports. During
the first half of 1895, imports increased ten million
dollars a month over the correspondingperiods of
the year before.
Nor were results any more fortunate in the export

trade. The syndicate’s hopes in this direction were
utterly disappointed‐partly, no doubt, because the
corn-crop failure of the previous season had left
little of‘that commodity to sell, but chiefly because
of the wild domestic speculation for the rise in
wheat. The early American wheat crop was dam‑
aged by frost; the later crop was very large; but
the speculators, acting on the basis of the first re‑
ports, actually ran up the price, between February
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and June, thirty-three cents a bushel. As in the
fall of 1879, this excessive movement brought the
export trade to a halt. While speculation raged in
Chicago, Russia was quietly supplying the needs
of European consumers. In half a dozen staple
markets, the course of events was similar. As
against the heavy excess of merchandise exports
during 1894, imports during the first nine months
of 1895 actually exceeded exports by forty-three
million dollars‐decidedly the largest balance of
merchandise trade against us since the climax of
speculation in 1890.
What happened with wheat happened also with

securities. Prices of stocks and bonds rose rapidly
in May, in response to the foreign buying; but in
the nex t two months American speculators for the
rise carried prices so much higher that Europe, still
more or less sceptical over the syndicate experiment,
seized o n ' the tempting opportunity to secure a
profit, and sold back in quantity' its holdings of
Americanisecurities. Even the new four per cents,
one half of which the syndicate had placed in Lon‑

\ don, taking all possible precautions to prevent their
early return, were unloaded on‘the New York
market almost as soon as they were released; the
home speculators had forced up the price, within
two months, from 119 to 124.
These various results followed the inexorable rule

of commercial logic; but they doubled the strain
upon thehsyndicate. Foreign exchange returned
quickly to the normal gold-shipping point, after its
sudden fall, and once more the bankers had to bor‑
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row heavily in London. Now, moreover, t wo radi‑
cal defects in the syndicate’s plan of operation began
to betray themselves. The bankers had contracted
to obtain one half the gold for the Treasury in
Europe. Economically speaking, this was a mis‑
take. It added precisely the sum of the gold im‑
portations to the syndicate’s London\debt, and it
increased a domestic money supply alreadyvnotori‑
ously excessive.
The second defect in the syndicate plan was in‑

evitable from the nature of the operation. By the
coalition of all the international houses at New
York, the bankers had in a certain sense cornered
the foreign exchange market. They could not, to
be sure, exact any very exorbitant price for drafts,
because such a policy would have forced mercantile
rémitters to combine for mutual protection and
ship gold on their own account. But the minimum
selling price fixed for their drafts by the syndicate
in midsummer was $4.90 to the pound sterling. A
few months before, when drafts were " covered ” in
export gold, bankers had sold these sterling drafts
freely at $4.88} or less. That.is to say, a New
York merchandise importer with a foreign-trade debt
of £10,000 to settle, had to pay $49,000 for his draft
in the middle of 1895, whereas the highest rates of
1894 had cost him only $48,850. The motive of the
syndicate bankers in exacting this high rate was ob‑
vious enough. The success of the experiment was
growing doubtful; their London borrowings had
become very large. They might be forced to export
gold, and they fixed their price for sterling drafts so
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high as to protect -themselvcs. from loss in such
emergency.
B u t in so doing, they opened a wide inducement

for competitive sales of exchange. Apparently the
syndicate alliance of February had swept the market
clear of competition. But the syndicate was destined
to pass through the experience which awaits every
manipulator of a market corner, whatever his pur‑
poses or motive. A l l commercial experience teaches
that the most skilful possible preparation for a corner
will, in nine cases ou t of ten, overlook some source
of supply} able to fill current demand at lower prices,
or that in the final strain upon the market some new
source, hitherto unheard of, will be discovered. Ex ‑
actly this happened in 1895. Wi th a demand for
millions of exchange drafts in the market, with no
exchange house in New York selling below $4.90,
and with a trade profit in selling exchange at $4.88}
' and shipping gold to ” cover,” a New York coffee‑
importing house with powerful European connec‑
tions entered the sterling market. It offered drafts
one cent per pound below the minimum of the
syndicate; the syndicate houses made no. change in
rates, and their new competitor therefore instantly
had the market in its hands.
On July 20th, this house presented $1,000,000

legal tenders at the Treasury for redemption and
shipped the gold to London against its sales of
sterling in New York. During the next five
months, $65,000,000 gold was shipped, al l of the
specie being obtained from the Treasury. From its
summer maximum of $107,ooo,ooo, the gold reserve
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declined again to $63,000,000 on December 315t.‘
Recognizing .-that its undertaking to protect the
Treasury had broken down, the syndicate did what
it could to help out the Government through volun‑
tary exchange of gold for notes. In August and
September, it thus paid over some twenty millions
gold, which was immediately engulfed in the specie
exports; this beingonly the old and futile expedient
of 1885, of 1893, and of 1894. In October the syndi‑
cate contract expired by limitation, and even the
voluntary “ reimbursement ” ended. Apparently,
the syndicate experiment had failed, and nothing
was left for the United States but a repetition of
the financial strain of 1894.
But the situation was not by any means ashope‑

less now as it had seemed to be a year before. The
syndicate’s partial mistakes of judgment and the
plunge of domestic industry into speculation had
done mischief, but they could no t wholly offset the
real recovery of trade during the interval of reassur‑
ance. There were other reasons why the outlook
was less discouraging. The Fifty-third Congress,
whose action or inaction on the question of the C u r ‑
rency had alternately menaced the public credit, had
gone to the people in November, 1894, and had
been repudiated by an overwhelming vote. The
Democratic House plurality of ninety-one under the
elections of 1892Awas turned by the vote of two
years later into a Republican plurality of one hun‑
dred and forty. Li t t le was expected in the way of
constructive legislation, evenwith this radicalchange

‘ Trear.Rep.,1895, p. 5!‑
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of membership, and nothing was obtained. But it
was at least anticipated, and correctly, that the
Fifty-fourth Congress would take warning from the
fate of its predecessor,~and put a stop to the policy
of financial agitation.
But more important than either of these two in‑

fluences were two facts which bore directly on the
currency dilemma in the closing months of 1895;
first, that the country’s actual commercial use of
money was nearly eighteen per cent. greater than in
[894 and larger by twenty per cent. than in 1893 ';
and second, that the very process through which
the Treasury's gold, accumulated through its suc‑
cessive loans, had been drawn out, had added to the
Government's surplus of legal tenders no less a sum
than $101,ooo,ooo.’ This was one fifth of the entire
amount of legal-tender currency in existence. Ex ‑
cept through a revenue deficit, this Treasury legal‑
tender surplus was removed from the outside cur‑
rency supply, and the revenue deficit, asa result of
the merchandise import movement, had fallen to
comparatively small proportions. At the close of
December, 1895, even the New York banks held
twenty-four millions less in legal tenders than they
had held a year before, and twenty-seven millions
less than at that date in 1893.'
These were important changes; but they had not

' New York Financial Cfimm’dz, January 11 , 1896, p. 62.
’ Statements of January 31, 1894,and December 31, 1895 ; Treat.

Rep" x896, p. 55.
' NewYork weekly bank statements, December 28, 1895 ; Decem‑

ber 29, 1894; December 30, 1893.
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yet undone the mischief. Trade at the close of 1895
was certainly no more active than at the close of
1891, and the outstanding supply of paper currency
was as large or larger.‘ That the situation was still
sufficiently precarious was shown not only by the
gold withdrawals on the breaking of the deadlock in
exchange, but by a sudden and violent outpour of
gold in December, 1895, when the extraordinary
Venezuela episode stirred the London investment
community to its depths, and threw on the Ameri‑
can market a load of liquidating foreign sales. But
the nature of the problem was now much more
plainly understood by both Government and people.
The Administration acted promptly, and in a differ‑
en t way from any of its previous experiments. On
January 6, 1896, the Treasury announced a new four
per cent. loan for the very large sum of one hundred
million dollars.
Subscriptions for this loan were again required in

gold, and the use of gold obtained from the Treasury
through note redemption was again as generally
practised as in 1894. But we have seen that the
floating supply of Government notes available for
such purposes was now materially reduced. Gold
or legal tenders subscribers must obtain to cover
their subscriptions, and the demand for both these
forms of money was increased by the fact that the
loan was ofl'ered at popular subscription to the
highest bidders, and that the number of intending
subscribers was known to be extremely large. The
result was curious. Some of these subscribers made
‘ 1 Trear. Rep" 1896, pp. 121, 122.
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an open market bid for gold coin ’; some adopted
the much_more unusual expedient of bidding a frac‑
tional premium for legal tenders which might be
used to get gold from the Treasury.’ One or two
bankers paid a premium for gold abroad, as the
syndicate had done in 1895, and imported it for
subscription purposes ; and this incoming gold
actually passed on the ocean outbound gold con‑
signed from the United States to Europe.” A l l this
situation was abnormal enough, but it arose from
two really encouraging conditions‐the existence of
many competing bidders, which occasioned a de‑
mand for currency several times larger than the
actual face value of the loan, and the fact that
the dangerous over-supply of Government de-v,
mand obligations on the market was already ma ‑
terially reduced and was about to be reduced rnuch
further. In effect, the Cleveland Administration
was at last doing, by. virtue of necessity, exactly
what Hugh McCulloch had undertaken to do, thirty
years before; it was converting its floating debt into
a funded loan. That it was n o t retiring perma‑
nently the notes thus redeemed from a redundant
cirCulation, and replacing them by a conservatively
constructedbank-note circulation, was not the Ad-.
ministration’s fault. From his first report to his
last, Secretary Carlisle had discussed and urged this

‘ New York Financial Chronicle, January 18, 1896.
’ New York EveningPost.January 25, 1896,' NewYork Trihme,

January 26,1896.
' New York Financial Chronicle, January 18 and February 8,

1896
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solution of the problem; but Congress would no t
listen.
The loan of 1896 succeeded. It was, in fact

much more than merely the successful rehabilitation
of the gold reserve against United States notes.
The Government loans of 1894 were placed, it will
be recalled, only through urgent personalsolicitation
with the banks, and the loan of 1895 amounted to
the purchase, at a very high price, of the services of
an internationalsyndicate to protect thegoldreserves.
But the $00,000,000 four per cent. loan of February,
1896, offered unreservedly to the highest bidders
among the investing public, elicited no fewer than
4640 individual bids, applying in all for no less than
$568,000,ooo‐one of the most gratifying responses
in the Government's fiscal history.‘ The accepted
bids ranged all the way from 110% to 120, whereas
the four per cents. of 1895 had been taken by the
syndicate at 104i, had sold no higher than 124 at
the height of that year’s midsummer speculation for
the rise, and had been quoted at only 113 when the
loan of 1896was on the market.
The resolution, unanimously adopted by the New

York Chamber of Commerce on February 6th, the
day following the opening of bids, to the effect that
“ the success of this loan should dispel every doubt
asto the ability and intention of the United States
Government to redeem all its obligations in the best
“money in the world," correctly enough reflected the
inference of financial markets. So far as concerned
the results in the Treasury’s own finances, it remains

' NewYork Financial Chronicle, February 8, 1896.
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only to say that on the day before the instalment
payments against the loan subscriptions began, the
Government gold reserve had fallen to $44,563,493,
and that, within seven weeks, it had risen to $128,‑
713.709.’ _Gold exports, in connectionwith uneasiness
over the Presidential campaign which followed, did,
to be sure, again bring the reserve on July 23d, as low
as $89,669,975, and another proffer by the banks of
$25,000,000 gold in exchange for legal tenders in the
Treasury was considered necessary.’ But the swift
movement of events proved that even this recourse
was superfluous. Long before 1896 was over, the
foreign exchanges had turned in favor of NewYork;
the gold reserve never, after July, 1896, fell back
below $100,000,000; a new era in American finance,
which we shall have next to review, had opened, and
in March, 1900, when the statute was finally passed,
declaring gold to be the standard of value in the
United States, this proviso was inserted:

“ It shall he the duty of the Secretary of the Treasury to set apart
in the Treasury a reserve fund of $150,ooo,ooo in gold coin and
bullion. which fund shall be used for such redemptionpurposesonly."

To this was added the definite instruction to future
Secretaries of the Treasury, that this $150,000,000
fund shall be maintained “ by exchanging the notes
so redeemed for any gold coin in the ‘general fund
of the Treasury " and “ by acceptingdeposits of gold~
coin . . . in exchange for the United States notes
so redeemed"; and that i f , in spite of these pre‑
' Daily Treasury statements, February IQ and March 31, 1896.
’ New York Financial Chronicle, July 25 and August 1, 1896.
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cautions, “ t he gold coin and bullion in said fund
shall at any time fall below $00,000,000, then it
shall be his duty to restore the same to the maximum
sum of $50,003,000 by borrowing money on the
credit of the United States." As for reissue of
Government notes redeemed from the gold reserve,
the Act of x900 established the further highly im‑
portant rule that such notes “ shall be held in the
reserve fund unti l exchanged for gold."
It will be observed that this statute operated to

reform, in five important particulars, the evils of the
old system whose efi'ect on the public credit and on
private finance we have seen in ou r previous chapters
to have been altogether disastrous. First, the gold ..
reserve against United States notes is absolutely set
apart as a distinct fund for a specific purpose, and
no t left to contradictory interpretationof the language
of a compromise statute by legislators and courts.‘
Second, the $too,ooo,ooo minimum is increased to
$150,000,000, in linewith SecretaryCarlisle's opinion.’
Third, the use of this gold reserve to meet a deficit
in revenue is forbidden‐a use which was a funda‑
mental cause of its depletion in 1893.’ Fourth, the
raisingof public loans to make good a serious inroad
on the gold reserve, through redemption of United
States notes to procure gold for export purposes, is
no t only authorized but required‐a power over the
public credit which had up to that time been‘strenu‑

‘ Sec pp. 24, 167, 185, I86, 209, 210, 2 11 ; also minority report
H. R. Judiciary Committee ; CongressionalRecord, July 6. 1892.
’ Trear. Rep" r893, p. lxxi.
‘ See pp. 103 and 204.
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ously contested.‘ Fifth, through the holding back
of notes once redeemed, until the gold reserve is
made good again, provision is made for normal con‑
traction of the outstanding supply of notes at such a
juncture‐the lackofwhich provision had repeatedly,
in the preceding decade, aggravated the strain upon
the Treasury, and deprived it of the self~protective
power-enjoyed by all great banks of issue.’ In other
words, the time was very near, even in the troubled
year 1896, when the loose and unscientific fiscal
statutes, on which had converged the doubts and
around which had raged the political conflicts of a
generation past, were to be replaced by a sound and
unmistakable declaration of policy for the future.
I have anticipated the progress of our narrative by

this glance ahead at the legislation of 1900, because
it was in many ways the logical sequel to the events
narrated in this chapter. It now remains to tell con‑
secutively the very extraordinary story of American
finance after 1896‐a story which has no parallel for
dramatic contrasts in the history of the UnitedStates,
and few, if any, in the financial history of the world.
i " See p. 211;
’ See pp. 49 and 50.



CHAPTER XI

THE “INDUSTRIAL BOOM"

UR narrative is now about to enter upon a very
remarkable chapter in American finance. It

is a chapter which, so far as regards its general ten‑
dencies, may possibly be said merely to have repeated
history; but which, when judged by the dramatic
change in the country’s financial condition, and by
the portentous character of the phenomena of the day,
stands quite by itself. What we have to consider, in
our review of the five or six years which followed 1896,
is such reversal of its position by the United States
that, instead of the crippled industrial and financial
state of 1894, with the country’s principal industries
declining, its great corporations drifting into bank‑
ruptcy, and its Government forced to borrow on
usurious terms from Europe to maintain the public
credit, there was presented, in the short space of half a
dozen years, a community whose prosperityhadbecome
the wonder of the outside world; whose productive
industries had developed suchstrength that the “Amer‑
ican invasion” was discussed abroad as threatening

x7 257
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ruin to our European competitors; whose corporations,
when properly capitalized and managed, had grown
soprofitable that the strongest financial interests of the
world were struggling to buy possession of them; whose
banking-houses subscribed in important sums to new
English and German Government loans, not to mention
the public bond issues‐$00,000,000 in all, within
seven months‐of Cuba, Japan, and Mexico. The
startling ups and downs of fortune which haveoccurred
in other communities are familiar. The story of
alternating “booms” and panics is largely the story
of modern industrial progress. It is, however, the
fact of a complete revolution in this country’s position,
not only as regards its own enterprises, but in its re‑
lation to other industrial States, which challenges atten‑
tion, and it is this which we shall now examine.
Two underlying phenomena of the day, of the first

importance to finance, require notice before resuming
the narrative of consecutive events. Their scope of
influence was world-wide; they should, on the face of
things, have operated as effectively in shaping Euro‑
pean finance as in shaping our own. Yet the salient
fact of the period is the expansion of American indus‑
trial activity out of all proportion to that in other coun‑
tries, and it will be a.part of our program to discover
why. These two phenomena were the immense in‑
crease in the world’s gold production, and the world‑
wide rise in prices of commodities. A moderately
rapid increase in annual gold output had been in
progress during the half-dozen years before 1896. The
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gold product of 1896 itself was greater by 50 per cent.
than that of 1892, and was very nearly double that
of 1884. But the annual increase after 1896 was
far more rapid. In 1893, the world’s total output
was‘ $157,494,800; in 1896, $202,251,6oo; in 1899,
$306,724,roo.1 In 1898 alone, the increase in annual
product over 1897 (whose own output broke all preced‑
ing records) was more than $50,000,0002; this marked
an increase greater than hadbeen scored in any previous
year but one of the world’s history‐that exception
being the $67,000,000 increase of 1852, when the
miner’s pick was dislodging the richest surface deposits
of Australia and Californiau”

Now there can be no doubt that this increase had
its effect on the financial movement of the period; how
much efiect, is a controverted question. Professor
Cairnes showed fifty years ago, when the new gold was
pouring in from Australia and California, that prices of
commodities, the world over, were affected because,
primarily, the new mining communities gave large ‑
orders for goods to the older manufacturing States,
thus creating a new demand, which paid its price not
in other merchandise, but in gold.‘ It is diflicult to
trace this process in the gold production of to-day; for
the world’s great gold-fields are now owned, as a.rule,

' U. S. Mint, annual estimates.
= Ibid.
' Report. Parliamentary Commission of 1876, on Depreci‑

ation of Silver, based on figures of Tooke, Newmarch, and
the London Economist

‘ Essays in Political Economy, J. E. Cairnes.
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not by scattered individuals, but by joint-stock cor‑
porations with large capital. One thing is certain,
that the banking and credit institutions of the world
were able, through the increased gold production, to
accumulate larger reserves of gold. Since those re‑
serves limit the credits granted by the banks to the
financial market, it follows that greater and more con‑
fident activity of-credit should have beenpossible. M.
Paul Leroy-Beaulieu pointed out in 1904 that more
than one-half of the gold then held in the reserves of the
world’s great banks and of the United States Treasury
had been accumulated since 1890.1 But, even if we
were to concede the whole claim of the quantitative
money school, we should still have to confront the
question why the United States should have been the
main beneficiary. Increase in gold production since
1890 has been largest of all at the Transvaal mines,
which England owns; yet it is England, of all important
industrial States, which has shown least signs of an
industrial “boom.” ,
All statisticians agree that low-water mark was

reached in commodity prices in midsummer, 1897.
There had been a pretty continuous decline since 1891;
the figures of Dun’s Review, adopted by our Govern‑
ment’s Bureau of Statistics, give a unit of 72.455 for
July, 1897, as against 96.092 in the middle of 1891
and 74.317 in the middle of 1896. The London Econ‑
omist, using another unit, gives 2259 for the middle
of 1890, 1947 for 1896, and 1885 for July, 1897,which
*Economisw Frangais.
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is the low figure of the record. By the year 1900, the
Dan’s Review unit had risen from 72.445 to 95.295,
and the Economist index number from 1885 to 2211 .
These figures are the embodiment, in the form of dry
statistics, of a good deal that happened during the
interval. Summed up, they show a recovery in staple
prices, between the low level of 1897 and the high
level of 1900, ranging, according to method of striking
averages, from 17 to 31 per cent.
When specific prices are examined, it will be found

that this general advance, especially in the periodwhich
we are reviewing, was most notable in products of the
earth. Breadstuffs as a whole, for instance, rose in
this country 40 per cent. between the middle of 1897
and the middle of 19001; the average price of cotton
in 1900was 32 per cent. above the average in 18972;
in iron, the average was higher by 65 per cent.3 In
agriculture particularly, the world’s normal consump‑
tion was apparently increasing faster than production.
Our yearly cotton exports increased scarcely half as
rapidly in the decade after 1896 asin the decade before
it. At one time, the permanent disappearance of the
United States as a wheat exporter was seriously dis‑
cussed.4 Whatever is to be assigned as the dominant
cause for the persistent rise in prices, the result must
clearly have been beneficial, most of all to agricultural

l Dan’s Review estimates.
7Shepperson’s annual compilations.
3Reports of the American I ron and Steel Association.
‘ Liverpool Corn Trade Year Book, 1905.
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countries, such as the United States still is, and least
of all to countries which import and consume the pro‑
ducts of other States.
We shall presently see exactly how these phenomena

operated in this country. Keeping in mind that the real
turn in the movement of prices came in the middle of
1897, it will first bewell to observe what were the finan‑
cial, social, and political conditions which existed just
before it. Industrial markets were in a state of pro‑
found discouragement; the collapse of the premature
“trade boom” of 1895 had left the country’s business,
at the Opening of 1896, seemingly worse off than at
the'end of 1894. In particular, agricultural markets
were in the grip of renewed depression. Wheat was
in the fifties; cotton in 1895, at 5-11; cents a pound on
the New York market, sold at the lowest price in nearly
half a' century. The South and West were calling for
free-silver coinage, and, as they reasoned, their demand
had been balked by President Cleveland’s maintenance
of the gold standard through the Treasury’s contract
with a W511 Street banking syndicate. Under these
conditions, the Presidential campaign of 1896 ap‑
proached. The Democratic party was obviously split
in two, and the P0pulist party now made its bid for
alliance on the coinage issue with the Democrats.
The outcome was an excited and tumultuous Demo‑
cratic convention at Chicago, where a young Nebraskan
Congressman, thirty-six years old and previously un ‑
known in national politics, delivered a speech of florid
and impassioned eloquence which so exactly voiced
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the high-pitched resentments and aspirations of the
delegates that hewas chosen for their candidate,almost
by acclamation. As a matter of course, the platform
demanded “freeandunlimitedcoinageofbothsilver and
gold at the present legal ratioof 16to I, without waiting
for the aid or consent of any other nation,” and it
opposed “the policy and practice of surrendering to
the holders of the obligations of the United States the
option,reservedbylawto theGovernment,of redeeming
such obligations in either silver coin or gold coin.”1
A month before the selection of Mr. Bryan as the

Democratic candidate, the Republicanparty nominated
Mr. McKinley; and here the logic of events moved
more potently than the purposes of men. McKinley’s
legislative record was that of a silver advocate. On
November 5, 1877, his vote was cast in Congress for
the Bland Bill “ t o authorize the free coinage of the
standard silver dollar,” and in the following February
he voted to pass the amended free-coinage bill over
the veto of aRepublicanPresident. Hehadvoted with
his party for the Silver-Purchase Act of 1890. But
he had also been in 1890 the head of the Congressional
committee which drafted the bill imposing the highest
protective duties in our history, and he was avowedly
made the party’s candidate in 1896 on the theory that
return to high protection, after the lower tarifi of 1894,
would be the campaign issue. The tariff, however,
was not destined to cut any appreciable figure in the

1National Democratic Convention, Chicago, July 9, r896.
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contest. M r. McKinley’s campaign began with
speeches on protection; but it soon appeared that, on
the tariff issue alone, the Republicanparty could not
win. A great body of Democratic voters stood aloof
from either party. They would not indorse the Bryan
free-coinage candidacy, but were halting between the
alternatives of supporting an independent Gold Demo‑
cratic ticket, nominated by bolting Democrats, or
voting for McKinley in the face of his tarifi record,
which was to most of them thoroughly objectionable.
Ordinary common sense dictated the policy to be pur‑
sued under such circumstances. Mr. McKinley, in
his successive speeches to visiting delegationsat Canton,
said less and less about the tariff, and more and more
about the currency, until on July 30th he took ground
flatly for the gold standard.
But the election was not won, and it probably could

not have beenwon, by any speech of the candidate. A
vigorous and effective “campaign of education,” with
unprecedented vquantities of campaign literature on
economic questions, distributed and eagerly read by
the voting constituency, had perhaps most to do with
the result; the naturally larger resources of the sound‑
money party for organizing and conducting the can‑
vass played their part. But Nature herself eventually
took a hand. A few months before the November vote
was to be cast, the attention both of voters and of
markets converged on something new. In August,
wheat touched the extraordinarily low price of 53cents
a bushel on the Chicago market,-‐-a figure nearly
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unremunerative to all but the most favorably situated
farmers. Two months later came news of partial
failure of the crop in India, whose harvest turned out
smaller by nearly 20 per cent. than in the preceding
year. That country, which hadsent 56,000,000bushels
to the outside world in the crop year 1891, was actu‑
ally forced to import wheat in 1896.1 This hap‑
pened when the consuming world had been using
wheat, at the low prevailing prices, with the greatest
freedom, and when, accordingly, supplies of wheat on
the world’s great markets had fallen to the lowest
level since the famine year 1891. In September, 1896,
the so-called “world’s visible supply” was 126,000,000
bushels, against 152,000,000 a year before, and 190,‑
000,000 two years back.2
The news of the crop failure in India, comingonsuch

a situation, forced Liverpool to advance its bid for
American wheat. As against the August price of 53
Cents per bushel, wheat rose at Chicago to 70 cents
in September, to 74; in October, and to 94131 in election
week. The moral effect of this movement was very
great. What it meant, politically, was shown by the
quick assertion of M r. Bryan’s party managers, that
the “ money power” was puttingup wheat, over election
day, to delude the agricultural voter. This explana‑
tion of the rise, in view of the facts which I have
cited, was at least superfluous. The point which it

' Liverpool Com Trade Year Book for 1896, pp . 57, 58,and
60.
3Ibid., p. 11 0 .
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tacitly recognized, however,was that theWesternvoter
had been told that, under the gold standard and with
the silver-coinage laws repealed, wheat could not rise
again; andhere,with thegoldstandardstill in operation,
was wheat at the highest price in nearly half a dozen
years. The political result of this rise in wheat, nota‑
bly in the doubtful Western States, was undoubtedly
important. It largely accounted for McKinley’s heavy
majorities in farming States of the Middle West, such
as Ohio, Michigan, and Minnesota, which in 1892
gave to the Democrats and Populists, combined, a
plurality of 21,000, whereas in 1896 the Republican
party’s vote in "the same three States ran 148,000
votes ahead of its two antagonists.
The election of 1896 settled the question of a gold

standard. McKinley’s large majority of 95 in the
ElectoralCollege, and his popular plurality of 602,555
in the country asa whole, where even the “landslide”
of 1892 gave Cleveland only 380,961 plurality, set the
seal of the voters effectively on the verdict. The
Stock Exchange had witnessed a demoralizing mid‑
summer break in prices, and had recovered only cau‑
tiously on the eve of election‐when, indeed, gold
went actually to a premium of 19} per cent., when New
York bankers invested their surplus resources largely
in drafts onLondon,when call money touched 125 per
cent. in Wall Street, when a $10,000,000 syndicate of
bankers was organized for co‐operation in a possible
crisis, and when a long line of private individuals stood
outside the" United States Sub‐treasury’s redemption
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window to exchange their legal tenders for gold coin.1
This state of affairs ended abruptly November 4th,
when election results were known. Money rates fell

_in a week to 4 per cent.; within a day, gold coin was
presented at the same Sub-treasury windows for con‑
version into legal tenders.2 This wasthe first re‑
sponse of the financial markets.

It is a popular impression, with perhaps the ma" ‑

jority of people, that industrial revival was immediate
and continuous after the election of November, 1896,
and-to this belief have been partly traceable some
singular Stock Exchange phenomena at subsequent
elections. The belief is erroneous. That the defeat
of the free-coinage demonstration, at what was ap‑
parently the psychological moment promising best for
its success, was an event of great importance in the
country’s economic history, there can today be little
doubt. The outcome of the election certainly con‑
tributed to the later return of full financial confidence
and industrial activity. But confidence and industrial
activity were by no means an immediate sequel. The.
rise in stocks, which had begun before election,
lasted barely forty-eight hours after November 4th;
then heavy realizing sales began, and in the sequel,
financial depression prevailed again until far into
1897.3 During November, fully 7oo manufacturing

1New York Financial Chronicle, Oct. 3 1 , 1896, pp. 768,
770, 782; Nov. 7, 1896, p. 814.

1 Ibid.
’ Ibid._ Ian. 2, 1897,p. 16.
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establishments resumedwork or added to their working
force. This was taken as reflecting reassurance in the
business community over the election verdict on the
currency. But the rush of activity ceased, in a month
or two, as suddenly as it had begun.1 Instead of
immediate and continuous revival, the first half of
1897 was a period of financial uncertainty and de‑
pression. The first half of 1896 had been regarded
as hard times; yet the checks drawn on all the coun‑
try’s banks in the similar period of 1897 showed de‑
crease of $57o,ooo,ooo, or 2} per cent.2 In the second

’ quarter of 1897, liabilities involved in commercial
failures throughout the country were $3,000,000 greater
than in 1896.3 In July, 1896, there had been in blast
in this country 191iron foundries, with a weekly output
of 180,500 tons, and with 815,000 tons piled up in
their yards. This was then called a very unfavorable
showing; yet in July, 1897, the number of furnaces in
blast had further decreased 46, to 145, weekly output
had fallen 16,000 tons, to 164,000, and the idle stock
of iron had risen nearly 200,000 tons, to 1,004,000}
The ‘victorious party in the election of 1896 had

won, aswehave seen, on the issue of the currency, and
it was destined in due time to embody the people’s
verdict in the statutes. But the Republican platform

1New York Financial Chronicle, Jan. 2, 1897,p. 16, also
Jan. 1, 1898, pp. 7, 8, and 9.
3Ibid., July 3, 1897.
3Bradstreet's reports.
4Iron Age figures.
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of June, 1896, had also declared for raising the import
duties, and denounced theWilson Tarifi as“injurious
to the public credit and destructive to business enter‑
prise.” That the campaign issue had been changed
in the courseof the contest did not change the purposes
of party leaders. Revision of the tariff was at all‘
events the first work of the newly-elected Congress.
The Dingley Tarifi Law, enacted on July 23, 1897,
not only restored the scale of duties lowered by the
Wilson Bill of 1894, but in many important industries
fixed higher import tariffs even than the McKinley
Law of 1890. The average rate of duties collected
in the fiscal year 1893, under the McKinley Act, was
49} per cent. In the two fiscal years 1895 and 1896,
when the Wilson Bill’s schedules had full scope, the
average rate was, respectively, 41if and 40. In 1898,
under the Dingley Act, the percentage rose to 49}, and
it averaged 52 in 18991‐a. height not paralleled, even
in CivilWar times.2
In so far as the Dingley Tariff was designed to

correct the deficit in the Government’s finances‐a.
matter of importance‐it was not an effective measure.
When imports are shut out by a higher tax rate, the
tax is less productive. The deficit continued; cus‑
toms revenue itself, during the twelve months after the
law’s enactment, was smaller than in either year under
the Wilson Tarifis" But it has long since ceased to
l U. S. Statistical Abstract for 1907, p. 505.
1Taussig, Tarifi History of U. S., pp. 167 and 259.
PU. S.Statistical Abstract for 1900, p. 29.
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be the fashion to ascribe the subsequent “boom”
in American prosperity to the Dingley Tarifi. One
reason is that the similar increase in duties by the Mc‑
Kinley Tariff of 1890 was followed, not by prosperity,
but by disaster. The other is that our later industrial
recovery found expression chiefly in an enormous export
trade. If higher import duties had any influence on
that, they must have checked it, because raw materials
used in~exported manufactures were now taxed more
heavily, and because, all other things being equal,
restriction of imports through such taxes normally
curtails the movement of exports sent in exchange for
them. All such considerations were soon dismissed
from the public mind of 1897, by a turn of events which
repeated, on a larger scale and in an equally extraor‑
dinary way, the story of 1879.
We have seen that, although the Indian wheat crop

failure of 1896 made a great hole in the world’s sup‑
pliesand causedan immediate rise in the priceof wheat,
hevertheless Europe itself raised in that year a crop
of good proportions. What happened in 1897 was,
first, that a scorching drought in France cut down
the season’s wheat yield in that country 93,000,000
bushels from 1896; next, that a wet harvest reduced the
Russian crop nearly 80,000,000 bushels; and, finally,
that a season of storms flooded so disastrously the
Danube Valley that Austria and the Balkan States
gathered less wheat by 127,000,000 bushels than in the
preceding year. The whole European crop fell short
of 1896 by 350,000,000 bushels,‐a loss of no less than
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30 per cent. 1 Had therAmerican harvest of 1897 re‑
mained at the figures of the year before, a great dis‑
aster would have befallen Europe. This country’s
fortune had, however, stood it in good stead. The high
price of wheat in the autumn of 1896 had encouraged
farmers, the country over, to plant more wheat in the
ensuing spring. This increase amounted to nearly
five million acres. Weather conditions in the United
States were favorable throughout the season. The
resultant crop ran 103,000,000 bushels ahead of 1896,
and was, with one exception, larger than any pre‑
viously harvested.
Under the circumstances, it was sold at extraordi‑

narily good prices. By August “dollar wheat ” was
touched again on the Chicago Board of Trade, for the
first time since 1891; and the price was maintained
throughout the ensuing season. At this price, con‑
suming Europe, with its supplies already depleted
by the Indian failure of the year before, bought our
wheat in quantities quite unprecedented. During the
twelve months after the harvest of 1896 the United
States exported, in grain and flour, 83,000,000 bushels
of wheat. In the same period, after the 1897 harvest,
the export was 150,000,000. The value of the season’s
exported grain increased no less than $122,ooo,ooo.
One result of this notable trade incident was the im‑
port, during the same twelve months, of $120,ooo,ooo
gold,‐the first natural movement of the kind in this
{Year-book for 1898, U. S. Department of Agriculture,

p. 686. " ' 1 :.
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direction since the autumn“ of 1891. Directly, this
inflow of gold, which was lodged with the Treasury in
exchange for notes, caused a rise in the Government’s
gold reserve from the $44,500,000 of February, 1896,
and the $137,000,000 at the end of 1897, to the hand‑
some figure of $245,000,000 in the middle of 1898.
It need hardly be pointed out that this position

made possible the success of the Gold-Standard Act in
1900, as it certainly would not have been possible in
1896. TheAct of 1900not only requiredestablishment
of a fund of $150,000,000 gold to insure redemption
of the notes of the Government, but, by the facilities
which it opened for the establishment of new national
banks, it created a new demand for cash, to be held
in their reserves. Since increase of Government paper
money, other than certificates against deposited gold
or silver, had been stopped by repeal of the Silver‑
Purchase Law in 1893,it followed that this newdemand
for reserve money must be met from imported gold.
In short, nature helped out the later statute of currency
reform, as it did the Specie Resumption of 1879. In
both cases it was a European famine anda bumper crop
at home which lifted us happily over the rough places
of the road.
We have seen how the export of our wheat to famine‑

stricken Europe piled up our export trade and reversed
our situation on the international market. The wheat
was the primary influence; but scarcely less important
was the revival in general trade, shown by the increase
in bank exchanges, which amounted during the first
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half of 1898 to 30 per cent. over 1897. It was natural
that this increase should have beengreatest in the grain‑
growing West, to which accrued the first benefits of the
successful harvest; and it was natural that, as domestic
trade expanded, and with it the demand for money,
capital should be drawn from abroad to keep the busy
wheels in motion. Now, however, a more novel and
dramatic episode of the American trade revival came
in sight.
It was not until the close of 1897 that people began

to hear, by way of Europe, of “the American invasion."
This matter came to the front, asa topic of discussion,
in aremarkablespeech deliveredat Vienna, that Decem‑
ber, by the Austrian Minister of ForeignAffairs, Count
Goluchowski. It was asserted in this speech that “the
destructive competition with trans-oceanic countries re‑
quires prompt and, thorough counteracting measures,
if the vital interests of the European people are not to
be gravely compromised.” “European nations,” the
Austrian statesman concluded, “must close their
ranks and fight, shoulder to shoulder, in order suc‑
cessfully to defend their existence.”.1
Directed as it obviously was at the United States,

what did this singular diatribe mean? Certainly,
neither Austria nor Europe at large could have been
protestingagainst the “American invasion” of Europe’s
grain market; for that, in, 1897, was EurOpe’s only
alternative to famine. It did not require long to dis‑

! New York Financial Chronicle, Dec. 18,77389'7',p.'1'1247.
18
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cover that Count Goluchowski had his eye on our e x ‘
port of manufactures. The volume of these exports
was practically stationary in the eight years between
1882 and 1890, and it increased very slowly after that.
In the hard times after 1894, however, when there
seemed little hope in a domestic market, our manu‑
facturers began to look abroad. As we have seen in
noticing the iron trade figures, even as late as 1897,
great stocks of unsold goods had piled up after every
effort to stimulate home production. But we have
learned also that, while our own markets were pass‑
ing through that period of despondency, Europe’s
were reviving rapidlyl; by 1897, their recovery had
assumed the dimensions of a “boom.”
I have shown what was our own manufacturers’

position. Prices were low, wages were low, material
was abundant, the struggle for profits had sharpened
the eye for improvements and economies. The one
thing needed was an expanding market. At home
there was none asyet; but here, in foreign States, had
suddenly arisen a demand for manufactured goods
so urgent that at the moment English and German
manufacturers could hardly fill it. Our people would
scarcely have shown themselves possessed of Yankee
shrewdness, had they neglected the opportunity; and
they did not neglect it. They were, in fact, in a pe‑
culiarly favorable situation to take advantage of it.
The rawmaterial layalmostat the doors of the factories.

iSee page 243.
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Skilled laborers, chafing after their four-year period of
partial idleness, could be had at once and in quite
sufficient" number, and orders from home consumers
were solight that scarcely half-the producing capacity
of well-equipped mills was being used for the domestic
trade. Our manufacturers took foreign orders for
prompt delivery which the English and German mills
were simply unable to accept. We sold our goods, not
onlyin the so-called neutral markets, but in the markets
of Continental Europe.1 The result was that, between
1893 and 1899, our export of manufactures actually
doubled. They were $158,000,ooo in the one year,
end $339,000,ooo in the other; and they increased a
hundredmillions more in the fiscal year 1900.
It is plain enough, from the facts which I have re‑

called, that there was nothing mysterious about this
American invasion, and certainly nothing harmful.
If Wehad soflooded Europe with cheap iron and steel
that “S" own manufacturers lost their market, their
case might have been different. But nothing of that
sort happened. During the five years between 1894
and the stopping of Europe’s industrial boom in 1899,
by the Boer War and the German bank panic,‐years
in which we were enlarging our output and export of
manufactured steel,‐Great Britain’s annual steel
production rose from 3,210,000 tons to 5,000,000,
Germany’s from 3,641,000 to 6,300,000.2 _Under all
| American I r on and SteelAssociation, Report fo r 1898.
2Annual statistical reports, American Ironand Steel Asso‑

ciation; especially Report for x899, p. 77.
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the circumstances, not only did the volume of our grain
and cotton and manufactured exports increase, but
their average value rose. It is easy to see why, under
such conditions, our total export trade, Crossing the
billion‐dollar mark in the fiscal year 1897, should have
risen to $1,2oo,ooo,ooo in 1898, to nearly $1,400,000,‑
0 0 0 in 1900, and to not quite $1,soo,ooo,ooo in 1901.
Stimulated by this great outside demand, our trade
activity and our industrial profits rose to extraordinary
figures. ‘
The first task of this era of returning prosperity

was the task of financial reconstruction. We saw,
in reviewing the events of 1894, in what state of wreck
the panic of 1893 had left the country’s railwayfinances.
Not only was 61 per cent. of the outstanding shares
of American railways receiving no dividend whatever,
but one‐fourth of that stock represented roads1n the
hands of bankruptcy courts.1 Aslate as the middle
of 1895, receivers were. operating 169 railways, with
37,855 miles-of track‐-more than one-fifth of the
country’s total railway mileage, and represented on
the markets by no less than $2,4oo,ooo,ooo stocks and
bonds.2 1
In the hard times of 1894, no rehabilitation of these

wrecked corporations was possible; the achievement
called for abundant confidence and abundant capital;
and it was only with the returning signs of promise

1See p. 218.
2 Interstate Commerce Commission, Report on Statistus of

Railwaysfor 1895, pp. 10 , 12 , and x07.
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in the/next three years that substantial progress was
made. In December, 1895, the Erie was taken out of
receivers’ hands; in the same month, the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe emerged from bankruptcy; in
September, 1896, the Philadelphia & Reading was
placed on its feet. Foreclosure was in each case fol‑
lowed by purchase of the properties in behalf of former
shareholders, who, asa condition to their participation
in the new company, were assessed pro rata to raise
the needed cash resources, the bondholders submitting
to lower interest rates, usually receiving stock in the
new corporation as a solace. That this was by no
means as simple an achievement asmightbe imagined,

. may be shown by two sample reorganizations, highly
interesting in retrospect because of the longer financial
sequel. The Union Pacific was sold in foreclosure
during November, 1897. It was bought in by a new
Union Pacific Company, for whose stock old share‑
holders had exchanged their $60,868,ooo former
holdingsshareforshare,payingalsoa$15 pershare cash
assessment. There was no way of compellinga former
shareholder to pay this sum; he might throw away his
stock, which had sold on the Exchange, the preceding
summer, at 4 cents on the dollar. Therefore a banking
syndicate was organized to guarantee the cash assess‑
ment; ”they committed themselves for $15,000,000.
What happened to the bondholders maybe judged from
the fact that the company’s old first mortgage 6 per
cent. bonds were exchanged for 1 0 0 per cent. in new
first mortgage 4’s, plus 50per cent. in new preferred
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stock.1 This was the company whose officers, ten
years later, were using its accumulated resources, to
the extent of $131,0oo,ooo, to buy control of half a
dozen other railways.

Northern Pacific was similarly sold in July, 1896;'
the $49,000,000 old common stock paid a 15 per cent.
cash assessment and the $35,000,000 old preferred,
10 per cent. The underwriting syndicate, guaranteed
$5,000,000; through scaling down interest or exchang‑
ing old bonds for new stock, annual fixed charges were
reduced $4,853,000.2 The old stock sold on the New
York Stock Exchange in May,‘1896, at 25 cents per
$100 share; it was the stack delivered in exchange for
this, plus the $15 cash assessment, which sold for $1000
per share in the famous “corner” of May,1901. N atu‑
rally, this process of rehabilitation grew more general
asreturn of prosperity became assured. In 1893, rail‑
ways with$1,781,ooo,ooo stock and bonds were placed
in receivers’ hands; in 1896,railwayswith$1,150,377,ooo
were sold under foreclosure’; for each process, these
were totals exceeding by nearly a billion dollars those
of any other year on record.4 But as against the 169
insolvent railroads of 1895, with 37,856 miles of track
and $2,439,0oo,ooo capital liabilities, existing receiver‑

! Reorganization plan of October 15, 1895; see Financial
Chronicle, Oct. 19, 1895, p. 705.

3Reorganization plan of March 16, 1896; Financial
Chronicle, March 2 1 , 1896, p. 550.

3Railway Age annual compilations; see U. S. Statistical
Abstract for 1906, p. 590,

0 Ibid.
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ships in the middle of 1898 covered only 94 roads, with
a mileage of 12,745 and a capital of $661,500,ooo, and
in 1900 only 52 roads, with mileage of 4178 and capi‑
tal of $351,000,ooo.1 By 1900, net earnings of
all American railways had increased fifty per cent.
over 1895, and actual dividends paid out were nearly
doubled.2
This expansion of financial and industrial activity

had presently to endure some rather crucial tests.
The United States declared war against Spain in April,
1898, and this for a month upset all financial markets.
Our situation on international exchange, however, was
so strong that the very first thing the country did,
even before war had been declared, was to draw
$60,000,000 gold from Europe to protect its bank
position. The war was quickly over. Admiral Dewey
destroyed the Spanish fleet at Manila on the first of
May; Cervera’s fleet was annihilated July 3d, outside
Santiago harbor; on"]'uly 26th, Spain asked for terms,
and onAugust 12th, the protocol to the treaty of peace
was signed. In several ways, the war served to demon‑
strate the new financial resources of the country. A
$2oo,ooo,ooo 3 per cent. war loan, offered at par to in‑
vestors in July, elicitedsubscriptions for $1,500,000,000;
it was taken by home subscribers, the separate allot‑
ments numbering 320,000,3 and it went to a premium

1Interstate Commerce Commission, Reports on Statistics
ofRailways, 1898,p. n; 1900, p. t r .
’ Poor's Manual, annual tables.
' Secretary Gage, Annual Treasury Report for 1898.
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of 6 per cent. within three months. In April, 1899, our
Governmentpaid Spain a $20,000,000 indemnity for the
Philippines, and the $20,000,000 export of gold, caused
by the operation in exchange, did not prevent a con‑
tinuous increase in the Treasury’s own gold reserve.1
Partly in connection with the war, wheat went to a

price-$1.85 per bushel at Chicago, on May 10 t h ‑
never but once exceeded in the thirty preceding years.
This was a corner, which broke down ascorners usually
do; but it was unlike many corners, in that it occurred
when the American farmer still had plenty of'wheat to
sell, and when he received the benefit of the corner
prices. Our wheat crop of 1897 was the second largest
ever harvested in this country. The crop of 1898
exceeded all precedent, and that of 1901was 10 per
cent. larger still. In the fiscal year 1893 our
imports exceeded exports by $18,700,000: In 1897
the excess of exports was $286,000,000. The next
year it was $615,000,000.
This abnormal accumulation of foreign credits had

some strange results. First, the pressure of domestic
capital on our home investment markets raised prices
to unexpected heights. , As a result, foreign holders
of our securities sold them back; and Europe was
practically drained of American stocks and bonds.
Then, for the first time in our history,we began to lend
to Europe. President Kriiger of the Transvaal Re‑
public declared war on England in Octobm', 1899.

' U. S. Treasurer's Report, 1899, p. 45.
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Transvaal mines had in 1898 produced $75,000,000
gold1‐more than one-fourth of the whole world’s out‑
put of the year‐and exactly that amount was received
in London, from South Africa, during 1899.2 But
with hostilities begun and the Transvaal frontier
blockaded, production sank at once to insignificant
proportions; then, when the Boer authorities placed
an embargo on the mines, it ceased entirely. From
April, 1900, to April, 1901, inclusive, scarcely an ounce
of gold was mined in the Transvaal,3 and in the whole
year 1900, England received only $1,800,000 gold
from South Africa; less by $7,000,000 than the sum
which it had to export to the banks of Cape Colony.4
As a consequence of this sudden curtailment of sup‑
plies, coming with trade and speculation abnormally
active throughout Europe, the great State banks began
to bid for gold. The Bank of England’s ofiicial dis‑
count rate went in December,'1899, to 6 per cent., a
height not reachedsince the panic of 1890; the Imperial
Bank of Germany fixed 7 per cent., the highest rate
in its history.5
In the face of this confusion of the markets, and of

several defeats which foreshadowed a long‘campaign,
England placed its war loans. Before the war was

1Monthly and annual reports, Johannesburg Chamber of
Mines.
2Annual report of British Board of Trade, 1899.
3Monthly reports, Johannesburg Chamber of Mines; see

LOndon Economist, June 1 4 , 1 9 0 2 , p. 931.
‘ British Board of Trade Statement for 1900.
' LondonEconomist, Berlin letter, Dec. 23,_ 1899, p. 1815.
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ended‐and that was not until May 31, 1902‐England
had issued $795,000,ooo in new Government securities;
the whole cost to England of this little conflict was no
less than $1,085,000,0001‐0r,since the fighting lasted
two years and nine months, almost exactly one million
dollars per day. Inevitably, the collapse in foreign
markets, at the end of 1899, disconcerted our own
financial markets also; London’s panicky recall of
capital from New York sent the Wall Street call-money
rate up to 186 per cent. on December 18th. Yet it
Was in this very situation that the American market
came to Europe’s relief. New York took $28,000,000
of the British Exchequer loan of August, 19002; ap‑
plied for $150,000,ooo of the loan of May, 1901, and
Secured$100,000,0003; it subscribed for $80,000,000,
Orone-half of the loanof April, 1902.4 In twoof these
loans, American banking houses dealt directly with
the British Exchequer, something wholly new in finan‑
cial history. Thesewere notall our foreign investments
of the period. The German Government sold us
$20,000,000 of its new bonds in 1900, and we lent
some $10,000,000 more to Continental cities. Yet
the “foreign balance” continued to accumulate. At
the close of 1900 it was estimated by international
bankers that this country still had a.credit fund of at
! Budget speech, Charles T. Ritchie, Chancellor of the

Exchequer, Apri l 23, 1903; London Economist, May 9, 1903,
. 8 2.

p 1Iglew York Financial Chronicle, Aug. 11 , 1900, p: 258.
1Ibid.,May 4, 1901, p. 844.
6Ib1'd., April 19, 1902, p. 802.
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least $2oo,ooo,ooo outstanding on Europe’s money
markets.
It was avery common query at that time, in financial

circles, what was to be the outcome of this unprece‑
dented situation. Some people predicted that it would
mean investmentof our overflowingcapital, ona rapidly
increasing scale, in foreign enterprises. It was then
that the prophecy was heard that New York was des‑
tined to displace London, if it had not already dis‑
placed it, as the financial centre of the world. On the
other hand, the Wall Street community, which took the
speculator’s view, predictedthat the priceof outstanding
American securities, under this pressure for,investment,
would rise to unheard-of heights. Neither of these
things happened exactly as was predicted, but what
did happen was, as we shall presently see. quite as
startling as either of them.



CHAPTER X I I

T H E SPECULATIVE MANIA OF 1901

HE situation in which the American community
found itself, in 1901, was one which arises at

intervals in all prosperous modern states; but its char‑
acteristics were emphasized, on this occasion, by the
unusual incidents of the period. Such a situation has
invariably, on all previous occasions, resulted, first
in readiness of people at large to embark in all sorts
of enterprises the wealth whose extent they have
suddenly come to realize, and next in a rush into
speculation. »

This is a very old story, familiar to every business
man and student of eConomics. It describes the
financial movement between 1899 and 1901, but it
describes it n o ' m o r e accurately than it does Germany’s
“industrial boom” of 1897 or England’s “Kaffir
craze” of 1894 or the “railway mania” of 1844 or the
great American land speculation of 1836, or, for that
matter, a score of incidents in the financial history of
every modern state. The tracing of this chapter of
causes and consequences is, however, specially in‑

?“  .
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teresting in the case of our recent financial history,
because the magnitude of the forces behind the great
speculation of 1901 was quite unparalleled. _
I shewed, in the preceding chapter, to what extent

the prosperity of the United States, and its rapid accu‑
mulation of new capital, had progressed. We saw
how this capital, gathering confidence and pressing
on all investment markets, had not only raised prices of
our own securities to unexpected heights, and bought
back from Europe the bulk of American investments
in foreigners’ hands, but had overflowed into such
quarters asBritish consols andGermanTreasury bonds.
But after all this, a huge credit fund was still left unin‑
vested on home and foreign markets. At such times,
people always wonder what is to be the outcome, and
the outcome is always the same. The public has the
money,and is eager to invest it; the banking com‑
munity provides new securities as a field for such
investment. These new securities may begood or bad,
sound or fraudulent. They may benew enterprises or
old enterprises recapitalized. They range in char‑
acter all the way from worthless zinc and copper mines,
or “syndicates” promising 25 per cent. on money left
in their hands to use asthey see fit, to issuesof refunding
bonds by a Government in high credit. All of these
applicants appeared on the scene in 1899 and 1900.
But'the great banking houses, with their hand on the
public pulse, concluded that this was- mere trifling
with the resources at command. The reservoir of
American capital seemed inexhaustible; it filled up on
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one side faster than it couldbedrained into these various
enterprises on the other. It was then that the scheme
of recapitalizing American industry was conceived.
Industrial trusts were not new in American financial

history; we have seen, in a. preceding chapter, how
far the movement of consolidation had progressed
between 1887 and 1890.1 But the movement had
languished after the second of those years; hardtimes,
low profits, and distrustfulness on the part of invest‑
ment capital prevented further progress between 1893
and 1897; financial. embarrassment of some of the
trusts already in existence threw doubt on other propo‑
sitions of the sort.2 But the prosperous trade, abundant
capital, and overflowing confidence which prevailed
in 1899 had created a new situation. The promoter
‐ - a name which now grew suddenly familiar on all
American markets‐asked the owners of a. dozen or
more competing plants, in a given industry, to name
a“selling price. Naturally, as their own retirement
from business was involved, the price the owners fixed
was high. A banking syndicate would be formed,
however, to provide the money requisite for the pur‑
chase, and for a handsome payment to the middleman.
Thus acquired, the manufacturing plants would be
combined and incorporated under the name American
Milling Company or United States Spinning Company
or International Weaving Company, and the stock
would be ofiered to the public.

1See p. 118. . 3See p. r88.
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As it turned out and as the bankers had expected,
thepublic was in exactly the mood to respond to the
invitation. The shares were readily absorbed; other
combinations followed. Still, the investment fund
showed no symptOm of exhaustion. Presently the more
venturesome spirits among promoters began to combine '
these already large industrial combinations into a single
company, and to sell the stock of that, at inflated
valuations, to the public. This would have been“. a
step too far, but for the fact that profits of manufacture,
notably in the steel and iron trade, went on increasing
faster than promoters could'turn their expectations
into stock. One conspicuous expert in this business,
who rose from the sphere of travelling salesman of a
wire-making firm to the leadership of a great combina7
tion in the steel trade, was asked on the witness-stand,
in March, 1902, to describe the history of his amalga‑
mations. They began, he said, by the combination
of seven wire factories in Illinois into one corporation,
which was called the Consolidated Steel and Wire
Company. Two months later this company was
bought up, alongwith sevenmoremills,bytheAmerican
Steel and Wire Company of Illinois, which issued
$24,000,000 stock. This was in 1898. Early in 1899
heorganized the American Steel andWire Company of
New Jersey, which ‘paid $33,600,000 for the Illinois
Company’s $24,000,000 stock, added eleven other
wire plants, and issued its own stock in the comfortable
sum of $90,000,000. The witness was asked what had
become of $26,000,000 stock whose destination was
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not accounted for, and said he did not know.1 One
Amight possibly imagine that this Wholesale “watering”
of capital would at least have led the investing public
to bid a low price for the inflated stock; but it did not.
Of the $90,000,000 stock thus issued in the above‑
described “watering” process, $40,000,000 was pre‑
ferred as to dividend. It started out on the Stock
Exchangeat $94 per share, rose in two months to $106,
and sold at $112 a year or two afterwards.~ The
$50,000,000 common stock, all of which was virtually
given away as a bonus in the “deal,” started at $45
per share, and in two months actually rose to $92.2
This was a fairly typical case. How far this move‑

ment of incorporation went may be judged from the
following figures. In the first three months of 1899
new industrial companies, with a total capitalization
of no less than $1,586,000,000, were incorporated in
this country.3' During the'full year 1899 the total
rose to- $3,593,000,000, of which respectable sum
$2,354,000,000 was the common stock,which, by frank
confession of promoters then and afterward, was
simply “water.”4 We have already seen, however,
how seriously the investing public took even these

1Testimony of John W. Gates, in Parks vs. Gates, New
York Supreme Court, March 18, 1902; New York Tribune,
March 19th; New York EveningPost editorial, March 19th.
2 New York Financial Chronicle, Railway and Industrial
Supplements, 1899, 1900, and 1901; Ibid., Annual Reviews
o f 1899 and 1 9 0 0 . . .
' ’ Ibid.April 8,1899, pp. 645-647.
lIbid,March2 4 , 1900, pp. 560d563.
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common shares. They did, in fact, show particular
favor to them, for the reason that the relatively lower
price of common shares roused the bargain-counter
instinct. Furthermore, in the immense industrial
expansion of the period, these very common stocks,
representing the inflated capitalization of concerns
which in not a few cases had been bankrupt four
or five years before, were very generally receiving
dividends.
For it was not only true that individuals, in the flush

of material prosperity, were buying necessities and
luxuries with increased freedom. Even in this direc‑
tion there was a general tendency which approached
extravagance. But a still more powerful demand came
from the industries themselves. Iron, for instance,
which had sold for $15.45 per ton in the autumn of
1894, brought $29.50 at the close of 1899; that is to
say, its price had nearly doubled, and such a market
necessarily brought about construction of new plants
and enlargement of those already in the field. Iron,
for such construction, was bought from existing mills.
The same stimulus ran through every other trade.
Anextremely largedemand for newmaterialcamefrom
railways, which had to carry the produceof the farmers
to the coast. Naturally, after four years of rigid
cutting of expenses under receivers in bankruptcy, the
companies were in no condition to handle easily this’
enormous trade in 1897, and, as their profits and credit.
I New York» Financial Chronicle, Railway and Industrial

Supplements, 1899 and 1900. ‘
so
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went on rising, after the readjustment of their financial
status, their task was physical reconstruction of the
properties. What they spent on this, as compared
with three or four years before, may bejudged from the
new railway securities which were sold in the investment
markets to procure the m0ney. In 1898 they put out
$67,000,000 worth of stock and bonds, mostly for such
purposes; in 1899,$07,000,000; in 1900,$199,ooo,ooo;
in 1901, $434,000,000; and, in 1902, $527,000,000.l
It must not be supposed that this series of amazing

capital flotations‐to use a barbarism of the English
market‐was placed without occasional friction, inter‑
ruption, or inconvenience. The Spanish War arrested
the movement in 1898. It was checked again, in the
autumn of 1899, by the Transvaal War and the down‑
fall of Germany’s industrial speculation. I have
shown how important a part was played in the rise
of our manufacture and export of steel and copper by.
this European boom. Now the demand from that
quarter was suddenly cut off. Instead of inquiring
urgently for our manufactured goods, to fil l a demand
which its own mills could not meet, Europeexperienced
so sudden a collapse in its home demand that its own
manufacturing plants began to compete With one
another for what was left of the business, and to cut
prices in the competition. Our markets naturally»
felt the shock. Early in 1900 export orders decreased,
and there began a great decline in the price of iron.
lPoor's Manual figures; see U. S. Statistical Abstract for

I903» P- 399- .
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‘ This last phenomenon, a familiar sign of trade
reaction, came into view on the eve of another Presi‑
dential contest, when M r ; Bryan forced a reluctant
Democratic convention to declare for the second time
for free-silver coinage:

We reiterate the demand [the platform announced] for
an American financial system made by the American people
for themselves, which shall restore and maintain a bimetallic
price level, and as part of such a system the immediate
restoration of the free and unlimited coinage of silver and
gold at the present legal rat io. l

Hardly was this demand submitted, however, when
it was seen how futile a political expedient it was. The
gold standard was already embodied in law, as it had
not been in 1896, and the victory of 1896, by the party
proposing such enactment, had been followed by
unprecedented prosperity‐most conspicuous in the
agricultural communities where, four years before, the
demand for free-silver coinage had been intensified
by the pressure of adversity. Among Mr. Bryan’s
campaign supporters, the argument began to be heard
that “the silver question is settled.” Bryan himself,
as he set forth on his personal canvass of the country
in the autumn of 1900, was constrained by visible
demonstrations of opinion to abandon, after his first
few speeches, the discussionof bimetallism,and to revert
to denunciation of “imperialism,” asexemplified in the

1Democratic National Convention, Kansas City, July
5, 1900. M .
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purchase and. occupationof the Philippine Islands by
the United States.
This new issue had the efiect of drawing to his.sup‑

port some eminent public menwho had no sympathy
with his currency theories, but who felt very deeply the
perils to which our Government was committing itself
in the colonial experiment.1- A convention of the
Anti-Imperialist League, meeting at Indianapolis on
August 16th, declared that, “without regard to their
views on minor questions of domestic politics,” they
proposed to “withhold their votes from Mr. McKinley
in order to stamp with their disapproval what he has
done,” and they advised “direct support of Mr. Bryan
as the means of' crushing imperialism.” The Populist
Party, in a convention held May 10th at Sioux Falls,
South Dakota, had already nominated.Bryan on the
basis of a demand “for the reopening of the mints of
the United States for the free and unlimited coinage
of silver,” and the Silver Republican party, convening.
in KansasCity,July 6th, gave the same endorsement on
the same grounds.
All this 'was futile. The Populists themselves could

not hold their party in line. On the day when the
fusion wing of their organization nominated Bryan
at Sioux Falls, the Anti-Fusionists or “middle-of-the‑
road Populists” met at Cincinnati, declared for “a.
scientific and absolute paper money, based upon the
I E. M. Shepard, statement of Aug. 15 , 1900. Carl Schurz,

letter to L. J. Gage, Sept. 3. Charles R. Codman, speech at
Indianapolis Convention, Aug. 16.
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entire wealth and p0pulation of the nation, not re‑
deemable in any specific commodity, but made a full
legal tender for all debts,” and selected independent
candidates. A faction of the Anti-Imperialist party
broke away from the Indianapolis nominations, and
made at New York, on September 5th, an attempt to
name another candidate than either Bryan or Mc‑
Kinley. The Gold Democracy, which had fought
an independent battle in 1896, adopted at Indianapolis,
July 25, 1900, a series of resolutions urging voters
“ not to be deceived by the plea that the money question
has been finally settled,” declaring it “dangerous to
elevate to exécutive power any one hostile to'the main‑
tenance’,’ of the gold standard act, and advising against
a vote for Mr. Bryan. From this singular clashing of
political ideas, stood forth the one salient fact that the
voters were satisfied with the existing status and with
the new gold standard law, andwanted nomore experi‑
ments. The vote of November left no further doubt
upon the subject. McKinley’smajority in the electoral
college rose from the 95votes of 1896to 137 in 1900; his
plurality on the popular poll increased from 602,555
to 864,688. Bryan, who had carried 22 statés in 1896,
carried only 17 in 1900.
That industry and finance should have halted, under

the double influence of the collapse of the foreign
market'for om exports and the vicissitudes of the
presidential campaign, was entirely natural. But the
countr/y’sreal prosperity, its accumulation of fresh cap‑
ital, had not been arrested even momentarily. News
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of the Waterloo of the free-silver coinage party found
its immediate reflection on the Stock Exchange; it was
the political side of things which served to fire the
imagination, already brought to a pitch of no little
excitement by the spectacle of the country’s enormous
economic power. Fromthis mixture of causes followed
very rapidly what may be described as the explosion
of speculation at the beginning of 1901,-‐a period
which will possibly have as conspicuous a place in the
curious reminiscences of finance as the South Sea
Bubble of 1720 and the railway craze of 1844. Its
underlying causes were, indeed, identical with the
causes of those older episodes; the principal phenomena
of each were the immense amount of new stock issued,
the eagerness of the public to buy it, and the rapidity
with which people who bought found the value of their
holdings rising. The situation of 1901was one which
turned men’s heads. The country seemed to have
reached a pinnacle of prosperity from which nothing
could dislodge it. The profits of our incorporated
enterprises seemed to have no assignable limit. Amer‑
ican capital pressed upon every avenue of investment.
The most reckless and foolish speculation was apt
to achieve success. Looking at the matter philosoph‑
ically, there need be no wonder that the word went
forth, in financial circles previously noted for con‑
servatism, that old precedents of finance were obsolete,
that it was no longer necessary to judge the present
and future by the past.
The climax of this great speculation came from a
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peculiar cause, which, I think, weshall understand in
the light of what wehave already considered, but which
the investing public of that day did not understand
at all. It became evident, at the close of 1900, that
something more than buying by investors was at work
in the Stock Exchanges. On one stock after another,
a buying movement would converge which seemed to
be utterly indifferent to prices, and which was accom‑
panied by trading of quite unexampled volume. It
was presently evident that what was going o n ' w a s the
purchase, at extravagant prices, of a controlling interest
in the shares of railway and industrial companies. The
public inferred, from what it saw, that these purchases
were being made on their own account by men of
boundless wealth, who were merely investing their
private capital. Such a supposition naturally drew
the investing public into the whirl of speculation: first,
in order to make its own investments before prices
should go beyond its reach; second, in the hope of
selling out at the much higher prices which the rich
men’s purchases were expected to bring about.
But the public was wholly mistakenas to the nature

of the movement. What actually was happening was
this. People connected with one corporation would
borrow large sums of money, and use that money to
buy up shares of another subsidiary or competing
corporation. They were buying, however, not for
themselves, but for the company with which they were
identified;andtheir purposewas, assoonasthe property
had been obtained, to hand it over, issue new stock
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or bonds of their own corporation, sell such securities
to the public, and use the proceeds to reimburse them‑
selves, with a handsome bonus. There was the famOus
case, for instance, of the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy Railway. This company’s stock, amounting
to $10,000,000, sold at the end of 1900 for $144 per
share, which was considered by most people rather
high. People identified with the Northern Pacific
Railway bought up the stock at a seemingly reckless
rate, pushed up its price above $180, and then an‑
nounced that a bond would be issued by the Northern
Pacific and Great Northern Companies to pay $200 a
share for the whole of the Burlington stock. These
bonds were later sold on the open market, the result,
of course, being that the supply of securities on the
market was increased by some $50,000,000.
The same process occurred in half a dozen other

railways, the usual expedient being the issue of what
was now called a. “collateral trust bond.” Stock of
another company‐sometimes all of it, sometimes a
bare majority‐was bought for a corporation. That
corporation thereupon issued bonds for the cost of
purchase; but those bonds, instead of being, like other
mortgage issues, a lien on the franchise and road‐bed
of the issuing company, were merely secured by pledge
of the stock which had been bought. When it was
found that the public readily bought these bonds, the
device was followed by another, not altogether new,
but never before applied on such a scale. A company
would be chartered for no definite purpose except to
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hold the shares of other companies. Having bought
up these shares or acquired them through exchange, it
issued its own stock to foot the bill. The public
bought this stock, as it had bought the collateral trust
bonds, and there seemed no limit to the scope of the
operation. It was then that Mr. Morgan, during
March, 1901, formed his “billion-dollar steel trust.”
The ideaof suchacombination hadbeen thrown out,

in a. tentative way, by the promoters of 1899,and had
been discussed as the dream of excited brains. During
1900, however, aswe have seen, the price of iron and
steel had fallen, and the status of the numerous Over‑
capitalized steel-making corporations which had come
into the field began to be tested. Some of them had
to cut their dividends, and on top of this, the most
powerful steel-manufacturer in the field, Mr. Andrew
Carnegie, announced his purpose of building new
competitive mills and starting production of kinds of
material which the new trusts of 1899 had thus far
mainly monopolized. Consternation followed among
the financial magnates who had been building up the
enormously capitalized steel trade combinations, and
who had other plans in view, whose success was bound
up with resumption of the “boom” on the Stock
Exchange. Mr. J. P. Morgan, the acknowledged
leader of the Wall Street consolidationmovement, then
“opened negotiations With Carnegie.
Andrew Carnegie was a different proposition from

the small manufacturers who had been'bought Out in
the consolidations of 1899. He had, it is true, himself
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proposed, as early as 1889, to sell out to an English
syndicate, and as late as 1899 had considered a pro‑
position of American promoters to pay $250,000,000
for the steel property of himself and his associates;
but the negotiations came to nothing.1 Between 1889
and 1897, moreover, the net annual profits of the Car‑
negie properties rose from $3,540,000 to $7,000,000,
and from the latter figure they had risen by 1900 to no
less than $40,000,000.2 Of the 160,000 shares of
stock in the company, Carnegie himself owned 86,382;
of the $160,000,000 bonds, he personally held $88,‑
147,000.3 -~He was the key to the steel trade, problem
and he knew it. Mr. Morgan obtained conditional
assent from the eight other most powerful steel trade
combinations to be merged into one huge “holding
company,” through exchange of stock; Mr. Carnegie
laid down, as his individual terms, the purchase of
Carnegie Company stock at $1500 per share, paid in
5 per cent. bonds secured by the stocks of all the amal‑
gamated corporations, and the exchange of Carnegie
Company bonds at par for the same security.4 This
meant the payment of $217,720,0oo to Carnegie him‑
self. The extraordinary price was granted; his part‑
ners were boughtout onsomewhat less favorable terms5 ;
and to buy up his company and its competitors, the

1Bridge, Inside History of the Carnegie Steel Company, pp.
993 and 305.

’ Ibid., p. 29 5.
' Ibid., p. 356.
‘ Ibid., p. 364.
3Ibid., pp. 363, 364.
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United States Steel Corporation was organized in ‑
February, 1901, with a capital stock of $1,018,ooo,ooo
and bonds of $301,ooo,ooo. The other combinations
in the trade, whose individual capitalizations ranged
from the $33,000,000 of the Steel Hoop company to the
$99,000,000 of the Federal Steel, received the new
shares on a basis running from equal exchange to
125 per cent. of their old outstanding capital,1and the
“deal” was closed.

It remained to see how the new stock couldbefloated;
for although in form the operation was nothing butsub‑
stitution of new securities for old, in fact it was some‑
thing very difi'erent. Displacement of capital on an
enormous scale was certain to result. The beneficiaries
of__ this remarkable operation could be counted on to
turn a part of their new stock into cash, and a very
substantial portion of the Steel Corporation’s stock
was to be' used for procuring working capital.2 The
promoters took no chances which they could avoid.
A bankers’ syndicate was formed to guarantee, up" to
$2oo,ooo,ooo, the successful floating of the stock; it
actually put up $25,000,000 cash.3 Brokers, largeand
small, were engaged to urge the new stock upon in‑
vestors throughout the United States. On the Stock
Exchange, a celebrated manipulator of speculative
values was employed, when the shares were listed,

i Official Circular of J. P. Morgan & Co., March 2, 1 9 0 1 ;
New York Financial Chronicle, March 2, 1901, p. 441.

1 Ibid.
3Ibid.,March 2, 1901, p. 4 4 1 ; March 9, p. 483.
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to create a semblance of great investment activity, and
to sustain the price. The project met with remarkable
success. Starting on the curb at a priceof 38 for “Steel
common” and 821for the 7per cent. “Steelpreferred,”
the Stock Exchange price advanced in a month to
55and 1011"; respectively. Half a million of the shares
were dealt in during the first two days of their appear‑
ance on the Stock Exchange; the next week’s record
was a million. The greater part of this was doubt~
less merely “matChing of orders” by the syndicate’s
agent, through the medium of other brokers; but
the public did not know this. It caught the specu‑
lative fever; even in thrifty Western towns and New
England country ‘villages, the gossip of an evening
was apt to concern "itself with “ Steel.” So success‑
ful was'the operation that, a year or two later, the
$25,000,000 “underwriting syndicate” received back
in cash its whole subscription, plus 2 0 0 per cent. in
dividends.1
The outburst of speculation during April, 1901, was

something rarely paralleled in the history of specu‑
lative manias. Not only did the younger men who had
sold out to the Steel Corporation, now made into many
times millionaires almost overnight and bewildered
by their extraOrdinary fortune, toss into stock market
ventures the'money which they saw no other way of
using, but old and experienced capitalists lost their
heads, asserted publicly that the old traditions of,

\ FinancialChronicle, May a, 1903, p. 977.
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finance no longer held and that a new order of, things
must ; now be reckoned with, and joined the dance.
The “outside public,” meantime, seemed. to lose all
restraint. A stream of excited customers, of. every
description, brought their money down to Wall Street,
and spent their days in oflices near the Stock Exchange.
Two or three years before, it was called a good day’s
business when 400,000 shares of stock changed hands
on the Exchange. In April, 1901, the daily record rose
to amillion shares, to two million, and finally, onApril
30th, to three million and a quarter. Estimating the
average price of stocks at that period at $60 per share,
‐ a n inside. figure,‐’‐it will be seen that the 3,200,000
shares of April 30th meant. that from some quarter
$192,000,000 worth of stocks were bought. The mere
posting of this enormous business compelled commis‑
sion houses to keep their oflice forces working into the
small hours of the night. Execution of. theorders on
the floor of the Stock Exchange, under the prevalent
conditions of excitement, so manifestly threatened
physical break-down of the brokers" that, the governing
committee took the quite unprecedented step of declar‑
ing an extra Stock Exchange holiday to give the mem‑
bership a rest.1 The newspapers were full of stories
of hotel waiters, clerks in business oflices, even door‑
keepers and dressmakers, who had won considerable
fortunes in their speculations. The effect on the
public mind may be imagined.
iNew York Evening Post editorial, May 3, xgox; Finan‑

cial Chronicle, May xx, p. 903.
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While this was going on, promoters were busy with
projects as daring, in their way, as the steel amalga‑
mation. The phrase, “thinking in hundred millions,”
which had its origin in that period, fairly describes
the state of things. Bankers in high standing asked
and received commissions ashigh asfive million dollars
for managing some of these operations, and still the
original proprietors who sold out to the combinations
received prices of which they had never dreamed.
The bankers who had successfully carried through
the steel amalgamation entered new fields of experi‑
ment. Starting with two transatlantic steamship lines
which were owned by American investors, they uxider‑
took to merge into one huge holding company all the
competing foreign lines. The German companies,
after some tentative negotiation, withdrew, and hasty
counter-propositions by the British Government caused
the Cunard Line to break off negotiations.‘ ' When,
however, control of such old English enterprises as the
"White Star and Leyland lines was secured, partly for
cash and partly through the $112,ooo,ooo stock and
$50,000,000 bonds of the International Mercantile
Marine, an angry outcry arose in England. London
itself shared in the notion, which the American press
and public adopted on thespot, that we were using
our boundless resources of capital to snatch away
Great Britain’s supremacy of the seas. Neither party

1London Economist, May 25, 1901, p. 779; Nov. to, 1901,
- p . 1701; April 26, 1902, pp. 645 and 653;May 3, 1902, p. 690;
May 32, 1902, p. 856.
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could foresee the time, not very distant even then,
when the English interests which had sold out for
cash to the Wall Street promoters would buy back
control of the whole unwieldy combination for one‑
third or one-fourth of the price paid originally by
the Americans. Yet even in the face of the popular
clamor in England during 1901, the chairman, at
the ensuing annual meeting of the Leyland Com‑
pany, flatly told the shareholders that the offer made
was so extravagant that no management had a right
to refuse it. “The vendors,” wrote a high authority
in the British shipping trade, “made an exceptionally
good bargain, which it is probable the purchasers
will soon find out.” ‘
Both at home and abroad, cool-headed criticism

of this nature, on the American amalgamations, was
occasionally heard, and in fact, a process of this sort
was merely riding for a fall‐‐-if for noother reason, then
for the reason that, in the prodigious inflationof values
which prevailed, the resources o f , capital and credit
must eventually be exhausted. This had been the
unvarying teaching of that economic law and ex‑
perience which the great promoters of 1901 were re‑
pudiating. But their contempt of the warnings of the
past was itself a familiar symptomof agreat speculative
mania. It usually happens, in such episodes, that the
reckoning comes from an unexpected cause; also that
it comes at the moment when the public and the
speculators have reached the conclusion that it can
1Annual Shipping Review for 1901, john White, London.
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never come. Both turned anabsolutely deaf ear'in 1901
to financial warnings, and to the aspirations of the
financiers themselves there seemed to be no limit.
It was the very next move of the Wall Street promoters,
however, which brought about the crash.
I have already noticed the operation whereby the

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railway was bought
up by the Northern Pacific, and the Great Northern.
Now the Burlington was more useful as a feeder and
more dangerous as a competitor to the Union Pacific
Railway. than to either of these two buyers. The
Union Pacific asked to participate in the Burlington
purchase, but the request was refused. What the
Union Pacific management then did was to start in to
buy control of the Northern Pacific itself on the open
market. The Northern Pacific management dis‑
covered what was under way, and prOCeeded to
strengthen its own holdings of the stock. "In this
fight for ownership of a $155,000,000 corporation, Mr.
J. P. Morgan and Mr. E. H. Harrirnan were brought
first into financial collision. Mr. Morgan, then at
the pinnacle of his prestige, with the billion-dollar
steel amalgamation just achieved, and wielding a
personal authority and power which made his will the
law with a good part of Wall Street’s capitalists and
institutions, represented the controlling interest in
Northern Pacific. His adherents, among whom .Mr.
James J. Hil l of the Great Northern was the “most
important, did not owna clear majority of thestock, but
their financial resources, and the credit which they were
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able to command in this country and in Europe, were
now utilized to make that control secure. Mr. Harri‑
man, a younger man, with a genius both for railway
management and for stock speculation, was in full
-control.of the Union Pacific Railway Company, and
was affiliated with a body of immensely wealthy capi‑
talists known as the “Standard Oil group.” Both
Morgan and Harriman were men of determination and
resource, but Harriman fought his battle more ag‑
gressively. His task, in acquiring upwards of $77,‑
ooo,ooo NorthernPacific stock, was in fact considerably
greater than Morgan’s, because he had no such sub‑
stantial holdings to start with as the Morgan interest
held. He surmounted this handicap by daring use of
the Union Pacific’s credit. The shareholders had
-voted the Union Pacific management borrowing
powers which amounted' almost to carte-blanche in
the money market, and in those days'of easy credit
and accommodating banking syndicates, the powers
had been so used as to actumulate a great reserve" of
cash. A subsidiary company, the Oregon "Short Line,
was equipped by the Union Pacific, in return for
certificates of indebtedness, with funds to buy up
$78,ooo,ooo Northern Pacific stock,1 and with these
resources its brokers entered the excited Wall Street
market.
The resultant situation was financerunmad. It

was too much for Europe,whose bankinghouses had
1Umon Pacific RailroadCompany’sFourth Annual

Report, I g o r , pp. 5 and 19.
2°
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been lending freely to the great American promot‑
ers, but which now began to take in sail. Paris
bankers at once stopped further advances; the Bank
of England called the London joint-stock banks
together to warn them against New York.1 The
contest for Northern Pacific, however;did not slacken.
As the stock rose from no to more than 200, inter‑
national bankers sold heavily‐borrowing stock for
delivery, to be replaced by the real foreign shares on
the way from London‐and speculators for the decline
sold still more largely, in expectation of a break on
which they could buy in at lower prices to close out
their contracts. But they misunderstood the situation.
The rival bidders, as it happened, were bent, not on
taking profits in the rise, but on obtaining and locking
up the actual shares. On the 9th of May, it was sud‑
denly discovered that deliveries of more Northern
Pacific stock had been thus contracted for than could
be bought or borrowed. The $155,000,000 stock was
cornered. Its price went up in an hour from 160 to
1000; for, naturally, enfOrcement of the contracts of
sale meant ruin for the seller, and the scramble of
cornered brokers to protect themselves was instan‑
taneous. While this was happening to Northern
Pacific stock, all other stocks broke violently, declines
of 50per cent. or more occurring in many of the sound-_
est shares. It was admitted, afterward, that on the
books of the lending banks, and on the basis of the
5 Londonfinancial correspondence,NewYork'Ewm‘ng Post,

May, r90r . . '
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day’s low prices for collateral pledged against stock
exchange loans, a good part of Wall Street was for a
couple of hours technically insolvent.
The crisis itself passed over when the two rival

bidders, their hands forced by the disastrous results
which their quarrel had invoked, came together and
agreed on conditions which would relieve the victims
of the corner; but the spell was broken. The specu‑
lating public had learned a lesson, and it was destined
to learn still more as to the real nature of the “boom of
1901” before the episode was ended. Much of the
public’s infatuation had been based on the enormous
and accumulating “foreign credit balance” of the
country which had been estimated, a year before, at
not less than $éoo,ooo,ooo. By the middle of 1901
it was figured out by» competent experts that not only
had this great credit been entirely wiped out by the
drafts of our banking houses, but that a floating debt
to Europe, footing up nearly asmuch, hadbeencreated.
Our bankers had, in fact, borrowed heavily in London,
Paris, Berlin, Amsterdam, and even in the poorer
Europeanmarkets, like Vienna.‘ These loans,asthey
matured, were called in by the lenders, and in the
harvest months of 1901, when gold ought to have been
flowing towards this country, the United States shipped
$25,000,000 gold to Europe. One of the largest of the
new trade combinations, the $155,ooo,ooo Amalga‑
mated Copper Company, had been holding the market

«A. Rafialovich, Marché Financier, Paris, 1902.
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for that metal at‘an artificial price; in the autumn of
1901, it‘lost' its market, copper fell from 16cents a
pound to 11 , and the “holding company” had to cut
its annual dividend from 8 per cent. to 2. At the
height of the April speculation, Wall Street had dis‑
missedwarnings of possibleagriculturaldisaster with the
reply that the country no longer depended on agricul‑
ture. Nature’s response was a summer of scorching
drought in the corn-belt, similar to that of 1894,asa re‑
sult of which, the corn crop of 1901wascut down 28per
cent. from the yearbefore, its yield being, except for
1894;very much the smallest in elevenyears. Only the
good fortune of a “ bumper” wheat crop, in ayear of par‑
tial Europeanshortage,saved our export trade of 1901.
The reaction from the excesses of 1901 continued

during the two ensuing years; for although speculation
again grew rampant in 1902, with resumption of pro‑
moters’ activities and stock-jobbing exploits, the signs
of public abstention and over-strained credit were
visible throughout the year. With the autumn, a
severe money squeeze was the sequel to the activities
of the speculators, and the year 1903 began with evi‑
dence that the “underwriting syndicates,” which had
guaranteed the numerous Wall Street promotions of
the two preceding years, were caught in a.trap. Banks
which had loaned them money began to force a settle‑
ment. The stocks which they held had for some time
been popularly known as “undigested securities,”-.1
| Interviewwith J. P. Morgan,NewYork Times,March3r,

(903. v ‘ ‘ - , ~ ' . .
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showing that the public understood the situation.
A little later on it was James J. Hill, the author of the
“Burlington deal,” who suggested the term “indi‑
gestible securities.” 1 The syndicates began by selling
their reserve investments of older high-grade stocks
and bonds, and the market broke under their sales.
Some of these syndicates, fairly forced to the wall, next
threw on the market the underwritten securities, to
get what they could get for them.
They got very little, for along with this heavy selling

came news most disquieting to investors. The hastily
capitalized industrial corporations themselves began
to raise signals of distress. For one thing, their or‑
ganizers had calculated, in the careless and easy op-v
timism of the day, that the amalgamated concerns
could themselves, when they needed working capital,
procure it from the banks, as the individual manu‑
facturers had done ‘before. They were, . however,
wholly mistaken, having quite overlooked the fact
that discount of one manufacturer’s paper by a neigh‑
boring bank, familiar with his character, history, and
business methods, is a very different matter from dis‑
counting the paper of acompany formed throughbuying
out ten such manufacturers. This new concern must
ask for ten times asmuch on its individual note, and it
must dosowhen its character remains to bedetermined;
when its history has just begun, and when its methods
are either unknown, or actually (as was the case with

ilnterview at St. Paul, Minn, July 19 , 1903.
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more than one new “industrial” in 1903) open to grav‘e
suspicion. But, even had these new concerns been
most unexceptionable borrowers, the banks, with the
European repayments and the syndicate loans upon
their hands, were in no condition to oblige them.
Some of the combinations, like the New England
Cotton Yarn, which had been paying 7 per cent. divi‑
dends, called a cash assessment from their shareholders.
The great steel corporation stopped dividends on its
common stock, which had been paidsince the company
was organized, and with the subsequent fall in prices
of its shares, the market valuation of the Stock, which
had been $785,ooo,ooo in 1901, went actually in 1903
to $350,ooo,ooo. .
Other smaller combinations followed its example.

The Consolidated Lake Superior, a $roo,ooo,ooo iron
trade combination, which had paid 7 per cent. divi‑
dends on its stock, up to the preceding December,
went suddenly into bankruptcy. The United States
Shipbuilding Company, which sold its bonds on the
assurance that foreign investors were buying both
themand its$50,000,000 stock, was placed in the hands
of receivers, with an exposure of humbug which was
little less than farcical. I ts promoters had never even
approachedgreat foreign bankers, but had been dealing
with needy adventurers around the Bourse who had
not the money to equip a mill. In the unsettlement
of public confidence, there was even a run on financial
institutions, and serious bank failures in two or three
smaller cities. ~
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Yet, with all this, two facts were manifest in the
financial situation. First, the worst sufl'erers were not
the general public‐they had taken their medicine
quickly in Igor‐but the infatuated millionaires; and
second, the real elements of American prosperity con‑
tinued. The episode of 1903 was rightly described
in Wall Street as a “rich men’s panic.” Perhaps the
surest test of the people’s actual condition came in the
presidential election of 1904, when signs of industrial
recuperation were general. The party in power, with
Mr. Roosevelt as its nominee, won the most sweeping
victory in the history of American politics, its plurality
on the popular vote being the extraordinary figure of
2,541,000, where McKinley’s plurality of 860,600 in
1900, had itself broken all preceding records. There
were other reasons for this unprecedented vote, which
we shall have occasion to examine later on; but it was
none the less a testimony to the average citizen’s con~
tentment with financial and industrialconditions.



CHAPTER X I I I

WORLD-WIDE RISE IN PRICES

T is not always easy to classify a year such as 1903,
and to assign its proper place in economic history.

That it was merely an interlude in the cycle of
prosperity, was proved by subsequent events. Wall
Street‐including both the every-day speculator and
what isknown as“HighFinance”‐undoubtedly drew
the inference that 1903 was a “panic year, ” similar
to such a period as' 1893, ‘and that the easy recovery
from the set-back, and the quick return of prosperity
and confidence, provided conclusive testimony to the
fact that, after all, economic law had changed and that
the real economic penalty for financial blunders and
excesses need be feared no longer._ It was in fact
a very noticeable phenomenon, in the discussions even
of experienced bankers at that period, that the oc‑
currence of another panic like that of 1893, with its
runs of depositors, its general suspension of bank
payments, its recourse to clearing-house loan cer‑
tificates, and its premium on currency, was ac‑
cepted as impossible. Economists who did not take

3122
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that view had two explanations to offer for the relapse
of 1903 and the country’s quick recovery from it. “One
was, that this was an after-effect of the European
“Boer War crisis,” to beended when financial Europe
got on its feet again, as it did in 1905. Another was,
that a.so-called “little panic” always comes midway
between two‐ serious economic crises‐as it did in
1884 and 1866‐terminating definitely the period of
easy money, but not so completely exhausting the
community’s economic power that it has to begin to
build anew.
Whichever may be the more plausible theory, the

fact is that, as in the sequel of 1884, the doubts ahd
misgivings of this minor crisis were dismissed within
a year and a half. By 1905, not only the United
States, but Europe also, had resumed the “industrial
boom” on a scale of substantial magnitude. T0 at
least some, extent, it is reasonable to suppose that
resumption of full' gold production in South Africa
had an influence. Having reached, in English values,
a high record of £15,500,000 in 1899,on the eve of the
Transvaal War, this output sank, during the whole
of the two-year period 1900 and 1901, to £1,014,ooo.
It then recovered gradually; in May, 1905, it passed
the high-water mark of previous monthly production;
in the twelvemonth 1906, it had reached the sum of
£24:5°°:°°°-1
Partly because of the facilities for banking credits

1Monthly Reports, Johannesburg Chamber of Mines:
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thus provided, partly because of a new impulse to
enterprise, more keen because of the halt that had been
enforced by the three or four years of financial reaction,
the exploits of 1901now began to be repeated, not in
America alone, but throughout the world. This last
fact is important to keep in mind. It was European
over-expansion which came to grief in 1899, and
American over-expansion which met its reckoning in
1903. America, which had not yet overdone things,
was in a position to help out financial Europe on the
first occasion; Europe had plenty of idle capital to
put at America’s disposal on the second. To find a
périod when both Europe and America, and with them
the rest of the financial world, were simultaneously
engaged, as they were during 1905 and 1906, in the
intensely eager task of exploitation, the student of
history would possibly have to go back to the early
seventies.
Circumstances conspired to stimulate this world‑

wide movement. Two years of exceptional agricul‑
tural prosperity occurred; of wheat in particular, the
world produced in 1905 a crop larger by nearly 100,‑
000,000 bushels than any ever before harvested, and
in 1906, the yield was 100,000,000 bushels larger still.
Prior to 1902, the world’s largest wheat yield had
been 2,900,000,000 bushels; the crop of 1906 was
3,400,000,000; yet such was the magnitude of
consumption that English experts estimated the
second of these figures to have been only 1,440,000
bushels beyond the world’s actual requirements for the
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season.1 In the United States, despite the signs of‘di‑
minishingproductive capacity in 1904, the wheat crops
of 1905and1906surpassedallprecedentexcept thegreat
“wheat year” 1901; the corn crop established a new
maximum yield in each of these two years; the cotton
yield of 1905 was the third largest in our agricultural
history and that of 1906 was only a trifle below the
largest.
.-Notwithstanding this bounty of nature, prices and
cost of living rose with greater rapidity than at any
time in a generation past. Taking the London Econ‑
omist’s “index number” as a measure, we shall find
that between the middle of 1897, when low level of the
period was reached, and the end of 1904, the average
of commodity prices had risen from 1885 to 2136.
Between the middle of 1904 and the middle of 1907, it
had advanced to 2601. Comparing the index number
for the end of 1904 with that for the middle of 1897,
we shall find an advance of 133} per cent. Comparing
the number for the middle of 1907 with that for the end
of 1904, we shall find the rise for that second period
was no less than 21% per cent. Putting the matter
in another way, on the basis of units, the increase in
the index number, from 1897 to 1904 inclusive, was
251 points; from 1904 to 1907 inclusive, it was 465
points.
That is to say, the average prices of commodities

advancednearly twice asfar during the second period,

I Estimate, Liverpool Corn Trade News. July, 1907.
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which was less than half as long as the period
from 1897 to 1904. To come down to specific articles,
such as play an important part in cost of living, the
average price of iron during 1904 was $15.57 per ton;
in 1906, it was $20.98. Steel prices averaged, in the
respective years, $22.18 and $27.45‘; leather, 18.9
cents a pound and 20.2; butter, 16.5 and 18; planed
boards, $20.05 per thousand feet and 821.342; lead,
4.42 cents and 5.785 tin, 27.90 and39.671}.3 A glance
at ' these figures will show the advance to have been
greatest in commodities, like steel and lead, whose
production in this country is in the main controlled
by a single great corporation. This processwas most
visibly at work in the copper industry; in which,'since
1899, the$53,000,000Amalgamated Copper Company,
a concern organized solely to buy and hold the shares
of copper mines, exercised so controlling a voice in
fixing prices that even foreign metal markets admitted
its“ arbitrary power.4 In 1901, when this company
held the price at 16 cents a pound, it was declared by
the trade to be abnormally and artificially high. In
1904 the price averaged only 13.3; it was taken in hand
again and marked up continuously to 181"; cents in
1905, to 24 in 1906, and to 25§~ early in 1907.5 No
price approaching this had been touched since 1873;

1Annual Reports, American I ron and Steel Association.
2-2 U. S. Statistical Abstract, 1906, p. 576. '
3Annual Report, New York Metal Exchange, for 1906.
i London Economist, April‘ 18, 1908, p. 830.
5Annual Report, New York Metal Exchange, for 1907.
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yet the rise occurred in the face of an increase in copper
production, between 1904 and 1906, of 10% per cent.
in the world at large, andof 13per cent. in the United
States alone.‘
Nor was it only the great industrial trusts which pur‑

sued this policy. In 1901, cotton was considered dear
at 10cents a pound; a short crop and aNewYork cor‑
ner raised the price in March, 1904, to 16%, fromwhich,
on the harvesting of a crop, the ensuing season, 20
per cent. larger than the previous maximum yield, it
fell to 8 cents or thereabouts. The cotton growers
thereupon organized; conventions were held, an asso‑
ciation formed with branches throughout the cotton
belt; resolutions were adopted fixing the minimum
price at 15 cents a pound, and arrangements made
for advancing money to the planter, whereby hemight
hold his cotton off the market until his price was
reached.2 The “official price” was not achieved;
but a good part of the crop of 1906, which was only
slightly smaller than the largest yield on record, was
sold at prices ranging from 12to 13cents. Meantime,
hand in hand with the rise in price of merchandise,
land and rents advanced. The rise in land values,
which began in earnest during 1904, reached the next
year, in a good part of this country, the proportions
of a mania. Farm lands naturally led in the move‑
ment; with the great harvests and the high prices,

1Annual Report,New York MetalExchange,for 1907,p. 1 0 .
1Charleston correspondence, New York EveningPost, Jan.

20,1906; Financial Section, p. 3..
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their actual earning power was enormously enhanced;
they doubled, trebled, and quadrupled in value. But
town and city lots, throughout the country, followed
suit. Speculation grew violent in a hundred widely
separated localities, and one would see, fifty or sixty
miles away from populous cities, unimprovedmeadow‑
land staked out with street signs of avenues and boule‑
vards, and in some cases dealt in through paper
“options,” the speculators not taking the trouble even
to pass title. «Sums wholly without precedent were
invested in the erection of town and city dwellings. In
New York City, capital expended on construction of
new buildings had never, even in the excited years of
1899 and 1901, exceeded $150,ooo,ooo; it was only
$139,ooo,ooo in“ 1904. But in 1905, it rose to the
extraordinary figure of $230,000poo,l and this was
typical of dozens of cities throughout the UnitedStates.
Such was the story throughout the whole domain

of industry, and one inevitable outcome was that,
along with the speculative enthusiasm and the accla‑
mations‘ over the period’s immense prosperity, bitter
complaint arose from other quarters over the increased
cost of living. There is, indeed, no doubt whatever
that one large section of the community-including
small-salaried employees and people with moderate
fixed incomes‐was being steadily forced back to a
lower scale of living than had been its habit, and that
another section, unwilling to economize and infected

' NewYork RealEstateRecordandGuide,Jan. 6, 1906,p. z.
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by the extravagance of the day,“ indulged without
hesitation in living beyond its means.1
.Against these consequences, organized labor was
able to protect itself; the urgent demand for skilled
workers in every branch of industry made easy the
frequent exactiOn of advance in wages. Extensive
strikes were rare, because employers, their books full
of pressing contracts,-c0uld not risk losing workmen
whom .they might possibly not be able to replace.
What the rise in wages was, we may learn from the
Government’s reports. Taking as a basis the average
wages paid to American laborers in the decade 1890‑
1899, and assuming, for purposes of comparison, 100
as the index-figure of wages paid per hour of labor
in that period, the statements show that the average
rate in 1904 was 117, that it was 118.9 in 1905, 124.2
in 1906, and 128.8 in 1907.2 It is open to argument,
and indeed is largely proved by the calculations of
this same Government report, that these higher wages
did not much more than compensate for the increased
‘cost of living.

But a quite inevitable outcome of this extraordinary
rise in cost of materials and labor was the demand for
increased amounts of capital for use in trade, and a
rise in the price of money. Even among merchants,
it was common complaint that nearly twice as‘much
money had to be used to conduct the same volume“

’ 1M. E. Ingalls, Chairman “B i g Four " Railway,Aspeech
to American Bankers’ Convention, September 37 , 1901.
l U. S.Bureauof Labor,Bulletin for July, 1908,pp. 4 and 5,
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Of business as had been necessary two or three years
before. Manufacturers had the higher cost of labor
and materials to absorb increased capital on the same
amount of output, and this happened at a time when
the bank-deposit fund, the surplus capital of the com‑
munity, was being narrowed by the increasing cost of
living. That necessarily meant low bank reserves
and .dear money. Yet evidence of a growing strain
on capital resources was no more conspicuous than
evidence of the financial community’s readiness to
draw still more largely on the~credit market. This
readiness was tested in a very conclusive way. On
the night of February 8, 1904, the Japanese fleet at~
tacked the Russian squadron at Port Arthur, and one
of» the three most costly wars since the Napoleonic era
began. It continued, on‘sea and land,‘until August
29, 1905, and it invblved an expenditure, by the two
belligerents, of a sum not far below two thousand
million’ dollars. I
F r o m the outbreak of the Manchurian war, it was
plain that political affiliation would throw on France
.theburden of "equipping Russia, and on England that
of.equipping Japan. The prospect was viewed with
great uneasiness; for Russian bonds, in a sum total
estimated between $1,400,ooo,ooo and $1,7oo,ooo,ooo,
were already in the hands of French investors,1
who might be-frightened into panicky liquidation,
and a “very prevalent belief existed that Japan’s
I NewYark'EvemfngPost, Feb. 27, 1904, FinancialSection,

P'f'ii' l" . . .. " ' , - .. '
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economic resources were not strong enough to endure
the prodigious strain ahead of them.1 On Europe’s
stock exchanges, a collapse at once occurred in the
general investment market, especially on the Paris
Bourse and in Russian bonds2; but it was promptly
checked, and such was the confidence of the French
rentier, that Russia raised in the Paris market, during
1904 and 1905, the great part of its $500,ooo,ooo loans
of the period, and in 1906 easily raised $400,ooo,ooo
more to settle the post-bellum expenses.
Japan, applying first to its treaty ally, Great Britain,

now tried a highly interesting experiment‐it asked
the co-operation of American bankers and investors.
Russia had made, some years before, a similar tenta‑
tive application, and had failed. The American
public showed no interest; no banker could be enlisted
in an “underwriting”; and although one Russian bond
issue was “listed” on the New York Stock Exchange,
and a. silver vase presented by the Czar to that in‑
stitution as acknowledgment of the favor, not one of
the bonds was ever dealt in. Japan now made, in
May, 1904, its initial offer of $50,000,000 bonds,allotted
equally to England and the United States. The terms
were inviting; Japan pledged its customs revenue to se‑
cure the bonds,offered themat 93} cents on the dollar,
and fixed an interest rate of 6 per cent. The loan was
' Interview with Sergius Witte, Russian Finance Minister,

November, 1904.
2 Paris correspondence, New York EveningPost, March 5,

1904, Financial Section, p. 1; Paris correspondence, London
Economist, Feb. 27, 1904, p. 353.

2!
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moderately over-subscribed. In November, Japan
again applied to the London and New York markets '
for a loan of $60,000,000. It bore the same interest
and security as the loan of May, but sold at 88. Be‑
tween that time and Japan’s next application to the
markets, events in Manchuria moved swiftly. On
January.2, 1905, the Russians surrendered PortArthur;
in March, after continuous fighting of a week or more,
the main Russian army met disastrous defeat at Muk‑
den; in the same month, Japan asked for $150,000,ooo
more from the English and American money markets.
With the prestige of victory on their side, and with
the bonds of 1904 selling on the market 10 per cent.
above their issue price, the Japanese financiers fixed
an interest rate of only 4} per cent., pledged only the
Government’s tobacco monopoly against the loan, and
asked thepriceof 873,or nearly asmuchaswas brought
by the second 6 per cent. loan of 1904. Yet such was
the enthusiasm of capitalists, that the American half
of the loan was applied for six times over. 1 First and
last, Japan expended, in conducting the EasternWar,
the sumof 1,982,190,oooyen, or, roughly,$991,000,000,2
making the rate of outlay, of the two contestants in
the Eastern conflict, in the year and a half of
war, more than $3,000,000 daily. Something less
than half of Japan’s war expenditure, and a similar
partof Russia’s,were defrayed through in creased home
taxation and domestic loans. But taking the two

I NewYork Financial Chronicle, Apri l 1, 1905, p. 1 2 0 2 .
7Financial and Economic Annual of Japan, 1906,_p. xz.
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belligerents together, it is safe to say that the Eastern
War brought a requisition on the neutral markets, dur‑
ing 1904 and 1905, of not much less than one billion
dollars.
Now money thus expended is pure waste; it does not

return to the channels of industry, and it diminishes
the world’s reserve of capital. Yet this prodigious
drain did not in the least restrict demands for capital
in finance and industry; on the contrary, it seemed
to stimulate them. Although 1904 had been the year
of heavy Japanese loans in London, requisitions on
that market’s capital, through new security issues, ran
in 1905 $220,ooo,ooo above the preceding year, reach‑
ing a height never exceeded save in the twelvemonth
before the “Baring panic year."2 Exchange of
checks at the London Bankers’ Clearing-house, in
1905, rose 16 per cent. above the highest previous
yearly total, and 30 per cent. above so active a year
as 1899.2 All this reflected immense activity at the
central money market of the world. In the United
States, bank clearings in 1905 rose 27 per cent. over
1904 and greatly exceeded all previous records; yet
those of 1906 were 11 per cent. larger still.3 On the
European continent, Germany’s issue of new securities
in 1905 was 70 per cent. larger than in 1904; the esti‑
mated total, $77o,ooo,ooo, comparing with $615,000,‑
0 0 0 in 1898, itself the maximum of that decade’s

1London Economist, Dec. 3 0 , 1905, p. 2 1 1 0 .
2Ibid., Dec. 30 , 1905, p. 9128; Jan. 6, 1900 , p. 16.
1New York Financial Chronicle, Jan. 1 2 , 1907, p. 74.
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eXcited “boom” and the previous high record in the
country’s history.1 That it was not alone financial
activity, moreover, which was pulling at the market’s
purse-strings, may be shown by the fact that iron
production, a fair measure of industrial conditions,
increased in England from 8,500,000 tons in 1904 to
9,500,000 in 1905 and 10,000,000 in 1906‐8, 30 per
cent. increase over 1901,‐inGermany from 10,000,000
tons in 1904 to 12,200,000 in 1906, and in the United
States from 16,400,000 tons in 1904 to 25,300,000 in
1906; the figures of the last-named year being in all
three instances unprecedented.2 “Everything is in
motion,” wrote a trained observer regarding 1906;
“railways, steamers, factories, harbors, docks; it
is evident that so gigantic a development of trade and
industry could not fail to have a marked influence upon
the position of the international money market.”3
That influence would have been less formidable,

even with the engulfing of’capital in the Eastern War
loans, had not speculation, with its enhancement of
values and its peremptory demand on bank resources,
thrown its weight into the scale. Let it again be ob‑
served that, unlike our “boom” of 1901, the industrial
expansion of 1905 and 1906, and the Speculation which
1Frankfurter Zeitung estimates; see London Economist,

Berlin correspondence, Jan. 13, 1906,p. 53, andJan. 11 , 1902 ,
P- 49‑
2Annual Reports", American I ron and Steel Association,

for 1905, pp . 85 and 88; for 1906, pp. 51, 84, and 85.
3C. Rozenraad, Address to the London Institute of

Bankers, March 6, 1907.
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accompanied it, were limited only by the bounds of
the civilized world. In October, 1905, when the
Imperial Bank of Germany put up its discount rate
successively to 5, to 5‘}, and to 6 per cent‐the last‑
named figure being the highest ever reached, except
in time of actual financial panic,‐the authorities of
the bank declared publicly that the volume of un ‑
covered note circulation, a pure emergency device, was
the largest in the history of the institution, and that
the high discount rate was expressly designed to apply
a curb to the German speculative mania.1 In Egypt,
land and stock speculation reached, between 1905 and '
1907, a pitch of excitement which, later on, a responsi‑
ble financier described as meaning that the “people
were apparently mad; I do not know what other word
to use; they seemed to think that every company that
came out was worth double its value before it had
even started business.”2 In Japan, the declaration
of peace in August, 1905, was followed by what was
described in a subsequent government review as a
“fever of enterprise,” in which “prices of securities
rosehigher and higher,” with “a similar riseof prices in
general,” and of which high "banking authority re‑

1Report by Dr. Koch, President of the Reichsbank, Oct.
3, 1905; London Economist's Berlin correspondence, Oct.
7 and Nov. r r , rgos.
1Chairman’s address to shareholders' meeting, Bank of

Egypt, March 6, 1908. See also report of Sir Vincent Cor‑
bett, financial adviser to the Khedive, London Economist,
Dec. 30 , 1905, p. 2108.
‘Financial and Economic Annual of Japan, 1907, p. 5.
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marked that, by 1906, “men of judgment had already
begun to look askance at this state of affairs.”1 From
South America, it was reported of 1905, by an observer
on the spot, that in Chili, “the only apparent factor
that restricts operations in all directions is the scarcity
of labor; wages and salaries have risen greatly and
continue to rise, as all employers are on the lookout
for workers. As money became more plentiful, the
price of provisions rose and money became more
expensive.” 2
Here, then, were markets in four continents plunging

simultaneously into speculation, at the very moment
when trade demands were at a maximum, and when
the Manchurian war had drawn in such prodigious
sums on the world’s capital reserves. The process
was imitated in the surrounding states. It was not to
be supposed that, with its appetite whetted by remem
brance of 1901, and With its own interior commerce,
foreign trade,-rai1way revenue, grain harvests, metal
and mineral production, iron and textile manufacture,
at top notch in its history,3 the United States, in yet
another'continent, would fail to follow suit. Of the
American speculation in commodities and land I have
already spoken; but the spectacular interest of the
period attached to the Stock Exchange. During the

1Annual Report Bank of Japan for 1907.
7Report of British Consul at Valparaiso; see London

Economist, Dec. r 4 , 1907, p. ar7r.
SU. S. Statistical Abstract for 1906, pp. 657, 676, 677, 678,

680, 685.
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autumn of 1905 this speculation reached a singular
position. It was not, like the American stock specu‑
lation’of 1901, conducted on the basis of publicpartici‑
pation; the real outside investor now had employment
for his own capital in the increasing demands of his
private business. But to his absence the speculative
leaders, who comprised large groups of immensely
wealthy capitalists, bank ofiicers, and railway direc‑
tors, were seemingly indifferent.1 Their bank aflili‑
ations enabled them to pursue their course unchecked;
their use of credit was practically unrestrained; there
seemed no bounds to the audacity of their ventures.“
Railways with share capital running into the tens of
millions were practically cornered on the Stock Ex‑
change; one of them, a company with $70,000,000
outstanding stock, was put up 20 per cent. in price
within a fortnight, and without a particle of news to
lfi'ect its value legitimately. The same thing happened
in a dozen other properties.
These exploits were carried out in the face of rapidly

falling bank reserves and rapidly rising money rates.
Even at the height of the speculative craze of 1901,
mercantile discounts at New York had ranged around
5 per cent.; in the autumn of 1905, the full legal rate
was charged, plus a “broker’s commission,” which
brought the actual rate ashigh as7 per c e n t ‐ a very
abnormal figure, showing that general trade was feeling

' New York correspondence, London Economist, Nov. 18,
Nov. 25, Dec. 9, Dec. m, 1905.
3London Economist, Nov. 18, 1905, p. r834.
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the strain.‘ But the Stock Exchange speculation did
not halt; in various stocks controlled by powerful
groups of capitalists, advances of 10 to ac per cent.
occurred, with- enormous trading. When the New
York banks reported a steadily weakening position,
recourse was had to Europe. Money was raised in
London on the collateral of these speculative holdings,
and great blocks of American stock shipped from New
York to the English market.” “Finance bills” re‑
appeared‐a device which had first become familiar
in 1901 and 1902, and which meant the raising of
capital abroad, sometimes in tens of millions of dollars,
not on the basis of automatic extinction of the debt
by grain and cotton exports, but through outright
borrowingon the paper of powerful New York banking
houses.3 Such, however, was the persistence of de‑
mands on home bank resources, that even this ex‑
pedient failed to relieve the pressure, and meantime
money rates were advancing in Europe also. On
November 11 , 1905, and again on December 9th,
reserves of the New York Associated Banks fell below
the 25 per cent. ratio to deposits stipulated by the

1New York Financial Chronicle, Dec. 9, 1905, p. 1632.
9London correspondence, N. Y. Evening Post, Dec. 9,

1905, FinancialSection,p. 3.
3E. H. Holden, chairman London City & Midland Bank,

interview in New York Herald, Sept. 2 0 , 1906; interview in
London Standard; reprinted in New York EveningPost, Nov.
17, 1906, Financial Section, p. 3. See Ib1'd.. July 2 2 , 1905,
Financial Section, p. 6; Oct. 27. 1906, London Outlook,
quoted in EveningPost, Sept. 15, 1906.
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National Bank Act. Rates for demand loans onWall
Street went to 25 per cent. in November, and still the
Stock Exchange speculation for the rise continued.
On December 28th, the rate reached 125 per cent.
Addressing a gathering of practical New York business
men, a few days afterward, and referring to that money
rate, an eminent financier declared:
“ I f the currency conditions of, this country are not

changed materially, I predict that you will have such
a panic in this country aswill make all previous panics
look like child’s play.” 1
Just how far this prophecy was destined to be ful‑

filled, weare presently to see. But in the light of what
we have now reviewed, it may reasonably be asked,
whether the laying of responsibility on the currency
touched the source of evil. A very different inter‑
pretation of the same events was made by an eminent
European economist, who wrote, at the culmination
of this strain on the money market of the world:
“ The growing industrial states, particularly the new coun‑

tries, are at this moment demanding more capital than the
whole world has accumulated recently, or is accumulating
to‐day. . . . The civilized world, so far as it can be
reckoned up , provides $2,4oo,ooo,ooo in available capital
annually for investment in securities; it is asked in 1906 to
provide $3,250,ooo,ooo; there was a demand; in America at
any rate, for even more than its par t of the above estimate
to be provided during 1907. But the world has not got i t ;
therefore it cannot provide i t . Add to this the effect of
catastrophes such as the San Francisco and Valparaiso
lSpeech of Jacob H. Schiff to New York Chamber of

Commerce, January 4, 1906.
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earthquakes, which cost something like $200,ooo,ooo, and you
wil l have a perfectly clear explanation of the existing crisis,
the rise in the interest rate and the fall of investment securi‑
ties. The t ru th is, nations, quite aswell asindividuals, have
reached the point where they mixst l imit their undertakings
to the possibilities of the case; that wil l be done, if not will‑
ingly, then by force of events"!

| Paul Leroy-Beaulieu: “ L a Crise est-elle en Vue?"
EconomisteFrangais, Jan. 5, 1907; " LesMarchésFinanciers,”
Ibid., June 22 , 1907; “ L ‘ Insufiisance des Capitaux," Ibid.,
Aug. 31 , 1907.



CHAPTER XIV

SOCIAL AND POLITICAL RESULTS

HE events which I have narrated in the two pre~
ceding chapters were of a character to influence

profoundly social and political conditions, and no
review of the period would be at all adequate which
did not make careful account of developments in such
directions. The advance in commodity prices; the
growth of industrial combinations, on a scale of mag‑
nitude beyond the imagination of the previous decade;
the sensational speculation in securities and com‑
modities; the overshadowing power acquired, through
their bank and c0mpany affiliations, by a handful
of immensely wealthy capitalists‐these were the
typical phenomena of the day. They were dominant
influences on financial markets; but they also touched
closely the every‐day life and habits of the ordinary
citizen. Socially, they had two distinct and opposite
effects. The first was extravagance of living‐more
spectacular in the case of men, like the independent
steel-producers of 1901, whom the “deals” of the great
trade combinations had suddenly made millionaires

. 33I
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many times over, but noticeable also in the community
at large. Belief in impregnable prosperity was general,
and with that belief came not only lavish private ex‑
penditure, but appetite for speculation. Newspapers
of 1905 were full of advertisements of mining, oil,
and miscellaneous ventures‐many of them fraudulent
on their face. The known losses incurred in one
group of enterprises of the sort seemed to impose no
check on the public’s response to the next invitation;
people were apparently determined to speculate, and
even in the villages, the talk of “tips” and “sure‑
things” was of constant recurrence in every-day con‑
versation. Announcements of bureaus which, at the.
subscription price of $5 to $10 per month, would pro‑
vide “advance tips” onstockswhichwere bound to rise,
filled columns of advertising space. One notoriOUs
expert in the businesswas accustomed to buy up a full
page in the daily papers, using it to entice the thrifty
middle classes into his speculations. The objective
point in nearly all such schemes was reached: the
public, East and West, threw its money into them,
and the result, as in the closely parallel conditions of
1872 and 1856 and 1836, was to create among great
bodies of our people a false point of view and de‑
moralizing business standards.
But step by step with the progress of this tendency,

another and a very difierent kind of public sentiment
was growing. Rise in the cost of living bore'heavily'
on all classes of society whose incomes remained fixed
or were not advanced in proportion to the higher prices.
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On people in this position‐and their number in‑
creased with greatrapidity during 1905 and 1906‐‑
.visibleevidence that a few great capitalists were getting
control of the sources of production and transportation
could not fail to make impression. It may be that the
public mind exaggerated the facts. When nearly all
the cheapmagazines,and a good part of the daily news‑
papers, were treating the sensational aspects of the
situation, it would» have been~strange had no mis‑
apprehensions been created. But actual events were
of a nature to disturb even experienced men of affairs.
That prices of commodities might, in certain cases,
becontrolled and manipulatedby the great trade com‑
binations, in the interests of the men behind them,
had been shown by the Amalgamated Copper Com‑
pany, and the steel, sugar, oil, and lead trades were
equally in the grasp of powerful trusts. Independent
railway companies were fast disappearing into the
hands of four great systems‐commonly known as the
Vanderbilt, Pennsylvania, Hill, and Harriman groups
‐ a n d the Northern Securities merger suggested what
might happen even to these four systems.
This, it is true, was not a new tendency of the day,

and had long been discussed as a factor in the growth
of industrial efficiency. It was declared, even by
many eminent economic scholars, that the day of
unrestrained competition was past, and that it was
best that it should be. Similar industrial tendencies,
so far as regards great combinations, were visible in
England and Germany as well as in this country.
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But in America the manner in which the Captains
of Industry acquired and exercised their powers
put a different face on things. The SteelCorporation,
in the face of remonstrance from its shareholders
and almost unanimous protest from outside critics,
undertook,‘to turn $2oo,ooo,ooo of its stock into mort‑
gage bonds, employed an enormously expensive syndi‑
cate for the purpose, and was eventually stopped only
by revolt of some of its own directors} A $52,000,000
company, controlling all the street car lines of New
York City, was leased to a small suburban trolley
company with four milesof track, andshareholderswho,
at the ratifying meeting, demanded investigation of
, the plan before approving it, were calmly told by the
chairman to “ vote for it first anddiscuss it afterwards.”2
It was very much discussed a few years later, when the
whole enterprise went into bankruptcy with evidence
of “inside” trickery, mismanagement, and plunder.
The question was no longer merely that of the size

of combinations, but of the purposes of the controlling
interests. Mr. J. P. Morgan frankly and publicly
avowed his belief in creating corporations with capital
stock so large that existing managements could not be
unseated.3 Mr. Harriman, who had won repute not
only as a skilful railway manager but as a daring
speculator, was authorized by the UnionPacific board,
1Forum, January, 1904, pp. 367-371.
2See report of meeting in New York Evening Post, March

20 , 1902.
3Testimony in Peter Power vs. Northern Securities Co.;

‘New York, March 26, 1902.
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of which he was chairman, to “borrow such sums of
money asmay berequired for the uses of this company,
and to execute in the name and on behalf of this com‑
pany a note or notes for the amount so borrowed.”1
What use he proposed to make of this autocratic power
was shown by his purchase on the Union Pacific’s
credit, during seven months following June, 1906, of
$131,97o,ooo stocks of other railways, some of them
on the other side of the continent from his own.2 Had
Harriman achieved his purpose of capturing the North‑
ern Pacific in 1901, his success, combined with his
previous acquisitions, the Interstate Commerce Com
mission declared, “would have subjected to a common
will and policy nearly one-half of the territory of the
United States‐a comparatively undeveloped, rapidly
growing, and extremely rich territory, into which must
necessarily extend the population and business of the
Eastern States.” Even as regarded the rest of the
United States, Harriman defiantly testified, in a public
hearing, that if the law would let him alone, he would
“spread not only over the Pacific coast, but spread
over the Atlantic.” “I would,” he declared of his
policy of buying up one group of railroads on the credit
of another, “go on as long as I live.”3 When the
Northern Securities holding company, formed to own
a majority interest in the Northern Pacific and Great

1Commissioner Lane; 12 Interstate Commerce Commission
Reports, No. 943, p. 2.

3Ibid., p. 2 0 .
1 Ibid., p. 5.
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Northern railways, came before the court,~ and its
counsel was setting forth the good influence of
the merger, he was asked from the United States
Supreme Bench if the same machinery might not be
employed to buy up all the railways of the United
States, and place control of the whole of them in the
hands of three or four individuals. He answered that
such use of it would be highly improbable, but that
it might be so employed.1
It was not alone, however, the possibilities arising

from such power on which public interest was con‑
verged by the movement of events, but the manner
of acquiring the power. On this question, what was
deemed at the time an accident poured a sudden flood
of light. It had long been suspected, by the general
public, that the great promoters were somehow em‑
ploying in their projects the funds of life-insurance
companies. How convenient such recourse should
have been, was manifest from the fact that three New
York institutions of this class, at the end of 1904,
reported investments in stocks and bonds footing up
$765,900,ooo.2 In February, 1905, a. quarrel broke
out between the President and Vice-president of the
Equitable Life, a joint‐stock institution with $413,‑
000,000 total resources but a share capital of only
$100,000, of which $51,000 was owned by one James

1Justice BreWer, concurring opinion Northern Securities
us. United States; U. S. Supreme Court, March 1 4 , 1904.
2Reports of Equitable Life, New York Life, and Mutual

Life, to New York Insurance Department.
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H. Hyde, a young man of twenty-seven, son of the
founder of the company. This stock carried only 7
per cent. dividends; but the majority holding gave
to its owner unusual power for overruling policies of
the president and trustees. 1 The president of the
Equitable sent to his fellow-directors, over his signature
and that of other active officers, 3.flat declaration that
the re-election of Mr. Hyde as vice-president “would
bemost prejudicial to the welfare and progress of the
society and the conservation of the trust funds.”2 At
the ensuing annual meeting of the Equitable trustees,
this protest was again submitted, anda petition to turn
the society from a joint-stock into a mutual company
was added.3 The course of the personal dispute need
not concern us further; in the event, M r. Hyde and
Mr. Alexander both retired from the company. The
real significance of the episode was that it compelled
investigation and publicity regarding the use of the
Equitable’s funds.
First, the trustees appointed a committee of their

own; this committee, three months later, submitted a
report which threw the directors’ meeting into dis‑
order, and led to a searching inquiry by the New
York Legislature. The Frick committee found that
oflicers of the Equitable had used the company’s
funds as subscriptions to “underwritings” organized
I Report of Frick Committee to EquitableTrustees,May3r,

1905, pp . 16‐17.
=Statement of President James W. Alexander, Feb. 2,

I O .
93517er Report, p. 4.
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by themselves, thereby violating the insurance lawl;
that one of them had without authority carried in
his own name large blocks of securities owned by
the company2; that the Equitable, which was de‑
barred by law from speculative undertakings in Wall
Street, had bought control of three trust companies
with broader powers,3 and had kept on deposit with
those companies the greater part of its own cash sur‑
plus4; that in 1903, with $36,000,000 thus deposited,
it had been unable to use for its own legitimate invest-.
ments any part of the money thus deposited, undoubt‑
edly because the deposit had been tied up, through
these other banking institutions, in illegitimate financial
VenturesS; and that its president, with that huge sum
in bank and with standard investment securities at a
most inviting price, had written to a fellow‐officer that
“we would be buying a good many of such things
were it not that we are soflstrapped for money by en‑
gagements already made.”6
When a committee of trustees had exposed such per‑

formances with the trust funds of the people, it was
plain that the State would have to take a hand. The
New York Legislature promptly named a committee of
investigation. Under the leadership of its counsel,
l Frick Report, pp. 18, 19, 2 0 . Statement of J. H. Hyde,

April rs, 1905.
2Ibid., p. 2 2 .
3Ibid., p. 25.
¢Ibid., p. 30.
‘ I b i d“ p p 3 ° 31.32 '
6Letter of James W. Alexander, Aug. 1 3 , 1903; Ffick

Report, p. 32. ,
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Charles E. Hughes, it began, on September 6, 1905,
a searching examination. This committee sat until
the close of 1905, and the secrets of the “life insurance
connections” of high finance were laid bare. The
committee found relatively little of the sale of se‑
curities to companies by their own trustees, as exposed
by the Frick committee, but very much use of the
companies’ funds to participate in syndicates in which
trustees were personally interested1. Employment of
life insurance funds, through subsidiary companies,
for investment in undertakings forbidden to the life
concerns themselves‐including the United States
Steel and “Shipping Trust” promotions‐was found to
have prevailed on an extensive scale, and occasionally
with misleading entries on the booksz; legislators,
political committees, and even newspapers had been
subsidized in enormous sums.3 Along with this, ex‑
orbitant salaries and nepotism had prevailed,4 but
dividends to policy-holders had not only decreased
actually, but had fallen far below official and published
estimates.5 The climax of this extraordinary testi‑
mony was capped by the president of one of the largest
companies, who, when confronted with the above
conditions, declared on the stand that the promoters
of his company had acted “from a pure spirit of phi‑
! Armstrong Committee’s Report to New York Legislature,

Feb. 2 2 , 1906, pp. 35, 36, 140 , r 4 1 , r42.
21b1'd., pp. 68-8x, 1 : 1 , 112 , 136.
3117121“ pp. 17-26, 50‐64, 108-110.
i find , pp. 12 ‐45, x07.
5Ibid., p. 40.
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lanthropy and benevolence,” establishing “ amissionary
enterprise, so to speak”; but that it “wasn’t the
object to declare a dividend to a man,” in order that
a policy-holder, having paid his annual premium,
should “then at the end of the year get seven dollars
and go home and spend it for cigars.” 1
This investigation, publicly conducted during four

successive months, and reported in every newspaper,
hadan influence onpublic sentiment whichwas difiicult
to measure. Much has been said and written, since,
in deprecation of the campaign of sensational ex‑
posure, insinuation, and investigation, regarding
“graft” in high finance, which at once became the ’
popular newspaper and magazine topic of the day.
The White House itself publicly disapproved the
“muck‐raking” tendencies of the day.2 But the,
muck-raking was not a popular demonstration without
a cause, and we have seen what the causes were. Both
causes and consequence were among the social phe‑
nomena which gave the period its character, and
both had an important hand in subsequent events.
The insurance scandal itself ended, as was inevitable,
in a thorough reform law for life insurance in New
York State, whereby not only were the practices thus
exposed prevented for the future, but the life companies
were prohibited from owning other institutions,and the
unlimited increase of capital resources in a single

6

l Testimony of R. A. McCurdy; Armstrong Report, ii., pp.
1840. 184r.
’ President Roosevelt, speech of April 1 4 , 1906.
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corporation’s hands stopped by providing that no
company should thereafter accept more premiums
when its total outstanding policies had reached $150,‑
000,000. Yet the fact that, after all this series of
exposures, a notorious promoter should have bought
Mr. Hyde ’s controlling interest in the Equitable for
$2,500,000, and should have then engaged in an angry
quarrelwith another speculatingcapitalist,asto whether
one of them, or both, should own it, did not throw an
agreeable light even on the conclusion of the episode.
M r. Ryan did indeed place the Equitablestock in the
hands of trustees of high reputation. But Mr. Harri‑
man’s prOposition‐“I will take half your stock; I
don’t knowwhat it cost and I don’t care”‐even though
rejected, left the public more than ever convinced
of the determination of such capitalists to control our
fiduciary institutions.‘
We have seen in what frame of mind the American

public regarded these various episodes in high finance.
It was a mixture of misgiving, exasperation, and help‑
lessness; for belief was general, in such periods of
industrial consolidation as 1899 and 1901, that the
interests behind the movement were as strongly in‑
trenched in politics as in finance. What the outcome
would have been in our political history, had the
conditions which people then described as the “existing
order of things” continued to prevail at Washington:
is a question full of interest. We possess no means
1Testimony of Thomas F. Ryan and E. H. Harriman;

Armstrong Report, pp. 4562 and 5144.
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of judging confidently how far President McKinley’s
policies, after his second inauguration in 1901,might
have been shaped or altered by the new industrial
problems which came suddenly into view that year.
All we can say is, that his traditions and temperament
were not such as to have invoked a collision,between
the Executive and the corporations. The question
was never tested; it was only five months after his
second term began that he was shot by an anarchist
at Buffalo, where he died on September 14, 1901.
‘Mr. Roosevelt, who then succeeded him, had been

nominated for Vice-President against his ownwish and
therefore without pledges or commitments. His long
record in public l i fe‐as legislator at Albany, Civil Ser‑
vice Commissioner at Washington, PoliceCommissioner
at New York City, Assistant Secretary of the Navy,
Colonel in the Spanish War, and Governor of New
York State-had presentedhim to the people asaman
of abounding energy, of vehement ideas on a great
variety of subjects, of party regularity but independent
leanings, and with a liking for both social and political
innovation. Knowledge of these qualities caused some
financial perturbation when he rose to the Presidency
on McKinley’s death. In his speech on taking the
oath of office, however, Mr. Roosevelt declared his
purpose “ to continue absolutely unbroken the policy
of President McKinley for the peace, prosperity, and
honor of our belovedcountry,” and heat once requested
all of.McKinley’s cabinet ministers to retainoffice dur‑
ing the full term for which they had been selected. In
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his first message to Congress, two months later, he
declared the “startling increase . . . in the number of
very large individual, and especially of very large cor‑
porate, fortunes" to be due “ to natural causes in
the business world”‐a process which “has aroused
much "antagonism, a great part of which is wholly
without warrant.” He advised “caution in dealing
with corporations,” because “ t o strike with ignorant
violence at the interests of one set of men almost
inevitably endangers the interests of all,” and because
“the mechanism of modern business is so delicate that
extreme care must be taken not to interfere with it in
a spirit of rashness or ignorance.“
All this was reassuring to those capitalists whose

plans had apparently been disconcerted by McKinley’s
death. They paid less attention, therefore, to the
new President’s further declarations that “there are
realand grave evils, one of the chief being overcapital‑
ization”; that “combination and concentration should
be,notprohibited,but supervised andwithin reasonable
limits controlled,” and that “corporations engaged
in interstate commerce should be regulated if they
are found to exercise a' license working to the public
injury.”2 It was out of these three declarations,
however, that what are now knownasthe policies of the
Roosevelt Administration grew.
These policies soon placed theGovernment in direct

and formidable antagonism with the ambitious designs
of capitalists which we have already had occasion to
' Annual Message, Dec. 3, xgot ; ' Ibid.
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review. The case, in my opinion, was such that any
and all available measures for protection of the public
welfare would have been invoked by any government
resolved on challenging the pretensions of the great
promoters of the day. The instrument selected as the
most serviceable on the statutes was the so-called
“Sherman Anti-Trust Law” of 1890, and, since that
law was largely made the basis of the Government’s
subsequent moves against over-ambitious corporations,
under the Roosevelt régime, the law itself requires some
careful examination.
The Anti-Trust Law was introduced by Senator

John Sherman on March 21, 1890. It was drawn up
in response to the very strong public feeling excited
by the movementof that day, to which I haveheretofore
referred, for combination of manufacturing enter‑
prises in this country into single powerful corporations.
From the debates on the bill, it is evident that the
legislators had in mind primarily such industrial under‑
takings, and not combinations of the railways.1 This
was not strange, in view of the novelty of the phenome‑
non of industrial trusts, of the pledge of political con‑
vention platforms to restrain the powers of such
amalgamations, and of the fact that railway combina‑
tions were not an incident of the period. With the
railways of 1890, indeed, the problem was rather to
make both ends meet in the finances of any given
company, than to reach out for acquisition of com‑
! Senate speeches, John Sherman, W. B. Allisori, George

G. Vest, March 2 x , r890.
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petitors.l But on the other hand, the legislation of
1890 unquestionably did not exclude the railways‐a.
point of much importance in its bearing on subsequent
discussion. As originally proposed, the Act of 1890
declared illegal “a l l arrangements, contracts, agree‑
ments, trusts, or combinations . . . to prevent full
and free competition,” not only in the sale of articles
of production and manufacture, but in their trans‑
portation.2 As finally amended and enacted, the
law made the very broad declaration that “every con‑
tract, combination in form of trust or otherwise, or
conspiracy, in restraint of trade or commerce among
the several states or with foreign nations, is hereby
declared to be illegal,” and it declared it to betheduty
of the federal attorney-general and the several district
attorneys “ to institute proceedings in equity to pre‑
vent and restrain such violations.” "
It was alleged, in the controversy during and after

1902, in the courts and in the press, that since Congress
manifestly had the industrial trusts in mind in framing
its legislation, the law of 1890 did not fairly apply to
railways. But the United States Supreme Court, in
upholding in 1897 a suit against the so-called Trans‑
Missouri Freight Association, whereby the railways of
that section undertook to prescribe uniform rates,
declared that “we see nothing either in contempo‑

l j ' ay Gould, interview in New York Tribune, March 13,
1889. '
2Congressional Record, March a t , 1890, p. 2455.
-‘Act of July 2, x890.
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raneous history, or, in the legal situation at the time
of the passage of the statute, in its legislative history,
or in any general difference in the nature or kind of
these trading and manufacturing companies from the
railroad companies, which would lead us to the con‑
clusion that it cannot be supposed the legislature . . .
intended to include railroads within the purview of the
Act.”1 Out of five leading cases decided against the
companies by the Supreme Court under the Law of
1890, up to 1902, two were directly concerned with
railway agreements or combinations, and a third re‑
sulted in the declaration that the law covered “inter‑
course for all the purposes of trade, in any and all its
forms, including the transportation, purchase, sale,
and exchange of commodities between citizens of differ‑
ent states.” 2 .
It was clear, then, that, in the opinion of the highest

court, the Anti-Trust Law applied, not alone to in‑
dustrial but to railway combinations. We have seen
to what extent, under the auspices of the ambitious
railway promoters of 1901 and 1906, this consolida‑
tion movement had gone forward, and to what results
it seemed to point. In large measure, the subsequent
moves of the Roosevelt Administration’s law de‑
partment were concerned with the industrial trusts
or combinations; but it was not illogical that in 1902,
its first challenge should have been directed against
1Justice Peckham, majority opinion, March 2 2 , 1897.
1U. S. Supreme Court, majority opinion Northern Se‑

curities vs. the United States, Marchu. 1904." .
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these railwayprojects. The notewas sounded in Febru‑
ary, 1902, when the Attorney-General, Mr.P. C. Knox,
entered suit for the Government against the Northern
Securities Company. This concern was an outgrowth

’ of the famous “Northern Pacific corner” of May 9,
1901,when the disastrous contest betweenthe Harriman
and Morgan interests, for ownership of the Northern
Pacific Railway, was compromised by deposit of their
stock and that of the parallel Great Northern Railway
Company in the hands of a holding corporation. This
corporation had a stock of $4oo,ooo,ooo, which it
exchanged for shares in the two railways; its directors
were selected from the rival boards.
Mr. Knox attacked the merger as “a virtual con‑

solidation of two competing transcontinental lines,”
whereby not only would “monopoly of the interstate
and foreign commerce, formerly carried on by "them
as competitors, be created,” but whereby, through
use of the same machinery, “the entire railway systems
of the country may be absorbed, merged, and con‑
solidated.”l A year after its introduction, on April
9, 1903, the Circuit Court before which the suit was
brought decided for the Government, the essential part
of its decision being the dictum that the merger “de‑
stroyed every motive for competition between the two
roads engaged in interstate traffic, which were nat‑
ural competitors for business.”2 Appealing thence

,P e t i t i o n of U. S. Government vs. Northern Securities
Company et al., in Circuit Court for District of Minnesota,
March re , 1902. ‘
3Opinionof Judge Thayer, no FederalReports, 721, 725.
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to the Federal Supreme Court, the company’s counsel
fought on the theory that the merger was no restraint
of trade because the Northern Securities had com‑
mitted no overt act in such direction, and because
the combination had primarily been formed to protect
and develop trade.1 The court, in its decision of
March 14, 1904, found that, “necessarily, the con‑
stituent companies ceased, under such a combination,
to be in active competition for trade and commerce,”
and that, independently of overt acts, “the mere ex‑
istence of such a combination, and the power acquired
by the holding company, . .' . constitute a menace to,
and a restraint upon, that freedom of commerce which
Congress intended to recognize and protect.” 2
In a.bench of nine, four justices ruled on this ground

against the appeal and four in favor of it. The ninth
member, Justice Brewer, dissented from the larger
application of the above-cited principles, on the ground
that “the broad and sweeping language of the opinion
of the court might tend to unsettle legitimate business
enterprises, stifle or retard wholesome business ac‑
tivities,” and he rejected the application of the Anti‑
Trust Law to “minor contracts in partial restraint
of trade,” already recognized by common law. But
he held the Northern Securities device to be one which
“might be extended until a single corporation whose
stock was owned by three or four parties would be
in practical control . . . of the whole transportation
' Argument of John G. Johnson, Dec. 14 , r903.
1Opinion of Mr. Justice Harlan.
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system of the country,” and on that ground concurred
in dismissing the appeal. The order of the lower
court, that the Northern Securities Company be
dissolved, was therefore reaffirmed. In due course,
though not until after another legal fight over methods
of redistributing its holdings to owners of Northern
Securities shares, the company surrendered its North‑
ern Pacific and Great Northern stock, and practically
went out of existence.
It was a victory of high importance, and a check,

whose completeness was not fully recognized at first,
to the efi'ort of consolidated capital to seat itself in
complete and impregnable control of industry. Much
was made, by critics of the Administration’s attitude,
of the fact that redistribution of the holdings left the
Morgan and Harriman interests still in possession of
their part of the disputed shares. But this argument
overlooked the facts that the stocks were now again
very largely on the open market, and that the most
promisingmachineryever contrived for complete event‑
ual monopoly had been shattered. In my judgment,
the overthrow of the Northern Securities combination
was the most positive achievement of the Roosevelt
Administration in the field of corporation finance.
It was something more even than protection of the citi‑
zen from the aggression of capital suggested by Justice
Brewer; the interest of investors, of the financial mar‑
kets themselves, would have been placed in the most
serious jeopardy had that merger been upheld. For
the promoters of the Northern Securities were travel‑
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ling on a path of capital inflationwhich logically had
no end except in eventual exhaustion of credit and
general bankruptcy.
' The Northern Securities victory by no means ended
the activities} of the Government prosecutors against
corporations, though nosubsequent achievement was of
equal importance. To a large extent, the later moves
of the Roosevelt Administration had to do with secret
discriminations in railway rates. In some of these
suits the gravity of the abuse was not soclear, and in
others the outcome much less gratifying, than in the
Northern Securities case. The Standard Oil prose‑
cution, announcedby the President in a specialmessage
of May 4, 1906,ended in such away aslargely to defeat
the Government’s own purposes. The exploits of the
Standard Oil Company, in the matter of secret con‑
cessions from the railways, had been exposed sensa‑
tionally in the popular magazines, and the Government
won a jury verdict, in August, 1907, wholly against the
company. The Elkins Law, on which the suit was
based, provided that “every person or corporation
who shall ofier, grant,give or solicit, accept or receive”
from a railway any “rebates, concession, or discrimina‑
tion,” should on conviction be punished for each
offence by a fine of not less than $1000 or more than
$20,000.” ,
Judge Kandis, sitting in the Federal District Court

of Indiana, had to pass on the question how many
separate ofifences were to be subject to such fine. The
railway rebates had been granted during the period
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from September, 1903, to March, 1905, inclusive;
counsel for the company asked, first, that the whole
series beadjudged one infractionof the law, or, second,
that the Violations be fixed at three in number, be‑
cause the rate was determined once a year, or, third,
that the number hedeclared asthirty-six, because that
number of bills were rendered. The court rejected all
three suggestions; declared on August 3, 1907, that each
of the 1,462 loaded cars forwarded at the discriminating
rate was a separate offence; imposed for each the maxi‑
mum fine of $20,000, and thereby arrived at the some‑
what extraordinary penalty of $29,240,000. This fine,
imposed as it was, not on the $98,000,000 “Standard
Oil Trust,” but on the immediate offender, the
$1,000,000subsidiaryStandardOilCompanyof Indiana,
went, even in the popular judgment of the day, beyond
the bounds‘of reason; it was commonly expected that
’ the higher courts would set it aside, and, as a matter
of fact, the Illinois Circuit Court, in July, 1908, found
that a fine thus computed “had no basis in any inten‑
tion or fixed rule discoverable in the statute,"-and
Was many times confiscatory. The Court to whom
the case was remanded for retrial directed, in March,
1909, a verdict of acquittal for lack of proper
evidence. .,
~In this matter, despite an overwhelming and not
unfounded dislike-to the methods of the Standard Oil
Company, public sympathy was with the c0rporation.
On the railway rate legislation, passed by Congress
in response to the President’s urgent messages, popular;
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approval and disapproval were more evenly balanced
than in the two great suits above referred to. There
had been abundant provocation in the past relations
of numerous important railwaysx with favored com‑
munities and favored corporations; the demand for
regulation was urgent, in the West especially; and the
Hepburn Act, passed by the House in February, 1906,
by a vote of 346 to 7, and by the Senate in June, on a
vote of 71 to 3, authorized the Inter-State Commerce

/ Commission, on complaint, “ to determineandprescribe
what will be the just and reasonable rateor rates . . . to
be thereafter observed in such case as the maximum
to be charged.” It further declared that for each vio‑
lation of the laws by a railway’s officer or agent a fine
of $5000 should be imposed, and that “every distinct
violation shall be a separate offence, and in case of a
continuing violation, each day shall bedeemed a sepa‑
rate ot’fence.” This law is an important landmark,
because the railway interests have ever since ascribed
to it, and to the sweeping powers conferred on the
inter-state tribunal, the financial disorder of the ensu‑
ing yeari It became, in 1908 and 1909, the common‑
place of every annual railway report to ascribe the
panic of 1907, and the reduced railway traffic which
ensued, to the Hepburn Law of 1906.
The law was und0ubtedly regarded with much mis‑

giving by the railways; it was dissected and opposed,
on grounds of constitutionality, of the rights of prop‑
erty, andof the dangerous public policy invokedthrough
committing such powers to a.board of commissioners,
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by some of the ablest Congressional lawyers.‘ Yet
it is not easy to doubt, conditions being what we have
seen them to be in the great corporations of the coun‑
try, that the good results of the Government’s policy,
taken as a whole, very far outweighed the incidental
evils. In the caseparticularlyof the greatcombinations,
the dangers and abuses which existed were most
formidable; it maybequestionedwhether a.cautiousand
deliberate policy of restriction would have stopped
them. Much was achieved for the general welfare
by the mere assurance that the Government’s hand
would be laid instantly and heavily on the conspicuous
offenders, and the people at large, who understood the
gravity of the situation better than Wall Street under‑
stood it, had reason for their overwhelming support
of Mr. Roosevelt’s general plan of action.
As for the theory that the Rate Law caused financial

disaster and collapse of credit, that theory may be
readily tested by reviewing the actual response of the
markets to the legislation. The Hepburn Act became
law in July, 1906. Its enactment, on the theory sup‑
posed, should have been preceded and followed by
immediate withdrawal of foreign capital from our
railway industries, and by Wholesale liquidationof such
investments by American investors. What followed,
on the contrary, was such excess of confidence in our
investments, on the part of European money-lenders,
that almost all traditional restraint was abandoned
1Senate speeches: J. B. Fbraker, Feb. 28. x906; P. C.

Knox, Mar. 28; J. C. Spooner, Apr. 27.
as
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in the advancing of money to the great railway opera‑
tors who were dominating Wall Street. The facilities
thus providedwere used to the full. Insteadof realizing
on the investments which they declared to be jeopar‑
dized through Mr. Roosevelt’s activities, certain rail‑
way managers, who were as active in Wall Street
speculation as they were in transportation matters,
started a speculation for the rise during August, 1906,
in shares of the very railways affected by the law,which
reached such proportions as to alarm the whole con‑
servative community. That is to say, the administra~
tive and legislative action which is presumed to have
been a cause of financial trouble was, in the immedi‑
ate sequel, followed by enthusiastic confidence, by
increased credit facilities, and by unbridled specula‑
tion for the rise. It remains to inquire what was the
real cause for this singular response, and to see how
the extraordinary financial situation which had arisen
throughout the world was now to end.



CHAPTER XV

T H E PANIC OF 1907

E have seen what warnings were finding utter‑
ance during 1906, both in the comments of

experienced critics and in the action of the money
markets, as to a possible approaching crisis. The
powerful capitalists who were conducting the Ameri‑
can speculation of the day paid no heed to them.’
Nor, apparently, did financial Europe, where it was
stated on the highest banking authority, in the
middle of 1906, that the United States, if it wished,
“can borrow from Europe to a practically unlimited
extent this season.”1 This promise was made good.
Serious estimates of the use of outside capital, in con‑
nection with Wall Street’s undertakings of the season,
name sums which bewilder the imagination. Credit
for upwards of $500,ooo,ooo was asserted in conser‑
vative quarters to have been obtained from Europe,2

' Berlin correspondence New York Evening Post,July 2 1 ,
1906, Financial Section, p. 1.

1Alexander Gilbert, Presidentof NewYork ClearingHouse,
speech to New York State Bankers' Association, Jan. 2 7 ,
1907. London correspondence New York Evening Post,Oct.
27, 1906, Financial Section, p. 1.
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and a private investigation by the New York Clearing
HouseAssociation showed that not less than $300,000,‑
0 0 0 in loans had been placed at New York by our own
interior banks.1 A
It can hardly be supposed that all of this huge sum

was devoted to Stock Exchange speculation pure and
simple; but the speculators none the less relied on
it to protect them against the handicap of the rapidly
dwindling surplus reserves of New York banks. Their
position was fortified in another way. The Union
Pacific Railway, having received its share of Northern
Pacific and Great Northern stocks in the Northern
Securities liquidation, had sold a good part of them
in the market. As a consequence, the company held,
on June 30, 1906, in cash andmoney loanedon call, the
sumof $55,968,000, asagainst $7,345,000 twelvemonths
before.2 It embarked this mass of capital in purchase
of railway shares such asNew York Central, Atchison,
Topeka & Santa F6, and Baltimore & Ohio,‐all
of them active centres of speculation, some of them
apparently procured from holdings of “inside” finan‑
ciers, others from the open market.3 Not content with
this, the UnionPacific management borrowed$75,000,‑
0 0 0 more on its notes and used the proceedssimilarly.
In all, $131,970,000 was thus thrown into railway
stocks by the Union Pacific, under the auspices of Mr.

1Gilbert speech.
2Annual Report for 1906, Union PacificRailroadCompany.
1Report of Commissioner Lane, Int . Com. Rep. No. 943,

PP- 17. 19, 2 ° ‑
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Harriman, its chairman, between June 30, 1906, and
February 28, 1907.1
In August, 1906, the UnionPacific’sannual dividend

was suddenly and unexpectedly increased from 6 to IO
per cent., and a speculation of excessive violence en‑
sued on the Stock Exchange. It was believed to be
conducted under the personal leadership of the com‑
pany’s controlling interests. Union Pacific stock rose
35 points within a fortnight; numerous other stocks 10
points or thereabouts; and then, as they ought to have
expected, the speculators heard from the money mar‑
ket. Such, indeed, was the strain now imposed on
bank resources that, before the month was over, not
only Wall Street demand loans, but merchants’ dis‑
counts, commanded the highest rate reached during
August, outside of actual panic, in more than thirty
years. With the opening of September, the NewYork
banks reported a deficit in reserves. The United
States Treasury was urgently appealed to for relief,
and Secretary Shaw responded by depositing Govern‑
ment surplus funds in banks which promised to use
them for importing gold. The very large credits
raised abroad by Wall Street bankers made this opera‑
tion feasible; in September, no less than $36,000,000
gold was engaged in Europe for New York.
This was apparently a turn in events for which

Europe had not looked, but which those European
bankers, who, in the glamour of seemingly invincible
I Report of Commissioner Lane, I nt. Com.Rep.No. 943, p.

2 0 . Annual Report for ,1907,UnionPacific RailroadCompany.
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speculative success, had equipped the great manipu‑
lators of American values, had themselves invited. Its
first result was the crumbling away of the Bank of
England’s reserve, which fell, at October’s opening,
to very much the lowest level reached at that date
since 1893, its ratio to deposits being only 35} per
cent.‐-‐an abnormally weak position for the autumn
season. On October 11th the bank rate rose from
4 to 5 per cent., and on the 19th, at a special meeting .
of the governors, from 5 to 6‐ the last-named rate
having been reached only twice since 1873, in the
London panic of 1890 and the Boer War panic of
1899.1 Lombard Street’s own position was openly
declared to be the worst since 1890.2 In London, it was
an open secret that the Bank had warned the London
joint-stock institutions to call a halt in their granting
of wholesale credits to New York, and had threatened
a 7 per cent. bank rate if the warning was not heeded.3'
Fortunately for London, it was heeded, and one main‑
stay of the American speculation was cut 03. The
rise on the Stock Exchange stopped abruptly; it now
began to look as if the great speculators had got them‑
selves in a trap. For exhaustion of credit resources
1London cable to NewYork EveningPost, Oct. 2 0 , 1906.

Financial Section, p. 1. See article on same page.
2Ibid. See also London Economist, Oct. 2 0 , 1906, pp.

1693 and 1694.
3London cable to New York EveningPost, Nov. 3, 1906.

London Economist, Oct. 20 , 1906, p. 1694; Berlin letter, Oc t ;
13, p. 1668; Commercial Review of 1906, Feb. 16, 1907 ,
p. 6. London correspondence New York Financial Chroni‑
cle, Nov. 17, 1906,p. 1 : 07 ; Nov. 24 , p. 1268.
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now began to make itself felt in other quarters than
the stock market. The railway companies, imbued
with the spirit of the times, had been laying plans of
the most ambitious scope for improvement and ex‑
tension. One of the most eminent of the railway presi‑
dents had publicly declared that, in order to avert
such “commercial paralysis” as, “long continued,
would mean slow commercial death,” they must raise
not less than one thousand million dollars of new
capital per annum during the next five years.1 This
estimate compared with a total borrowing of less than
$soo,ooo,ooo even in such a year as 1901, and with
an average of only $7oo,ooo,ooo in the five ensuing
years.2 But Mr. Hill’s prediction had been scarcely
uttered when the railways suddenly found the money
market shut against their stocks and bonds. Un‑
luckily, most of the companies had already committed
themselves to the costly undertakings, on the basis of
borrowings from the open market" In any case, they
had to meet that indebtedness. This was exactly
what brought the crisis in the panic of 1873, when
Jay Cooke 81Co. and the Northern Pacific Railway
both went down under a mass of floating debt which
could not be extended;4 it was what caused the three
lJames J. Hil l , speech to Merchants' Club of Chicago,

Nov. 1 0 , 1906, New York Financial Chronicle, Nov. 17, 1906,
p. 1198.
1Poor’s Manual of Railroads, 1907, p. xv r.
t-James J. Hi l l , interview in New York Tribune, June 14 ,

1907.
‘ New York FinancialChronicle, Sept. 2 0 , 1873,p. 382.
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largest railway failures of 1893.1 As their floating
debt of 1906 approached maturity, the railways made
vigorous efforts to avert the impending crisis from
themselves, and the efforts were successful, but only
through the placing of notes with one to three years
to run, at interest rates which ranged from 5 to 7 per
cent., plus a heavy bankers’ commission. During the
first half of 1907, no less than $299,ooo,ooo was raised
on this insecure and temporary basis.2 Meanwhile,
in March, 1907, and again in August, there occurred
on the Stock Exchange sales so enormous, and at such
sacrifice of values, as to convince the experienced Wall
Street man, despite official denials, that forced liquida‑
tion by the largest financiers was under way.3

We have learned, in another chapter, to what extent
the conditions prevalent in America had prevailed
in other communities. The money-market crisis at the
end of 1906 had brought the reckoning in those markets
also, and in 1907 their structure of inflated credit set
the example of collapse. Egypt went first. In April,
1907, this was the course of events at Alexandria, as
described by a competent observer on the spot:

“ T h e financial crisis threatening Egypt since January
culminated, at the beginning of the present week, in a dead‑
lock f rom which it seemed impossible for the market to ex ‑

! See pp. 188 and 218.
2New York EveningPost,June 29, 1907, FinancialSection,

p .  4 .
3New York Financial Chronicle, March 16, 1907, p. 610;

New York Tribune, March 15, p. 1, March 16,p. 1; NewYork
Evening Post, March 16, 1907, Financial Section, p. 1.
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tricate itself. Pilesof shares W e r e waiting to be sold, though
the market was so satiated with paper that the offer of
threescore shares in any security sent down quotations whole
points. It was equally difficult at one time to buy. It was
Well known that a number of small houses were tottering,
and when the crisis became most acute, one of these firms
suSpended payments."l

A “hoarding panic” followed, which was broken
only by instantaneous shipment of $3,000,000gold from
London.2 “The consequences of the crisis,” said the
Chairman of the Bank of Egypt, at the shareholders’
annual meeting later on, “ were felt not only by theper‑
sons immediately concerned in the speculative business
which had been going on, but by all other undertakings
in Egypt.” In May of 1907, runs of depositors at
the Egyptian capital began, and one of the important
banks was compelled to close its doors. The situation
was epitomized by an important Egyptian financier
in these words: “We have been working beyond our
means, by usingcapital which was not ours . "
At almost exactly the same time, and on the other

side of the world, the Japanese market was similarly
falling into panic. The review of the episode, by the
Governor of the Bank of Japan, thus described what
happened:
“From the secondhalfof the precedingyear (1906)when the

fever of enterprise rosehigh andwhen various causes contrib‑

! LondonEconomist, Apri l 27, 1907, p. 720.
1Ibid., July 6, 1907, p. 1138.
' Annual meeting, London, March 6, 1908.
‘ Statement of Harari Pasha, July 4, 1907.
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uted to aggravate i t , men of judgment had already begun to
look askance at this state of affairs. Bu t as there were no
means to check the trend of public feeling, it continued. To
our deep regret, nevertheless, in May and June some banks
We r e compelled to suspend payment because, the root of
their trouble being deep-seated, no means of getting efficient
succor were available."1

On October 17, 1907, there occurred in Hamburg
what a correspondent of the London Economist de‑
scribed as “the biggest financial disaster that had
overtaken the city since 1857.”2 A few weeks later
the same correspondent continued the story:
“ Since the first severe shock to credit was experienced here

some weeks ago, in the downfall of Messrs. Haller, Soehle &
Company, it was ful ly expected that many other firms would
feel the strain of 8 per cent. and to per cent. moneyalmost
to breaking point, and, indeed, suspensions of important
commercial and industrial firms have since then multiplied,
both here and in other parts of Germany."-‘

These three foreign panics occurred, it will be no‑
ticed, in Europe, inAsia, and in Africa,‐-a fairly world‑
wide distribution. It was left for the next, a very
serious panic, to occur in yet another continent. Early
in Octobex'J/1907, a panic of the first magnitude broke
out in Chili. Beginning some months before the
actual crisis, Chilian exchange on London had fallen
from 13§ pence per peso, which itself was far out of
line with parity, to 12in the early days of October and
I Annual report for 1907, Bank of Japan, Tokio, Feb. 15,

1908.
1Hamburg correspondence, London Economist, Oct. 26,

t907 , p . 1814.
l Ibid., Nov. 30, p. 2083.
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to 85 before the year was over.1 This amounted prac‑
tically to depreciation of the currency. It was followed
by a run on the Chilian banks and by complete dis‑
order" in business circles at Santiago and Valparaiso,
by the failure of the large Mobiliario Bank of the first
of these cities, and by a banking crisis which was re‑
ported to have inspired aneffort at relief by the Chilian
Government, through issue of short-dated Treasury
bonds to the threatened institutions. Holland and
Denmark similarly, before the year was over, passed
through a formidable convulsion of their credit mar‑
kets,’ with numerous banking failures. But the turn
of New York came next. I»
It had for many years been a cardinal doctrine, in

' American banking circles, that a panic like those of
1893 and 1873 would never again be witnessed in this
country. The ground for this belief lay in the phe~
nomenal increase of our economic strength, the “co‑
ordination of American industry” since 1899, the es‑
tablishment of the gold standard of currency, and, more
particularly, the great and concentrated resourcesof our
banks.2 We have possibly discovered, in our narra‑
tive, the weak point of this argument; the strain im‑
posed on credit had as greatly exceeded precedent as
did the strength of the organism subjected to it.
But therewere other reasonsWhy the idea of an Ameri‑
can commercial crisis in 1907 hadnot beenentertained.
i London Economist, Dec. 14, 1907, p. 2:71.
2 “Commercial Panics,Pastand Future, " Atlantic Monthly,

October, 1906; “ A Year after the Panic of 1907," Quarterly
Journal of Economics, February, 1909.
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One was the fact that predictions of the sort, in 1901
and 1903, had failed so signally of fulfilment. An‑
other was prevalent belief in the “twenty-year cycle”
between two great panics.1 Such an interval had
separated 1837 from 1857, and 1873 from 1893,and the
theory would haVe fixed the next great panic, not for
1907, but for 1913. This last consideration will
probably enough become a topic of future economic
discussion. Perhaps it will be concluded that the
extravagance of the demands on credit after 1904,
in America especially, was so much greater than in
any former epoch asto shorten the period of immunity.
Perhaps more weight than heretofore will be allowed
to the fact that the cycles of prosperity which ended
respectively in 1857 and 1893, and which had lived out
the full two decades, were marked by prolonged inter‑
national peace, whereas the sixteen years between
1857 and 1873 contained the American Civil War
and the Franco-”Prussian conflict, and the fourteen‑
year interval prior to 1907 had covered, as we have
seen, three other wars involving prodigious waste of
capital.2
Even if not prepared, however, for another panic of

the sort, the community found itself, as 1907 drew on,
in a thickening amosphere of apprehension. In June,
an $8,000,000 iron-manufacturing house went down
at New York City; in midsummer, two NewYork City
1Burton, Financial Crises, p. 24.
2“The Cycle of Prosperity," Century Magazine, February

1908.
1
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loans, offered for public subscription, failed to find
a market‘; in the early autumn, the $52,000,000 New
York street railway combination went into receivers’
hands, followed, a few weeks later, by the $34,000,000
Westinghouse Electric Company; early in October,
the storm broke with the utmost suddenness and vio‑
lence on the New York banks.
One of the characteristic incidents of the era of

speculatiou, watched by conservative financiers with
much uneasiness, had been what was called “chain
banking.” In New York City, half a dozen banking
institutions of the second rank had been bought up by
a speculating financier. He had used his stock in one
institution as collateral on which to borrow money;
the proceeds he had used to buy stock in another bank,
repeating the process with each new acquisition. Con‑
trolling his “chain of banks” on such a tenure, he had
utilized the whole of them to promote his personal
speculations.2 This had been going on during half
a dozen years. On Wednesday, October 16, 1907,
one of these institutions, the Mercantile National of
New York City, a bank with $11,500,000 deposits,
applied to the other banks of the Clearing House for
help.
While the Clearing House committee was investi‑

gating the Mercantile’s condition, financial uneasiness

lNew York Financial Chronicle, June 29, 1907, p. 1514 ;
A ug 17. p 371‑
2Testimony in trial of Charles W. Morse, U. S. Circuit

Court, New York, Oct. 21 and 22, 1908.
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began to spread to the community at large. On
Thursday, the committee announced that the crippled
bank would be helped through, and an interval of
relief occurred. Other events, however, which oc‑
curredat the sametime,and the demand of the Clearing
House banks that, as a condition for their assistance,
all the directors of the Mercantile should resign, dis‑
closed the fact that the bank’s predicament had
occurred throughmisuse of its capital, by its president,
in copper share speculation. During the two or three
ensuing days, bankers were very generally employed
in overhauling accounts of other institutions with which
they had engagements. Late Monday afternoon,
October zrst, the National Bank of Commerce sud‑
denly announced that it would no longer accept for
collection checks of the Knickerbocker Trust Company.
With the next day’s opening, a run began on that
institution, a concern with 17,000 depositors and total
deposit liabilities of $35,000,000. By noon the Knick‑
erbocker had closed its doors; next day, nearly every
trust company in the city was besieged by a line of
panic-stricken depositors.
Nothing like this had been seen in New York City

since 1873; even in 1884_and 1893, the NewYork bank
runs were confined to one or two crippled institutions.
The extraordinary phenomena which followed the
Knickerbocker failure cannot be understood except
by a glance at the nature and history of the institu‑
tions on which the panic of 1907 now converged. In
New York State, both the original acts chartering
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companies of this nature, and the general trust company
law of 1887 and 1893, had in view merely banking
organizations which should perform the duties of ex‑
ecutor, administrator, or trustee. In these statute's
there was therefore no provision looking either to per‑
formance of a general banking business or to accept‑
ance of demand deposits from the general public.1
No cash reserve was required, as in the case of banks,
to be maintained against deposits. Not only was no
cash reserve required, but the companies were em‑
powered to invest their deposit funds in real estate,
to buy and sell stocks, to lendmoney onrealty‐powers
which, as a result of long experience, were either de‑
nied outright to deposit banks by law, or were most
scrupulously restricted.2
It was not until the great financial revival after 1896

that the companies began to invade, on an extensive
scale, the field of deposit banking. They found their
authority in a section of the Trust Company Act, prob‑
ably not intended for this application, but which pro‑
vided for their acceptance of “any and all such trusts
and powers, of whatever nature and description, as
may be conferred upon or intrusted or committed to
it by any person or persons.” The language,broadly
interpreted, covered acceptance and solicitation of de‑
mand deposits, and on the basis of such interpreta‑
1Banking Law of New York State, Article IV. , Section

(56. Kilbum’s “New York's State Banking Institutions."
“The Trust Companies," Political Science Quarterly, June,
xgor.
7PoliticalScience Quarterly, June, rgo r, p. z57.
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tion the greater number of the trust companies engaged,
without the restraints imposed by law and experience
on deposit banks, in general deposit banking.
What opportunities and what temptations opened be‑

fore these institutions, in a period such as I have re‑
viewed in the last threechapters, iseasy to imagine. We
have already seen how certain life insurance managers
utilized the trust companies for illegitimate financiering;
some of them were involved in the worst phases of the
promoters’ schemes of 1901 and 1902; the old and
conservative institutions of the class dropped into the
background as their younger competitors exploited the
field of general deposits. Between 1899 and the end
of 1906, their number increased in New York State
from sixty-two to eighty-six. Offering interest on
demand deposits which banks, with their 15or 25 per
cent. reserve requirement, could not afi'ord to pay,
they ran up the aggregate of such demand deposits
from $198,000,000 in 1898 to $834,000,ooo in 1906; in
addition to which sum, they held in the last-named
year $115,000,000 more, due to other banking insti‑
tutions. In 1901,” the actual cash holdings of the New
York companies footed up only 14} per cent. of all de‑
posits, or 23 per cent. of all except such aswere classi‑
fied as “trust deposits,” and the ratio was not greatly
changed up to 190621
Now it is true that the companies supplemented

this meagre cash reserve by keeping large credits with
1Annual Reports, New York Banking Superintendent on

savings Banks, Trust Companies, etc.‑
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the banks. But these so-called “reserves on deposit”
were not cash at all; in the banks’ hands, they became
liabilities; protected, like other city bank deposits,
only by 25per cent. reserve in cash. It was an inverted
pyramid, and an uneasy feeling spread among con‑
servative bankers, long before 1907, as to what might
result from so ill-guarded a credit system. For the
purpose of redeeming checks deposited or drawn in
connection with this new branch of their business,
trust companies were accustomed to use indirectly the
regular bank clearing‐house; that is to say, although
they were not members, they “cleared" or exchanged
their checks through banks which were. As early as
1902, the Clearing-House authorities expressed the
purpose of requiring trust companies which enjoyed
such facilities to keep larger cash reserves; on February
11 , 1903, a rulewas formally adopted by the clearing‑
housestipulatingminimumcash reservesof IOpercent.‘
.A controversy of muchwarmth broke out. During

the discussion, such contemptuous terms were used, in
public statements, as “the foolish fetich of a cash re‑
serve.” Banks were accused of trying to cripple
trade competitors who had got ahead of them; in the
end, nearly all the trust companies broke off their
clearing -house connections, merely maintaining their
balances in bank. Let it be observed that this action
not only left the companies with the same inadequate

lNew York Financial Chronicle, Feb. 1 4 , 1903, p. 358.
Speech of J. Edward Simmons to Clearing-house Associa‑
tion, Feb. 11 , 1903.

24
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cash reserve, but made it necessary to redeem across
the counter all such checks as might be drawn upon
them, and to send messengers to collect, across the
counter of other institutions, all such checks asshould
be received upon deposit. This was reversion to
methods and practices of a primitive banking e r a ‑
methods to escape which clearing-houses were in‑
rented, a hundred years ago. It was adoptéd by a
body of institutions with a larger number of depositors
and a larger aggregate sum in deposits payable on
demand than all the New York banks possessed in
1873, and with a very considerable part of their client‑
age drawn from the ranks of savings bank depositors
by payment of interest on deposits, and subject, as
savings bank depositors notoriously are, to sudden
fright. We are now to see how all these conditions
operatedin a great financial storm.
The Knickerbocker closed its doors on October

22d; that night, certain other trust companies sought
aid from the banks to safeguard them‘ against a run.
Knowledge of this conference, reported next morning
in the daily papers, brought the run at once; and long
before business opened on October 23d, lines of de‑
positors had formed outside the doors of other com‑
panies. The Knickerbocker had catered especially
to the so-called “up-town clientage” of the shopping
and residence district; its main competitor in this line
of business had been the LincolnTrust Company, with
something like' 8000 depositors and demand depos‑
its of $16,600,000. On Broadway and Wall Street,
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the Trust Company of America had accumulated
$42,000,000 demand deposits from 12,000 separate de‑
positors.1 Against these demand liabilities the Lin‑
coln had been keeping $1,100,000 in its cash reserve
and the America $3,200,000.2 On these two institu‑
tions, there now converged such a.run aswas probably
never witnessed in the history of banking. , It must
be remembered that banks and other trust companies, ‘
to whom the beleaguered institutions were indebted,
or with whom checks on the Lincoln or America were
deposited, had no other way of collecting than by
stationing messengers in the line of frightened de‑
positors; this was the punishment for the events of
1903. Recognizing the gravity of the crisis, the Secre‑
tary of the Treasury, Mr. Cortelyou, came on at once
from Washington, and arranged to deposit $35,000,000
of the Government surplus with the national banks,
by whom it was hurriedly advanced to the trust com‑
panies against their liquid assets.3 This great sum
was almost instantly ingulfed in the withdrawals by
depositors; the Trust Company of America alone had
to pay out $34,000,000 to depositors.4 The runs con‑
tinued fourteen successive days, depositors holding

1Statements of Aug. 2 2 , 1907; New York Banking Super‑
intendent’s Report on Savings Banks, Trust Companies, etc.,
p. 672.
7Ibid., p. 667.

, ’ Secretary Cortelyou, report in response to U. S. Senate
resolution of inquiry, Jan. 29 , 1908.

4Statement of Oakleigh Thorne, president Trust Company
of America, Nov. 6, 1907. _
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their places in line by night to get a chance to withdraw
their funds next day. Ten million dollars cash pro‑
vided by other institutions went with the rest; the run
was not stopped until, on November 6th, the older trust
companies had organized in committee to assume
responsibility for the two hard-pressed institutions.
In the meantime, during the panic week itself, six
banks in Greater New York and three trust companies
other than the Knickerbocker‐mostly small institu‑
tions, but with deposits aggregating $57,ooo,ooo‐closed
their doors, and a general run upon the savings banks
caused application of the “sixty-day notice rule” for
withdrawal of deposits.1

On Thursday, October 24th, panic swept over the
Stock Exchange. The bank position being then in its
most critical phase, restriction of credit occurred on
a scale which, if continued, would probably have re‑
duced the Stock Exchange community to general in‑
solvency.2 This day of suspense‐an unvarying
incident of formidable credit panics‐brought the rate
for Stock Exchange demand loans up to 125 per cent;
before the day was over, however, persona] intervention
of the president of the Stock Exchange and of Mr.
J. P. Morgan with the banks caused release of $25,000,‑
0 0 0 which, in accordance with sound rule, was loaned
out at high rates, but in such manner as to meet press‑
ing exigencies. This averted the formidable aspect

I Annual Report on Banks, New York State Banking De‑
partment, Dec. 3 1 , 1907.

1New York Evening Post, Oct. 26, 1907, Financial Section,
p .  1 .
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of the crisis which, in 1873, madenecessary the closing
of the Stock Exchange and which in 1907 forced the
government of several Western States to decree a series
of special holidays. The crisis of the banks, however,
had only begun, and it followed the linesmade familiar
by all former crises. The New York City national
banks alone held in 1907 no less than $470,ooo,ooo de‑
positsdue toother institutions 1; considerablymore than
double what had been thus held in 1893.2 Banks of
interior cities, most of which had three fifths of their
15 per cent. reserve thus deposited in other hands,
took natural alarm at the panic news, remembered
1893, and called for return of part of these deposits.
What followed, merely repeated history‐a history,
however, which the country had been assured could
never be repeated. The New York banks, on Satur‑
day, October 26th, determined to take out clearing‑
house loan certificates. The intent of this expedient,
never adopted since the panic of 1893, was to help out
hard-pressed banks through loan of the cash re,‑
sources of their neighbors; but its result, in 1907
as in 1893, was to bring about general suspension
of cash payments in the clearing-house. Before the
panic of 1907 was over, the New York banks had
$88,420,000 of such loan certificates in use, as against
a maximum of $38,280,000 in the panic of 1893, and
the loan certificates remained in use during twenty‑

! Reports to U. S. Comptroller of the Currency, Aug. 22 ,
1907.
5See pp. 189 and 190.

\
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two weeks, as against only nineteen weeks’ duration
in the earlier panic.l Two days after New York had
set the example, practically every clearing-house in the
country took similar actiOn‐a wholly unprecedented
event, which resulted in issue, throughout the whole
United States, of $238,000,000 of such certificates, as
against $69,000,000 during 1893.2 Notwithstanding
this recourse, reserves of the New York banks,which
had stood at a surplus of $11,182,000 in the week
before the panic, fell to a deficit of $54,103,000 on
November 3d, very much the largest shortage of the
kind in our banking history, the maximum deficit of
1893 having been $16,545,000
This formidable shrinkage was occasioned by an

actual loss of $51,000,000 cash in the five intervening
weeks, and the position thus created brought suddenly
into view two other phenomena of 1893.3 Hoarding of
cash by individuals set in; it was estimated in-high
quarters that, in the country as a whole, no less a sum
than $296,000,000 actually disappeared from sight.‘
This hoarding partly caused, and was partly caused
by, the policy of banks in limiting the amount of cash
which they would payout to depositors, and one im‑
mediate result of such restriction being the issue of
emergency currency by the banks of cities like Pitts.‑
1Reportsof Clearing-house LoanCommittees,Apr. 7, 1908,

and Oct.31, 1893.
3A. P. Andrew “Substitutes for Ca shm the Panicof 1907,"

Quarterly journal of Economics, August, 1908.
1 See pp. 194, 195, 196.
‘ Secretary Cortelyou, report to U. S.Senate, Jan. 29, 1908.
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burgh and Chicago, where manufacturers’ pay-rolls
created urgent need for great sums of currency.1 The
amount of such makeshift money has been estimated
at upwards of $96,000,000.2 The next result of the
bank restriction was a premium on currency, paid in
checks on such institutions, which rose to 4 per cent.
and which continued for two months, as against only
one month’s duration in the panic of 1893;3 As in
1893, so in 1907, this premium caused a. stampede to
draw on Europe’s gold supply. Gold was engaged at
London,‘ in November, at the abnormal exchange
rate of $4.91 for the pound sterling,4 and $90,000,000
gold came from Europe in the next two months. As
wehave seen, Europe was in no pesition to regard com‑
placently such a raid on its gold reserve. London
alone lost $73,400,000 gold to New York in November
and DecemberS; the Bank of England’s gold reserve
fell $31,000,000 in the two weeks after the New York
panic, and on November 7th the bank rate, for the
first time since 1873, was put up to 7 per cent.6 In
the dismay and bewilderment of the hour, intimations
were made, in conservative quarters, of an 8 per cent.
rate, or even 9, if the gold outflow to New York con‑

1Pittsburgh correspondence New York journal of Com‑
merce, Nov. 1 4 , 1907; Pittsburgh correspondence New York
Evening Post, Nov. 16, Financial Section, p. 3.

3 A. P. Andrew.
1See p. 195.
‘ New York Financial Chronicle, Nov. 9, 1907, p. 1:75.
5 Bri t ish Board of Trade reports.
‘ London Economist, Nov. 9, 1907, p. 1901.
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tinued, and high banking authorities in London gave
out word that the time had come for some arbitrary
intervention by the United States Government to
guarantee the banks.1 That recourse was not neces‑
sary. As usually happens on occasions of the sort,
markets were passing out of'the stage of actual crisis
at the moment when despair seemed to have gained
full sway in the financial community. The excited
clamor for help through issue of Government fiat money
was echoed, on this occasion, even in the recommenda‑
tions from Lombard Street, and was followed by a
futile expedient of the Treasury, whereby $50,000,000
Government bonds and $roo,ooo,ooo one-year Govern‑
ment notes were offered to the banks with a view to
providingabasisof newcirculation.2 Only$24,998,040
of the bonds and $15,436,500 of the notes were taken.3
It soon appeared that the recourse was superfluous,
and that the operation complicated rather than relieved
the financial strain, anda few weeks after the announce‑
ment of the loans, they were suddenly withdrawn from
the market by the Government. With the arrival of
the first few large consignments of gold from Europe,
the acute stage of the panic ended.

There were left the larger after-effects, of which the
panic itself was only a premonitory symptom, and
which came only gradually into sight, along with asser‑
tions that they would not come at all, on this occasion

i LondonEconomist, Nov. 9, 1907. p. 1902.
1Secretary Cortelyou, response to Senate inquiry.
’ Ibid.
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ason others of the kind. The panic of 1907was unlike
the panic of 1893, which followed a period of uncer‑
tainty and misgiving, leading to acquiescence, on the
part of the community at large, in the certainty of
prolonged reaction and depression. It resembled far
more intimately the panic of 1873, which came, like
the traditional “bolt from the blue,” on a situation
presenting so brilliant an aspect of assured prosperity
that the people‐most of all the great capitalists whose
schemes had come to earth‐refused for many months
to admit that one chapter in finance and industry had
ended and that another and diflerent one was opening.
The visible sequel to the panic of 1907 was necessarily
recognized. That commerciallfailures in the United
States should not only have increased, in the panic
months of November and December, 30 per cent. in
number as compared with 1906 and 125 per cent. in
liabilities, but that the first nine months of 1908 should
have shown increaseof 55per cent. over 1907 in number
and 1 2 0 per cent. in liabilities, was a matterof record. ‘
So was the shrinkage in the iron trade, in December,
1907, to 36 per cent. of normal,2 and the 50 per cent.
reduction in iron production during the first half of
19083; the decrease, for the full year 1908, of $290,‑
000,000, or 11gL per cent., in traflic receiptsof American

| Bradstreet'sfigures.
i Statement of President Corey of the U. S. Steel Corpora‑

tion, Feb. 7, 1908.
f American I ron and Steel Association, semi-annual re ‑

port.
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railways‘; the shrinkage of nearly 17per cent. in checks
drawn on American banks“; the reduction in March,
1908, of 25 per cent. in output, 10 per cent. in wages,
and 25 to so per cent. in prices in the textile trade, and
the great increase in number of unemployed.
But a full year had elapsed before the financial

markets, and the trades dominated by great combina‑
tions of capital, were willing to recognize the changed
conditions. Recovery from the acute stage of de‑
pression in general industry, ason the Stock Exchange,
was misinterpreted as meaning immediate restoration
of the old order of things‐a tendency which found its
complete expression in that extraordinary novelty of
the after-panic year, known at the “Sunshine move‑
ment” and embodied in the “Prosperity League,” the
basis of whose organized action was to persuade the
community that, if they believed themselves to be
prosperous, they would be prosperous, and whose
methods were illustrated by the fixing, by resolution,
of an arbitrary date as “Re-employment Day.” Dur‑
ing this same year 1908,an equally remarkable position
was assumed in the steel trade, where the billion‑
dollar United States Steel Corporation was dominant.
The head of the company, declaring that “the mere
fact that the demand is greater than the supply does not
justify an increase in price, nor does the fact that the
demand is less than the supply furnish an argument
for lowering the price,” announced that the price of
1New York Financial Chronicle, Feb. 13, 1909, p. 411.
1Ibid., Nov. 7, 1908, p. 1199.
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steel, a basic material of industry, would not be re‑
duced in response to the impaired demand, and that
although consumption of steel was barely fifty per
cent. of what it was in 1907, prices of 1907 would be
maintained.1 Throughout 1908 they were maintained,
except for a trifling and inefiectual reduction. On
the Stock Exchange, repeated outbursts of speculation
for the rise occurred, in each of which it was confidently
affirmed that the after‐effects of panic were over, and
that the “boom of 1906” was about to be resumed. In
November, the people gave Mr. Taft a plurality over
Bryan scarcely one-half the Roosevelt plurality of
1904, but except for that, the largest plurality of any
presidential vote, and the first plurality ever polled
for the Administration party in the election following
financial panic. The speculative public rushed again
impetuously into the Stock Exchange; the speculating
capitalists resumed their manipulation of the market;
many stocks rose to a higher price than in either 1907
or 1906.
The end of this singular demonstration came with

the Opening of 1909, when facts were suddenly recog‑
nized, when prices for steel and other commodities
came down, and when the Stock Exchange demon‑
strations ended. With the closing of the year 1908,
this history may properly close; for it marked the ‘end‑
ing of a chapter. What shape the next distinct epi‑
sode of American finance will take, is a question to be
determined by other influences. In the future, as in
1Statement of E. H. Gary; Apr. 9, 1908
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the past, the trend of the country’s financial history
will be fixed by the interplay of its natural resources,
its capacity for production, the industry, inventiveness,
and versatility of its people, and their disposition
towards rash exploitation of such resources and
towards venturesome experiments with capital.
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t ion under Silver-Purchase
Act, 1 0

Cannon, iosephG.,U. S.Con‑
gressman, his opinion on

ongressional methods of
appropriation, 133
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Carli51e, John G., Congress‑

m a n and Secretary of the
Treasury, votes in 1877 for
repeal of Resumption Act,
4 1 ; borrows gold in 1893
from New York banks,
184; suspends issue of gold
certificates, 185; his inter‑
view regarding.l gold re ‑
demption, 186; is attitude
in the emergency, 187;
pays o u t the gold reserve
for regular expenses, 2 0 4 ,
206; his embarrassing posi‑
tion, 207; proposes exche‑
quer bills, 208; expresses
doubt over Treasury's
bond-issue powers, 208;
asks Congress for plainer
authority, 209; decides to
issue bonds, 2 1 0 ; Con‑
firessional attacks on, 2 1 1 ;

is policy wi th the bankers,
2 1 3 ; i ts unfortunate re ‑
sults, 2 1 4 , 215; urges
thorough reform of U. S.
currency, 232

Carnegie, An rew, threatens
aggressive combination in
1900 against n e w steel
trusts, 297; former negotia‑
t ions to sell out, 298; his
price to Mor an, 298;

oughtout by teel Trust,
298

Cattell, A. G., U. S. Senator,
blames McCulloch policy
for hard times of 1866, 15

Cattle, large exports of, in
I879,56Cervera, Admiral, defeated
by American fleet in 1898,
279 '

“Chain banking, " in New
York, i ts part in 1907
panic, 36

Chamber 0 Commerce, New
York, declaration of 1896
on the public credit, 253;

Ihdhx

prediction to, in 1906, of
c o m m anic, 329

Chaplin, enry,memberBrit‑
ish Parliament, opposes

_free r ightof entry to Amer‑
ican grain, 55

Chase, Salmon P. , Secretary
U. S.Treasury, regards the
legal tenders as a tempo‑
rary currency, 8

Chicago, railway strike at,
2 2 0

Chicago, Burlington, and
Quincy Railway, i ts large
earnings in resumption
period, 65; strike on, in
1888, 116; bought up in
1901 by Northern Pacific
and Great Northern com‑
panies, 296; Morgan-Harri‑
m a n contest over, 304

Chicago, Rock Island, and
Pacific Railway,doubles its
stock in 1880, 64; i ts
heavy earnings in resump‑
t ion period, 6

Chili, industrialboomof 1905
in, 326; earthquake losses
of 1906 in, 3 2 9 ; panic of
1907 in, 362; currenc
depreciationand bank fai ‑
ures in, 363

China, i ts import of silver de‑
creases, 78

Civi l War, the, in U. 51, i ts
effect on industrial condi‑
tions, 2

Clearing-house, at New York,
abolishes gold deposits, 46;
admits Sub-Treasury to
membership, 4 7 ; excludes
silver f rom i t sbalances, 76;
denouncedby Congress, 7 7 ;
revokes i ts silver rule, 80;
issues loan certificates in
1884 panic, 1 0 0 ; in 1890,

' 158; i t s use of gold in
balances. between banks,
162; legal tenders displace
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Clearing-house‐Continued
gold in paymentsof, during
1892, 169, 170; itsfunction
in gold export operations,
171, 172 ; issues loancertifi‑
cates in 1893 panic, 192
1194, assists embarrasse
ercantile Bank, 366; re‑

fuses in 1903 to exchange
trust company checks un ‑
less reserves are increased,
369; suspension of cash
ayments at, in 1907, 3 7 3 ;

i s s u e s loan certificates,
373; amount of, outstand‑
1 n g , 3 7 3 , 3 7 4

Clearing-house, at Boston,
abolishes gold deposits, 46

Cleveland, Grover, elected
Governor of NewYork, 9 1 ,
92;electedPresidentof the
United States, 1 0 2 ; his u n ‑
favorable view of Treasury
situation in 1885, 103;
financial operations of 1115
Administration, 1 0 4 , 105,
106, 107 , 11 0 , 1 1 2 ; defeated
by Harrison in 1888, 130;
his popular plurality over
Harrison, 130; his V i e w as
to manner of tariff revis‑
ion, 131 ; renominated in
1892 by Democraticparty,
178; sources of his support,
179; South Carolina Demo‑
crats protest against nom ‑
ination of, 179; re‐elected
President, 181; his large
popular pluralit , 181;
pledges gold re emption
of legal tenders, 186; sum‑
mons Congress in extra
session, 197; repudiates
com romise repeal of Sil-m
ver‐ urchase Act , 19 ';
stops blockade of t r a c
2 2 0 ; denounces Senate
in Railwa Union strike,
Tariff B i l of 1894, 226;

387
refuses to sign i t , 228;
vetoes seignioragebil l , 230 ;
his remark on the “endless
chain, " 232 ; defends the
bond contract of 1895, 236;
his final and successful
currenc operation, 252

Cockrell, .M.,U. S.Senator,
denounces foreign bond‑
investors, 39 ; declares Sil‑
ver-Purchase Act an aban‑
donment of bimetallism,
150

Codman, Charles R., opposes
McKinley on imperialism
issue, 292

Coinage of silver dollars, see
Silver

Collateral t rus t bonds,use of,
in 1901 promoting craze,
296

Colorado, carried by Demo‑
crats in 1882, 9 2 ; i t s Sena‑
tors vote against Silver‑
Purchase Bill, 147 ; i ts
Democratic Convention of
1892 demands free coinage,
179; repudiates national
convention's currency plat‑
form, 179 ; carried in 1892 A
by Populist party, 181

Commercial failures, see Fai l‑
ures in business

Congress of U. S., pled es in
1865 retirement o the
legal tenders, 1 1 ; passes
contraction bill, 11; i t s de‑
bate on contraction, 1 2 ;
revokes contraction power,
15 ; condemns Johnson's
repudiationplan, 17;passes
Public CreditAc t of 1869,
17 ; scandals of, during in‑
flation period, 18; passes
Inflation Act of 1874, 2 0 ;
Republicans lose control
of, 2 0 ; passes Resump‑
tion Act, 2 1 ; undertakes
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Congress of U. S.-‐-Continued
to wreck the resumption
plan, 3 4 ; House votes re ‑
peal of Resum tion Act,
8:5, passes ree-Silver

oinage Bil l of 1878, 35,
8; motives of, in 1878, 37;

i t s attack on foreign bond‑
subscribers, 3 9 ; par ty
chaos in, during 1878, 4 0 ;
its sectional votes, 4 0 ;

asses Silver B i l l ove r
residential veto, 4 1 ; ad‑

journs, 4 2 ; influence of
1878elections on, 4 4 ; votes
for compulsory reissue of le‑
§Ial tenders, 4 9 ; denounces

ew York Clearing-house,
forces revocation7 ;

of Clearing-house rule re- A
garding silver, 77 ; i ts u n ‑
willingness in 1882 to re‑
duce the tariff, 88; adopts
policy of extravagant ex ‑
penditure, 89; increases
pension appropriations, 89;

asses River and Harbor
i l l over veto,9 0 ; i ts policy

rebuked in 1882 elections,
9 1 ; resists the tari ff re ‑
vision movement, 9 2 ;
passes Tar i f f Ac t of 1883,
9 3 ; authorizes issue of
small“ silver certificates,
108; defeats free-coinage
b i l l of 1886, 11 7 ; House
of Re resentatives passes
Mills ariff Bill, 125 ; au ‑
thorizes bond redemptions
at a premium, 125; i ts
vicious methods of ap r o ‑

riation, 13 ; adopts c‑
inley Tarié Act, 134; i t s

estimates of revenue re ‑
duction, 135, 136; i t s Wild
extravagance during 1890,
x36; polit ical s i tuat ion of,
in 1889, 1 4 1 ; tariff changes
opposed in, 141; silver

Index
sentiment in, 1 4 1 ; action
on Silver-Purchase Bill,
147, 148, 1 4 9 ; defeats free‑
coinage substitute, 148;
asserts gold redemption
under the Act, 150; fixes
the hundred-million gold
reserve in 1882, 166, 167;
House divides equally in
1892 on free-coinage bill,
174; Senate passes bill,
174 ; t a r i fireductionbillsof
1892,passedb House,175;
rejected by nate, 175 ;
promises economy, in 1892,
176; increased extrava ‑
gance of, 176; Democrats
obtain control of, 181;
extra sessioln of, in 1893,
19 ; s t r u e over repeal
of7 Silverggurchase Law,
197 ‐199 ; sectional division
in, 198; repeals the law,
1 9 9 ; refuses relief to the
Treasury, 208, 2 1 0 ; at‑
tacks the bond-issue of
1894, 2 1 1 ; apathy of con‑
servatives in, 2 1 2 ; i ts a t t i ‑
tude towards tariff revi‑
sion, 2 2 3 ; motives of the
House, 2 2 5 ; of the Senate,
225 ; action of the t w o
houses 0 11 Wilson Bi l l , 225,
226; delusive hopes of,
from income t a x , 227;
passes seigniorage bil l , 2 3 0 ;
refuses to authorize gold
bond,- 235; outcry of,
against 1895 bond-issue,
236; Republicans regain
control of, 249 ; passes
Gold Standard Act, 254 ;
tari ff legislationof, in 1897,
269; Anti-Trust Bi l lof 1890
in, 3 4 4 ; passes Railway
Rate B i l l of 1906, 351,
3 S 2Connecticut, goes Democratic
in 1877 and Republican in
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Connecticut‐Continued

1878, 4 4 ; Democrats carry,
in 1882, 92

Consolidated Lake Superior
Company, failure of, in
190 , 10

Conso s, ritish, low price of,
in 1894, 213 '

Copper, efi'ort of 1901 to
control market for, 308;
violent rise of 1906 in, 316

Com, large crop of, in 1879,
56; failure of crop in 1894,
2 2 1 ; influence of failure on
syndicate operations, 245;
failure of crop in 1901, 308;
maximum yields of 1905
and 1906, 315

Cornell, Alonzo B., elected
Governor of New York in
1879, 68, 91

“Corners," in wheat, durin
18 9, 60; in wheat an
co ee durin 1887, 1 1 4 ;
in wheat during 1888, 115;
in Wheat durin 1898, 280;
of 1901, in Nor t em Pacific
stock, 306

Cost of living, great rise
in, during 1905 and 1906,
318; hardship caused by,

2Cotton,depressed market for,
after resumption, 1; re ‑
vival of market o r, in
1879, 57; speculation in,
during 1882, 85; over‑

roduction of, in 1882, 87;
arge American consump‑

tion of, in 1889, 1 2 0 ; rise
in price of, during 1895,
2 4 2 ; rise in price of, be‑
tween 18 7 and 1 9 0 0 , 261;
export o , after 1896, 261;
i ts l ow record price in 1895,
262; large yield of, in 1905,
315; high price of, in 1906,
317; effort of planter to fix
price, 317

. 389
1 march of,

break through bond syndi‑
cate’s plans in 1895 gold
market, 248

Cuba, loans to, by American
capital, 2 58

Currency, of the United
States (see also Bank
notes, Gold, Legal tenders,
and Silver), discussions on,
effected by price of grain,
5; condition of, at close of
the Civi l War, 7, 9; con‑
traction lan of 1866, 1 1 ,
1 2 , 15; anger to , opinion
of President Hayes, 7 2 ;
movement of, in 1879, 75,
76; active interior demand
for, in 1880, 81, 82; i n ‑
crease of, while trade de‑
mand decreased, 9 7 ; opera‑
tions in, by the first Cleve‑
land Administration, 105,
106, 107, 108; change in
composition of, after 1885,
1 1 1 , 1 1 2 ; heavily con ‑
tracted in 1888, through
Treasu?’ surplus, 123 , 126;
party eclarations on, in
1888, 138, 139; Secretary
Windom’s views regarding,
145; inflation of, under the
laws of 1890, 151, 154, 155,
159, 162; effect of i ts r e ‑
dundancy, on foreign-ex‑
change market, 162; vol‑
ume of, n o t a necessary
cause for high prices, 165;
party declarations on, in
$92,177, 178. 179: Popu‑
l ists demand that- it be
doubled, 180; hoarding of,
during 1893 panic, 190 ,
1 9 4 ; premium on, in New
York City, 1 9 4 , 195 ; enor‑
mous increase in , during
1893, 2 0 2 ; reaches i ts larg‑
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est volume in 1894, 230;
syndicate operations in ‑
crease supply of, 24g; re ‑
duction of, through 0nd-
issues, 250, 251, 252, 253;
hoarding of, in 1907 panic,
£74; makeshift issues of,

y banks, 374; premium
on, 375 _Customs revenue, r e q u i r e ‑
m e n t of payment in coin
revoked, 4 7 ; large increase
in,after resumption,87 ; n o t
m a t e r i a l ] affected b y Tar‑
ifi Ac t 0 1883, 96; eavy
expansion of, a t e r 1886,
11 3 ; causes for rise in,
114,115 , 1 2 1 , 123 ;decrease
in, under McKinley Act,
134, 135; effect 0 1893
panic on, 205 ; insufficient,
under Act of 1894, 226,
227; efiect of Dingley
Tariff of 1897 on, 269

Daniel, john W., U. S. Sena‑
tor, hlS opinion of Silver‑
Purchase Act, 150

Darling, W. A., U. S. Con‑
gressman, his opinion of
the legal tenders, 13; of

1protective tariff, 13
Deficit of revenue in U. 8.

government finances, be‑
gins in 1891, 138; Congress
of 1892 fails to remedy,
17 ,176; met ou t of the
go d reserve, 2 0 4 ; Sher‑
man’s theory regarding,
2 2 2 ; mistaken views 0,
in Con ess, 2 2 4 ; amount
of, un er Tar i ff Act of
1894, 2 2 7 ; influence of in ‑
come-tax annulment on,
2 2 9 ; effect of Dingley
Tariff of 1897 on, 269

. Democratic party, adopts re ‑
pudiationissue in 1868, 16;

Index
loses the Presidential elec‑
tion, 16; gains control of
the House, 2 0 ; its Con‑
gressmen vote unani‑
m o u s ] against Resump‑
tion ct, 2 1 ; threaten to
repeal the act, 2 1 ; i ts
opposition to resumption
plans, 35, 37 , 4 2 ; i ts divi‑
sion of opinion in 1878, 4 4 ;
i ts pro-silver tendencies in
1879, 66; its defeat, 68;
i ts currency plank in 1880,
69; defeated in the Presi‑
dential election, 7 1 ; elec‑
to ra l victories in 1882, 9 1 ;
elects Cleveland President,
1 0 2 ; demands tariff reduc‑
tion in 1888, 128; defeated
in Presidential election,
130; attitude of, regarding
silver in 1888, 139 ; i t s
Congressmen vote unani‑
mously a ainst Silver-Pur‑
chase Bi , 1 5 1 ; Victory in
1890 elections, 173, 174 ;
its equivocal money plat‑
form of 1892, 1 7, 178;
attitude of, in est and
South, 1 7 9 ; wins the 1892
election, 181; breach i n ,
during sessionof 1893, 198;
majority of i t s Congress‑
men vote for free coinage,
198; attitude of, on bond‑
issue question, 207; t a r i fi
revision in Congress de‑
manded by, 2 2 3 ; conflict‑
ingtari ff V l e W S of, in House
and Senate, 225 ; i t s dis‑
ruption in 1896 over sil‑
ver, 262 ; nominates Bryan,
263; i t s free‐coinage plat‑
form, 263; defeated, 266;
renominates Bryan in 1900 ,
291; declares again for
Silver, 291 ; political chaos
in, 2 9 2 ; defeated, 293;
unprecedented majority of
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1904 against, 311; de‑
feated again in 1908, 379

Denmark, panic of 1907 in ,
63De‘zvey, Admiral George, de‑

feats Spanish fleet, 279
Dingley Tariff Law, see

Tariff.
Dry-goods industry, depres‑

sion at resumption of
specie payments, 5 1 ; pros‑
perity i n , at close of 1879,
58; profitable trade i n ,
during 1888 and 1889, 11 4 ;
improvement of, in 1895,
2 4 2 ; heavy cut in prices
and wages in, during 1908,

8Difii’sReview, its index num ‑
ber of prices after 1897,
260

Eckels, James H., U. S.
Comptroller of the Cur‑
rency, his opinion of inter‑
est payment on deposits of
interior banks, 18

Economist, London, i t s view
of agricultural conditions
in 1879, 55; of the U. S.
gold exports in 1891, 165;
of the syndicate under‑
taking of 1895, 239; of the
American shipping com‑
bination, 3 0 2 ; of co per
manipulation in the . S,,

16; of London’s loans to
ewYork in 1906 358; i ts

index number of prices,
260, 315, 16

Edmunds, eorge F. , U. S.
Senator, draws up Specie
Resumption Bill, 21

Egypt, land and stock spec‑
ulation in, between 1905
and 1907, 325; panic of
1907 in, 360; crisis de‑

39I
scribed by Egyptian bank‑
ers, 361

Elections, of 1868, 16; of
1874, 2 0 ; of 1876, 3 4 ; of
1878, 4 4 ; of 1879, 65. 68;of 1880, 71 ; of 1882, 9 1 ,
9 2 ; of 1884, 1 0 2 ; of 1888,
130; of 1890, 173; of 1892,
180, 181; of 1894, 249; of
1896, 253 , 262; of 1900,
291 ; o f 1904 , 3 11 ; o f 1908,
79Eliins Anti-Rebate Law of

1903, used as basis of suit
of 1 07 against Standard
O i l mpany, 350

En land, relations to the
merican money market,

1 4 , 15 ; crop failure of 1879
in, 53, 54 , 55; ships gold to
U . . , 58; i n c r e a s e i n m a n ‑
ufacturing trade of, after
1886, 11 9 ; export trade
expanded, 119 , 1 2 0 ; enor‑
mous investments of, in
foreign securities, 1 2 0 , 1 2 2 ;

y.speculative markets of ,
early in 1890, 156; London
p a n i c in, 157; liquidation

. of security holdings b y,
after 1890, 158; heavy
sales of American s e c u r i ‑
ties b y, in 1891, 165; se‑
curity issues in, after 1890,
243; gold-mining craze of
1895 in, 243 ; buys Ameri‑
can securities, 2 4 4 ; slow‑
ness of responding to trade
boom after 1897, 260; war
with Transvaal, 280; gold
supplies c u t 06, 281; i t s
heavy war loans, 282;
borrows f r o m American
bankers, 282; alarmed over
American buyingof steam‑
ship lines, 302; finances
Japan in Manchurian war,
3 2 0 ; i r o n production of
1906 in, 324; large gold
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imports of 1907 from, by
New York, 375; advises
government intervention in
ou r anic, 376 4

E uita le Li fe Assurance
ompany (see also Life In ‑

surance), quarrel in i ts
management in 1 05, 336;
its resources an capital
stock, 336; committee of
trustees investigates, 337,
338; legislative committee
investigates, 3 8, 339 ; sold
to Thomas F. flyan,341

Erie Railway, failure of, in
1893, 194 ; reorganization
of, in 1895, 277

Europe, investments by, in
United States, 3, 15; crop
failure of 1879 in, 55; large
sales of merchandise by, 111
1883, 9 7 ; after 1886, 11 9 ;
crop failure of 1891in, 163,
164; i t s appreciation of the
American currency dan‑
gers, 165; estimated vol‑
ume of its investments in
American securities, 217,
218; i ts heavy liquidation
of such securities, in 1893,
217; in 1894, 218; large
wheat harvest of 1894 in,
221; buys American securi‑
ties in 1895, 241, 2 4 3 ;
sells them back again, 246,
$51; ships gold to the

nited States in 1896, 253;
crop failure of 1897 in , 2 7 0 ;
industrial invasion of, by
America, predicted in 1897,
2 7 3 ; its own industrial
revival, 274; imports steel
from United States, 275;
sells back Amerlcan securi‑
ties to New York, 280;
American credit balance of
1900 in, 282; recalls i t s
Wall Street loans of 1 9 0 1 ,

305; extinction of Ameri‑
can credit balance in , 307;
loansof 1905 to Wal l Street
speculators, 28; n o t dis‑
turbed over ailway Rate
Law of 1906, 3 3; enor‑
mous advances o 1906 to
Wall Street, 355; money
troubles arise in, 358;
stops loans to New York,
358; panic on markets of,
m 1907, 62, 363; raid of
New Yo r market on its
gold reserves, 375

Ewing, Thomas, nominated
by Democrats in 1879 for
Governor of Ohio, 66; his
overwhelming defeat, 68

Expenditure of U. S.govern‑
ment, extravagance of, in
1882, 89; Republican Con‑
vention of 1888 recom‑
mends increase in, 129;
President Harrison sug‑
gests increase in, 132 ; Con‑
ressional recklessness in,
uring 1890, 136; Con ess

of 1892 promises to re uce,
176; instead, it increases,
176

Export trade, in wheat, rise
of, after the Civi l War, 4;
increase of, in al l commodi‑
ties, after the panic of
1873, 19 ; decrease early in
1879, 51; in wheat, heavy
increase later in 1879,
56; in other commodities,
increase of, 56; of 1879,
checked by speculation,
60; of 1881, reduced by the
crop failure,84; decrease in,
af ter 1885, 1 2 1 ; checked
in 1895 by speculation,
245; in wheat, large in‑
crease of 1897 i n , 271 ; of
steel and i ron, 275; ex‑
traordmary increase, be‑
tween 1897 and 1901, 276;
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enormous excess over 1 m ‑
ports in 1898, 280; ship‑
ments of 1900 to Europe
checked, 290

Ex ort, of gold, see Gold; of
ilver, see Silver

Failures in business in the
United States, in 1877 and
1878, 3 4 ; in 1880, 65; in
1886 and 1888, 119 ; in
1893, 2 0 1 ; large numbersof, in 1897, 268; record of,
a ter 1 07 anic, 77

Fairchild? Cliarles S3" Secre‑
tary U. S. Treasury, his
operations with the reas‑
ury surplus, 123 ‐125; his
opinion of bond-buying at
a premium, 123

Felton, W. H . , U. S. Senator,
denounces foreign b‘ond
investors, 9 .

Fessenden, \%7. P. , Secretary
U. S.Treasury, regards the
legal tenders as a tempo‑
rary currency, 8

Field, Stephen J., Associate
Justice U. S. Supreme
Court, pronounces income
t a x of 1894 unconstitu‑
tional, 229

“Finance bills, " Wa l l Street
borrows from Europe on,
328; used again in 1906,
35Florifia, Democrats of, de‑
mand free coinage, 179

Fol er, Charles J., Secretary
. S. Treasur , urges r e ‑

duction of tar i duties, 88;
warns Congress of dangers
in silver coinage, 96

Foraker, J. B., Senate speech
of 1906 on Railway Rate
Bill, 53

Ford, V}. C., Chief U. S. Bu‑
reau of Statistics, his esti‑

393
mate of revenue under
income tax, 229

,Foreign exchange, high rates
. of,after resumption,48, 52;

fall in, during 1879, 57 ; r e ‑
lation to the currency, 78,
79; rise in, during 1881,85;
during 1891, 15 , 161:
nature of New Yo r opera‑
tions in, 161; rise in, dur‑
ing 1892, 166, 171 ; during
1893, 186; sharp decline in,
durin 189 panic, 1 9 3 ;
force up y New York
premium on currency, 196;
renewed rise in, at close of
1893, 206; in 1894, 216 ‑
218;bond syndicate'so er‑
ations in, 238-240; f a ] in,
during 1895, 2 4 4 ; quick
recovery in, 246; highrates
for, 248

Foster, Charles, Secretary
U. S. Treasury, stops gold
disbursements by Treasury
in 1892, 1 7 0 ; prepares for
a bond-issue, 183; borrows
old from New York
anks, 183

France, accumulates gold
during Sherman’s prepara‑
tions for resum tron, 26;
crop failures 0 1879 in,
55; ships gold to U. S., 58;
old ship d to, in 1891,
mm U. S)? 160, 161; crop

failure of 1891 in, 163; i ts
short crop of wheat in 1897,
270;i ts holdingsof Russian
bonds, 3 2 0 ; finances Russia
in ManchurianW a r , 321

Franco-Prussian War, influ‑
ence of, on- the price of
wheat, 4

Prick committee, investigates
Equitable Life Assurance
Company. 37 338Fuller, M. Wi, Chief Justice
U. S. Supreme Court, prOo
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nounces income tax of
1894 unconstitutional, 229

Garfield, James A., nomi‑
nated for President in 1880
by Republican par ty, 7 0 ;
his electoral majorities, 71 ;
effect of his death on the
markets, 83; declares in
1872 t h a t proper maximum
of pension expenditure had
been reached, 89

Gary, E. H., chairman U. S.
Steel Corporation, his ar‑
gument for maintaining
steel prices after panic of
1907, 78

Gates, ohn W., his testi‑
mon about his industrial
a m a gamations, 287

George, Hen , runs for May‑
or of New ork in 1886on
labor ticket, 117

Georgia, Democratic Con‑
vention of 1892 demands
free coinage, 179

Germany, accumulates gold
during this country’s re‑
sumption o erations, 26;
adopts gol standard of
currency, 36; sells its old
silver coin, 36, 3 7 ; crop
failure of 1879 in, 55;
exports gold to U. S., 58;
borrows from American
bankers in 1900, 282; i ts
steamship lines withdraw
from Shipping Trust nego‑
tiations, 302; large issue of
n e w securities in , durin
1905, 323; iron output 0
1906 in, 324; speculative
mania of 1905 in, 325; pan‑
ic of 1907 111, 62

Gilbert, Alexanci’er, president
N. Y. Clearin ‐house Asso‑
ciation, on Vall Street’s

enormous borrowings of
1906» 355, 356Gold, p r e m l u r n on, influence
upon prices, 9; entire
American roduct ex ‑
ported durlng inflation
years, 1 4 , 25 ; sales of, by
the Treasury], 1 4 , 26; con‑
s iracy in t e market for,
uring 1869, 18; export of,

checked, 1 9 ; stock of, in
United States in 1877, 25;
foreign banks unwilling
to part with, 26; govern‑
ment bonds declared ay ‑
able in, b Secretary her‑
man, 2 9 ; ostile operations
in 1878 market for, 30 ;
adopted as currency stand‑
ard by Germany,36;Treas‑
ury’s holdings of, at re‑
sumption, 4 5 ; special bank
accounts in, abolished, 46;
New York holdings of, at
resumption, 48; exports of,
in 1879, 3; heavy imports
of, from urope,58;Treas‑
u r y holdingsof, increased,
58;used for regular govern‑
ment expenditure,(159; legal
tenders recognize as re ‑
deemable in, 7 4 ; silver
dollars n o t legally con‑
vertible into, 7 7 ; Treasury
reserve of, decreases in
1882, 80; payments of, by
banks, for Treasury silver,
82; exports of, in 1881, 85;
heavy shipments during
1884, 97;use of, in revenuepigments decreases, 9 7 ;

cCulloch's views regard‑
ing displacement of, by
silver, 1 0 3 ; Treasury re ‑
serve of, declines, 1 0 4 ;
five millions of, borrowed
in 1885 by Treasury from
banks, 1 0 4 ; redemption of
notes of 1890 in, provided
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for, 149, 150; large
amounts of, borrOWed by
Bank of England from
France and Russia, 158;
imports of, by U. S., in
1890, 158; heavy exports
of, early in 1891, 159; pop ‑
ular ex lanations of ex ‑
ports 0 , 160: exports of,
caused by redundant cu r ‑
rency, 161, 162; Treasury's
enormous disbursements
of, in 1890 and 1891, 162;
importation of, in 1891,
164; presented again to
Treasury for legal tenders,
164; large exports of, in
1892, 166; fall in Treas‑
ury’s reserve of, 166;
amount of, reservedby law
for redemption purposes,
167; decrease in payments
of, in public revenue, 168;
decreased use of, in settle‑
ments between banks,168,
169; Treasury abandons
use of, in its own dpay‑
ments, 170; provide by
banks for export, prior to
1892, 171;Treasury's stock
of, heavily drawn upon by
legal ten ers presented for
redemption, 172; heavy
withdrawals of, at close
of 1892, 183; Treasu
borrows six millions o ,
from New York banks,
183; amount of, left in
Treasury by Harrison Ad ‑
ministration, 184; twenty‑
five millions of, borrowed
by Treasury in 1893 from
banks, 185; issue of Treas‑
u r y certificates for, s u s ‘
pended, 185; redemption
of notes of 1890 in, rumor
of i ts suspension, 185; use
of, for note redemption

pledgedby PresidentCleve‑
land, 186; imports of, dur ‑
ing panic of 1893, 1 4, 196;
becomes almost 1: e sole
medium of exchange, 196:
heavy payments of, in
public revenue, 203: st i l l
larger use of, in Treasury’s
1893 disbursements, 204‐‑
206; renewed fall in Treas‑
u r y reserve of , 206, 209:
amount of, needed for
reserve, Carlisle's opinion
on, 209; bond-issue to ob‑
tain, announced, 2 1 0 , 2 1 1 ;
issue of bonds for, declared
legal by courts, 212 :
amount of, paid for loan
of February, 1894, 215 ;
withdrawals of,from Treas‑
u r y, by bond-subscribers,
215; reasury's use of,
in regular disbursements,
checked, 216; exports of,
in 1894, begin again, 217 ;
causes of, 218, 219; New
York banks lend fifteen
millions mo r e to Treasury,
231; withdrawals of, for
bond-issue of 1894, 2 3 1 ;
contract for, w i t h Bel‑
mont-Morgan Syndicate,
237; withdrawals of,
stopped, 2 4 1 ; Treasury re ‑
serve of. restored, 2 4 1 ;
discoveries of, in South
Africa, 243 ; export of, r e ‑
sumed, 248; withdrawals
of, for loan of 1896, 251:
remium b i d for. 252 ;
imports and exports of,
simultaneous, 252; exports
of, early in 1896, 253;
heavy imports of, 253;
fall and rise during 1896 in
Treasury reserve, 254;
government reserve of. le‑
gally established in ' 1900 ,
254; rapid increase in
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Gold‐Continued
world's production after
1896, 259 ; New York pre‑
mium on, during free coin‑
age campaign, 266; drawn
from Treasury on eve of
1896 election, 266; re‑
turned after Bryan's de‑
feat, 267; large import of,
after 1897 harvest, 271;
flow of, into Treasury,
272 ; export in 1899, to
pay for Philippines, 280;
unseasonable shipment of,
in 1901 to Europe, 307 ;
increase in Transvaal out ‑
put after Boer War, 313;
import of, from Europe
facxlitated in 1906 by U. S.
Treasu r , 357; large
amounts brought at a pre‑
mium in London by New
York, during 1907 panic,
375; im orts of, 75 ; loss
of, by ank of ingland,
375

Gold Democracy opposes
Bryan in 1896 and 1990,
2

G01338tandard Ac t of 1900,
254: i ts provisions, 254;
how its success was as‑
sured, 272

’ Goluchowski, Count Agenor,
Austrian Minister of For‑
eign Affairs, his prediction
at Vienna about the Ameri‑
can industrial invasion,
273; basis for i t , 274

Gorman, Arthur R, United
States Senator, defends
the Senate’s protectionist
legislation of 1894, 227

Gould, Jay, his railway oper‑
ations in 1880, 63; his
methods, 63, 64; his great
ower, 64; his exhibit of
is security holdings, 86;
his statement of 1889 r e ‑

[ m a
garding railwayconditions,
345

Governmentbonds,seeBonds
of the United States.

Grain trade, American (see
also Agriculture, Corn, and
Wheat) , i tsexpansionafter
the Civ11 War, 3; increase
after 1873 anic, 19 ; great
activity 0 , during 1879
and 1880, 56, 59; affected
by foreign competition af ‑
ter 1885, 121 ; activity in,
during 1891, 164; depres‑
sion of 1894 in, 221;
checked in 1895 by
speculation, 245; great
rosperity of, in 18 , 2 1;
Evorld-wide activiigv 7of
1905 in. 314Grant, Ulysses S., elected
President of the United
States in 1868, 16; his
Administration and the
scandals of inflationperiod,
18; vetoes inflation act,
2 0 ; candidate in 1880 for
Republicannomination, 70

Grant & Ward, failure of, in
panic of 1884, 1 0 0

Gray, Horace, Associate
Justice U. S. Supreme
Court, pronounces income
tax of 1894 unconstitu‑
tional, 229

Great Northern Railway
Company shares in pur ‑
chase of Chicago, Burling‑
ton, and Quincy, 296

Haller, Soehle & Company,
failure of, in Hamburg
panic of 1907, 362

Hamburg, p a n i c of 1907 in,
362

Hancock, Winfield S., nomi‑
nated fo r President in 1880
by the Democrats, 7 1 ; de‑
feated in the election, 71
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Harriman, Edward H., resi‑

dent Union Pacific ail‑
way, fight with Mor an for
control of Northern acific,

0 4 ; his supporters, 303;
is use of Union Pacific 5

credit in 1901, 305;
extraordinary borrowing
powers granted to, 3 3 4 ,
335; describes his purposes
0 railway acquisition, 3 i;
demands half of Equitai)e
Life stock purchased by
Ryan. 341Harrison, Ben'amin, Presi‑
dent of the nited States,
his electoral majority, 130;
his views on tariff revision,
131; on public expendi‑
ture, 132, 1 3 3 ; o npensions,
132; interferes in the pen‑
sron extravagance, 138;
his curious remarks on
Windom silver plan, 1 4 0 ;
approves enlarged use of
Silver in currency, 143;
disa proves free-coinage
le is ation, 148; defends
Si ver-Purchase Act, 154;
his misjudgment of the
trade situation, 154‐156

Ha es, John L. , made presi‑
ent of TariE Commission

of 1882, 9 2 ; his view of
tariff-reduction polic , 93

Ha es, Rutherford B., Presi‑
ent of the United States,

favors maintaining silver
as a precious metal, 7;
elected Governor of Ohio,
27; elected President, 2 7 ;
troubles of his Administra‑
tion, 33 ; his disputed title,

4; vetoes Bland Silver
i l l , 4 1 ; his negative in‑

fluence on Congress, 4 1 ;
refuses renomination for
Presidency, 69; advises re ‑
tirement of legal tenders,
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72; his opinion asto results
of compulsory coinage, 74

Heidelbach, A. S., his esti‑
mate of foreign invest‑
ments in the UmtedStates,
218

He burn 'Act, see Railway
ate Law of 1906.

‘,Hill, Benjamin H. , U. S.Sen‑
ator, his ,view of the
Matthews Resolution,38

Hill, James J., resident
Great Northern Railway,
associated with Morgan in
Northern Pacific contest,

0 4 ; remark on “indigest‑
1ble securities, " 309; state‑
ment regarding railways'

,needs for capital in 1906,
359rHoarding of currency in
American financial panics:
i n 189 , 1 9 1 ; i n 1 0 , 374

Holden, 3E. H. , c airman
London. Ci ty and Midland
Bank, on Wal l Street's
borrowings of 1905 from
London, 325; on “finance
bi l ls ” o f 1906, 328

“Holding companies, used
for industrial amalgama‑
tions of 1 9 0 1 , 296; princi‑

le adopted in Steel
rust, 299; Supreme Court

on possrble scope of the
plan, 336

Holland, panic of 1907 in
363Hooper, Samuel, U. S. Con‑
gressman, regards legal

. tenders as a temporary
currenc , 8

House 02, Representatives,
see Congress.

Howe, T. O., U. S. Senator,
opposes Hayes Adminis‑
tration’s policy, 43

Hughes, Charles E., counsel
for legislative committee

n
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Hughes, Charles E . ‑

. Continued
to investigate insurance
abuses, 339

Hyde, James H. , vice-presi‑
dent Equitable Life com ‑
p a n y, . withdrawal de‑
manded by president, 337;
sells his stock to Thomas
F. Ryan, 341

Idaho,Democratsof, demand
f r e e - c o i n a g e law, 179;
choose Populist electors in
1892, I 7 9

Illinois, its Con ressmen vote
solidly for land Silver
Bil l , 4 0 ; goes Democratic
in 1890, 174; Democrats
of, favor free coinage in
1892, 179

Immigration to the United
States, after the Civi l War,
3; increase in, after re ‑
sumption, 61; reaches i ts
maximum in 1882, 61;
decrease of, in ensuing
years, 115 ; increase in,
during 1888, 115

“Imperialism,” made an is‑
sue in 1900 election, 291 ;
Bryan endorsed on issue
of, 292

Import trade of U. S., enor‑
mous increase of, during
inflation eriod, 18, 1 9 ;
stimulate in 1881 by
home speculation, 84;
effect on public revenue,
87; heavy increase in,
a ter 1886, 11 3 ; reasons
for increase in, 119 ‐121 ;
character of increase in,
1 2 1 ; sudden decrease in,
after 1893 panic, 205;
violent enlargement of, in
1895, 245; contraction of,
in 1896, 253

Inlome t a x of 1894, Con‑

gressional ideas regarding,
227; Supreme Court dis‑
cusses, 228, 2 2 9 ; pro ‑
nounced unconstitutional,
229; i t s probable yield
over-estimated, 229

India, deficient cotton crop

Q

of 1879 in, 57: silver im‑
ports of, decrease after
1877, 78; increase in wheat
exports from, 1 2 2 ; effect of
suspension of silver coin‑
age in, 2 0 0 ; crop failure
in, during 1896, 265

Indiana, i t s Congressmen
vote solidly for Bland
Silver Bi l l , 4 0 ; Democratic
Convention of 1878 op‑
poses resumption, 4 2 ; Re‑
publican Convention in,
opposes financial agitation,
43

Ingalls, J. J., U. 5. Senator,
opposes Hayes Adminis‑
tration’s polic , 43

Insurance scan al of 1905,
see Life Insurance.

Internal revenue, taxes re ‑
duced by Act of 1883,
3‐96; increase in receipts
rom, af ter 1886, 11 3 ;

enlarged in 1888 by active
home consumption, 123;
total abolition of, sug‑
gested by RepublicanCon‑
vention, 129

Interstate Commerce Com‑
mission, report on railway
bankruptcies of 1893, 276;
Harriman's testimony of
1907 before, 335; i ts report
on Union Pacific’s railway
purchases, 335; authorized
by law of 1906 to fix rates,
352 _ n _

“ Invasmn, the American,
273 ,

Iowa, i t s Congressmen vote
solidly for Bland Silver
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Iowa‐Continued
Bill, 4 0 ; Democratic Con‑
vention in, during 1878
opposes resumption, 42;
carried easily by Re ubli‑
cans in 1879, 68; emo‑
crats of, favor free coinage
in 1892, 179

Iron, depression in market
for, after resumption, 51;
violent advance in, during
1879, 57; speculation in,
during 1880, 60, 61; over‑
roduction of, in 1882, 87;
arge consumption of, after
1885,115, 120 ; rise in p r i c e
of, 115 ; active market for,
in 1895, 242 ; rise in price
of, betWeen 1897 and 1900,
261; depression in trade
during 1897, 268; rapid‘
advance in price dunng
1899, 289; decline of 1900
in, 290; advance between
1904 and 1906, 316; un ‑
precedented world’s out‑
put in 1906, 324; severe de‑
pression in, after 1907
panic, 377

Japan, begins wa r w i th Rus‑
sia, 20; raisesloans in Eng‑
lan and United States,
321 ; victories over Russia,
322 ; cost o f war, 322; e x ‑
cited speculation in, after
the peace, 325; financial
misgivings of 1906 over,
326; outbreak of panic in,
during 1907, 361

Johnson, Andrew, President
of the United States, pro‑
poses to repudiate interest
on the government debt,
17 ; his proposition con‑

. demnedb Congress, 17
Johnson, Jo 11G., admission
regarding Northern Securi‑
ties combination,- 336; a r ‑
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gument for company before
U. 5. Supreme Court, 348

Jones, John P.,U. S.Senator,
believes that Silver-Pur‑
chase Act would raise
price of silver, 1 1

Jordan, C. N., U. . Treas‑
urer,his plans for circulat‑
ing Treasury silver, 1 1 0

Kaffir gold mines, discovery
of, 243; speculative craze
in London Over, 244

Kansas, i tsCon essmenvote
solidly for land Silver
Bill,40;goes Democratic in
1882, 9 2 ; Democrats of,
demand free coinage, 179 ;
chooses Populist electors
in 1892, 181

Kansas Pacific Railway, its
dishonest amalgamation
with the UnionPacific, 63,
64

Kelley, W. D., U. S. Con‑
gressman, his opinion on
contraction of the legal
tenders, 1 2 ; on protection,
13; opposes Hayes Admin‑
istration’s policy, 43

Knickerbocker Trus t Com‑
panyof NewYork, r u n of
1907 on, 366; suspension
of, 370 ; results on other
t rust companies, 370, 371

Knights of Labor, their
strikes in 1886 and 1888,
116; apply for injunction
against end-issue of 1894,
2 1 1

Knox, John J., Comptroller
U. S. Currency, a proves
government bond eposits,
3 3 ; disapproves interest
payment on interior bank
deposits, 189

Knox, P. C., Attorne -Gen‑
eral of U.S.,attacks orth ‑
em Securities merger, 347;
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Knox, P. C.‐Continued

his argument in court, 347;
Wins suit, 349; speech in
Senate on Railway Rate
Bill, 53

Koch, fin, President Bank
of Germany, report on
German speculative mania
of1905.325

Kruger, Paul, President
Transvaal Republic, de‑
clares war on England, 280

Labor, high cost of, in 1906,
319

Labor troubles (see also
Strikes), in 1877, 4; in
1886, 116; their in uence
on the politics of 1886 and
1888, 117;in 1894, 219, 2 2 0

Land,speculationof 1904 and
190 i n , 1

Landig, K.3M7., judge U. S.
District Court, imposes
$29,240,000 fine on Stand‑
ard Oil Company, 350, 351

Legal tenders, amount of,
outstanding at the close
of Civil War, 7; purpose of
their founders, 8; regarded
as a tem orary currency,
8; their e ect on prices, 9;
McCulloch proposes con‑
traction of, 1 0 ; Congress
promises contraction of,
11 ; contest over b i l l to
contract, 11 ‐1 3 ; contrac‑
t ion of, begun, 11 ; act of
1866 inefiectual, 1 3 ; con‑
traction power revoked,
15; plan to ay part of
government ebt in, 16;
redemption in coin prom‑
ised by Congress, 1 ; in‑
crease in issues 0 , 1 7 ;
effect of the inflationpolicy
of, 18; Supreme Court de‑
clares them constitutional,
20 ; Congress votes new

issues of, in 1874. 2 0 ;
Grant vetoes bill, 2 0 ; ac t
to resume specie payments
on, passed, 2 1 ; made per‑
petually redeemable in
coin, 23; Sherman on ques‑
t ion of reissue, 28, 50;
Bland’s threat regarding,
38; Western conventions
demand their substitution

“ for bank notes, 4 2 ; Sher‑
man’s opinion as to proper
reserve against, 4 5 ; clear‑
ing-houses agree to accept
equally wi th gold,46; cus‑
toms dues made payable
in, 4 7 ; bank holdings of,
in 1879, 48; amount in
circulation fixed by Con‑
gress, 4 9 ; their reissue
made compulsory, 50 ; pre‑
sented at Treasury for re‑
demption, in 18 9, 53;
old paid to the reasury
or, 58; Hayesadvises their

retirement, 72 ; Sherman
believes them a safe cur‑
rency, .72; their ready cir‑
culation, 7 5 ; sup ly of, in
New York b s , runs
short, 81; dangers to Treas‑
u r y reserve against, 103;
absorption of, in small
denominations, 10 ;Treas‑
u substitutes si v e r cer‑
ti cates for, in outside
circulation, 108; payments
in, to the government in‑
crease in 1886, 1 1 1 ; pro‑
visions of, applied to the
notes of 1890, 147, 149;
enormous increase of, in
circulation, 155, 159; gold
exchanged for, in 1891,
164; gold reserve against,
legal authority for, 166,
167; displace gold in public
revenue, 168; in New York
bank reserves, 168; in
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Legal tenders‐Continued
clearing-house exchanges,
169;in payments by Treas‑
ury, 170 ; amount re‑
deemed in gold up to 1891,
172; presented in 1892 for
redemption in gold, 172,
182; in 1893, 18 ; used to
obtain bank gol by Secre‑
tary Foster, 183; by Secre‑
tary Carlisle, 184, 185;
rumors of silver redemp‑
t ion for, 185; Cleveland
pledges redemption of, in
gold, 186; hoarding of, in
panic of 1893, 190 , 196;
premium on, 194; return
of, to circulation, 2 o o ; use
of, by bond-subscribers
of 1894, to obtain gold,
215; exchanged by Treas‑

for gold, 231; pre‑
m1um_ on, for bond-sub;
script ion urposes, 252

Leroy-BeaulEu, Paul, on
world's increasinggold out‑put and gold reserves in
ank, 260; on the exhaus‑
tion of world’s capital in
1906, 329; prediction of
coming reaction, 330

Le land Steamship Line,
ught by American Ship‑

ping Trust, 302; i ts chair‑
man’s comment 011 pur ‑
chase, 303

Life insurance companies,
their use by Wall Street
promoters in 1901, 336;
their enormous resources,
336; Equitable Life scan‑
dal, 337, 338; investiga‑
tion of, by New York
legislature, 338, 339 , 3 40 ;
abuses in management of,
339; refOrm law for, 340 ,
34ILincoln, Abraham, President
of the United States, de‑

16
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clares the legal tenders to
bea temporary currency, 8

Lincoln Trust Company, r u n
of depositors on , in 1907,
37 ° , 37I _ ,Loan certificates, Clearing‑
house (see also Clearing‑
house), issued in 1884,
1 0 0 ; in 1890, 158; in 1893,
192. 194; in 1907, 73;
relative magnitude 0 is‑
sues, 373

Loans of the U. S. overn‑
ment, see Bonds 0 U. S.
government.

Loans of foreign govern‑
ments: of England, for
Transvaal War, 282; of
%pan, for Manchurian
ar, 320 ; of Russia, 321

London, panic of 1890 in,
163; “Ka f fi r boom" o f
1895 in, 243 ; “Venezuela
scare " in, 251 ; drafts on,
bought b frightened New
Yor ban ersm 1896,266;
its bankers caught in
Northern Pacific corner,
306; heavy iSSues of new
securities I n , during 1904,
323; money crisis of 1906
i n , 358; sends gold to
Egypt during 1 07 panic,
61: old boug t in, by
ew orkdurin 1907.375

LouisvilleandNas ville Rail‑
way, i ts large earnin s in
the resumption perio , 65

Maine, Democratic Conven‑
tions of, in 1879, declare
for free coinage, 66; Re‑
publican majority i n , in‑
creased, 68

Marine Bank, failure of, in
1884, 1 0 0

Massachusetts, carried by
Democratic party in 1882,
92; in 1890, 174
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Matthews, Stanley, U. S.
Senator, his resolution de‑
claring government bonds
payable in silver, 38; his
remark on foreign cus‑
tomers of the United
States, 3 9 ; Sherman’s pe‑
culiar letter to, 4:

Matthews resolution, pro ‑
posed, 38; curious debate
on, 39 ; sustained b many
Republicans, 4 0 ; as no
effect on administrative
action, 41

McClellan, George B., Demo‑
cratic nominee for Presi‑
dent in 1864, 16

McCulloch, Hugh, a pointed
Secretary of the reasury
by Lincoln, 1 0 ; his views
on currency contraction,
1 0 ; declares the contrac‑
tion lawof 1866 ineffective,
1 2 ; his opinion as to the
necessary conditions for
resumption, 13, 28; his
unfavorable view of con‑
ditions in resumptionyear,
51; reappointed Secretary
of Treasury by Arthur,
103; his pessimistic view
of the silver uestion, 103

McCurdy, R. ., resident
Mutual Life nsurance
Company, his remarkable
testimony about policy‑
holders and dividends, 339

McKinley,  Wi l l iam, U. S.
Congressman and Presi‑
dent of the United States,
proposes tariff b i l l of 1890,
134; his record on free‑
silver coinage, 26 ; nomi‑
nated President in 1896,
263; adopts gold standard
issue, 264; elected Presi‑
dent, 266; opposed by
anti-imperialists in 1900,
292; re-elected President,

JGwakur

293 ; his probable att i‑
tude towards offending
corporations, 342 ; assassi‑
nated in 1901 at Buffalo,
342McKinley Tariff Law, see

-T ifiar .
McPherson, John R., U. S.

Senator, asserts gold re‑
demption ‘ under SiIVer‑
PurchaseAct, 151

Mercantile National Bank of
New York, i ts troubles
precipitate crisis in 1907,
365

Metropolitan Bank, embar‑
rassment of, in 1884, 1 0 0

Metrobpolitan Street Railway
of ew York, forces share‑
holders into a tricky lease,
334; goes intobankruptcy
in panic of 1907, 365

Mexico, loans to, b Ameri‑
can investors, z5

Michigan, Republicanvictory
of 1879 in, 68; Republi‑
cans hold, in 1881, 90 ;
carried by Democrats in
1882, 9 2 ; in 1890, 174;
Democrats of, favor free
coinage in 1892, 179; rea‑
son for vote against Bryan
in 1896, 266

Mills Tar i ff B i l l , see Tariff .
Milwaukee Bank,fai1ureof, in

1893.194
Mining market, of Nevada

and California, in 1874,
36; of London, in 1895, 244

Minnesota, i t s Congressmen
vote solidly for Bland
Silver Bi l l , 4 0 ; Republican
Convention of 1888 in,
hints at tariff reduction,
131; reason for vote
against Bryan in 1896, 266

Missouri Pacific Railway,
Gould's influence on, 63;
strike on, in 1886, 116



i Index“,
market, of London,

rates in, during 1866,
1115; durin 1878, 3 0 ; of

cw _Yor , advance in,
during 1879, 58; e x ‑
cessively high rates, during
panic of 1884, 1 0 0 ; u n ‑
settled in 1887 by interior
land speculation, 115 ; ex ‑
cessive advance in rates on,
in 1890, 158; disturbances
in, early in 1893, 185, 186;
anic i n , 191, 192; Wa l l
treet rate goes in 1896

to 125 per cent., 266; fal l
in rates after election, 267;
call rate at 186 per cent. in
Boer War panic, 282; high
rates caused in 1905 y
German speculation, 3 2 5 ;
s ueeze of 1905 at New

ork, 327 ; Wall Street
rate at 125 per cent., 328;
very severe strain of 1906
on, in New York, 357; in
Europe, 358; crisis on,
during p a n i c of 1907, 3 7 2 ;
currency goes to a pre ‑
m i u m ,  7 5

Morgan, . Pie ont, lans
billion-dollar teel rust,
297; negotiates wi th Car‑
negie, 298; organizes Ship‑

ing Trust, 302; contest
, or control of Northern

Pacific, 304; interview on
“ undigested securities, "
308; defends enormously
capitalized co orations
334 ; induces ban s to lenon StockExchange during
1 0 7 p a n i c , 372

Morggan, J. P. , & Co., con‑
tract with U. S. govern‑
ment in 1895, 2 6

Morse, Charles Vt?" his ex ‑
ploits in “chain banking,"
365 , _Morton, Levx P., Vice-Pre‑

Mono
his
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sident of the UnitedStates,
his opinion on tar i ff r e ‑

~vision, 131
Morton, O. P. , U. S. Senator,

blames McCulloch plan for
financial troubles of 1866,
15

“ Muck-raking," President
Roosevelt on, 340

Napoleonic wars, influence
of, on European industry,
2

National Banks, see Banks of
U. S.

National Cordage Company,
failure of, in 1893, 188

Navy, U. S., appropriations
for, recommended by Re‑
publican Convention, 129 ;
urged by President Har‑
rison, 132; reduced by
Congress of 1892, 176

Nebeker, E. H . , U. S. Treas‑
urer, his correct explana‑
t ion of the gold outflow
after 1890, 159, 162

Nebraska, carried by Demo‑
crats in 1890, 174 ; co rn ‑
crop failure of 1894 in, 2 2 1

Nevada, rich silver discover‑
ies in, during 1873, 36;
carried by Populists in
1892, 181

New England, i ts Congress‑
m e n vote solidly against
the Bland Silver Bi l l , 40

New England Cotton Ya r n
Company, troubles of, in
190 , 310

New ersey, carried by Re‑
publicans in 1881, 90

New York Central Railroad,
shares of,bought by Union
Pacific in 1906,356

New York City, protest of
merchants against gold
accumulations in the na ‑
tional Treasury, 1866, 1 4 ;
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New York City‐Continued of, in 1901 , 304 ; its stock
Sub-Treasury at, ad‑
mitted to Clearing-house
membership, 46, 47 ; condi‑
t ion of banks in, during
resumption year, 48, 58;
its grain trade checked
by 1879 wheat corner,
60; financiering of its ele‑
vated railways, 63;' i ts
Clearing-house excludes
silver, 76‐79; exclusion
rule rescinded, 80; stock
panic in, during 1884, 99,
1 0 0 ; during 1890, 158;
during 1893, 188; predic‑
tion that It is displacing
London in finanmal su‑
premacy, 283; enormous
uildingoperationsof. 1905
in, 318; bank runs in,
duringpanicsof 1873,1884,
189 , and 1907, 366

New ork City banks, see
Banks.

New York State, party con ‑
ventions of, during 1878,
favor resumption, 4 4 ; Re‑
publican victory in, 4 4 ;
party conventions of, dur‑
i n g 1879, approve resump‑
tion, 67; sweeping Re‑
fiublican victory i n , 68;
epublican Convention of

1882 in, a proves veto
of River an Harbor Bill,
91; Democrats elect gover‑
no r in, during 1882, 9 1 ;
legislature investigates life‑
insurance companies, 338‑
4 0 ; passes i n s u r a n c e re ‑
o rm law, 340 , 341

Northern Pacific Railway,
reorganized in 1896 after
bankruptcy, 278; joins
Great Northern in buying
the Chicago, Burlin on,
and Quincy, 296; nion
Pacific tries to buy control

cornered, 06; sells at
$1000 per 5 are, 306; cor‑
ner relieved, 307

Northern Secunties merger,
effect of , 333; admission
of its counsel regarding
its possible results, 336;
suit to dissolve, begun by
Roosevelt Administration,
347 ; argument of attorney‑
general regarding i tsmono‑
listic tendencies 347 ;
. S. Circuit Court decides

for dissolution, 347; Su‑
preme Court decides
against company on ap‑
peal, 348; dissolution of,
349,Notes, United States, see
Legal tenders.

Notes of national banks, see
Bank notes.

Notes of railway companies,
issued in tight-money
period of 1907, 359;
amount p u t out, 360

Ohio, elects Hayes Gover‑
no r in 1875, 2 7 ; i t s Con‑
ressmen vote so l i d ] for
land Silver Bi l l , 4 0 ; Bem‑

ocratic Conventionof. 1878
denounces Resumption
Act, 42: action of Republi‑
can Conventions in, 4 3 ;
carried by the Republi‑
cans, 4 4 ; party conven‑
tions in, during 1879, 65,
66; carried b Republi‑
cans, 68; publicans
hold, in 1880 and 1881,
90 ; Democrats carry, in
1882, 91 ; one reason for
i ts vote against Bryan in
1896,266

Oil, brought to market by
the pipe line, 57; large ex ‑
ports of, in 1879, 57 ; ad‑
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Oil‐Continued
vance in price of, during
1895, 242

Oregon Short Line Railway,
used b Union Pacific to
buy orthern Pacific
stock, 305;

Overend, urney & Co.,
failure of, in 1866, 14

Panic, of 1866, in London,
1 4 ; i ts influence on the
American markets, 1§{

Panic of 1873 in New ork,
events which led up to, 18;
good and bad results of,
18, 19

Panic of 1884 in New York,
i ts cause, 98; i ts character,
98; its peculiar incidents,
99 ; protective measures
adopted in, 1 0 0

Panic of 1890 in London,
157; how allayed, 158; i ts
influence on New York,
158

Panic of 1893 in the United
States, outbreak of, 188;
corporation failures in,
188; effect of, on interior
institutions, 189, 190 , 193;
on the city banks, 190‑
194; on the currency, 195;
on foreign exchange, 193,
196; on Congress, 197 ; on
trade, 2 0 1 ; on the Treas‑
u r y ,  2 0

Panic o 1907, predicted
nearly two years before,
329, 33°: in Egypt, 360,361; in Japan, 361, 3162;
in Hamburg, 362; in C il i ,
362, 363; belief that a n ‑
other crisis could n o t oc‑
cur at New York, 363;
reasons for recurrence m
1907, 363; twenty-year in‑
terval in recurrence of,
364; early signs of, at

New York, 365; breaks
o u t in r u n on trust com‑
ganies, 66; strikes the

tock xchan e, 372;
spreads throug out the
country, 73, 74 ; phases
of, 375; a laye b y i m p o r t
of gold, 376; resemblance
to 1873 panic, 77 ; im ‑
mediate after~e ects of,
376, 377: sequel in 1908,
37.8 .Panics, m i n o r : “Northern
Pacific, " in May, 1 o r ,
306; " r ich men's panic ’ of
1903E1311 ‘ .

Paris xpOS l thn o f 1889, i ts
alleged influence on Ameri‑
can gold exports, 160

Pattison, Robert E., elected
Governor of Pennsylvania
in 1882, 9 2 ; in 1890, 173

Pennsylvania, DemOcratic
Convention in, durin
1879, i ts equivocal stan
on the currency, 66; carried
by the Democrats in 1882,
92 ; in 1890, 17

Pensions, Garfield3declares in
1872 that maximum ex ‑
penditure for, has been
reached, 89; enormous in ‑
crease in appropriations
for, during 1882, 89; Re‑
publ ican Convent ion of
1888 advises increase in,
129; President Harrison
suggests enlargement of,
132; political mducement
for, 134; extravagant a p ‑
propriations of 18 o for,
136; President arrison
alarmedat increase in , 138;
heavy increase in appro‑
priations for, by 52d Con‑
gress, 176

Philadelphia, i t s banks issue
loan certificates in 1893,

> 192
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Philadelphia and Reading
“ Railway Company. its

failure in 1893, 188; its
reckless finanmering, 218;
reorganization of, in 1896,
277Philippine Islands,purchased
from Spain after war of
1898, 280; made an issue
in 1900 election, 291

Pittsburg, railwa riots a t , in
1877, 3 4 ; i ts anks issue
loan certificates in 1893,
I 2

Plagforms, par ty : of Demo‑
crats in 1868, declares for
repudiation, 16; of Repub‑
licans in 1876, ignores Re‑
sumption aw, 27; of
Western Democrats in
1878, favor free coinage
and denounce Resumption
Law, 4 2 ; of Western Re‑
publicans in 1878, oppose
financial agitation, 43; of
Democrats in 1879, declare
for silver, 66; of Republi‑
cans, uphold specie pay ‑
ments, 67; of 1880, ignore
silver, 69; of th i rd par ty in
1888, based on labor ques‑
tion, 11 7 ; of 1886 and
1888, make an issue of
trust question, 118; of
Democrats in 1888, 128; of
Republicans, 129, 139; of
Republicans in 1892, 177;
of Democrats, 178; of
Western and Southern
Democrats, favor free coin‑
age, 179; of Populists, 180;
0 Democrats, in 1896,
263; of Republicans, in
1896, 264

Populist party, organized in
1892, 180; i t s radical plat‑
form, 180: its popular
vote for President, 181;
its showing in Congress and

Index
in the Electoral College,
181; fuses wi th Democrats
in 1896 election, 262»; di‑
vided on Bryan nomina‑
tion o f 1 9 0 0 , 292; plat ‑
forms of t w o factions, 292 ,
2

Pricges, Hiram, U. S. Congress‑
man, his skepticism over
resumption, 12

Prices of commodities (see
also Cotton, Dry-goods,
Iron, Silver, Stock market,
Wheat), high level of, dur‑
ing w a r inflation, g, 1 0 ;
obstacles presented , to
resumption, 1 ; fal in,
after panic o 1873, 19;
decline in, early in 1879,
51, 52; violent advance of,
later in the year, 53, 56‐60;
continued strength in, dur‑
ing 1880, 61; high level of,
in 1882, 85; reaction in, 86;
renewed advances in, dur‑
ing 1887 and 1889, 115 ;
durin 1890, 154‐156; de‑
cline m, dur in 1893, 2 0 0 ;
recovery in, uring 18 5,
2 4 2 ; low record of ha]? a
century in, reached during
1897, 260; general rise in,
between 1897 and 1893,
260; violently rapid a ‑
vance in, after 1904 , 315;
manipulated in 1906
Trusts, 333; fal l in, after
I907 Fame. 318, 379 , ,Promoters, their activ1ty
during 1899 in American
indust ,287; recklesspro‑
jects o , during 1 9 0 1 , 302:
caught in a trap by falling
market, 308; the “ u n ‑
digested securities” epi‑
sode of 190 , 309

“Prosperity ague," its sin‑
gular campaign of 1908.
378 .
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Protection, see Tariff.
Public Credit Act of 1869, 17
Public lands, enormous sales

of, in 1888, 115

Railway Rate Law of 1906,
passage urged by Presi‑
dent R o o s e v e t , 351;
passed in Congress, 352;
overwhelmingmajority for,
352 ; terms of and penal‑
ties prescribed b y, 352;
constitutional arguments
regarding, 353; theo that
it caused the panic o 1907,

Rafifvsvays of the United
States, their' ex ansion
after the Civi l a r, 2;
shares in, sold by London
in 1879, 52; speculation in
securities of, during 1880,
61, 62; systems of, bui l t u p ,
62, 63; recklessfinanciering
of, in 1880, 62‐64; enor‑
mous earnings of, 65; pro‑
fi ts of, affected by 1881
crop failure, 84; construc‑
t ion of, in 1882, decreases,
87; financial embarrass‑
ment among, in 1884, 98;
construction of, reaches i t s
maximum in 1887, 115;
labor troubles on, during
1886 and 1888, 116; pres‑
idents of, give their word
of honor to maintain rates,
11 9 ; Populist Convention
declares for government
ownership of, 180; failures
amon , in 1893, 188, 1 9 4 ,
218; ad financiering of,
218, 219 ; decreased earn‑
ings of, in 1894, 219 ; labor
uprising on, 2 2 0 ; their
traffic blockaded by strik‑
ers at Chicago, 2 2 0 ; finan‑
cial wreck of, lef t by the

407
1893 panic, 276; condition
in 1895 of bankrupt pro‑
perties, 276; reorganiza‑
t ion of, 2 7 7 ; earnings of, in
1 9 0 0 , 279 ; issues of new‑
securities after 1898, 290 ;
enormous purchase of
stock of, in 1901 , 295; the
“Burl ington deal,’ 296;
purchase of, through colla‑
teral trust bonds, 296,
contest over Northern Pa ‑
cific i n 1 9 0 1 , 304: mil‑
lionairespeculationof 1905
in, 327; combination in to
four great systems, 333;
Harriman's combinations
of, 335; Interstate Com‑
merce Commissionon, 335;
application of Ant i -Trust
Law of 1890 to, 344‐346;
ratediscriminationcharged
by Roosevelt Administra‑
t ion, 350 ; legislation of
1906regarding, 3 5 2 ; feeling
as to new law, 352, 353;
enormous borrowmg plans
of, in 1906, 359; bonds
fail to find a market, 359 ;
very large issue of tempo‑
rary notes, 360; decline
in traffic after 1907 panic,
3 7Raiiways, foreign, influence
of their extension on
world’s wheat product, 4,
122; active constructionof,
before 1878, in Russia, 4;
in Austria, ; extension

rior to 1888,in India, 1 2 2 ;
in Argentine Republic, 1 2 2

Republican party, opposes
repudiation issue in 1868,
16; wins the Presidential
election, 16; defeated in
the Congressional elections
of 1874, 2 0 ; i t s condition
after the panic, 2 0 ; unani‑
mous vote of i ts Congress‑
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men for esumption Act,
2 1 ; ignores the Act in its
platform of 1876, 2 7 ; i ts
minority_in the House of
1877, 3 4 ; i ts failure to
support the Ha es Ad‑
ministration in ongress,
4 0 ; its 1platforms of 1878
favor t e Adminstration,
43 ; i ts victory in 1879, 68;
i ts platform of 1880, 69;
disputes over Presidential
nominations, 7 c ; elects
Garfield President, 72; b p ‑
poses tariff revisionin 1882,
88; its Congressmen pass
River and Harbor Bi l lo v e r
Arthur ’s veto, 9 0 ; de‑
feated in the 1882 elec‑
tions, 91, 92 ; in Presiden‑
t ia l election of 1884, 1 0 2 ;
its platform of 1888, 129;
elects Harrison President,
130; i ts attitude on the
tariff, 131; on silver 138,
139; its division on high‑
tariff legislation in 1889,
1 4 1 , 1 4 2 , 148; its severe
defeat in 1890 elections,
173, 174; ignores Silver‑
Purchase A c t in i ts con‑
vention of 1892, 177; de‑
feated in the Presidential
election, 181; favors repeal
of Silver~Purchase Law,
197; carries repeal in the
Senate, 199; regains con‑
t ro l of Congress, 2 4 9 ; nom ‑
inates McKinle in 1896,
263; changes i s s u e f rom
tariff to currency, 264;
carries election, 266; raises
duties in 1897, 269; its
victory of 1904, 3 11 ; of
1908. 379

Resumption of specie a y ‑
ments, planned by ugh
McCulloch, 1 0 ; pledged

Index
by Congress in 1865,'11;
S erman predicts that it
wil l come automatically,
1 2 ; obstacles to , pointed
out by McCulloc , 13 ;
promised again by Con‑
gress, 1 7 ; the promise
broken, 17, 18; Resump‑
t ion Act passed, 1875, 2 1 ;
i ts provisxons, 2 1 , 2 3 , 2 4 ,
172; difficulties in the way
of, 25, 26; trade conditions
favorable to, 26; prepara‑
tions for, 2 9 - 3 3 ; Con‑
gressional opposition to,
3 4 , 35, 9; repeal of law
propose , 35; attack on,
su ported by many Re‑
pu licans, 4p ; repeal act
ails i n Con f e s s , 4 1 ; Ad ‑

ministrations policy of,
denounced by opposition
State conventions, 4 2 ; e n ‑
dorsed by Eastern Re‑
publican conventions, 4 3 ;
by Eastern Democratic
conventions, 4 4 ; Sherman's
final arrangements for, 4 4 ‑
46; gold held for purposes
of, 45 ; specie payments r e ‑
sumed, 4 7 ; problem of
maintaining, 48‐51; limi‑
tations of the law for, so;
effect of, on the markets,

2; precarious outlook of,
in 1879, 53; satisfactory
outcome 0 , 56

Revenue, public, see Cus‑
Internal
Surplus

toms revenue,
revenue, and
revenue.

River and harbor expendi‑
ture, heavy increase in,
during 1882, 89; b i l l for,
vetoed by President Ar ‑
thur, go; passed over veto;
go; effect of, on 1882
elections, 9 1 ; Republican
Convention of 1888 re‑
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commends, 1 2 9 ; President
Harrison approves, 132;
dangers of, 133 ; increase of,
in 1892, 1&6

Roosevelt, heodore, Presi‑
dent of the United States,
his Presidential plurality
in 1904, 311; his remarks
on “muck-raking," 3 4 0 ;
his political antecedents,
342 ;succeeds to Presidency
on McKinle 's death, 342;
his first declaration of pol‑
icy, 342. 343; warning r e ‑arding corporations, 43;
invokes Anti-Trust aw
against railway combina‑
tions, 344; announces suit
against Standard Oil Com‑

any, 350; urges Railway
ate Law of 1906, 351;

eflects of his activ1ty
against corporations, 3 3;
the argument that is
policies caused the panic
of 190136. 353.5354; pepular
su 0 , 3

Rothrsgiiilds, egtlpect gold e x ‑
ports from . S. in 1879,
52; COntIéaCtof,with Treas‑
u r y i n 1 , 236

Rozenraad,%sornelis,ontrade
of 1 06 and strain on
worl ’s money market, 324

Russell, William E., elected
Governor of Massachusetts
in 1890, 173

Russia, extension of its rail‑
ways stem,before 1878,4;
crop ailure of 187g in, 55;
crops of 1891 in, failure
of, 164; takes wheat mar ‑
ket of 1895 away f rom U.
S., 246; crop failure of
1897 in, 270 ; war w i th
apan, 320 ; raises war

pans in Paris, 3 2 0 , 3 2 1 ;
i ts outstanding loans, 320
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Ryan, Thomas F. , buys'

Equitable L i fe control
from James H. Hyde,
341; quarrel with Harri‑
man, 341

San Francisco, earthquake
of 1906 at , financial effect,

2
Scfiiig, Jacob H., prediction

of 1906 regarding coming
anic, 329

So urz, Carl, opposes Mc‑
Kinley on imperialism is‑
sue, 292

‘ Securities, issue by industrial
companies, in boom of
1901,285 ; by railways, 2 9 0 ;
forced sales of n e w in‑
dustrials in, 1903 , 308;
very large issues of 1906 in
Europe, 323

Seigniorage on silver coinage,
bi l l of 18 4 to coin, 230

Senate, U. S, see Con ress.
Seymour, Horatio, emo ‑

cratic nominee for Presi‑
dent in 1868, 16; rejects
repudiation latform, 16

Shaw, Leslie ., Secretary
U. S. Treasury, action of
1906 to assist New York
bank-a. 357

Shepard, Edward M.. op‑
poses McKinley in 1900
on imperialism issue, 292

Sherman, John, Con ressman
and Secretaryof t e Treas‑
u r y, his opposition to
McCulloch c o n t r a c t i o n
plan, 1 2 ; his belief in
automatic resumption, 1 2 ;
his judgment that money
supply of 1866 was n o t
excessive, 1 3 ; defers to
public opinion on the legal
tenders, 1 5 ; draws up Re‑
sumption Act, 21; defines
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Sherman, John‐Continued
powers of the Act, 2 4 , 29 ;
appointed Secretary of the
reasury, 2 7 ; his faults as

legislator, 27, 28; his con‑
fiicting public utterances,
28; his good qualities as
administrator, 29 ; declares
government bonds pay‑
able in gold, 29 , 39 ; his
skil l in negotiation, 29 ‐31;
his relations with the
banks, 2,33;assuresbond‑
lsjubscrid rs tha'icponds viii“
e ai in o , ; lstimid treatmint oilfiland
Bill, 4 1 , 4 2 ; his curious
letter to StanleyMatthews,
4 2 ; does no t approve veto
of Bland Bill, 4 2 ; his view
of proper amountof Treas‑
u r y old reserve, 45 , 166;
his nal arrangement for
resumption, 46, 4 7 ; his
untenable theory regarding
redeemed legal tenders, 50 ;
his uneasiness over Treas‑
ury's situation in 1879,
53; orders use‘of gold in
ordinary Treasury pa ‑
ments, 59; his remar s
on the grain harvest andprosperitg, 67; his candi‑
dacy for re51dential nom ‑
ination, 70 ; reasons for its
failure, 70 ; declares the
legal tenders a safe cur ‑
rency, 72; his changing
views on silver, 73, 74 ;
his peSSimism in 1880,
74; his expedient to cir‑
culate the silver dollars,
81, 82; his opinion regard‑
ing the silver Senators,
1 4 1 ; alleges that Silver‑
Purchase Act was neces‑
sary to prevent free coin‑
age, 147, 148; frames com‑
promise Silver-Purchase

Index
Bill, 149 ; his mistaken
predictions regarding re ‑
venue and legal tenders,
152; introduces b i l l to re ‑
peal Silver-Purchase Act,
174; denies right of Treas‑
u r y to use gold reserve
for ordinary pa men t s ,
205 ; his unfoun ed asser‑
tion that deficit waswholl
caused by Wilson Tar i ,
2 2 2 ; his introduction of
Anti‐Trust Law of 1890,
344 ; his view of its applica‑
tion, 344. See also Pre‑
ace.

.Sh_ipping Trust, organized
in 1 0 1 , 302;alarmof Eng‑
lan over purchase of
steamship lines, 302 ; com‑
ment on its extrava an t
purchases, 303 ; Eng ish‑
men get control of i t , 303;
use 0 l i fe insurance fun 8
to finance, 339

Shiras,George,Associate Jus‑
tice U. S. Supreme Court,
his vote o n the i n c o m e ‑
t a x decision, 22

Silver, question 0? prior to
1865, 6 ; i n c r e a s e i n Ameri‑

, can productionof, 7; Presi‑
dent Hayes favors main‑
taining, as precious metal,
71; free coinage of, voted by
ouse of Representatives,

in 1877,3sfiitsdemonetiza‑
tion, 35; onanza diseov‑
cries of, in Nevada,36, 37 ;
debate on b i l l f o r free
coinage of, 37, 38; govern‑
ment bonds declared pay ‑
able in, by Congress, 38,
39 ; Western conventions
demand free coinage of,
42; n o t favoredin national
conventions of 1880, 69;
opinions of Hayes and
S ermanon, 73;d011arsnot
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a popular f o rm of money,
75; rejected by interior
trade, 75 ; large use of,
in payment of ublic re ‑
venue, 76;New ork Clear‑
ing-house rejects, 76, 77 ;
reasons for rejection of,
78, 79; increase in produc‑
t ion of, 78; price of, rises
in 1878, then falls, 78;
decreased shi ments to
Orient, 78;use for interior
remittances,81;exchanged
for certificates, 82; gold
paid for, 82; trouble with,
renewed, 96; Folger’s opin‑
ion as to dangers of, 96;
effect of compulsory coin‑
age of, after 1881, 9 7 ; ac ‑
cumulates in Treasury, 9 ;
revenue payments ma e
in, 97 ; Acton suggests
forced use of, in Clearing‑
house payments, 98; effect
of coinage of, on national
finances, as regarded by
McCulloch, 103 ; by Cleve‑
land, 103; fractional coin
pledged with the banks in
1885 for gold, 1 0 4 , 105 ;
C l e v e l a n d Administra‑
tion’s plans to circulate,
105‐107; certificates for,
issued in small denomina‑
tions, 108; takes the place
of bank notes in circula‑
tion, 111; Treasury surplus
of, decreases after 1886,
11 2 ; question of, no t a
political issuein 1888, 138,
139; advocates of, in Con‑
gress, 1 4 1 ; their power
over legislation, 1 4 1 , 147 ;
Secretary Windom's plan
for, 142‐145; increased
production 0 , after 1890,
146; legislation for, in
1890, 147 ‐149 ; temporary

Simmons, J.

advance in rice of, 153 ;
renewed dec ine in, 154 ;
gold paid to Treasury for,
in 1891, 164; free coinage
of, voted in 1882 by
Senate, 174; blockaded in
House, 174 ; par ty declara‑
tions on, in 1892, 177‐180;
r umo r of i t s intended use
to redeem legal tenders,
185, 186; heavy decline in,
on suspension of Indian
free coinage, zoo; Con‑
gress votes to coin “seig‑
niorage" of, 230; Pre51‑
dent vetoes bill, 230 ; Dem‑
ocratic par ty declares for
free coinage of, in 1896,
263 ; in 1900, 291

Silver-Purchase Law of
1890, ro osed by Secre‑
ta ry in om, 139 ; politi‑
cal origin of, 141 , 148;
confusion of ideas regard‑
ing, 142 ‐145 ; modified by
Con ress, 1 4 7 ; altered in
co erencecommittee, 1 4 9 ;
Congressional opinion on,
150; fails to keep uplprice
0 silver, 153, 154; resi‑
dent Harrisondefends, 154 ;
Secretary Windom de‑
fends, 154; its influence
on currency in 1890, 155 ,
159; party declarations
regarding, in 1892, 177 ,
178;ClevelandAdministra‑
t ion proposes repeal of,
184, 197; i ts provisions
tested, 185, 186; Republi‑
cans favor repeal of, 197 ;
struggle over i l l to repeal,
197‐19fi9; Congress repeals,
199 ; e ect of repeal of, on
markets, 1 , zoo

1?dward, speech
to Clearing-house on t rust
company reserves, 329 S

Sinking fund against
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public debt, annual re ‑
quirement for, 125, 137;
payments on, abandoned
y Harrison Administra‑
t ion, 137

SouthAfrica, see Transvaal.
South Carolina, Democratic
Convention of 1892 de‑
nounces Cleveland, 179 ;
demands free coinage,
I79

Spain, United States de‑
clares war on, 279; how
money for conflict raised,
279; payment of indemnity
to, 280

Spaulding, E. G., U. S.
Congressman, regards the.
lega tenders as a tempo‑
ra ry currency, 8

Specie payments, see Legal
tenders and Resumption.

Speculation, of 1879 and
1880,61; of 1890, 153, 155;
o f 189 , 244 ; o f 1901 , 294 ,
300 ;o 1905,inEuropeand
America, 32 , 326; various
forms of, in 1906, 332;
n o t checked by Railwayi
Rate Law, 354; in Union
Pacific stock, during 1906,
357; weakened by wi th ‑
drawal of foreign capital,
358; collapse 0 , in 1907,
60; resumed in 1908 onilew York Stock Ex‑
change, ’ 79l

Spooner, jo n C., Senate
speech 0 1906 on Railway
Rate Bill, 353

Standard Oil,capitalists iden‑
tified with, their part in
Northern Pacific corner,
305; suit against com any
_yRoosevelt Administra‑
t i on , 350 ; jury finds
against, 350; $29,240,000
fine imposed on, 351; judg‑

ment and fine set aside by
hi her court, 351

Stee trade, combinations in,
during 1899, 287; art ific ia l
maintenance of prices in,
after 1907 panic, 378, 379

Steel Trust, organized by
J. P. Morgan in 1901 , 297;
i t s constituent compan ies ,
298; scheme for floating its
securities, 299 ; initial price
of i tsstock, 300; reduces its
dividends, 310; value on
market cut in two, 310;
tries to tu rn $200,000,000
stock into bonds, «334;
l i fe insurance funds used
for financing, 339; op‑
poses reductlon of steel
prices after panic of 1907,
378, 379 ; reduces prices
in 1908, 79Stevens, Thaddeus, U. S.
Congressman, his opinion
on contraction of the legal
tenders, 12

Stock Exchange, New York,
excitementon,during1884,
1 0 0 ; arranges for silver
speculation in 1890, 153;
closing of, during p a n i c
of 189 , discusse , 194;
manipu ation of new steel
shares of 1901 on, 299;
unprecedented trading on,
301 ; declares holiday to
give a rest to brokers,
0 1 ; technical insolvency

i n , during Northern Pa‑
cific panic, 307 ; Rus‑
sia lists its bonds on, 321;
enormous sums raised
abroad for speculation of
1906 on, 356; panic of
1907 on, 3 2; appeal to
banks for re ief, 372

Stock market, of 1879, 61; of
1880, 61; used by j a y
Gould, 63, 64; demoraliza‑
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t ion in, during 1884 at
New York, 1 0 0 ; of 1890,
at New York, speculation
in silver, 153; influenced
by the paper money infla‑
t ion, 155; of 1890, at
London, 156, 157: at New
York, breaks during 1896
campaign, 266; rise and
reaction after Bryan de‑
feat, 267; rices of new
industrial 5 ares of 1899
on, 288; excited specula‑
t ion of 1901 in, 29 , 300 ;
collapse in, during orth‑
ern Pacific corner, 306;
millionaire speculation of
1905 on, 2 7 ; in 1906,
56; forced ii uidation on,

mMarch and ugust,1907,
360; crisis of October on,
372; speculation resumed
on, in 1908, 379

railway e m ‑
loyees in 1886, 116; of
borers, for an eight‐hour

day, 116; their influence
on politics in 1888, 11 7 ;
of coal-miners and rai l ‑
way employees, in 1894,
2 2 0 ; why escaped, in 1906,

19
Sugar, import duty on, its

great productiveness, 1 4;
removed by McK i ey
TariE Act, 134 ; revenue
from, in 1889, 134; in 1892,
134; in 189g,e 226; part]
restored by nate's Tar i
Bi l l of 1894, 22 , 226

Sumner, Charles, . S. Sena‑
tor, regards the legal ten‑
ders as a temporary cur‑
rency, 8

Su reme Court of the United
tates, declares the Legal‑

Tender Act constitutional,
2 0 ; declares rents and

413
municipal bonds exem t
from income-tax, 228; e‑
clares income-tax of 1894
unconstitutional, 229 ;

'questions counsel regard‑
ing Northern Securities
merger, 336; applies Anti‑Trtlist Law of 1890 to
ra i wa s i n 189 , , 46;
decides, Northe7rn34 eguri‑
ties suit against the rail‑
ways, 348; different po‑
sitions of the justices,
348Surplus revenue of U. S.
government, in 1882,cause
of, 87; i ts political aspects,
88; continues large after
tariff of 1883, 9 5 ; applied
to bond redemptions, 1 0 9 ,
111, 11 2 , 125, 126; heavy
I n c r e a s e in, after 1886,
113; causes of increase in,
11 4 ; absorbs one fourth of
the circulatin medium,
123; deposited in 1888 wi th
the banks, 1 2 4 ; becomes a
menace to trade, 126; the
precedent of 1836, 127;
made a political issue in
1888, 128, 1 2 9 ; Democratic
plan to reduce, 128; Re‑
publican plan, 129 , 1 3 0 ,
132, 1 4, 1 3 5 ; disappear‑
ance o , in 18 1, 137

Syndicates, ban ers', formed
in 1895 to protect Treas‑
u r y reserve, 235; O r g a n ‑
ized in 1896 to guard
market against election
crisis, 266; used in railway
reorganizations, 2 7 7 , 2 7 8 ;
employment for industrial
amalgamations, 286; form‑
ed in 1 01 to float Steel
Trust s ares, 299 ; profit
of 2 0 0 per cent. distributed,
300; forced sale of securi‑
ties in 1903 by, 308
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Taft, William H.., elected

President in 1908, 379
Tanner, James A., Com‑

missioner of Pensions, his
remark about the surplus,
1 ; induced to resign
o ce, 138

Tariff, import, suggested as a
help to resumption, 1 3 ;
Ar t h u r Administration
urges reduction in, 88;
elections of 1882 declare for
revision of, 92 ; Ian for
reduction in, 93; ongress
opposes reduction of, 9 3 ;
ev1ls of wholesale changes
in, 9 4 ; alterations in, have
often preceded financial
disturbance, 9 4 ; law of
1883, its character, 95 ; its
effect on revenue, 95, 96;
large receipts under, 11 3 ;
b i l of 1887, passed by
House and killed by Sen‑
ate, 12 ; reform of, de‑
mande by Democratic
part in 1888, 129 ; Re‑

ub icans demand increase
in rates of, 129; Republicanpflicy regarding, 131, 132;

cKinle B i l l passed, 134;
rates un er, 134; reduction
in yield of, 135; relations
of, to silver legislation of
1890, 1 4 1 , 1 4 2 , 148, 1 5 1 ;
bills to reduce, pass House
of Representatives in 1892,
175; defeated in Senate,
175; contest over, in 1892
elections, 177; action on,
by Congress of 1894, neces‑
sary, 2 2 2 ; mistakes in
plans for, by Congress, 22 4 ,
225; erroneous estimates
on, 225‐227; conflict over,
between House and Senate,
225, 226; President Cleve‑
land refuses to sign bill,
227; failure of, to produce

[mlefic
sufficient revenue, 227;
failure of Republicans In
1896 to make campaign is‑
sue of, 263; Dingley act
raises duties in 1897,-269;
failure to remove deficit,
269; i ts relation to subse‑
quent trade r e c o v e r y ,
2 70

Tari ff commission of 1882,
its protectionist member‑
ship, 9 2 ; r e c o m m e n d s
lower duties, 9 3 ; i ts plan
altered by Congress, 93

Teller, Henry M., U. S. Sena‑
tor, declares that free‑
coinage bi l l could n o t have

assed in 18 0, 148
Ti den, Samuel ., claim that

he was electe President in
1876, 3 4 ; his plurality on
the popular vote, 71

Trade, American, expansion
after the Civi l War, 2, 3;
depression in 187 , 4; u n ‑
favorable outlool7r for, at
resumption, 51; great re ‑
covery in , 57; i t s good
condition during 1880, 60,
83; reaction in, af ter 1881,
84, 85, 96,97; depression in,
during 1884, 98; renewed
activity of, af ter 1885, 11 4 ,
115; in 1890, 154, 158;
stagnation of, after panic
of 1893, 2 0 1 ; i t s dis‑
couraging condition in
1896, 262; i ts brief r e ‑
covery after election, 267;
returning depression, 268;
revival in 1898, 272; great
prosperity of 1901in, 285;
reaction of 1900 in, 290;
depression in 1903, 308;
extreme depression in,
after 1907 panic,377, 378;
wages and. rices reduced,
378, 379; 11usions of 1908
m. 378
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Trade,’ foreigln, see Export

trade and naport tra e
discoveries

in, 2 4 3 ; l a r e gold produc‑
tion in, a ter 1837, 260;
declares war on ngland,
280; shuts off gold exports,
281; shrinka e in gold
production uring war,

1 3 ; resumption in 1905 of
u l l output, 31

g. anted
power to contract t e le al
tenders, 9, 1 1 ; accumu a‑
tion of gold in, opposed
by business men, 1 4 ; con‑
traction powers of, re‑
voked, 15, 16; reissues
retired legal tenders in
1873, 2 0 ; powers under
Resumption Act, 23‐26;
its relation to the banks in
1878,33; i tsgoldfund at r e ‑
sumption, 4 5 ; i ts resum ‑
t ion arrangements wi th t e
banks, 4 5 , 46; admitted to
New York Clearingohouse,
4 7 ; outlook for i ts reserve
fund, 48;protectivepowers
denied i t , 49‐51; gold with‑
drawn from, 53; rise in its
gold reserve, 59; pays o u t
gold on ordinary disburse‑

' ments, 59; large s i l v e r
payments made to, 76; in‑
crease of silver surp us of,
1117; i ts relations with the

ew Yo r k Clearing-house
regardingsilver, 76-78, 80;
circulates i ts silver cur ‑
rency, 81‐83; silver again
accumulates in, 96, 97 ;
begins to ay silver at
New York élearing‐house,
103 ; borrows gold from
New York banks in 1885,
1 0 4 , 105; substitutes silver
certificates for small legal
tenders in the circulation,

..,

105, 106; for national bank
notes, 11 0 , 111;buysbonds
with i t s su lus, 111;circu‑
latestthe si v e r certificates,
111 , 1 1 2 ; trade conditions
of 1888 favorable to, 1 2 3 ;
enormous increase in i ts
surplus, 12 ; deposits sur‑
plus w i t h t e banks, 124;
i t s wholesale redemptionof
bonds at a premium, 125,
126; its experience in 1837,
128; effects of laws of 1890,
on, 137; rapid fal l in i t s
surplus, 137;abandonsp u r ‘
chases for the sinking‑
fund, 137; monthly de‑
ficits of, begin in 1891,
188; effect of Silver-Pur‑
c ase Act on, 151; throws
enormous sums of money
intocirculation, 155, 159;
heavy gold disbursements
by, in 1890 and 1891, 162;
fal l in its gold reserve,163;
receives gold in exchange
for legal tenders, 164;
i ts precarious situation in
1892, 166; i t s gold reserve,
how established and pre‑
scribed 166, 167; gold pay‑
ments to, in revenue, de‑
crease, 168, 169; ceases to
use gold in i ts o w n dis‑

' bursements, 170;Iegal ten‑
ders presented to, for re ‑
demption, 1 2, 173; dan‑
gerous con i t ion of, in
1893, 182, 184;prepares for
a bond-issue, 18 ; borrows
gold from New ork banks,
1813‐185; suspends issue of
god certificates, 185; r u ‑
mors as to i ts redemption
plans, 185, 186; effect of
panic on, 2 0 3 ; large gold
receipts b y, 2 0 3 ; pays o u t
i tsgold reserve in Ordinary
disbursements,204;'its
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Treasury,

right to,do so questioned,
205; i ts general surplus
impaired, 206, 202, 209 ;
Carlisle’s plans 0 relief
for, 208, 209; bond-issues
for, during 1894, ‘ 21 0 - 2 1 4 ;
humiliating position of,
2 1 4 ; gold receipts by, for
bonds, 215; gold wi th ‑
drawn from, by bond‑
subscribers, 215; move‑
ment of i ts reserve, 216;
temporary increase in re ‑
venues of, in 1894, 230;
deficit begins a ain, 230;
old borrowed or, f rom
anks, 231 ; second loan

negotiated, 231; collapse
of its gold reserve, 232;
syndicate of 1895 under‑
takes to protect, 236, 237;
gold reserve of, restored,
2 4 1 ; renewed outflow of
gold from, 248; final loan
of, 250; increase of gold
in, 253; provisions of 1900
to protect gold reserveof,
254; rapid i n c r e a s e o f gold
reserve in 189kand 1898,
272; assists ew York
banks to procure forei
gold, 357; deposits pub ic
unds with banks in panic

of 1907, 371; abortive at ‑
tempt to relieve panic
through bond issues, 376

Secretaries of,
Hugh McCulloch (1865‑
69, 1884‐85), 1 0 , 10 ;
John Sherman (187 ‐81§,
27: Charles J. Folger (71881‑
82), 88; Daniel Manning
£1885‐87), 11 0 ; Charles S.

airchild (1887‐89). 123;
William Windom (1889‑
91), 1 4 0 ; Charles Foster
1891‐93), 169; John G.

131° 6893-97), 185;

Index
Leslie M. Shaw (1902‑
1907), 357; George B.
Cortelyou (1907‐1909), 371

Trust c o m p a n i e s , their use
by life insurance com‑
panies in 1903 to evade
the law, 38; enormous
insurance eposits in , 338;
r u n of depositors on, in
1907, 366; nature of their
busmess, 367; reasons for
imperfect law regarding,
367; their entry into gen‑
eral deposit banking, 367,

68; great increase in n u m ‑
er and resources, af ter

1899,368;their inade uate
reserves, 368; New ork
Clearing-house insists on
larger cash holdings by,

69; t rus t oompames re‑
use to yield, 369; danger‑

ous position created by
rupture With banks, 369;
unprecedented duration of
r u n of 1907 on, 370, i171,
3 7 2 ; failures of, 3 7 2 ; ow
r u n of depositors was
checked, 372

Trusts, industrial, their sud‑
den a earance in the
United tates, 118;magni‑
tude of their operations,
118; denounced in the
political platforms, 118;
influenced by trade com‑
petition, 118, 119 ; -move ‑
ment of incorporation re ‑
sumed, 286; methods of
organizingjnboomsof 1899
and 1901, 286; smaller
combinations a m a l a‑
mated into larger combina‑
tions, 287; enormous in‑
corporations duri 1899,
288; the bill io -do ar steel
amalgamation, 297: the
s h i p fip in g combination,
302; nancml troubles of
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1903 in , 309; influence of,
on prices in 1906, 333;
economic apology for, 333

“Under-writings," see Syn‑
dicates.

“ Undigested securities, " 308
Union Pacific Railway,

Gould's influence on, 63;
dishonest amalgamationof,
w i th the Kansas Pacific,
63, 64; reor anized in
1897, 277; re used parti‑
cipation in Burlington and
Quincy purchase, 304 ; uses
its credit to buy Northern
Pacificstock, 305 ; i ts enor‑
mous purchases of other
railway shares, 335, 356;
how purchase-money was
obtained, 356; dividend
increased to 10 per cent.,
357; violent speculation of
1906 in stock of, 3&7;

United States Steel rpora‑
tion, see Steel Trust.

Valparaiso, speculation of
1905 in, 326; earthquake
of 1906, 32

Vanderbilt, i l l iam H., his
prediction of high prices"in
1882,86

“Venezuelamessage" of 1895,
2 1 .

Vesiz, George G.,U.S. Sena‑
t o r, speech on Anti-Trust
Bi l l o£189o, 344

Veto of Inflat ion Bill, by
President Grant, 2 0 ; of k
per cent. Refunding B11,

President Hayes, 32;
o Bland Silver-Coinage
Bill, by President Hayes,
4 1 ; of River and Harbor
Bill, b President Arthur,
9 0 ; o Seigniorage Bil l ,

37 J“
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by President Cleveland,
230

Von Mauthner,managerAu's‑
tr ian bond syndicate of
18 4, describes Austrian
go d operations, 161 '

Voorhees, Daniel W., U. S.
Senator, denounces foreign
bond investors, 3 9 ; his
indifference to Treasury’s
situation in 1894, 2 1 0 ;
notifiedby Carlisleof bond‑
issue, 2 1 0

Wabash railway system, jay
Gould's influence on," 6

Wages, great rise of 1906an
1327 i n , 19

Wa ce, . A.,U. S. Senator,
opposes HayesAdministra‑
tion’s policy, 4

War, Civil, in United States,
2; between United States
and Spain, 279 ; between
England and Transvaal
Republic. 280; cost of, 282;
between RussiaandJapan,
320 '

Warner, A. J., Cleveland’s
letter to, on silver, 10

Weaver, James B., t i rd ‑
party candidate for Presi‑
dent in 1880and 1892, 181;
his vote in 1892, 181

Western Union Telegraph
Company, Gould's opera‑
tions with, in 1880, 6

WestinghOuse Electric m‑
pany goes into bank ‑
ruptcy in panic of 1907,
65Wheat, its highprice in 1867,

3; increase in European
production of, 4; world’s
c r o s i n 1875 and 1878, 5;
dec ine in price of, 5;
failure of crop of 1879, in
England, 5 4 , 5 5 ; on the
European continent, 55;
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large crop of, in U. S., 56;
enormous ex orts of, from
U. S.’ in 1 79, 56; pro‑fitable harvest of, in 1880,
59; wild speculation in,
60; deficient crop of, in
1881, if84; high price of,
84; large foreign pro‑
duction of, in 1882, 86;
fa l l iniprice of, 86; world’s
heavycropof, in 1884, 1 0 1 ;
low prices for, 1 0 2 ; corner
in,during 1888, 115 ; great
depression in, durin 1885,
117 ; large exports o , f rom
India -and Argentina, 122 ;
world's short supply of, in
188 and 1890, 156; failure
of gentine crop of, 157;
failure of European crop
of, in 1891, 163, 164; enor‑
mous iAmerican crop of,
163; large ex r ts of, 164;
rise inpriceo , durin 1891,
165; crop of, un eresti‑
mated" by U. S. govern‑
ment, 165; world's enor~
mous product ion of, in
1894, 2 2 1 ; extreme decline .
in priceof, 2 2 2 ; speculation
in, during 1895, 245; bad
effect ‘ o f speculation in,
246; large crop of, in 1897,
253; .:§-;doubted in 1904
whether the U. S. can re~
main a large exporter, 261;

Wisconsin, its

its low rice of 1896, 262,
264; fa i ure'of Indiancrop,
265; sudden rise in price,
26 ; political efi'ect, 266;
fa iure of L113 7 crops in
Europe, 2.79; rge Ameri‑
can crop and high prices,
271; heavy ex 11; of, in
1897, 2 1; t e Leiter
comer o ’ 1898 in, 280;
great world's crop in 1906,
14 ‘‑

White Star Line, bought by
Shipping _Trust in 1902,
02 ;

Wilson Tariff Act, see Tariff.
Windom, William, Secretary
of U. S. JTreasury, under
Garfield, 1'40; under Harri~
sion, 14o;:_~ his limitations
as a financier, 1 4 0 ; r o ‑
oses theQVSilver-Purc ase
aw, 142;l1ismotives, 141 ,

142 ;natureof hisplan, 1 42 ,
1431; his confused views on
currency questions, 144 ‑
145, 146;{defends Silver‑
Purchase Law, 154

Con essmen
vote solidly for B and Sil‑
ver Bill, 4 0 ; carried by
Republicans in 1880 and
1881, 90 5.

Witte, Sergius, Russian fi‑
nance minister in 1904 ,
predicts financial collapse
of Japan, 321


